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Sensationalandso dressed 
tokill...from Sanyo. 
Mini & Slim Portable MW/SW,/SW2/FM Stereo 
cassette recorder with 2 -way, 6 sneaker system i 
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colours 
in today's most.fashionable ` 4 shades, silver, black, red, 

44w/ white, blue and pink 

5P M7740K 

Fways better 
value 

* sensational -sound never looked 
so good. 
* light enough to take with you 
wherever you go. 
* space a problem? The Mini & Slim 
stacks on its end. 
* Automatic Music Select System 
(AMSS). High-speed scanning to 
select the songs you want to hear. 
>k 3 -position tape selector 
automatically adjusts for normal, 
Cr02 or metal tapes. 
* one button record takes the hassle 
opt of recording your own tapes. I, SANYO 
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ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. Ph (03) 489 8131. Telex No. 38897 

50V 5A LABORATORY 
POWER SUPPLY 

.. ..Lsgpilé.Y 

New swilchmode supply can deliver anywhere from three to 
50V DC and currents of 5A at 35V or lower. Highly efficient 
design. $140.00 EAAMay, June 1983 
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Will detect even slight overload conditions and 
is not affected by load impedance or varying 
supply voltages. E.A. JUNE '83 

EFFECTS 

UNIT 

$75.00 

An "Effects Unit" that can create phasing, flang- 
ing, echo, reverb and vibrato effects. E.A. 
JUNE '83 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 

$43.00 
No need for aTV 1P ,` 
Micro with EA's 44 E . ' ' t^ 
great Eprom 
Programmer q . 

suitable for al i i ri 2716/2758 + 
^ 

( -., 
11 1 Eproms. :r+ T + a y_. 

With Textool 
Sockets 555.00 
EA January 82 
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ELECTRONIC 
METRONOME 

$18.90 
Great new Metronome Circuit 
with low Current drain (less than 
one milliamp) drives a 

Loudspeaker and a Led 
Indicator. EA January 82 

Afr 0044Y1 
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DUAL TRACKING POWER 
SUPPLY $83.50 

T . 
.. 

Gaitow -; a 
Built around positive and negative 3Terminal Regulators, 
this versatile dual tracking Power Supply can provide 
voltages from ± 1.3V to ± 22V at currents up to 2A. In 
addition, the Supply features a fixed +5V 0.9A output and is 
completely protected against short circuits, overloads and 
thermal runaway. EA March 82 

SOUND TRIGGERED 
FLASH $26.50 
This easy to build sound or light operated flash trigger has 
many feature. 
Catch those ... 
spectacular and 
humorous 
moments like that 
time your mother. 
In-law slipped on 
the moss covered 
patio and broke 
her neck. ETI 568 
October 80 
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31/2 DIGIT 
LCD 

CAPACITANCE 
METER 

Handy pocket size Digital 
Capacitance Meter, runs off a 

9V battery and measure 1pF to 
19.99uF in lust three ranges. 
EA March 82 $79.00 

VOICE OPERATED RELAY 
$14.95 
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EA's great new Voice Operated Relay Can be used to 
control a tape recorder, as a VOX circuit for a transmitter, or 
to control a slide protector. EA April 82 

DIGITAL THERMOMETER: 
31/2 DIGIT LCD 

$79.00 

Measure temperatures from 
below freezing point to around 
boiling point. EA February 82 '1 411. 

. .. 

FUNCTION GENERATOR $79.50 

"LE GONG" 

$14.95 

The "Le Gong" Doorbell with 
those unmistakable Chimes 
generated by the LSI. A must for 
the man who has everything! EA 
February 81 

LED LEVEL METER 

$27.00 
Build a Led level Meter with 
simultaneous peak and 
average display plus 60dB 
dynamic range. This kit is 
ideal for any application 
requinng a wide dynamic 
range level display- ETI 458 
June 81 
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This Function Generator with digital readout produces Sine, 
Triangle and Square waves over a frequency range from 
below 20Hz to above 160kHz with low distortion and good 
envelope stability. It has an inbuilt fourdigit frequency 
counter for ease and accuracy of frequency setting. EA 
April 82 

LARGE SCREEN TV STORAGE 
CRO ADAPTER $119.00 
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For a low cost Storage CRO with Synchronised Display. 
Flectromc Graticule, OneShot Triggering and Optional 
Storage of up to four Screen Displays It can't be beaten. EA 
February 82 

LOW OHMS 
METER 
$34.50 
How many times have you 
cursed your Multimeter when 
you had to measure a low -value 
resistance Well alas, with the 
"LOw Ohms Meter" you can 
solve those old problems and In 

tact measure resistance from 
100 Ohms down to 0.005 
Ohms. ETI 158 November 81 

You have to be in It to win it 

.. Take the chance out of 
winning the Pools as well as 
Lotto, and build the great 
new Pools/Lotto Number 
Selector. EA July 81 

<a EN 

SOUNDBENDER 

$29.00 j ° 

Have great fun creating 
your own recording effects 
with music and voice The 
Sound Bender can receive 
from Electric Guitar, 
Microphones, etc. ETI 
February 82 
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IT iS with distinctly mixed feelings that I bring you the news 

that this will be the last issue our talented project designer and 

Technical Editor, David Tilbrook, will have worked on. i 

knew it was inevitable that, one day, a man of such talent and 

rare creative genius would have to move on to greater things. 

David has accepted a position in research at the Physics 

School of a major university, working on laser development, a 

field in which that university is at the forefront of current 
research. David has been doing a part time course in physics 

for the past three years and will complete his B.A. (Physics) 

degree later this year. 
Since joining the magazine early in 1979, David's ability 

soon made its presence felt in projects such as the Series 4000 

Moving -Coil Preamp, the Electromyogram, the Series 4000 

four-way and three-way loudspeakers and latterly, the Series 

5000 equipment. 
To allay anyone's fears that the Series 5000 gear will halt, let 

me affirm that David will be continuing his association with the 

magazine, contributing articles and developing projects for us 

on a freelance basis. 
David, your calm, logical, methodical approach to every- 

thing, and your tenacity in tackling problems that daunted 
lesser mortals has been a remarkably steadying influence in the 

freneticism that is publishing. From all of us here at ETI, and 
from those who have worked with you in the past, we sincerely 
wish you "all the best", confident that you will make as great 
an impression in your new field as you have in this one. 

7. 

COMMENT 

Roger Harrison 
Editor 
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MICROBEE MULTIPRÓM 

INTERFACE 
This project allows you to extend 
the Microbee s ROM capacity. It is 

a board that just plugs into the 
'Bee's 50 -way expansion buss and 
can either be fitted Inside thé 'Bee 
or externally. The board takes the 

EDASM and NET PROMs normally 
residing in the 'Bee and allows sev- 
eral different PROM sets to be fitted 
and used at will. You can mix 2532s 
and 2764s, even. The board also 
has an I/O scheme giving 11 open - 
collector outputs and eight buffered 
inputs. Turn your Microbee into a 
much more versatile machine. 

SOLID-STATE RELAYS 
Two solid-state switches for remote 
control of mains -operated devices 
or appliances are featured next 

month. These allows you to safely 
interface a computer or electronic 
controller to mains equipment as 

opto -Isolators are used. Two types 
are described: a zero -crossing 
switch and a non -zero -crossing 
type. 

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE 
DEVICES 
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) de- 
vices have been used for the last 

decade in professional and military 
equipment and are now beginning 
to be found in consumer electronic 
products. This article explains the 
basic physics of SAW devices and 
some important current applications 
of the technology are examined. 

PERREAUX HI-FI SYSTEM 
A review of the New Zealand manu- 
factured Perreaux SM2 preamp and 
PMF1150B power amp shows just 
what can be done with some inno- 
vative 'nature technology'. 

TECHNICAL INQUIRIES: We can only answer readers' 

technical inquiries by telephone after 4.30pm Mondays to 

Thursdays. The technical inquiry number is (02) 662-4267. 
Technical inquiries by mail must be accompanied by a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope. There is no charge. We 

can only answer queries relating to projects and articles as 

published. We cannot advise on modifications, other than 

errata or addenda. We try to answer letters as soon as pos- 

sible. Difficult questions may take some time to answer. 

SER VICES 
GENERAL INQUIRIES: For all inquiries about back issues, 

subscriptions ($23.88 for 12 months/12 issues), photo- 

copies of articles, artwork or submitting articles, call (02) 

663-9999 or write to: ETI Reader Services, 140 Joynton 
Avenue (PO Box 227), Waterloo, NSW 2017. 

CONTRIBUTIONS: Submissions must be accompanied by 

a stamped, sélf-addressed envelope. The publisher ac- 

cepts no responsibility for unsolicited material. 

ETI October 1983 - 5 



ANTASTIC 
Multumeter ,' y 60^p 

ONLY $ 1 795 
- FUSE/DIODE PROTECTED! - 4mm BANANA SOCKET PROBES! - BIFURCATED SELECTOR SWITCH CONTACTS! 

ABS IMPACT -RESISTANT CASE! 
1 5V LARGE! MEASURES 90(w) x 135(h) x 45(d)mm 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
COMPUTER 0-0.25 AC 0-10 

0 10 0-50 
FANS 0.50 0-250 

0 - 250 0 - 1000 
0 1000 AT 9,000 ohms/volt 
AT 20,000 ohms/volt 

GREAT 
VALUE! 

9495 
We have made a scoop purchase of Computer grade Box Fans. 
They measure a standard 80 x 80 x 40mm. But there's a catch!. 
They are only available in 115V1 
Great if you are making equipment for export to the USA - or 
use 2 in series! No problem! 
Cat. YX2508 ONLY S14.95 

STAGGERING VALUE 

Incredible 
TOGGLE SWITCH 

Check the schematic, Ideal for Headlight/Parking switch. 
Dependable 10 AMP contacts conservatively rated. A special 
shorting strap on the mar of the switch enables you to customise 
your own configuration, 
Cat. SE0658 51.50 

g.._ -n1agnnct rotor 

can berm. r dmnmutvr can 

p 
af afo 

zipp 

RESISTANCE DC CURRENT 
0--5K 0-0.05 
0-50K 0-25 
0 -- 500K 0 - 250mA 

dB: 20 to+22dB 
BATTERY CHECK FACILITY: AA, C & D CELLS 
ACCURACY: DC t/-3% F.S. AC 01-4% F.S. 

OHMS .1-3% 
BANANA PLUG PROBES AND BATTERY INCLUDED 
This is an unbelievable meter bargain. Normally this unit would sell for around 525. Japanese made quality. 
Cat OM -1005 $17.95 

MICROCHARTS BACK! 
NEW LOWER PRICES! 

NEW CHARTS! 
ALGORITHMS - Cat. BM.8504 ONLY 59.95 
This 215 x 280 (A4) virtually indestructible plastic card contains 
a set of algorithms expressed in the BASIC language. Most are easy 
to implement even with assembly language for small machines. 

r You will be surprised at the amount of information this card 
contaips. 

7400 SERIES TTL REFERENCE CARD 
Cat. BM8503 ONLY 59.95 
This card gives complete pin out and description details on 54/74 
series devices front 7400 (74 LS001 thru 749621 OVER 350 devices 
in all!, 
(All micro charts are the same size) 

OTHER POPULAR MICROCHARTS 
Z80 CPU MICROCHART r ALL the info on the Z80 series CPU 

I Cat. BM 8500 
MICROCHART 

ONLY 59.95 

ALL the info on ORIGINAL micros and their newer cousins 
Cat. BM8501 59.95 

6502/65XX MICROCHART 
¡As above, for the 6502 etc. 
CaO. BM8502 59.95 

" Posh ion 3 Position 2 

IT HAD TO 
PLEASE NOTE 

this system must be used in 
conjunction with an electronic 
ignition. The Hall Effect device 
will not switch enough current 

to replace the contact breaker points 
on their ownl 

HAPPENI 
* * * * 

A professionally engineered electronic 1'breakerless )Contact breaker system. 
Yes, only Jaycar has a complete Hall effect triggerhead assembly designed to adapt to an extensive number 
of cars Each kit contains the following 

HALL EFFECT TRIGGER HEAD 
MAGNETIC ROTORS FOR BOTH 4 & 6 CYLINDER CARS 
OVER 6 CAM LOBE ADAPTORS 
OVER A DOZEN DIFFERENT ADAPTOR PLATES FOR YOUR PARTICULAR DISTRIBUTOR 
OTHER HARDWARE (i.e SCREWS etc ) 

YOU CAN REMOVE THIS SYSTEM AND RE EQUIP YOUR CAR WITH THE ORIGINAL 
BREAKER POINTS WHEN YOU SELL THE CAR, 
AS EASY TO INSTALL AS A SET OF POINTS, 
INSTRUCTIONS (SIMPLE TO FOLLOW) INCLUDED, 

This set is designed to fit most European and Japanese cars. In fact it well also fit many Australian cars 
fitted with Lucas. Basch. Motorcraft, AC Delco or Autohte electrics. If you wish to check first, please 
send SAE for car distributor lest 
Because we have no way of knowing you get the fitting set for ALL of the distributors available. Basically 
you end up with a jar full of parts that you don't need louse, (Perhaps for your next care) 
Quite frankly, we are amazed that we can supply such a comprehensive kit for this price. To produce a 
kit that will adapt to the dozens of different distributors around is amazing. 
Remember, once you have installed a breakerless system it will never wear out and that part of your system 
will remain in tune FOR EVER. 
We expect this kit to sell well. To ensure that you receive one, check with us early' 
Cat. KJ6655 

FERGUSON TRANSFORMERS 
MF-t000 PL9/5VA PCB 57.90 
MF1002 PL12/5VA PCB 57.90 
MF-1004 PL15/5VA PCB 57.90 
MF.1006 PL18/5VA PCB 57.90 
MF.1009 PL24/5VA PCB $7.90 
MF.1012 PL30/5VA PCB S7,90 
MF1015 PL40/5VA PCB 57.90 
MF-1018 PL18/12VA PCB S8.95 
MF.1021 PL24/12VA PCB S8.95 
MF.1024 PL30/12VA PCB 58.95 
MF-1027 PL1.5-18/20VA LP 517.95 
MF.1030 PL12/20VA LP 514.50 
MF1033 PL15/20VA LP 514.50 
MF-1036 PL18/20VA LP 514.50 
MF.1039 PL24/20VA LP 514.50 
MF.1042 PL30/20VA LP 514.50 
MF.1045 PL40/20VA LP $14.50 
MF-1048 PL12/40VA LP 517.95 
MF-1051 PL15140VA LP $17.95 
MF.1054 PL18/40VA LP S17.95 
MF1057 PL24/40VA LP 517.95 
MF1060 PL30/40VA LP 517.95 
MF1063 PL4O140VA LP S17.95 
MF.1066 PL30.9/60VA LP 520.95 
MF.1069 PL12/60VA LP 520.95 
MF-1072 PL15/60VA LP 520.95 
MF.1075 Pt18/60VA LP 520.95 
MF.1078 PL24/60VA LP 520.95 
MF-1081 PL30/60VA LP S20.05 
MF-1082 PL40/60VA LP 520.95 
MF-1087 PP88/1000 Bell transformer 513.95 
MF1092 TS115/125B 115V STEPDOWN 579.50 
MF1095 PF3577/JT14456VCT2amp 534.50 
MF1098 OP590 Line output transformer 545.00 
MM -2015 PF4361 $39.50 
MM2016 PF4362 549.50 
MM2017 PF4363 549.50 
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VIDEO SENSATION 
AT LAST 

A Video Enhancer/ e; , 
Distribution Amplifier Is 

designed 
EXCLUSIVELY 
for AUSTRALIA 

Jaycar has had designed a high quality, high performance Video 

Enhancer which is specifically for the Australian 625 line 50 frame 

PAL -D system. 
As far as we know It Is the ONLY Australian designed, Australian 
built unit availablell 
But guess what? The Jaycar AV6501 Enhancer is CHEAPER than 

Its inferior imported Asian counterparts') 
This unit is professionally designed and University tested) It works 

and it works well. 

Cat AV6501 

12 Volt AC 
Adaptor only 
$12.95 

NOT A KIT 
BUILT, TESTED 

AND GUARANTEED 
KIT VERSION 
ONLY $39.50 

IEC Cable 
Connectors 

.0.11111. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
1 Maximum nhancentent. net Cu then 06.346 2MHa 

2 Enhance deeded 1Bv odd moon, DC to 5MHa, -0.5.1.088. 
.3 Co,our Su beard. Ode notch /nqueney, tunable to 4.43 Mils, -/ 
O.Se B. dl »tinge. 4 Amplifier group delay. lees Ih.n 0.075uá 
5 Land honour g coedlhy not less than 1.35 colt. pee. (Sync. r 

capped feet 
6 Power 12V AC 100mA 
7 Connote. ON/OFF, E NUANCE, ENHANCE BYPASS SWITCH, 

CORE/GAMMA CONTROL 
6 Input connector, RCA locket 
9 Output connector, RCA socket 3 

DESIGN FEATURES 
1 A unity pain notch et 1M colour wbc.rrier IrsquencY. whom eurpoc, 

r to prevent chrommancc to luminance formers et h.gh enhance lay.lf 
2 A closed loop configuration with bad tag compwn.tion to achieve 

able, well mil mad gain 
3 DC coupling. hmln.dng urge c with the wee° 

signet and ech,.oing DC reseonee for 
capacitors 

requiring It. 

4 Low output impedance prior to termination nstesor,, enadarg up to 

three otpute to .m and be used or left untrm.nat.d. 
5 A lev.l dependant closed loop r.seonte or Gamma control Mort ) 
6 Clip on negate,. going signals at -67 volts into 75 ohms to prevent 

ryn< peroro owing to over0Oot. 

Most imported equipment these days now uses IEC-320 style AC 

power inlet connectors. Indeed, the electronics mags will soon be 

specifying these connectors on many of their mainspowered projects' 
to simplify (and therefore make safer) mains wiring. Jaycar now' 
stocks a range of ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY APPROVED mains 
line cords. We have them In straight entry, left and right entry with 
and without standard 240V mains moulded plug. Each Cord is a 
generous 2 metres long and is rated at 7.5 amp continuous. 

Cat No 
PS4302 
PS4304 
PS4305 
PS4306 

Description 
LINE CORD STRAIGHT ENTRY 2M 
LINE CORD R/HAND ENTRY - 2M 
LINE CORD L/HAND. 21N 

LINE CORD STRAIGHT ENTRY WITH 
240V PLUG - 2M 

PP2302 IEC 320 CHASSIS PLUG 
WM4530 2 PIN 240V PLUG MOULDED TO 2M FIG. 8 

7.5 AMP CORD BLACK IN COLOUR 
(Note: the first 5 Items are grey in colour) 

Price 
S3.95 
53.95 
53.95 

54.95 
52.95 

S2.95 

TWIN SCREENED AUDIO 
CABLE 
Twin screened round audio cable. (Two screened conductors 

- NOT fig. '8') 
This cable normally sells for 50.48/metre or 542.00/roll. 

Cat. WE 1504 520.00/roll 

OVER 
PER ROLL 

$ a' 50D/D... 

OCTOBER ONLY 

HE -1452 
HE -t454 
HE1457 
HE -1458 
HE -1459 

HE.1461 
HE 1462 
HE1463 
HE1467 
HE -1469 

SAVE 

HOPWOOD CASES 
84/6V 
84/8V 
84/10V 
84/12V 
84/17V 
93/6V 
93/8V 
93/10V 
93/12V 
93/17V 

)ayear 

518.50 
S20.00 
521.50 
S23.00 
528.00 
516.50 
518.00 
519.50 
522.00 
525.50 

FABULOUS 
VALUE rEAPE 

$4950 SENSIYI' ION 

Quartz Crystal 
Clock move 
orient 
Cat XC6000 

) ON 1u% 
' 

woo 51495 
- Very compact and reliable 

Sellttarting one -second stepping motor has strong torque 
- Powered by 1.51/ AA battery that lasts fora year 

TAPE 

2500' - 1.5 mil 
Cat. AL -1560 

Jaycar has done it again - for all of the HiFi buffs 
who have professional NAB centre reel-to-reel tape 
recorders - a superb METAL spool complete with 
2500' of quality tape. The tape is 1.5 mil thick and 
comes on a NAB centre 10%" spool. 

$1"95 
CASSETTE HEADS SPECIAL 
REPLACEMENT HEADS FOR YOUR CASSETTE DECK 

Cat. AC.1950 C21RP518 Mono record/playback 514.95 
Cat AC.1952 824.02 Stereo record/playback 517.95 
Cat. AC.1954 B24 07 Stereo record/playback for use with Dolby 

ONLY 524.95 
Cat. AC.1956 C42RPHO4 Stereo record/playback glass ferrite faced 

ONLY 636.50 
Cat. AC -1958 C21ES18 Mono or stereo erase 57.95 

rrt _ 

- 
Fomplete with data sheet, instructions and wall hanger bracket I 

et 

w - . E -e - - Supplied with two sets of hands, one short and one long ' w lr 
15 second/month accuracy 

- 56mm square, 15mm deep 

UV GLOBES 
The ideal globe for parties. Works in standard 
Tight socket 1240V AC). This UV light will 
not erase EPROMs. 
Cat. SL.2680 100watt 53.95 

TRANSISTOR BARGAIN 

3 amp high speed TO -5 
power transistor type 2SC 
799. Normally S1.95 ea. 
Now 75 cents each OR 
55 foi 1011 Has exclusive 
slide -on flange to convert 
to chassis mount for greater 
power dissipation) 
Cat. ZT-2600 

Incorporating 
ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

SYDNEY SHOWROOMS 

125 & 117 YORK STREET - PHONE: 102) 264 6688 and 102) 267 1614 
TELEX: 72293 

CARLINGFORD 
Cnr CARLINGFORD & PENNANT HILLS ROAD - PHONE: (02) 872 4444 

CONCORD 
115 117 PARRAMATTA ROAD - PHONE: (02) 745 3077 

HURSTV ILLE 121 FOREST ROAD PHONE: 10215707000 

A .--=:-;;Z. 

PLAYMASTER 
40/40 
OWNERS 
LOOK!!! 

SAVE s3 
We still hace stocks of the orginal capped 50K dual gang volume pot 
for this protect. This pot is not a standard stock item. 
It may be a good idea to have a spare (the volume control will be 

the fIrst to wear out). 
GRAB ONE NOW FOR ONLY 52.95 

NORMALLY 55.95 
Cat. RE 1263 

NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 
POST AND PACKING CHARGES 

55 - S9.99 151.50) 510 - 524.99 163.201 

525 - 549.99 154.501 550 - 599.99 156.501 

5100 - 5198 (58.00) Over 5199 1510) 
-Free INSURANCE for Road & Registered Post over S200' 

All heavy or bulky horns (over 20kg.) sent Comer Road Freight 512.00 anywhere 
in Australia. 

SHOP HOURS CARLINGFORD, CONCORD & HURSTVILLE 
Mot - Fri 9am - 5.30pm: Sat - 9am - 12pm. Thun night 8.30pm 

SHOP HOURS SYDNEY 
Mon - Fn 8.30am - 5.30pm. Sat 8 30am 12pm Thins night 8 301xn 

MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE. BOX K 39 HAYMARKET s'D EY 2000 

Mail Order 
IIBy 

BANKCARD 
Via Your Phone 



JAYCAR BUYS 
ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 
In a shock move that had Sydney's "Silicon Alley" - York 
Street - all a buzz, Jaycar purchased the entire operations 
of Electronic Agencies on September 1. Electronic Agencies 

currently has two stores, one in Concord, the other in York 
Street, City. 

Electronic Agencies will con- 
tinue to trade at Concord and in 
York Street, but will now be sell- 
ing all Jaycar products as well. 
Jaycar's York Street store will 
close at the end of October and 
operations will be transferred to 
the Electronic Agencies store at 
117 York Street. All Electronic 
Agencies' products will be avail- 
able in the established Jaycar 
stores, including the new Hurst- 
ville outlet. 

The cost of the takeover was 
not disclosed and Gary John- 
ston, the proprietor of Jaycar, 
would not confirm or deny that 
the 'ballpark' figure was be- 
tween $349 999 and $350 000, 
or thereabouts. 

f 

Bill Edge. Pleased with himself. 

ELECTRONIC 
TELECOM 

The carbon transmitter. which 
has been used in Australia's 

telephones for more than 40 
years. is being replaced by an 
electronic version. 

Telecom says the new elec- 
tronic transmitters will give 
greatly improved performance 
and reliability. 

Orders worth $2.4 million 
have been placed with NEC 
Australia and AWA for manu- 
facture and supply of the elec- 
tronic transmitters. 

Bill Edge, the former Manag- 
ing Director of Electronic 
Agencies, was unavailable for 
comment as he had awarded 
himself a long weekend and gone 
fishing. We understand Bill 
Edge will not be part of the 
amalgamation. However, he will 
not he leaving the industry and is 
expected to remain available in a 
consultative capacity, according 
to Jaycar. 

Bill Edge took over the Con- 
cord store from Pre -Pak late in 
1978 and set about changing the 
business to concentrate on kits 
and components. He specialised 
in a number of areas not 
addressed by other electronics 
retailers at the time, particularly 
speaker drivers and' loudspeaker 
kits. Electronic Agencies be- 
came a major supplier of the ETI 
Series 4000 three-way and four- 
way kits. 

Recently, the firm became a 

Microbee supplier and has done 
very well with that product plus 
associated software and hard- 
ware. Bill Edge opened a store in 
York Street in March 1982, 
where Avtek is now located, 
moving 'downstairs' to the pre- 
sent location later in the year. 

Gary Johnston purchased Jay - 
car in March 1981. The business 
was then located at 380 Sussex 
Street, down near Chinatown. 
but moved to York Street also in 

Gary Johnston. Double the worries. 

March 1982. Jaycar's great 
strength was always audio gear 
and Gary Johnston continued 
with this, expanding the range of 
kits in this line - particularly 
with the now -famous ETI Series 
5000. He also concentrated on 
mail order and direct importing 
of components to rapidly expand 
the business, opening another 
store at Carlingford late in 1982. 
A line of robotics products was 
recently added to the range of 
Jaycar products. 

Gary Johnston claims that 
nothing but good will come from 
the amalgamation: "Jaycar and 
Electronic Agencies have a very 
similar product range but each 
with some unique great prod- 
ucts. Now, all of these products 
will be available in all stores. 

"We also expect to be able to 
direct -import a greater range of 
products and pass on great 
savings." he said. 

All outlets will now be known 
as 'Jaycar Electronics incorpo- 
rating Electronic Agencies'. 
From November, there will be 
four outlets in the Sydney metro- 
politan area: York Street. 
Carlingford, Concord and 
Hurstville. 

CHANNEL 0 
TO GO 

The Federal Minister for Com- 
munications. Mr Michael 

Duffy, has indicated in a letter to 
the chairman of the Special 
Broadcasting Service, Sir Nicho- 
las Shehadie, that Channel 0 
transmissions will cease over the 
next 18 months. the service then 
transferring totally to UHF 
Channel 28. 

"It must be clearly understood 
that the use of VHF Channel 0 
has been on the basis that it was 
an interim measure." the Minis- 
ter said. 

"I am confident that the Multi- 
cultural Television Service, in 
advising its audience of the 
cessation of Channel 0 transmis- 
sion over -the next 18 months. 
will play an important role in 
educating the public with regard 
to future receiver require- 
ments." 

This decision only affects SBS 
stations on Channel 0, not com- 
mercials or translator services, 
we understand. 

NEW PCB 
HOLE MASK 

cope Laboratories has re- 
leased a new thick latex -type 

liquid for masking PCB holes to 
prevent their closure during 
wave soldering. 

Called Scope Spot Mask, the 
liquid is designed to be quicker 
to apply and faster to peel off 
then masking tape. 

Other benefits include easy 
shaping of the masking layer. an 
anti -run ingredient and film 
strong enough when dry to allow 
reasonable areas to he peeled off 
in one piece. 

8 - October 1983 ETI 
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Denon's dust free factory. This insertion places electronic components onto 
circuit boards faster than the eye can see. 

DENON'S DUST -FREE HOME 
o hirakawa, an ailing farming 

community just north of 
Tokyo, is the new home of 
Nippon Columbia's fast-grow- 
ing Denon audio division. 

Denon has opened a huge 
87,395 square -metre plant at 
Shirakawa, on the outskirts of 
the world-famous Nikko-Nasu 
National Park. 

The site offered Denon a 
clean -air environment, while 
the farming community, which 

TELEPHONE 
OF THE 
FUTURE 

he International Telephone 
and Telegraph Corporation 

(ITT) in the United States is 
developing a 'smart' telephone 
which will be able to listen. talk 
and obey by understanding 
speech and giving verbal 
responses. 

A demonstration unit has al - 

had suffered a gradual decline in 
population due to agricultural 
mechanisation, gained new jobs 
in a non-polluting industry. 

Denon has carried the clean - 
air philosophy inside the build- 
ings - for example, employees 
must replace their shoes with 
special slippers once they enter 
the plant. This dust -free atmo- 
sphere is regarded as vital for 
the delicate audio -manufact- 
uring processes used by Denon. 

ready been built at ITT's ad- 
vanced technology centre in 
Connecticut. This unit can deci- 
pher a human voice and make 
the appropriate verbal response. 
For example. when the user says 
"Call John Jones" into the 
phone mouthpiece, the unit 
replies "Ringing John Jones" 
and the labelled "John Jones" 
rings. 

The unit also reponds to 
"help" for emergencies, "find" 
for directory assistance and "for- 
ward" for transferring calls to 
another telephone. 

ELECTRON -BEAM 
INVENTION EARNS GRANT 

Asignal sampling and conver- 
sion system has earned a 

$3310 grant from the Federal 
Department of Science and 
Technology's Assistance to In- 
ventors Scheme. 

David Spalding, of Castle Hill 
(NSW), has designed an 
electron -beam system that pro- 
cesses and analyses complex and 
fast electronic signals. 

Announcing the grant, the 
Minister for Science and Tech- 
nology. Mr Barry Jones, said the 
invention could have important 
applications in advanced com- 
puter and communication fields. 

The grant will be used to fund 
the design and manufacture of 
optical photodiode arrays and 
integrated circuits for the sys- 
tem. 

A major revision to the Aus- 
tralian standard on lightning 

protection (AS 1678) will be 
published in November. 

To coincide with its issue. the 
Standards Association of Aus- 
tralia will hold a series of semi- 
nars in November to introduce 
the new recommendations. 

Topics to he discussed include 
lightning phenomena and char- 
acteristics, the rolling sphere 
principle, banding earthing. 
isolation and insulation of light- 
ning protection systems and haz- 
ards to occupants of buildings 
from potential differences 
caused by lightning. 

For further information. con- 
tact the S A offices in Mel- 
bourne (03)3-17.7911, Sydney 
(02)929-6022 or Brisbane (07) 
221-8605. 

SELF-HELP TELEVISION 
Australia's first self-help tele - 

vision reception scheme 
(STRS) has been approved for 
Western Australia's diamond - 
mining township of Argyle. 

The Federal Government 
scheme enables communities in 
isolated rural areas to receive 
television broadcasts via the 
Intelsat IV communications 
satellite. 

Programmes originate from 
the Perth studios of the ABC and 
arc relayed over Telecom land - 
links to the OTC station at Car- 
narvon. From there, the ma- 
terial is beamed to the satellite. 
which re -transmits programmes 

back to the dish -shaped antenna 
installed in the township. I louse - 
hold antennas are then able to 
pick up signals in the normal 
way. 

The STRS scheme involves 
the community purchasing and 
installing a translator, which can 
he used to receive programmes 
transmitted by commercial sta- 
tions as well as the ABC. 

Planning and licencing proce- 
dures have been simplified to 
speed provision of the service. 
However. all applications are 
subject to approval by the Fed- 
eral Minister for Communica- 
tions, Mr Michael Duffy. 

INNOVATIVE LEAD -ACID 
BATTERY DESIGN 

Under the Federal Govern- 
ment's Assistance to Inven- 

tors Scheme, James Mackaness, 
an engineer of Cheltenham 
(NSW), has received $10 000 to 
manufacture prototypes of a 
new lightweight lead -acid bat- 
tery. 

Mr Mackaness designed the 
battery after discovering that 
almost half the lead used in 
conventional batteries was 
wasted. By using much finer 
lead for the conducting func- 
tion, and substituting polyprop- 
ylene for the structure, he re- 

duced wasted lead by 70%. 
Known as a lead -acid auto- 

motive (LAAUTO) battery, Mr 
Mackaness' design also elimin- 
ates the need for the heavy - 
and expensive - lead grids used 
in conventional lead -acid bat- 
teries. This not only reduces the 
weight, but improves the charg- 
ing and discharging rates. 

While the battery's main 
market is presently in the ve- 
hicle industry, it offers a num- 
ber of new applications, particu- 
larly for portable tools, ma- 
chines, lighting and electronics. 

NOTES & ERRATA 
Project 1520, Wtdeband Amp. July '83, page 74. Capacitors C6 and C8 are 
shown on the overlay as 2p2 while the Parts List and circuit shows C6 as 3p3 
and C8 as 10p. The latter values are correct. 

Project 421, Three-way Loudspeakers, Sept. '83, page 86. On the pc board 
overlay the labels on the two capacitors are reversed - CI is the 2 uF capaci- 
tor, C2 the 8 uF capacitor. The values shown are in the correct position. 
The Parts List and circuit diagram are correct. 
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co e C. 

If it's always been your ambition to become a leader and achieve success in 
a challenging, mentally -stimulating professional career, you're obviously a young 
man with great expectations. 

The question is whether you're willing to wait years for them to come true. 
Or whether you're already getting impatient. 

In July this year seventy-five young men will commence an intensive 44 
week training course at Officer Cadet School, Portsea. When they graduate with a 
commission as a Lieutenant, each Officer can expect to command men in areas as 
diverse as Armour, Artillery, Engineering, Survey, Signals, Transport, Infantry, 
Intelligence and Aviation. 

They can also expect to be constantly involved in learning and mastering 
new skills. Using their experience and training to help team members achieve the 
best possible results. Realizing their full physical and mental potential. Gaining 
recognition for their ability to lead men in a responsible, constructive manner. 
And, of course, meeting every expectation their parents ever had for them to 
succeed in a leading profession. 

Life as an Army Officer is exhilarating, varied and very satisfying. Simply 
because it's one career where your great expectations can become a reality instead 
of 'pie in the sky'. 

If you're aged between 181/2 and 23 on entry (or up to 25 with a degree or 
diploma), have your HSC 
or equivalent, (at a level 
acceptable to the Army), 
and expect a lot from 
yourself, contact your 
nearest Army Careers 
Recruiting Centre or fill 
in the supplied coupon. 

There are two 
courses per year. 
Applications close 
mid -March for a July 
entry and early August 
for a January entry. 

r 

L 

For more information post coupon to GPO Box XYZ, in your Capital city. Sydney 212 1011, Newcastle 2 5476, 
Wollongong 286492, Albury 55 2248, Lismore 21 6111, 
Canberra 822333, Melbourne 613731, Geelong2l 1588. 
Bendigo438008, Ballarat 31 1240, Brisbane 2262626, 
Townsville 72 4566, Adelaide 212 1455, Perth 325 6222, 
Hobart 34 7077. Launceston 31 1005. 

Name 

Address 

Postcode Phone 

Birthdate Fduc Std 

Army Officer. A leading profession. 
All enquiries treated in confidence. oob.Drs.5f 

7 

J 
AutMneed by Director -General Recruiting. Detwnnwn of Defence. 
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BIGGER HEADQUARTERS 
FOR HEWLETT-PACKARD 

ajor extensions have been 
opened at Hewlett-Pack- 

ard's Australian head office. in 
Blackburn. Victoria. 

The extensions, which cost $5 
million, have given the company 
an additional 5410) square metres 
of floor space. 

Since it was established in 
1967. I lewlett-Packard's Aus- 
tralian subsidiary has grown 
from 25 employees to more than 
500. 

A considerable amount of the 
space at the Blackburn head- 
quarters has been allocated to 
the Australian Applications 
Centre (AAC) for the develop 
ment of local software packages. 

The AAC was formed in Feb- 
ruary 1982 and employed one 
person. Now. 30 people work in 
the AAC. which develops and 
adapts software specifically for 
Australian conditions. 

DICK SMITH'S 
MARKETING 
MANAGER 

im Rowe has been appointed 
marketing director for Dick 

Smith Electronics. For the past 
four years. Mr Rowe has been 
technical director for Dick Smith 
Electronics and. prior to that. 
spent 20 years with Electronics 
Australia, the last nine as editor. 

r" 
P 

BRAIN TRANSPLANT 
FOR TASMAN TURTLE 

Tom Moffat has been ap- 
pointed head of research and 

development for the Hobart - 
based electronics firm Flexible 
Systems. Mr Moffat will be 
working on the final develop- 
ment of the Elami personal 
robot, expected to be on the 
market before Christmas. 

He replaces Alan Branch, the 
designer of the well-known Tas- 
man Turtle educational robot 
(ETI April -July 1982). who has 
been appointed director of 
robotics for Commodore Com- 
puters in Dallas, Texas. 

Other projects under develop- 
ment at Flexible Systems include 
a scaled -down 'Son of Elami' 
and accessories for popular small 
computers, such as a speech syn- 
thesizer for the Commodore 
VIC-20. ETI readers will know 
of Mr Moffat through his articles 
on the Microbee. These will 
continue as normal. 

An experienced journalist as 
well as an electronics engineer, 
Mr Moffat has worked as a tele- 
vision producer/reporter and for 
NASA during the early days of 
the American space programme. 

SAA STANDARD FOR RADIO 
INTERFERENCE CAPACITORS 

he Standards Association of 
I Australia has published a 

new standard on fixed capaci- 
tors for radio interference sup- 
pression. 

The standard, AS1541.14, 
which is technically identical 
with IEC Publication 384-14, 
specifies standard ratings and 
characteristics for fixed RFI 
suppression capacitors for volt- 
ages between conductors which 
do not exceed 500 V at frequen- 
cies of 100 Hz or less. Appropri- 
ate test methods, test severities 
and performance requirements 
are stated, as are minimum 
requirements for shock hazard 
protection. 

This standard also applies to 

combinations of capacitors 
within one enclosure but capaci- 
tors intended for special en- 
vironments would need to meet 
extra requirements. The stan- 
dard does not apply to capaci- 
tor/resistor combinations. 

AS1541.14 requires to be read 
in conjunction with AS1541-1 
(Fixed Capacitors for Use in 
Electronic Equipment, Part 1, 

Terminology and Methods of 
Test), as the test methods 
named in the standard are 
selected from AS1541.1 and are 
not completely described. 

Copies of AS1541.14 can be 
purchased from any SAA office 
for $13.40, plus $2.50 postage 
and handling charge. 
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SC 

CMOS PROTECTION - FULLY 
EARTHED 

FAST 45 SEC. HEATING - 
60W BACK UP 

±2% TEMP CONTROL 

200°-400°C 

Model STS 2 

Solely Stand & Sponge 

SELF CLEAN TIP - 
METAL BODY 

PE SPECIALISED TOOLS 
TO SUIT YOUR JOB 

AUTOMATIC TEMP CONTROL 

PORTABLE SOLDERING 

STATION 

CRUSH PROOF METAL BOD 

TIP SELF CLEANS EVERY CYCLE 

NEOPRENE "0" RING FOR 

' ACCURATE SEAL 

Model SR 

Solder Remover 

Model SN 

Replacement Nozzle 

.,4 

ModelTC6O 

240v iron 

NON TEMP CONTROL if 
PRODUCTION QUALITY 
20W IRON 

Model PH2O 

240V Iron 370°C 

.. 

COMFORTABLE AIR COOLED 
FINGER GRIP 

CMOS PROTECTION - 
FULLY EARTHED 

LONG LIFE IRON 

PLATED TIP RANGE 

Model STS2 

Solely Stand & Sponge 

KJMANUAL TEMP. CONTROL 

"/ADJUSTABLE 10W ---70W DISPENSER KEEPS 

Y SOLDERING SYSTEM 541 -.FINGERS 
-1'FINGERS 

COOL 
YOUR FINGER ADJUSTS WATTAGE & POSITIONS BRAID MORE ACCURATELY 

TEMP. 200° -500° C REDUCED RISK OF BURNT FINGERS 
MULTI PURPOSE ADJUSTABLE SERVICE IRON DISPENSER WINDS BACK SURPLUS 

FAST 5 SEC HEAT FOR MAINTENANCE & REPAIR WORK BIND 

FASTER LOADING - 
FIRMER LOCKING 

SPRING LOADED ARMS SAVE LOADING TIME 

LOCKS FIRMLY IN 32 POSRIONS 
ACCEPTS SINGLE OR MULTIPLE BOARDS 

1~ 
SCOPE 
(03) 338 1566 

Model MS 

4V Iron 

Model PSU 

' 240V -4V Power Supply UnIt 

BUILT LIKE PLIERS - FINE LIKE 
TWEEZERS 

THIN PROFILE 25mm RIGID JAWS, ' 
SERRATED JAWS 
CUSHION PVC GRIP --r Model 378 

FLUSH TYPE PCB SIDE CUTTERS 

RADICAL SCISSOR ACTION 

Model 175-1 

SAFETY'OFFCUT' CATCHER OPTION 

SMALL NARROW BLADES FOR 

TIGHT CORNERS 
SCISSOR ACTION REDUCES 

CUTTING EFFORT 

2 METRE PACK - 
HOLDS 30% 
MORE 

.T r :.t. . : _.. . Ile. S .. , 
as r .^~t . ' .11-11:: j{ . .: .: r` . .. '...d- . 

Model S83 

For a 
FREE CATALOGUE 

send your name 
and address to' 

FREEPOST No. 2 
SCOPE LABORATORIES 

P.O: BOX 63 
NIDDRIE, VIC., 3042 

NO STAMP REQUIRED 

SENO FOR FREE:CATALOGUE 
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9. Phone us your order today - 
We will deliver to you tomorrow!* 
Try us - Phone Order Hotline 008 999 007 

All Capital Cities and Suburbs - Country areas allow éxtra 24 hours. Offer applies to Altronlcs JET SERVICE. 

0 INCREDIBLE 
VALUE 

BULK 
PACKS 
ALL COMPUTER 

SELECTED 

SUPER PRICE 

$5 each 
R3501 

nts3oo 
25W Resistor 

S1Pack Av. Cone 
R3510 Greencap Pack 100V 
Av. Contents 50 $12 Value 

R3515 CERAMIC PACK 50V 
Av. contents loo $14 Value 

R3520. ELECTROLYTIC PK. PCB TYPE 
AV. contents 40 514 Value 

UK MADE, GOLD PLATED 

D RANGE CONNECTORS 
SAVE 25% ON BULK QUANTITIES! 

ea. 10 r 25 

P 0880 D89 Male 9 Pin 2.50 2.20 1.95 
P 0881 D89 Female 9 Pin 2.95 2.70 2.50 
P0885DB9 Backshell 2.85 2.50 2.30 
P 0890 DB15 Male 15 Pin 2.95 2.50 2.29 
P 0891 DB15 Female 15 Pin 3.50 3.00 2.80 
P 0895 DB15 Backshell 2.85 2.50 2.30 
P0900 DB25 Male 25 Pin 4.50 3.95 3.60 
P 0901 DB25 Female 25 Pin 4.95 4.50 3.98 
P 0905 DB25 Backshell 2.85 2.50 2.30 

g 
'á`J THE FND 560 IS HERE 

ATTN: FND 500 USERS 

This Brillaint High Intensity 
version Of the ever popular 
FND 500 (pin for pin corn- 
patiblel Is now available from 
us at the same low price. 
,T Exclusive to Altronlcs. "k Quality Fairchild brand. r 

TWICE THE BRIGHTNESS OF 

AN FND 500. 

Normally $3.95 

NOW ONLY... $1.95 ea. 

NEW PRODUCT 

10 SEG. RED 
BAR GRAPH MODULE 

Z 0180 $ 2.50 10 up $2.20 ea. 

LIMIT OF 20 PER CUSTOMER 
UNTIL MORE STOCKS ARRIVE 

IMPORT SCOOP 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 

SOLDER SUCKERS 
Not to be compared with Inferior 

"Hobby types". Saves countless 
hours In fault finding and 

repair of complex PCB's. 

SINGLE HANDED OPERATION 
SELF CLEANING PLUNGER 

And 
if you 
order this 
month ASK FOR 
A FREE REPLACEMENT 
TIP CAT. T1241 

YOU MUST ASCII 

T1240.. Only 

T1241. Replac. 

LONG LIFE TEFLON TIP 

DOUBLE DIAPHRAGM, 
DUAL 0 -RING SEAL 

225mm x 20mmldl 
50mm STROKE 

POWERFUL 
SUCTION 

$11.95 
tip. $1.95 

Ij 

P 0550 8 Pin 
P 056014 Pin 
P 056516 Pin 
P 0567 18 Pin 
P 0568 20 Pin 
P 0570 24 Pin 
P 0575 40 Pin 

IC SOCKETS 
DIyL 

PROFILE 

ea. 10 25 

.25 .20 .18 

.30 .25 .20 

.30 .25 .20 

.40 .35 .30 

.50 .45 .40 

.60 .50 .45 

.80 .70 .65 

PROTOTYPE SOLDERLESS BREAD BOARDS 

MINI STRIP 100 HOLES 

P 1000 $1.95 
640 HOLES 

! 
L 

P 1005 $8.50 
640 + 100 HOLES 

tn 
P 1007 $10.00 

e 

Z 640 + 200 HOLES 
0 í . . 

cc 

I 

J 
P 1009 $12.00 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

NON -CORROSIVE 
NICKEL ALLOY CONTACTS 

RELIABLE FOR 
50,000 INSERTIONS 

ununuunnnuunumuunnuunnu 

There's a limit to Just how 
many times you can resolder 
components while prot0- 
typing before you either de- 
stroy the component or lift a 
track.from the Vero. 
These Solderless breadboards 
enable circuits to be literally 
thrown together In an Inst- 
ant, yet all components re- 
main reusable. 
A necessity in all research 
laboratories to save on expen- 
sive development costs. 

-:: Standard 0.1 inch spacings. 
- Accepts all LSI'S, semis,. 

transistors, diodes, leds 
and passives. 
22.30 gauge solid hookup 
wire for interconnections. 

-- Boards are "Keyed" to 
enable easy expansion. 

400 + 1280 HOLES 

ACCEPTS UP TO 16 
x 16 pin D.I.I. IC'S 

SCREW 
TERMINALS FOR 

PS CONNECTIONS 

500 + 1920 HOLES 

ACCEPTS UP TO 24 x 16 pin 
D.I.L. IC'S 

METAL BACKING PLATE FOR 
SHIELDING OF SENSITIVE 

CIRCUITRY 

P1012 $26 P1015 ,. $38 



ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ,m.; :=.ALTRONICS ; ALTRONICS 
DELUXE ABS INSTRUMENT CASE 

Case color light grey front -rear panels black. 

Our superb new instrument case will give your projects the 
professional appearance they deserve. 

U) Internal mounting posts enable a wide combination of PCB's, 
Transformers, etc. to be accommodated (screws supplied). 

PCB guide railsprovided internallyallow vertical PCBpositioning 
to several locations. 

.0 Removable front and rear panels. Attractive textured finish one t side and plain the reverse side. (Enables direct engraving, silk 
screen printing etc. to plain side.) 

'w Great for test instruments and other high grade projects. 

Q Overall Size: 200W x 1600 x 70mmH 

H0480 only $13.50 , 510150 
1 UP 

OEM'S - Manufacturers - Bulk Users: Your product will 
look like It's straight out of "Hewlett Packard's" factory 
with this brilliant low cost case. Contact our Wholesale 
Department for Bulk Prices. 

ALARM CONTROL MODULE 
EASY TO INSTALL * BUILT IN SIREN DRIVER - 

DIRECTLY DRIVES LOW COST 8 OHM HORN SPEAKERS, 
SIREN HORNS AND MECHANICAL BELLS 

* LOW POWER 12V DC OPERATION. 

The AC -811 is a low cost profes- 
sional burglary protection sys- t tern which detects the presence 
Of an intruder who breaks Into 

're youor business. 
Thersysemhome' also )allows connect - 
Ion of emergency panic buttons, 
wall vibration switches, smoke 
and neat sensors, as well as 
freezing or flooding detectors 
to form a complete protection 
system. 

EXIT/ENTRY DELAY 
BOTH N/C AND N/0 CONTACTS 

Ideal for homes, 
offices, factories, 

shops, caravans, any 
area requiring 

protection. 

o1Rltt 

1 °li 
z a > 

- '- 

55042.. Only $39.50 
LOW COST WEATHERPROOF 

HORN SPEAKER 
5 WATT 8 OHM 
Fully weatherproof. New unique voice coil 
construction ensures high dependability 
on full drive. 
Suitable for PA intercom and security 
systems etc. 

C2010 $9.50 
10 up $8.90 
FULLY ENCAPSULATED 

REED SWITCH & 
MAGNET SETS 

H. 
V 
Z 

Powerful Magnet Self 
Adhesive or Screen Mount. 

N/C Reed & Magnet 
S5055 $2.50 

CC 
10 uP $2.10 

h- N/O Reed & Magnet 

' Q S5056 2.95 
10 up $2.75 

ALTRONICS RESELLERS 
Please note that resellers may not nave all the items advertised In 
stock, and as resellers have to bear the cost of freight, prices may be 
slightly higher than advertised. ALTRONICS reSeller prices Should how- 
ever represent a considerable saving over our Competitors' prices. 

VICTORIA 
CITY 
All Electronic 

Components 662 3506 
Ellistronics 602 3499 
MacGrath's 

Electronics 3471122 

SUBURBAN 
BENTLEIGH 
Absolute Electronics. 557 3971 
BOX HILL SOUTH 
Eastern 

Communications 288 3107 
CHELTENHAM 
Talking Electronics 550 2386 
DANDENONG 
B4k0 Electronics 791 8655 
FOOTSCRAY 
Acron Electronics 689 1911 

SOUTH CROYDEN 
Truscatt Electronics 723 3860 

COUNTRY 
BENDIGO 
Lindrea & Johnson... 41 1411 

MILDURA 
Electronic and 

Digital Services.... 23 3380 
SHEPPARTON 
GV Electronics 218866 

ACT 
CITY 
Electronic 

Components 80 4654 
Scientronics 54 8334 

WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA 
COUNTRY 
ALBANY 
BP Electronics 411681 
ESPERANCE 
Esperance 

Communications 71 3344 
GERALDTON 
Geraldton TV and 

Radio 212777 
KALGOORLIE 
Todays Electronics 21 5212 
MANDURAH 
Kentronics. 35 3227 
WYALKATCHEM 
0 & J Pease..... 81 1132 

TASMANIA 
CITY 
0 & I Agencies 23 2842 

NEW 
SOUTH WALES 
CITY 
Avtek Electronics... 267 8777 
David Reid Electronics 267 1385 

Electronic Agencies... 29 2098 
Jaycar 264 6688 
Radio Despatch.... 211 0191 

SUBURBAN 
CONCORD 
Electronic Agencies.. 745 3077 
DEE WHY 
David Ryall 

Electronics 9817500 
LEWISHAM 
PrePak Electronics. . 569 9770 
MATTRAVILLE 
Creative Electronics 666 4000 

COUNTRY 
ALBURY 
Webb's Electronics .. 25 4066 
BATHURST 
Sound of Music 31 4421 

BROKEN HILL 
Crystal TV 4803 

COFFS HARBOUR 
Coifs Harbour 

Electronics 52 5684 
GOSFORD 
Tomorrows 

Electronics . 24 7246 
KURRI KURRI 
Kum Electronics 37 2141 ' 

NEWCASTLE 
D.G.E. Systems 69 1625 
NOWRA 
Vimcom Electronics 21 4011 
PENRITH 
Acorn Electronics 21 2409 
PORT MACQUARIE 
Hall of Electronics 83 7440 
RICHMOND 
Vector Electronics 78 4177 
TOUK LEY 
TES Electronics 96 4144 
WINDANG 
Madlenk Electronics 96 5066 

NT 
DARWIN 
Radio Pant Darwin 81 8508 
Ventronics 813491 
ALICE SPRINGS 
Ascom Electronics 52 1713 
Farmer Electronics 52 2967 

RESELLERS WANTED 

QUEENSLAND 

CITY 
Delsound PL 229 6155 

SUBURBAN 
BIRKDALE 
Wholesale Sound 

Accessories 207 2502 
FORTITUDE VALLEY 
St Lucia Electronics . 52 3547 
PADDINGTON 
ECO Technics 369 1474 

SALISBURY 
Colourview Wholesale275 3188 
SLACKS CREEK 
David Hall Electronics 208 8808 

COUNTRY 
CAIRNS 
Thompson Instrument 

Services 51 2404 
GLADSTONE 
Purley Electronics 72 4321 
IPSWICH 
P & P Electronics 281 8001 
NAMBOUR 
Nambour Electronics 41 1604 
PALM BEACH 
The Electronics Centre. 34 1248 
ROCKHAMPTON 
Purley Electronics 2 1058 

TOOWOOMBA 
Hunts Electronics 32 9677 
TOWNSVILLE 
Soles 72 2015 

SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA 

CAD NY Electronics 212 5505 
Protronics 212 3111 

SUBURBAN 
CHRISTIES BEACH 
Force Electronics 382 3366 
ELIZABETH GROVE 
A.E. Cooling 255 2249 
KESWICK 
Freeway Electric 

Wholesalers 297 2033 
PROSPECT 
Jensen Electronics 269 4744 

COUNTRY 
PORT PIRIE 
G.F. & J.A. Pointon... 32 5141 

IN ALL AREAS (Including WA). 

Phone: STEVE WROBLEWSKI 109) 381 7233 for details. 

Phone toll free 6am - 8pm (EST for personal service, or take advantage 
of our24 Hour 7 day p/ week Bankcard phone order service. Give your 
name address with postcode, phone number, bankcard number and 
expiry date then your order - and presto your order will be process- 
ed and back to you In a flash. - Please nominate Jetservice If you want 
overnight delivery. 
$2.50 DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE We process your order the day receiv- 
ed and despatch via Australia Post. Allow approx. 7 days from day you 
post order to when you receive goods. weight limited 10kgs. 
$4.50 DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE We process your order day received 
and despatch via Jetservlce for delivery next day. 
BANKCARD HOLDERS CAN PHONE ORDERS UP TO 8PM (EST) FOR NEXT DAY 
DELIVERY - SOUNDS INCREDIBLE DOESN'T IT? Alright you cynics just try 
us! Weight limit 3.3kgs. Jetservice cannot deliver to P.O. box numbers 
(Australia Post would have a fits. 
$10.00 HEAVY HEAVY SERVICE - AUSTRALIA WIDE All orders over 10kgs 
must travel on the heavy service, that is - road express. Delivery time 
7 days average. 

ALTRONICS 
105 STIRLING ST, PERTH 
FOR INSTANT SERVICE 

008 999 007 FREE 

PERTH METRO AREA & 

(09) 328 1599 AFTER HOURS RECORDED SERVICE 

All Mall Orders: Box 8280, Stirling St, Perth WA 6000. 



e ins and outs of 
eo !enhancers 

Joriáthan Scótt- 

Jüst as`án equaliser and noise reduction system is used to 
restore lost quality and fidelity with audio tape recording, a `video 
enhancer' is used to improve picture quality from video tapes. But 

video is quite different to audio, and video enhancers will be 
únfamiliar to many readers. This article will put you 'in the_picture'. 

VIDEO CASSETTE recorders have be- 
come a popular consumer item, in the cate- 
gory of 'every home should have one'. How- 
ever, they are a relatively recent arrival on 
the domestic market and people are just get- 
ting used to the idea of owning one. 

Many of the tricks of the trade haven't fil- 
tered through to the owners of VCRs and 
the accessories and additional gadgetry arc 
not yet fully appreciated. An analogy to this 
situation is the appearance of dynamic ex- 
pansion units and conductive fibre dust hugs 
long after the release of other hi-fi compo- 
nents. 

This article explains the functions of a 

video enhancer and the differences between 
units. 

To put it simply. a video enhancer is a tone 
control for the eye. The analogy here would 
be with a graphic equaliser, which is a tone 
control for the ear. 

The bandwidth (frequency range) of a 

complete video signal is 5 MHz. I however. 
VCRs have bandwidths of less than 
5 MHz due to the way the video signal is 
rearranged for recording. Typically. the sig- 
nal would be 3 dB down around 3 Mllz. 

Consequently. after one recording/play- 
back of the programme material there is 
some degrading of the sharpness. After two 
or more recording stages there is a severe 
loss of the high frequency components. This 
affects the picture by blurring the sharp 
edges where there is a change of luminance. 
or contrast. 

The eye is very tolerant of luminance non- 
linearities. or distortions. but is very sensi- 
tive to the loss of the high frequency content 
and sothe3 dB dropat3 MHz looks bad. 

If there is a 3 dB drop in the high fre- 
quency component of music you will only 
detect a certain retirement of the cymbals 
and other high-pitched instruments. Ilow- 
ever, a 3 dB drop at the high frequency end 
of a video signal causes a smudging or 
smearing of the image and the fine print be- 
comes illegible. 
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Figure 1. This shows the ideal effect of the tone con- 
trol response. The original response shape is re- 
covered when the degraded signal is fed through the 
filter. This is the basic idea behind video enhancing. 

IDEAL SIGNAL 
BANDWIDTH 

_ _ -IMPAIRED 
BANDWIDTH 

20Hz 20 kHz 

1(a) Audio. Tone Control response to correct for loss 

dc 50 Hz 3MHz 5MHz 

1(b) Video. Low end response, down to dc, is re- 
covered (if lost by ac coupling) by a dc restorer circuit. 

To make matters worse, this effect is only 
in the horizontal component and not the 
vertical direction of the video signal. When 
you're looking at the picture it would be 
hard to pick this up, but it does impart a 

strange. abnormal look to the picture which 
is difficult to define. The vertical resolution, 
or effective bandwidth, is largely unaffected 
because of the horizontal scanning pattern 
of the TV image. 

A video enhancer aims to restore some of 
the lost frequency components, in the same 
way as you might try to bring back the cym- 
bals to a piece of music by winding up the 
treble knob. See Figure I. 

There are some video enhancers around 
which are only capable of this basic function, 
however four problems stand in the way of 
such a system and limit its success. 

Colour subcarrier signal 
The colour subcarrier signal gives the trace 
the information about the colour it should 
be writing in. This signal is added to the 
video information before transmission and is 
removed before viewing. This technique is 
used as it effectively leaves a colour signal 
B & W compatible. 

While it is desirable to boost the contrast 
past of the video information it is necessary 
to hold the subcarrier amplitude fairly con- 
stant. Most VCRs have some tolerance or 
degree of latitude for the amplitude of this 
part of the signal, but it is often not above 3 
dB. A better video enhancer is designed' 
with a 'unity gain notch' at a frequency of 
4.43 MHz. See Figure 2. 

Some VCRs don't have this problem as 
they have a built-in enhancer which inter- 
cepts the path of the signal before it contains 
the subcarrier. However. these circuits are 
generally not accessible and are not able to 
he adjusted for varying external effects. such 
as the state of the video signal. These en- 
hancers are usually set to give only a small 
improvement in signal. 



SUBCARRIER 
FREQUENCY 

VIDEO SIGNALS 
WITH VARYING 
AMOUNTS OF 
DEGRADATION 

4.03 MHz '5MHz 

Figure 2(a). The first complication to pure high frequency boost is the presence Figure 2(b) The typical enhancer is careful not to touch the subcarrier 

of a subcarrier at 4.43 MHz. This signal must not be seriously tampered with. frequency. 

) 

i Noise 

Synchronising pulses 
Synchronisation pulses in with the video sig- 

nal are susceptible to over -enhancement. 
Some video enhancers arc designed to leave 
the synchronising part of the waveform 
alone. This is sometimes achieved by reduc- 
ing the enhancement of negative -going 
edges. 

Generally the pulses will tolerate a consid- 
erable amount of over -enhancement before 
the hold of the picture is upset and usually 
some other problem arises before this hap- 

pens. 

When the signal is enhanced so is the noise. 
This is annoying as it manifests itself as 

'snow' or random crud scattered over the 
picture. However, this is not necessarily a 

limiting factor as it is possible to tell the dif- 
ference between the noise in the signal and 
those parts in the signal which it is important 
to enhance. 

The edges between different levels of 
luminance in a picture arc the parts of the 
waveform which cause the most annoying ef- 
fects when the signal is degraded. And the 
more contrast there is in a picture. the more 
it will suffer. 

Noise. however, is concentrated around 
the 'black' end of the video signal. There- 
fore. a level -sensitive amount of boost in the 
enhancement circuit will produce more en- 
hancement around the 'white' end of the 
range. This allows a greater amount of boost 
to he applied overall before the physical 
limits of recovery are reached. See Figure 3. 

Enhancers with this facility are easily 
identified as the degree of black boost to 
white boost is generally varied by a knob on 

the front panel. This knob may he labelled 
as 'G NMMM1A'. from the technical descrip- 
tion of the non -linearity response. 'CORE' 
or similar video jargon words. 

In practice. boosting the sharpness of the 

picture and subduing the noise is optimised 
by adjusting the 'ENHANCE' and 

'GAMMA' controls. These controls are. to 

some extent. interactive and it takes practice 
to achieve a good setting. I-lowever, these 

functions cannot eliminate existing noise, 
nor can they stop all of it. 

The fact that the small -signal response of 
an enhancer is les el sensitise makes it rather 
tricky to list the specifications. To quote a 

frequency response curve or specify the 
amount of boost at some peak frequency is 

to miss the point of why the circuit was -de- 

signed. 
The GAMMA control should have a suffi- 

cient range to he able, at one end of travel, 
to effectively disarm itself and pass all signal 
levels equally to the enhancer. At the other 
extreme of its travel this control should be 

able to refuse all signals to the enhancing cir- 
cuitry, implying that no signal level was suf- 
ficient to warrant enhancement. 

The effective range between these two ex- 
tremes should he a smooth transition from 
no enhancement to normal enhancement. 
Any radical transitions would cause the rate 

of change of luminance in the ramp signal to 
alter sharply. 

Overshoot 
The main limiting factor in enhancement is 

overshoot. It is a fundamental property of 
filters that increasing the high frequency re- 

sponse causes overshoot on the sharp transi- 
tions passing through the system. 

Overshoot on video signals manifests it- 
self as small shadow lines which can be seen 

immediately to the right of any vertical line 
separating light and dark areas in the pic- 

ture. This is. of course. not desirable and it 

doesn't look very natural. 
Therefore. the effective limit of recovery 

of sharpness is determined by the amount oif 

overshoot which is tolerable. Beyond some 

HIGH LEVEL OR 
WHITE SIGNAL RESPONSE 

1 
GRAPH OF RESPONSE TO 
LOW LEVEL (BLACK) 
SIGNAL CONTENT 

1 MHz 3MHz 5MHz 

Figure 3. Amplifying all the high frequency components may enhance the 

noise. However, as noise is usually most visible when attached to low level 

signals, these may be selectively Ignored. 

4.43MHz '5MHz 

point of degradation, response restoration 
will he impossible without the annoying 
shadow lines. The situation is worse on 

transitions going from dark to light, and 

from left to right. 
Some degree of latitude in this respect can 

he achieved by another signal level depend- 
ant function. The basic idea is that video sig- 
nals are a standard level. or amplitude. from 
black to white. Overshoot on large signals 
would normally exceed the standard level 
and are more capable of producing the un- 
pleasant visual effects. 

A 'clipping' function. which prevents the 
boosting of signals exceeding the standard 
level, will attenuate the offending overshoot 
on the full dynamic range transitions. See 

Figure 4. 
This function will also help to clean up 

synchronisation signals. if they are enhanced 
along with the video signals. There is not 

usually an adjustment control provided for 
setting the clipping level as the levels in- 
volved are fixed in normal systems. 

Conclusion 
After studying all the complexities involved 
in a video enhancer. it was decided that 
some video enhancers are better than 
others. There are full signal processing units 
around which actually separate out the 
coded components of the signal and process 
them separately. 

The signal can be modified by these units 
with the flexibility of a graphic equaliser. 
I Iowever, they arc not yet suitable for the 

domestic market when you consider their 
cost and the functions they offer. 

The simple video enhancers have a limited 
number of functions but they are very 
cheap. N unit in the middle price range 
would be adequate for the amateur who only 
wants to do the occasional editing and avoid 
the signal degradation imposed when using 

a domestic' video recorder. 

IDEAL 'BLACK' TO 
'WHITE' STEP 

DEGRADED 
W AVE SH APE 

sy 

1 RAW W 
ENHANCED 

LIMITED RESPONSE 
RESPONSE 

Figure 4. Enhancement of high frequency sinewave components causes over- 

shoot and ringing. This Is excessive on large steps in the video signal. Circuits 

to limit this are sometimes included. 
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BOGGLE GOGGLES 

'I 
Short form 

PH METER 

$129 

with probes 

(" 
4i= 4 = 
a1 

Tacho/dwell meter with digital display 

MAY EA 1982 

$19 

12/240 volt Inverter 40 WATTS 

Nel *14 

. P`% 

MAY EA 1982 

$49.50' 

` .. $48.50 ANALYSEA 

n 

IwM 
<.,. 

: 'r: - i-+. 

Engine Analyser Kit 

I¡1p11f{ ; _ -,,,a.. 
4 

IOW II ... 

Eprom 
Programmer 

M ::: ; $55.00 
a 

JANUARY EA 1982 INCLUDES TEXTOOL SOCKET 

REMOTE INFRARED TV SOUND 

CONTROL 

E.A. JANUARY "93". 

$40. 

Designed to relieve the 
long-suffering TV viewer 
from painful, brain -killing 
advertisements, our TV 
Sound Control provides 
remote control of volume. It 
gives eight steps of control, 
including full off, when total 
Silence is called for. Give 
yourself a break and relieve 
advertising tedium today. 

Enjoy the benefits of stereo 
sound from your video cassette 
recorder, TV or AM tuner with 
this Stereo Synthesiser. The cir- 
cuit uses just four ICs and is 
easy to build. 

rf 

STEREO SYN1/4E515£A 

á 

e $55. 00* 
..r,. 

.r.. 

OVER 200 NOW SOLD 

EA INVERTER $195 
INCLUDING TRANSFORMER 

300 WATTS 
- - - 

e. * w 
PAP $10.00 

.j Anywhere 
in Australia 

JUNE EA 1982 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR 300W INVERTER 
Nominal Supply Voltage 12V DC 
Output voltage see table 
Frequency 50Hz ± .005% 
Regulation see table 
Maximum Load 300VA 
Current Limiting 30A (primary) 
Efficiency see table 

STEREO SYNTHESISER FOR TUNERS AND 
VCRs 

%swi e Output Input 
load .onage current 
w (RMS) (A) 

no load 210 1 2 
40 235 4 5 

100 240 11 3 
140 240 150 
200 240 201 
240 240 24 0 
300 235 29 6 

IPorrtnc, 

1%) 

o 

60 

62 

69 
78 

79 

92 

BaRery M, 

40641204 tale 
(minutes) 

240 
B0 

60 

50 

32 

28 

89.00 
$1 r 

Analogue and Digital Storage CRO Kit 

EA POWER UP 

$38.50 
EA NOV 1982 

Led Head Liahtchaser 

4115-. W 

(Battery and 

headband extra) 

Duel Tracking Power Supply 

.,.,e,.,.:e -' ,. $87.50 
- _ 

EA DIGITAL $72.00 
READOUT FOR COMPLETE 

SW RECIEVERS OCTOBER EA 1982 

EA EASY -TO -BUILD 
FREEZER ALARM 

; 
ON 

$21 
OCTOBER EA 1982 

Freezer Alarm 

7EST 

em.w.~--_ 

Want to add digital frequency readout to an AM radio or 
shortwave communications receiver that uses an old- 
fashioned analog dial? This unit features a bright four -digit 
LED display, 1 kHz resolution, and a 0.2s update time that's 
fast enough to follow the tuning knob. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Ranges (full scale): 0.10MHz and 10.30MHz (optional). 

Display: Four digit 

Resolution: 1kHz with division switch set to divide by one: 
10kHz with division switch set to divide by 10. 

Sensitivity: Less than 10OmV from 500kHz to 30MHz. 

Offset frequency: Prototype set to 455kHz, but any offset 
frequency can be programmed. 

EA THEREMIN $34.50 

. 

100w Sub -Woofer 
Amplifier 

$85.00 

PLUGPACK 
REGULATOR 

tá 3,nAvpC ó 

JULYJÉA 1982 

I 
PLUG PACK 
REGULATOR 

Plugpack Extra 

1 

EA ELECTRONIC STARTER 
FOR 

FLUORESCENT 

LAMPS 

JUNE EA 1982 

$5 
OCTOBER EA 1982 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. Ph (03) 489 8131. Telex No. 38897 
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Hear digital perfection. 

. . 
Its a Sony 

Introducing the Sony Compact Disc Player. 

When we used our long experience in digital technology to create the CDP-101 Compact 

Disc Player, we wanted to give you something more than the world's clearest sound. 

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL Full -function remote control. 

- 3 -WAY MUSIC SEARCH O Instant direct access to any selection with the 

10 -key pad on remote control unit. O AMS (Automatic Music Sensor) allows 

access to the beginning of next or previous selection. O 2 -speed bi-directional --MUD 
to find any desired music passage. 

REPEAT FUNCTION Program to repeat the entire disc, one selection, or 

a specific portion of music. 
.. 

L 

3 -FUNCTION DIGITAL READOUT DISPLAY El Selection number. 11 Time 

lapse of selection being displayed. O Remaining time on the disc. 

LINEAR SKATE DISC LOADING Just press the button, platter control and 

cueing are automatic. 
Get even more perfect sound with the Sony Digital Audio Component S O my° 

System,"Precise Series". 
AUD 0391 
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"Toaccu,:::G.elyt.*±: 
our cartridges,we 
c ;:cedtheworlds 
fin stereo headphones;' 

To test our cartridges for the improper tracing and 
signal-to-noise ratios that an ordinary speaker would not 
register, we needed highly sensitive stereo headphones.. 

To obtain the accuracy that our reputation demanded, 
we had to create our own. 

The present ATH series is the second generation of 
Audio Technica headphones, subtly refined and further 
improved. 

Lightweight, comfortable precision instruments, they 
reflect Audio Technica's unrivalled reputation for reliability 
and the intelligent application of advanced audio technology. 

And now Australian hi-fi enthusiasts will discover Audio 
Technica stereo cartridges, stereo headphones, stylii, 
microphones, tone arms and other accessories more readily 
available through an expanded dealer network. 

For a free Audio Technica brochure and dealer 
information, simply clip the coupon below. 

E 
Please send me your free Audio Technica brochure and dealer information. 

L_ 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Post to: 
Audio Technica brochure offer, c/- Rose Music Pty. Ltd., 
17-33 Market Street, South Melbourne, 3205. 

audio-technicá1 
N1CRiftv14960i 



THREE CD PLAYERS FROM TECHNICS 
Technics has expanded its 
range of compact -disc 
players to three models - and at the same time has 

revealed that it has developed 
its own CD manufacturing 
process. 

The two new models are the 
SL -P7 and SL -P8, and they are 
scheduled to be available in Aus- 
tralia before the end of the year. 

Technics introduced its first 
CD player, the SL -P10, late last 
year. The SL -P10 is a front load- 
ing player with multi -functional 
display, easy operation and 63 - 
step random-access program- 
ming. Functions include repeat 
(single track or whole disc), 
search. intro -skip and timer 
recording capability. 

The SL -P10 uses a semicon- 
ductor laser pickup with twin 
parallel suspension and three - 

beam tracking servo. The pick- 
up, its drive mechanism and the 
ultra -compact brushless direct - 

J 

Trlanle 

T. .. . . 
drive motor are built into a 
precision optical desk in an alu- 
minium diecast chassis. Original 

ICs and microprocessors 
are employed for error cor- 
rection, servo control, I6 -bit 
digital -to -analog conversion and 
other functions. 

Technics has labelled the SL - 
P7 and SL -P8 as its 'second -gen- 
eration' CD players. They are a 

Orlilmll01-17,1,1 
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NAKAMICHI MOBILE SYSTEM 
Nakamichi has re-entered the 
automotive sound market 

with a three-part system which 
the Japanese company claims 
could rival the finest home - 
system equipment. 

The Nakamichi Mobile 
Sound System consists of the 
TD -l200 tuner/cassette deck, 
the PA -300 power amplifier and 
the SP -400 speaker system. 

The TD -100 combines a 
10 -preset AM/FM-stereo tuner 
and an audio -reversing cassette 
deck. Nakamichi says response 
from 20 Hz to 22.000 Hz is ±3 
dB. wow and flutter is less than 

22 - October 1983 ETI 

0.045% and the signal-to-noise 
ratio is better than 70 dB, with 
Dolby -C noise reduction. 

Another feature of the TD - 
1200 is a personal system -lock 
code, which is intended to dis- 
courage theft and prevent un- 
authorised use. 

The three-way SP -400 
speaker system spans the range 
from 50 Hz to 22 kHz. 

For further information, con- 
tact the Australian distributor, 
Convoy International, 400 
Botany Road, Alexandria 
NSW 2015. (02)698-7300. 

. ¡Wu 'I' i2 iso 

result of the same design policy 
that produced the SL -P10, but 
they have their own unique fea- 
tures. For example, the SL -P8 
features 14 program keys which 
allow free selection of disc areas 
to he played, and in which order 
they are to be played. The pro- 
grammable capacity is 32 steps. 

Meanwhile, Technics has an- 
nounced that it has developed its 

own CD manufacturing process 
and is operating its own custom 
disc press. In addition, the 
Osaka -based company says it is 
planning to offer a CD test disc 
under its own brand. 

For further information. con- 
tact National Panasonic, 95-99 
Epping Road, North Ryde NSW 
2113. (02)887-5333. 

AIWA's MIGHTY MIDGET 
Schedcheduled for launching in 

uled the AIWA DX - 
1000 - the world's slimmest 
compact -disc player - is ex- 
pected to go on sale in Australia 
early in 1984. 

Measuring just 7 cm high, 33 
cm wide and 30 cm deep, the 5.6 
kg DX -1000 will initially be 
marketed in Japan and Europe. 

The DX -1000's digital/ana- 
logue converter has been 
precision -adjusted by laser 
trimming, and a new circuit 
design enables lower distortion, 
improved signal-to-noise ratio, 
wider stereo separation and bet- 
ter overall performance. 

AIWA says the extremely 
compact size has been made 

possible by the horizontal slide - 
in auto -loading mechanism. 
Nine LSIs and miniaturised 
laser pickup and mechanism 
contribute to the size reduction. 

Three microprocessors and 
one LSI are employed for full 
servo control, enhancing oper- 
ation dependability and simpli- 
fying use. 

The DX -1000, which has a 

rated dynamic range of more 
than 90 dB, is compatible with 
AIWA's V-700 component sys- 
tem. 

For further details, contact 
AIWA Australia, 14 Gertrude 
Street, Arnclif'e NSW 2205. 
(02)597-2388. 
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Sight & Sound NEWS 
NATIONAL'S 
LATEST 
GOODIES 

National's latest additions to 
its already extensive range of 

home video equipment are the 
NV -600A and NV -788A video 
cassette recorders and the WVP- 
200N colour camera. 

Aimed at the 'middle market', 
the front -loading NV -600A has 
an II -mode wire -less remote - 
control handpiece, cue and re- 
view at five times normal speed, 
one -touch timer recording and 
an automatic tuning synthesiser 
for exact tuning. 

The 'de luxe' NV -788A is the 
first VCR that allows up to eight 
hours recording on a single tape. 
It also has a five -head system for 
improved recording and play- 
back quality. 

Both the NV -600A and the 
NV -788A use the VHS system. 

The WVP-200N camera has a 
5 MHz Saticon tube which gives 
a high resolution of 350 lines and 
accurate colour reproduction 
with a minimum required illumi- 

POCKET 
TELEVISION 
SETS 

Sanyo has started production 
of pocket-size LCD -based 

television sets with 75 mm and 
100 mm screens. 

Sanyo says it has overcome 
major problems with the driving 
systems, while the development 
of a 'stacked liquid -crystal 
matrix panel' has produced clear 
pictures. The panel combines a 
newly developed liquid crystal 
display with amorphous silicon 
thin-film transistors. 

Reliability has also been im- 
proved, along with contrast, 
wider viewing angle and re- 
sponse speed. 

The 100 mm screen model has 
a display size of 60 x 80 mm, and 
an overall size of 253 x 30 x 113 
mm. The reception bands in- 
clude both UHF and VHF and 
the batteries provide four hours 
of viewing. 

No other information has yet 
been released. 

nation of 25 lux. Other features 
include two -channel audio for 
stereo recording, compact and 
light weight (about 2 kg) and a 
two -frame title -writing capabil- 
ity ín seven colours. 
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For further details. contact 
National Panasonic, 95-99 Ep- 
ping Road, North Ryde NSW 
2113.(02)887-5333. 
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DISCWASHER GOES VIDEO 

Discwasher, 
the American com- 

pany which made its repu- 
tation with record -cleaning acces- 
sories, has launched a cassette - 
style cleaner for video -cassette 
recorder heads. 

The Discwasher video head 
cleaner, which is available in both 
VHS and Beta formats, is claimed 
to be totally non-abrasive to the 
highly delicate VCR head system, 
while effectively removing dirt 
and tape oxides which ruin both 

picture resolution and audio clar- 
ity. Discwasher is also marketing a 
range of video connector cables, in 
1.5 metre lengths. They feature 
high -purity copper conductors for 
improved signal and stat ic protec- 
tion, and come ready for hook-up 
without wire -stripping. 

For further details, contact the 
Australian agent, Arena Dist- 
ributors. 642 Albany High- 
way, Victoria Park WA 6100. 
(09)361-5422. 

HOWDEY, 
PARTNER._ . 

TEAC Australia has released 
what it calls 'the ultimate 

personal stereo' - the TEAC 
Partner, Model PC-7RX. 

The Partner incorporates 
continuous automatic reverse 
and a noise reduction system to 
eliminate tape hiss. This has 
previously been a problem with 
personal stereos, due to the very 
nature of headphone listening. 

Available options include the 
LS -X3, an internally amplified 
mini -speaker system and the 
TP-7 AM/FM stereo tuner. 

Meanwhile, TEAC Australia 
has been appointed Australian 
distributor for the Japanese 
range of Denon cassette and 
open -reel tapes. Denon is recog- 
nised as one of Japan's leading 
manufacturers of magnetic tapes 
and produces one of the largest 
ranges available. 

For further details, contact 
TEAC Australia, 115 
Whiteman Street, South 
Melbourne Vic. 3205. 
(03)699-6000. 
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Professional quality effects you build yourself 
Amdek takes the mystery out of 
effects units. Amdek kits are very 
high quality effects units you build 
yourself. The circuit board comes 
pre -assembled and tested. You wire 
it all together yourself. You save 
over equivalent built up effects units 
and gain in several important ways: 

Know how it works , 

Detailed assembly manuals explain 
how the circuit works and how it 

goes together with the rest of yo4r 
system. 

Make your own sound 
The manuals of most models show 
you how to alter your effect unit to 
create your own original sounds. 
Build the effect in its original form 
and then remodel it to your own 
sound! 

No special tools 
All you need is a soldering iron, 
Phillips screwdrivers, small screw- 
drivers, pliers and nippers. Just 
follow the step by step instructions 
in the assembly manual and build 
your own hand made effects unit. 

Glover R Assoc. RpV536 

Look at the range! 
Amdek gives you a huge and con- 
tinually widening range- all using 
the latest technology. 

Distortion Kit (DSK-100). Modifi- 
able points 2. 
Phaser Kit (PHK-100) Modifiable 
points O. 

Compressor Kit (CMK-100) Mod- 
ifiable points 4 

Tuning Amp Kit (TAK-100) Modifi- 
able points 1 

Electronic Metronome (EMK- 
100) Modifiable points 2 

Chorus Kit (CHK-100) Modifiable 
points 0 
Flanger Kit (FLK-100) Modifiable 
points 0 
Percussion Synthesizer Kit (PCK- 
100) 
Includes external trigger input, hit- 
ting board, adjustable attack and 
delay. 
Stereo 6ch mixer (MXK-600) 
Includes panpot, mike and line 
inputs. 
Delay Machine (DMK-100) 
25-300 ms delay. 
Graphic Equalizer (GEK-100) 
Ten band, bypass switched. 
Rythm Machine (RMK-100) 
up to 16 patterns in 12 or 16 steps. 

4 sound sources, sequential perfor- 
mances of patterns. 
Power Supply (PDK-5) 
Powers up to 5 effects. 

New Releases 
Available November'83 
Handclapper (HCK-100) 
Output level controlled by pad strike 
or input from external signal. Dry 
and thick sounds. 
Octaver (OCK-100) 
Input, one octave and two octaves 
down seperately adjustable. 
Delay Machine DMK-200 
Delay from 20-300msec 

Whatever your effects need, Amdek 
saves you money and gives you the 
ability to create your own unique 

sound. 

K 
I 'R6land 
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE 
23 Cross Street. Brookvale 2100 

Phone (02) 938 3911 
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A compu-receiver? Sounds interesting. And it is. So what is it? 
It's an integrated receiver -amplifier. It looks good and has some 

sophisticated features and controls that offer quite a lot if you 
don't want to get into 'system' hi-fi. 

THE SANSUI Quartz Synthesiser Compu- 
Receiver is one of the most visually attrac- 
tive high technology receivers produced by 
Sansui. Its avant-garde design is sympto- 
matic of a growing trend in Japan to design 
equipment with a space age or sci-fi appear- 
ance. 

No doubt it was also intended that this 
unit should have a superlative technical per- 
formance. However, when a manufacturer 
attempts to take all the latest concepts and 
available technology and put the lot into one 
large cabinet there are hound to he a few 
problems. Murphy's law applies elsewhere 
in the world, so why not for the Japanese 
too. 

The Z-9000 receiver has an astounding 
range of functions which allow you to listen 
to radio programmes and play records. tapes 
and compact discs. However, the Sansui re- 
search and development engineers have 
come up with a fairly sensible design concept 
in which the computer -oriented features and 
controls need only he accessed if one really 
needs them. So you don't have to learn how 
to use them all if you don't want to. 

The internal microprocessor can he pro- 
grammed to start and stop the receiver for 
one, two or three daily programmes at 
preset starting and stopping times, with 

SANSUI COMPU-RECEIVER Z-9000 
Dimensions: 550 mm wide x 150 mm high x 

395 mm deep (excluding the 
external hinged looped aerial) 

Weight: 15.2 kg 
Manufacturer: Sansui in Tokyo, Japan 
Distributor: Vanti (Australia) Pty Ltd, 283 Alfred 

St, North Sydney NSW 2061. (02) 
929-0293 

Price: Rrp .51399 

mixed inputs of AM. FM or an external cas- 
sette deck. The internal memory has the 
ability to store eight AM and eight FM sta- 
tion frequencies. The display tells the time 
when the unit is not acting as a receiver or 
amplifier. 

Frontal 
The Z-910) is unusually large, a result of the 
demands the designers have placed on the 
available space on the front facia. The large 
array of space -competing features is in- 
tended to attract the intending purchaser. 
impress guests and provide all the functions 
for which the unit could be purchased. 

The front facia of the receiver is divided 
into four distinct zones for control and dis- 
play. The designers have handled these re - 

0 

quirements in three different ways. 
The two end sections. with the primary 

controls, are constructed with brushed satin 
aluminium with either engraved lettering or 
silk screened lettering on the controls. I n the 
centre of the unit is a large. clear plastic, en- 
capsulated module with multiple illumi- 
nated displays and a small keypad section 
with fifteen keys and two supplementary 
controls to input data and control the micro- 
processor. 

The left-hand side of the front facia fea- 
tures a seven -band graphic equaliser provid- 
ing ±l0 dB gain or attenuation. The design- 
ers have elected to use non-standard centre 
frequencies of 60 Hz. 150 Hz. 100 I Iz. I k I Iz, 
2.5 kHz, 6 kHz and 15 kHz. This choice of 
frequencies is not as good as the standard oc- 
tave -hand centre frequencies. However, it 
still allows excellent equalisation for defi- 
ciencies in the programme content and. to a 
limited extent. for the deficiencies in loud- 
speakers or room characteristics. 

Also in this area is a balance control and a 
microphone mixing control with associated 
single tip -and -ring -sleeve microphone 
socket. As the unit has a hefty 121) watts per 
channel power output capability, the 
designers have sensibly decided to incor- 
porate three speaker circuits and associated 
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pushbutton switches. However, the logic 

circuitry only allows two out of the three 

systems to be paralleled at the same time. 
These switches also provide preferential pri- 

ority; the A system has priority over the B 

system. and the B system has priority over 
the C system. 

Four small pushbutton controls adjacent 
to the graphic equaliser provide wide or nar- 
row hand FM intermediate frequency stage 

selectivity, a graphic equaliser activate or 
defeat switch. a high filter switch and a sub- 

sonic switch. 

11111101111 
INIMM 
MINIMMUI 

Reverberatioin test. Reverbe ation set at 

maximum. 10 ms div. 

The internal reverberation control is the 

only control in this unit whose requirement I 

can really question. It has a separate control 
for diverting the reverb function to either 
the source material or the external micro- 
phone circuit. The level of reverberation is 

controlled by a small potentiometer. 
The central display unit features two. 

bright blue, plasma displays at the top, with 
the double row plasma display on the left 
providing a dual function. It has the ability 
to monitor the power level fed into a nomi- 
nal eight ohm speaker load using dual 12 - 

segment displays covering the range 0.(1(13 

watts to 120 watts for each channel. There is 
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also a separate display which operates in 

conjunction with the volume preset control. 
When this display is activated it indicates the 

power level and intended sound level to 

which the unit will automatically adjust itself 
when initially switched on. 

It could be argued that this is exactly the 

function that the old fashioned push-pull 

switch/volume control provided on your 
radio of yester-year, without the hoo-haa of 
the plasma display. Notwithstanding. it is at- 

tractive to look at and will undoubtedly be 

popular on the American market. 
When this function is selected you can set 

the nominal audio output power level, indi- 
cated on the plasma display, using the 

'rocker bar' volume control on the right 

hand side of the receiver. When you are 

aurally or visually satisfied with the sound 

level you simply press the volume 'preset' lo- 

cated below the volume control 'rocking 
bar', memorising the preferred power out- 
put. 

One problem. with this system is that the 

discrete steps of attenuation adjustment 
provided by the rocker bar are far too large, 
in the order of three to four decibels per 

step. which are about twice as large as they 

should be. Pressing the memory switch also 

activates the preset light on the bottom right 
hand corner of the display module. tempo- 
rarily holding the level setting of the plasma 

display module before the display reverts to 

a normal peak power mode. 
On the right-hand side of the visual dis- 

play module is a 24 -hour clock which dou- 

bles as a frequency display for AM and FM. 
It also uses a blue plasma -type display which 
is clearly visible from up to five metres dur- 
ing the day or night. 

In the lower section of the display module 
is an optical 'reverb' indicator which uses 
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two interference gratings with rear illumina- 
tion. The tuning indicator uses five separate 

yellow LEDs to indicate the signal strength. 
The threshold of these lights is at 14. 26, 32. 

35 and 38 dBf respectively (where 0 dBf is 

10-15 watts into the receiver's aerial). 
Two additional small LEDs indicate 

whether the station frequency is locked on 

to the channel centre frequency, and an FM 
stereo indicator light indicates that a stereo 
station pilot tone has been detected. 

Below the reverb display and the tuning 
indicator are three yellow bezels to indicate 
which of the loudspeaker systems are con- 

nected to the output stage. The connection 
priority for these is controlled by the micro- 
processor which, in the event of two or more 
buttons being pressed simultaneously. 
determines the precedence. 

In the bottom left-hand corner of the dis- 

play module are two programme indicators 
for displaying whether a moving magnet or a 

moving coil cartridge has been selected, as 

part of the phono cartridge indication. The 
associated displays show whether FM, AM, 
auxilliary or tape I has been selected. Other 
displays show whether tape I is being copied 
to tape 2. whether tape 2 is connected or 
whether a tape is being monitored. 

A large red eight -segment display is used 

for the values of one to eight to indicate 
which frequency channel of either the AM 
or FM has been selected. It is left up to you 

to remember or note down which number 
corresponds to which station. The last two 
indications show whether the volume preset 

control has been activated and whether the 

-2f/dB mutingtswitch is functioning. 
To the right of these controls is the 15 -hut - 

ton keypad. Ten switches are used to key in 

frequencies or times. Keys t through 8 are 

used to select the stations for AM and FM. 
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Keys I and 2 are for selecting the start and 
finish time for preset programme one. Simi- 
larly, keys 3 and 4. 5 and 6 arc for selecting 
the starting and finishing times for pro- 
grammes two and three. Key number 9 is for 
reselecting the last FM station that was lis- 
tened to and key number 0 is for the last AM 
station that was listened to. 

There are five separate grey keys. The top 
two are used for raising and lowering the in- 
dicated frequency of stations when in the 
manual tuning mode. The central key la- 
belled 'M' is for memorising a frequency in 
conjunction with the key pad number. The 
key labelled 'S' allows the receiver to se- 
quentially monitor and hold each of the 
preset stations in the keyed -in sequence. 
holding each for a few seconds. The key la- 
belled 'C' displays the time for approxi- 
mately five seconds during the period when 
the receiver is displaying the frequency of a 
radio station. 

Below the keypad is a small pushbutton 
which, in the tuning mode, controls the acti- 
vation of manual or automatic tuning or. 
when the receiver is tuned to a Station. con- 
trols the selection of mono or stereo. At the 
bottom right-hand corner of the control 
module is a rotary control for the selection 
of the clock and tinier modes, the checking 
of the clock setting and timer modes, the set- 
ting of the programme preset times and it 
can also clear the programme preset times. 

It is very simple to set a program or a fre- 
quency. The program is flexible enough to 
allow the setting of FM. AM and even tape 
or tape copying for any or all of the three 
programme segment times provided. 

The most important controls arc a set of 
large. brushed satin, aluminium push and 
rocker switches located on the right-hand 
side of the unit. These include a large rocker 
switch with upward and downward pointing 
arrows for the volume control. and the vol- 
ume preset control immediately below it. 
These two controls arc flanked on the right- 
hand side by five large pushbutton switches 
clearly labelled phono. FM. AM. auxiliary 
and tape I. The activation of any one of 
these switches automatically turns the power 
on, and the unit which previously just dis- 
played the ti me comes to life. 

To the right of these switches is a small 
pushbutton which selects either moving 
magnet or moving coil sensitivities. Below is 
the muting switch, the tape 2 switch and the 
power standby switch. This switch de -acti- 
vates the unit to a standby condition so that 
only the time is displayed. Below the power 
standby switch is the tip -ring -and -sleeve 
headphone socket which balances the micro- 
phone socket at the other end of the unit. 

Rsup 
The rear of the unit features three sets of co- 
lour coded turn -to -lock loudspeaker sockets 
and three ac outlets of the parallel pin type 
(which I would expect to he blanked off in 
the units supplied for normal Australian 
sales). There arc also the normal input and 
output connections for two tape recorders, a 
single pair of sockets for phono input (mov- 
ing magnet and moving coil) and links be- 
tween preamplifier output and power - 
amplifier input. 

Transient overload recovery test. 10 dB overload 
re rated power into 8 ohms with both channels 
driven. Overload duration: 20ms: Repetition rates: 
512 ms. .111.. 

11111:112111114111111111111111 
11111111111/11/01 fi nign IrIr 
MIME- NM 
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50 ms div. 
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Instead of the normal loop stick antenna 
for NM this unit features a hinged and 
moulded loop coil antenna which is practical 
and suprisingly. after an absence of approxi- 
mately 35 years. hack in vogue again. 

The cabinet of the receiver is fabricated 
from particle hoard veneered with a durable 
plastic -simulated veneer. This is combined 
with a heavy weight, generously perforated. 
slotted steel casing. 

Inside engineering 
On opening up the back of the Z-91110 re- 
ceiver I was confronted by what appeared to 
he a fairly simple set of electronics grouped 
into four distinct areas. Two separate pc 
hoards with the RF stages arc located on the 
top board and the audio frequency pream- 
plifier stages are located on the lower hoard 
at the left-hand side of the unit. 

The centre of the receiver contains the 
main power supply, voltage regulator, pro- 
tective fuses and capacitors at the front. To- 
wards the rear are a two -stage heat sink and 
a liquid vapour. phase cooling heat pipe. 
The Sansui engineers have gone to a great 
deal of trouble to ensure that the heat from 
this very high powered output stage is dissi- 
pated. 

The three loudspeaker output circuits are 
protected by individual protective relays 
controlled by associated circuitry. The right- 
hand side of the receiver contains the sctt 
large power output transformer with its full 
magnetic screening and the primary multi - 
finned. liquid vapour, phase cooling radia- 
tor. 

The front of the receiver contains a very 
large pc hoard extending the full width be- 
hind the front of the panel. it connects the 
graphic equaliser stage and all of the other 
controls with the liquid crystal and LED dis- 
play circuits used for the 'compugraphic' 
functions of the receiver. This circuitry is 
protected by awrear mounted metal cover. 
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SOUND REVIEW 
The receiver contains a significant 

amount of parallel and conventional 
screened wiring to connect the three major 
external circuits with the graphic display pc 

hoards located in the front of the receiver. 
The circuitry is neatly layed out but the RF 

circuitry is not as impressive as I would ex- 

pect in a receis er with so much potential. 

Objective testing 
The objective testing of the receiver proved 
to be an eye-opener but not in quite the way 

that I had expected. The RF performance is 

generally good although not as good as I 

would have liked. The mono sensitivity for a 

26 dB signal-to-noise ratio is 10 dBf, which is 

almost exactly the same as the 10.3 dBf that 
the manufacturers claim. 

The stereo sensitivity is determined by the 

automatic stereo detection circuit which 
only comes into action at 27 dBf. I have esti- 

mated the equivalent stereo sensitivity at ap- 

proximately 20 dBf for a signal-to-noise 
ratioof46dB. 

Notwithstanding, the 50 dB quietening 
sensitivity figures which we recorded are 
better than those of the manufacturer. I -low - 
ever, the signal-to-noise ratio never gets 

much better than 65 dB because of the inter- 
nal noise produced in the audio preamplifier 
stages. The manufacturers claim ultimate 
signal-to-noise ratios of up to 80 dB on mono 
and 76 dB on stereo, however. our measure- 
ments could not approach these figures. 

The hand width of the FM stage and its 

stereo separation are excellent being partic- 
ularly flat, smooth and offering real hi-fi 
performance. The AM performance is mod- 
est and totally uninspiring. typical of most 
Japanese receivers. 

It is with the audio section of the receiver 
that I have my main complaints. The distor- 
tion capabilities of the main amplifier arc 

truly first class, as confirmed by the I EC 
high frequency -total difference frequency 
distortion measurements. However, these 

results are degraded by the preamplifier 
stage. While the distortion figures for the 

output stage alone are close to 0.(019, . this 
figure deteriorates to less than 0.01 %f when 

the preamplifier stage is included in the test. 
This ís a shame because Sansui make valid 

and justifiable claims for their 'super feed 
forward' circuitry which arc justified. but 
not when connected to preamplifier stages 
of lesser capability. For example. the har- 
monic distortions at the one watt level and 

MONO AND STEREO QUIETING 

---u.-- Z s er 

4 L - We 

-60 at _~.~=1~ 

60 
o 5 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 90 

SIGNAL INPUT POWER (deft 0 del = la10 '.watts 
STEREO - - - MONO 

the 120 watt level are far below the potential 
of the power output stage. This problem also 
manifested itself in the signal-to-noise fig- 
ures which were inferior to what I would 
have expected from an amplifier as good as 

this. Instead of figures of the order of 80 

d13(A) we measured a noise performance of 
only 65.5 dB(A) on the phono input and 66 

dB(A) on the auxiliary input. 
The channel separation and cross -talk are 

typically 48-50dB which is adequate. but is a 

little less than I would expect from this re- 

ceiver. The main output stage, however is 

absolutely first class and provides a healthy 
121) watts of output power into eight ohms 
with both channels driven and 2.7 dB of 
headroom. 

Subjective testing 
The subjective evaluation of the unit has an 

ergonomic performance which, to a large ex- 
tent. makes up for many of the minor fail- 
ings highlighted by the objective testing. 
The designers have produced a very func- 
tional receiver. The unit is capable of per- 
forming like a minicomputer and I was soon 
able to obtain many performance features 
that other receivers are just not capable of. 

When I used the unit at home I found that 
the best features were the broad band mode 
and the narrow hand FM reception mode. 
The selectivity and sensitivity were more 
than adequate for Australian listening 
conditions, generally providing a first class 
performance. 

In the amplifier mode the graphic equalis- 
ers are a decided advantage and they pro- 
vide a first class and practical function. I 

soon found that I could equalise the system 
response to cater for non -uniformity in the 
listening room acoustics, speaker acoustics 
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and. depending on the content, limitations 
in the programme content itself. 

The preset function on the volume control 
is useful only in that it duplicates the charac- 
teristics of a volume control that one would 
leave at a preset position when switching off 
the power. The steps that the digital volume 
control provides were not pleasing and a 

smaller incremental step seems to he an al- 

most essential requirement. 
When listening to recorded programmes 

on the local FM stations or playing high 
quality records through the unit, one is not 
aware of the limited signal-to-noise ratio. 
And the limited number of steps provided 
by the rocker bar's volume control system 
are not a problem. 

What is obvious is that the receiver has an 

absolutely superb transient response, tre- 
mendous output power and an attractive 
visual appearance. 

Conclusion 
The Sansui Z-9000 receiver performs well in 
the RF range. The audio frequency perform- 
ance is generally good but Sansui should try 
to improve it further by redesigning the 
preamplifier stages. 

The receiver is very large; much too large 
for a racking system, thereby requiring a 

shelf, piece of furniture and suitable space 
for its incorporation. 

The Sansui Z-90110 has all the thrills and 
frills that the intending user may want if he 

wishes to impress his friends. While I am 
suitably impressed by those features. I be- 
lieve that Sansui should have spent a little 
more time and trouble refining the technical 
performance so that the electronics fully 
matches the potential promised by the front 
panel of the receiver. 
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF SANSUI RECEIVER Z-9000 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE : Tone Controls Defeated 
(-3dB re I Watt, 0.5V Left 3.0 Hz to 63 kHz 
Input to Aux.) Right 2.5 Hz to 63 kHz 

Tone Controls Centred 
Left 3.0 Hz to 62 kHz 
Right 3.0 Hz to 60 kHz 

SENSITIVITY: Lelt Right 
(for 1 Watt in 8 ohms) Aux. 13.0 my 14.0 mV 

Tape 13.0 mV 14.0 mV 
Phono M/M 640 uy 650 uV 
Phono M/C 70 uV 70 uV 

Overload M/M 50 mV 55 mV 

Overload At/AI 7.6 mV 7.4 mV 
INPUT IMPEDANCE Left Right 

Aux. 476 ohms 47k ohms 
Tape 476 ohms 47k ohms 
Phono m/m 506 ohms SOk ohms 
Phono m/c = 100 ohms = 100 ohms 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 64 milliohms(L@ IkHz) 

HARMONIC DISTORTION : 100Hz IkHz 6.3kHz 
(A) (At rated power of 120 Watts 2nd -65.3 44.7 63.8 dB 

into 8 ohms o 31 Volts) 3rd -77.8 -82.4 -89.6 dB 
4th -86.0 -94 -94.1 dB 

5th -83.9 -84.7 - dB 

THD 0.05 0.059 0.065 % 

(B) (At 1 Watt into 8 ohms) 100Hz IkHz 6.3kHz 
2nd -80.1 79.8 .03.0 dB 
3rd -83.3 - - dB 
4th -92.3 - - dB 

5th .89.9 - - dB 

THD 0.013 0.01 0.007 % 

TRANSIENT INTERMODULATION DISTORTION : Low (Less than 0.1%) 
(3.15kHz square wave and 

13kHz sine wave mixed 4:1) 

NOISE AND HUM LEVELS: 
(re I watt with 8 ohms) AUX. -63.5 0115(Lin) -66 dB(A) with volume control set 
for I watt output with, PHONO 61/M -63 del(Lin) -63.5 dO(A) 0.5V input (Aux.) 

5nsV input (Phono M/M) PHONO M/C -54 dB(Lin) -56.5 dB(A) 0.8V input (Phono M/C) 

MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER AT CLIPPING POINT : 

(IHF-A-202) 

(20mS burst repeated at S0OrnS 120 VP -P 
intervals) o 225 Watts 

.. Dynamic Headroom : 2.7 dB (re 120 Watts) 

A.M. TUNER SECTION. 

Antenna Moveable Loop 

Frequency Range 522kHz to 1611kHZ 

Frequency Response : (See curve) 

100Hz - 2kHZ 
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F.M. TUNER SECTION (measured at 9841Hz unless otherwise stated). 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE : 87.65 - 103 MHz 

USABLE SENSITIVITY 
(40kHz deviation) Mono far S/\ 26dB 

Stereo for S/N 46dB 

9.0 dB( 

20.0 dBl 

(Stereo Sensitivity estimates from curves due to muting) 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE (see curves) 

(Incluucs generator response) 

Below I0Hz to 16.5kHz 

SEPARATION (see curves) (Includes generator) 30dB 

If Bandwidth : Narrow Mode : Stereo Zin: 75 ohms Dev :40kHz 
Input level dot Modulated Output dB Noise Output dB 

80 0 -59 
58 0 -58 
32 0 -56 
28 O -34 
27 0 -53 

Muting occurs below this level. 
If Bandwidth : Narrow Mode : Mono Zin: 75 onms Der : 40kHz 
Input level dBf Modulated Output dB Noise Output dB 

80 0 -65 
33 0 -62 
29 0 -60 
22 0 -55 
17 0 -30 
IS 0 -45 
13 -35 
II -1.0 -30 

S -3.0 -24 
3 -6.0 -14 

F.M. QUIETING Or S/N RATIOS. 

IFBandwidths Wide Mode: Stereo Zin: 75 ohms Den: 40kHz 

Input level dBl Modulated Output o0 Noise Output dB 
80 0 -59 

38 0 -38 
32 0 -56 
28 0 -34 
27 0 -53 

Muting occurs oelow this level. 
IPBandwidth : Wide Mode : Mono Zin :75 ohms Dev : 40kHz 
Input level dB( Modulated Output dB Noise Output dB 

80 0 -65 
33 0 -62 

29 0 -60 
22 0 -5S 

17 0 -S0 

15 0 -45 

13 0 -35 

11 -1.0 -30 
8 -3.0 -24 

3 -6.0 -14 
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SOUND REVIEW 
/EC HIGH FREQUENCY TOTAL DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY DISTORTION 

SANSUI Z-9000 RIGHT CHANNEL B -n LOAD 10.00 kHz & 14.95 kHz 
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Absolute copyright in this review and accompanying measurements is 

owned by Electronics Today International. Under no circumstances may 

any review or part thereof be reprinted or incorporated in any reprint or 

used in any advertising or promotion without the express written 

agreement of the Managing Editor. 
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Updating your hi.fl system? 
Start with the weakest link. 

If your hi-fi system has a weak link, ít is most 
probably the loudspeakers. 

If you are about to spend between S400 and 
S 1500 on a new pair of speakers, you will make a 

costly mistake if you don't first audition the JAMO 
Professional range before you buy. 

JAMO is a specialized loudspeaker designer. 
Their new thinking and unique way to solve 
problems is obvious. Hi -fl critics worldwide have 
reviewed and acclaimed the speakers. JAMO 
incorporate the patented CBR-system (Centre Bass 

Reflex). It eliminates cabinet resonances found in 
most traditional speakers. It gives you a tight and 
uncoloured bass response. 

With JAMO Professional you will also get 
excellent sensitivity, unsurpassed stereo image and 
phase linearity. You will get fully electronic 
overload protection and acoustic attenuators. And 
a speaker which is well suited to digital audío. But 
you won't get empty pockets .. . 

If you give us a ring or send us a letter with 
your name and address, we will send you our 
new '84 catalog, a pricelist, a couple of reviews 
and the name of your nearest JAMO dealer. 

Scan Audio Pty. Ltd., Phone: (03) 819 5352 
P.O. Box 242, Hawthorn, Vic. 3122 uamo= 
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Don't ieavéyóuEcórnputer ü in .the -erÑi 
The new generation, of ALLSOP 3 computer care- products. 
Increasing emphasis on computers has meant increasing demand for qual- 
ity cleaning systems like ALLSOP 3. Long recognized as world leaders in 
fidelity'cleaning, Allsop infroduces'a new array of unique products, specially 
created'for this new era. Each system utilizes the unique ALLSOP 3 cleaning 
solution and provides the same effective results people have come to ex- - 

pect and ask for by name. What's more, leading manufacturers recommend. 
ALLSOP 3 cleaning products for use in their computer equipment. So, call or 
write for more information on how you can order ALLSOP 3 Computer Care 
products.. ° . . o , \ ; _ mu EEMME 
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COMPUTERS ARE 
BETTER THAN OTHERS 

' SPECTRAVIDEO SPECTRAVIDEO 
SV328 SV318 

APPLE 11E ATARI 800 COMMODORE 
64 

BBC 
MODELB 

DRAGON 
32 

SPECTRUM 

COMPUTING POWER FEATURES 
BUILT -1N ROM 
EXPANDABLE TO 
BUILT-IN EXTENDED MICROSOFT© BASIC 
BUILTIN RAM 
EXPANDABLE TO r - 

48K 
96K 
YES 
80K' 

256K" 

32K 
96K 
YES 

32K"' 
256K' 

16K 10K 20K 
NIA 42K NIA 

YES ADDITIONAL COST NO 
64K 48K 64K 
64K NO NW 

16K 
64K 
NO 
32K 
32K 

16K 
N/A 
YES 
32K 
64K 

16K 
NIA 
NO 
16K 
48K 

KEYBOARD FEATURES 
' NUMBER OF KEYS 

USER DEFINE FUNCTIONS 
SPECIAL WORD PROCESSING 
GENERATED GRAPHICS (FROM KEYBOARD) 
UPPER/LOWER CASE 

87 
- 10 

YES 
YES 
YES 

71 
NO 
YES 
YES 
YES 

63 61 66 
N/A 4 8 
NO NO NO 
NO YES YES 
YES YES YES 

73 
10 

NO 
YES 
YES 

53 
N/A 
NO 
YES 
YES 

40 
NIA 
NO 
YES 
YES 

GAMEIAUDIO FEATURES 
SEPARATE CARTRIDGE SLOTS 
BUILT-IN JOYSTICK 
COLORS 
RESOLUTION (PIXELS) 
SPRITES 
SOUND CHANNELS 
OCTAVES PER CHANNEL 
A.D.S.R. ENVELOPE 

YES 
NO 
16 

256x192 
32 
3 
8 

YES 

YES 
YES 
16 

256x192 
32 
3 
8 

YES 

NO YES NO 
NO NO NO 
15 128 16 

280x160 320x192 320x200 
NIA 4 8 

1 4 3 

4 4 9 

NO NO YES 

NO 
NO 
16 

256x640 
? 
1 

3 
YES 

YES 
NO 

9 
256x192 

16 
3 
5 

NO 

NO 
NO 

8 
256x192 

7 
7 
3 

NO 

PERIPHERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
CASSETTE 
AUDIO I/O 
BUILT IN MIC 
DISK DRIVE CAPACITY 
(LOW PROFILE) 

2 CHANNEL 
YES 
YES 

256K 
YES 

2 CHANNEL 
YES 
YES 

256K 
YES 

I CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 
NO YES NO 
NO NO NO 
143K 92K 170K 
NO NO NO 

2 CHANNEL 
7 

NO 
100K 
NO 

7 
7 

NO 
7 

NO 

7 
7 

NO 
2 

NO 

CPIMO COMPATIBILITY (Standard 80 column 
CP/M® 22 programs) 
CP/M I' 

YES 
YES 

YES 
YES ' 

NO NO NO- 
NO NO NO 

YES 
. NO 

NO 
NO 

NO 
NO 

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. 

Microsoft es a regisle.ed trademark of Microsoft Corporanon 

CP/M es a regestered trademark of Digital Research Inc. 

641( user addressable plus 76l! grapncc support 

2400 user addressable plus 16K graphic support 
16K user addressable plus 16K graphic support 

Apple II can accept mod hed 40 or 80 Column CPIM 
'-'"Commodore 64 accepts 40 column CPIM 

?Data not available 

OURS IS MUCH BETTER 
When you start comparing Spectravideo's SV-318 to other 

personal computers, you'll find there really Is no comparison. 
The SV-318 Is the only logical choice, because It does more 
than some computers costing 4 times as much. And its abili- 
ties simply embarrass other computers in this price range. 

The SV-318 Isn't just more capable. It's much 
more capable. No other computer at even twice the price 
comes near its 32K ROM expandable to 96K. Or to its 32K 

RAM expandable to 144K. And no other computer has a 

built -In joystick/cursor control-an-immeasurably useful 
feature when it comes to playing your favorite video game. 
Further, the SV-318 has, as its resident "language" Extended 
Microsoft Basic, the Industry standard. It even has built-in 
CP/M (standard 80 -column program), so you con 
immediately utilize over 10,000 existing software programs. 

The SV-318 isn't just more expandable. It's 

much more expandable. Unlike many other so-called 
computer systems, all our important peripherals are avail- 
able at once. That means you can get almost full usage out 
of your SV-318 from the day you buy it. With the Super 
Expander, Data Cassette, Floppy Disk Drive, Dot Matrix 
Printer, Graphic Tablet and SV-800 Series Expansion 
Cartridges, there's almost no end to the work you can do. Or 

to the fun you can hove. The SV-318 is well designed to inter- 
face with new options as they become available, too. All this 

adds up to a computer you'll grow into, not out of. 

The SV-318 is not only eminently afford- 
able, It's the first real bargain of the computer age! Besides 
business application, home budgeting, word processing, 
programming and self -teaching, the SV-318 is the best enter- 
tainment value in town. Not only can you use it with your TV 

or color monitor to play hundreds of different video games, 

SPECTRAVIDEO SV318 
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FOR UNDER $500 
with the optional SV-105 Graphic Tablet you con draw 
pictures, graphs, charts and other visual images on your TV 

screen. Considering what you get for what little you pay, the 
SV-318 is once again the only logical choice. 

Whether you're. investing in your first computer, or are 
already well versed in today's most important machine, 
you'll find that the SV-318 is the only logical choice for you. 

SQECTRFiU/DEO.. 

SV318 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 
VIDEOACTIV ELECTRONICS 

VIC: 70 St. Kilda Road. St. Kilda. 3182 Ph: (03) 537.2000. NSW: P.O. Box 474. Edgeclife. 2027 
Ph: (02) 328.1190. %V.A.: Jerdon Agencies. 25 Gladstone St.. East Perth. 6000 Ph: (09) 328-5299. 
QLD: Franklin Agencies. 3 Mane st.. Milton. 4064 Ph: (07) 369-0496. TAS: Dennington 
Enterprises. 46 Canning St.. Launceston, 7250 Ph:(003) 318-551. 



Computing Today 

SAY "G' DAY BOB" 
First, it was personal computers, now it's `personal 
robots'. The "... age of personal robots" is not "virtu- 
ally upon us" - it has arrived in the form of Bob and 

Fred and Elami and who knows how many to come. Your edi- 
tor's August editorial on the subject was certainly prophetic. 

Two major 'launches' of per- 
sonal robots occurred several 
months ago, Androbot of the 
U.S. launching 'Topo'. 'B.O.B.' 
and 'F.R.E.D.' at the Chicago 
Summer Consumer Electronics 
Show, and the Swiss -based RE 
Foundation launching 'Elami'. 

Androbot was started by the 
man who started the highly suc- 
cessful Atari company, Nolan 
Bushnell. He gathered together 
a group of gifted mathemati- 
cians, scientists, engineers and 
marketing minds to develop the 
series of personal robots. 

In what they describe as 
. a major coup", Future - 

ironies Australia Pty Ltd has se- 
cured the exclusive Australian 
rights to distribute the Androbot 
products. 

Topo is battery powered and 
stands about a metre high. The 
'body' is ABS plastic with a steel 
base which supports the unique 
angled wheel drive. An on- 
board microprocessor controller 
runs Topo and communications 
with your computer is via an in- 
frared link. Topo can be fitted 
with a speech hoard which allows 
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speech in many languages as well 
as singing! 

B.O.B. is Androbot's top -of - 
the -line. B.O.B. stands for 
"brains on board" as it contains 
two Intel 8086 I6 -bit mircoproc- 
essors and three megabytes of 
memory! This robot is 'indepen- 
dent' as ultrasonic sensors allow 
it to move around. determining 
the range of objects in its path 
within 38 mm. Infrared sensors 
allow B.O.B. to detect humans 
and either go to them or follow 
them. B.O.B. can communicate 
via stored speech or with pro- 
grammable speech using your 
own voice. Better still, B.O.B. 
responds to voice commands! 

F.R.E.D. is the 'baby' of the 
Androbot range. This robot is 
run from your computer via an 
infrared link and can be con- 
trolled from the keyboard or a 
joystick. It features a pen (as per 
the 'turtle' genus of robots) and 
can show you where it's been. 
The software constantly updates 
F. R. E. D.'s progress and down- 
ward -looking sensors make sure 
F.R.E.D. doesn't fall down any 
holes or over table edges. 
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Initially. interfacing for Topo 
and F.R.E.D. will be for Ap- 
ples, but interfaces for all the 
popular personal computers will 
shortly follow. Further details 
are available from Futuretronics 
Australia Pty Ltd, 1076 Centre 
Road, Oakleigh Vic. 3166. 

The distribution of Elami has 
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been secured by Flexible Sys- 
tems. of Tasman Turtle fame. 
Described more as an "elec- 
tronic friend", Elami has a small 
screen for a 'face' which re- 
sponds to voice communica- 
tions. Further details on Elami 
are given on page 35. 

K -TEL'S TWO -FOR -ONE 
VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGE 
Le -Tel has expanded its activi- 

ties into the sphere of video 
game cartridges with the launch 
of the Xonox Double Ender 
range. 

The Xonox system offers two 
games on one cartridge. Both 
ends of the Double Ender con- 
tain separate 8K memory chips 
delivering full play value. They 
can be played on existing Atari 
261)1) (initially) and Commodore 
VIC-20 (from late November) 
systems. 

The initial release is the 
"Spike's Peak/Ghost Manor" 
Double Ender. 

"Spike's Peak" features five 
different screens during which 
Spike has to reach the summit of 
a mountain infested with wild 

bears. vicious eagles. abomina- 
ble snowmen, poisonous cactii 
and a host of other nasties. Spike 
also has to watch his body tem- 
perature during his ascent - if 
he's too slow, he'll freeze to 
death. 

"Ghost Manor" is a five - 
screen game in which the player 
must reach a friend trapped in 
the attic of Ghost Manor. doing 
battle with ghosts. ghouls, 
witches, bats and even Dracula 
on the way. If that's not enough. 
the player must then get hack out 
of the house with the friend be- 
fore the roof collapses. 

For further information, con- 
tact K -Tel International, 46 Pyr- 
mont Bridge Road, Pyrmonl 
NSW 2009. (021660-0011. 
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BREADBOARDS 

Breadboards for Prototyping 

This inexpensive range of modular interlocking units enables a quick, easy way of experimenting 
with new circuits and ideas. There are two main units consisting of a Terminal Strip or distribution 

strip and a Central plug-in unit. 

Points to remember: 
Boards accept 20 to 29 AWG solid wire 
Dual in line Package (DIP) 
The boards accept all sizes Including LS1, 
MS1, RTC, TTL, DTL, and CMOS integrated 
circuits. 
Passive components such as resistors, 
capacitors, chokes will fit.ng. 

Dealer and School 
enquiries especially 

welcome on these products 

100 HOLES 

P11000 
1-9 10+ 

$2.50 $1.95 

640 HOLES 

P11005 
1-9 10+ 

$8.95 $7.95 

640+100 HOLES 

P11007 
1-9 10+ 

$11.95 $9.95 

CAT No. 

Y110001 MHz 
Y11003 1.8432 MHz 
Y11005 2 MHz 
Y11007 2.3040 MHz 
Y11008 2.4576 MHz 
Y110103MHz 
Y11015 3.5795 MHz 
Y11020 4 MHz 

PRICE 
1-9 10+ 

511.50 59.50 
$7.50 $6.50 
$6.90 $6.50 
$6.50 $5.90 
$6.50 $5.90 
S4.90 $4.25 
$3.00 $2.50 
54.90 $3.90 

Boards are keyed to enable simple 'adding on" 
so that larger circuits can be designed and 
tested. 
All boards are mounted on a ground plane so 
that they are ideal for HF, high speed and low 
noise applications. 
Components used in this system can be 
re -used and there is no heat to damage 
components so that they can be used almost 
indefinitely. 

640+200 HOLES 

P11609 
1-9 10+ 

$13.95 $11.95 

1280+100 HOLES 

P11010 
1-9 10+ 

$15.95 $13.95 

1280+300 HOLES 

P11011 

1-9 10+ 
$24.95 $21.95 

1280+400 HOLES 

P11012 
1-9 10+ 

$28.95 $24.95 
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HIES, 
THE INSIDE FEATURE 

Beneath the patterned face of the sockets 
rests an array of remarkable spring clips, 
designed to grasp and connect groups of 

5 leads in the socket, long rows in the 
distribution strip. 

1920+500 HOLES 
P11015 

1-9 10+ 
$44.95 $38.75 

0 

2560+700 HOLES 

P1101Á 
1-9 10+ 

$59.95 $49.95 

o 

CRYSTALS 
Y11022 4.194304 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11060 10 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11100 27 MHz $4.90 $3.90 

Y11023 4.44 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y1106511 MHz $4.90 53.90 Y11105 32 MHz $4.90 $3.90 % 
Y11024 4.75 MHz $4.90 53.90 Y11070 12 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11110 36 MHz $4.90 53.90 
Y11030 5 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y1107214.31818 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11115 48 MHz $4.90 $3.90 / 
Y11033 5.0688 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y1107515 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11120 100 MHz $6.90 $5.50 

Y11040 6 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11080 16 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11125 32.768 Khz 54.90 53.90/ 
Y11042 6.14 MHz $4.90 $3.90 Y11082 18 MHz $4.90 $3.90 
Y11045 6.6670 MHz 54.90 $3.90 Y11085 18.432 MHz $4.90 $3.90 / 
Y11050 8 MHz 
Y110558.867238 MHz 

$4.90 
$4.90 

53.90 
$3.90 

Y11090 20 MHz 
Y11095 24 MHz 

$4.90 
$4.90 

$3.90 
$3.90 o Gomo/ 

4141 

Available from: e,`"4 Gata 

Rod Irving Electronics Pty. Ltd. .°ta4° a°,: 

425 High St., Northcote, Vic. (03) 489 7099 
moat ¿. 

Also at: 
Sao 

aye 

Ritronics Wholesale Pty. Ltd. J / / 4`°' :: 
48-50 a'Beckett St., Melbourne 3000 (03) 347 9251 

Mail orders to Box 235 Northcote 3070 Vic. e 

welcome here 

P.O. ,o. +.( 
Minimum P&P $3.00 
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ELAMI: THE WORLD'S 
FIRST EDUCATIONAL 
ELECTRONIC FRIEND if 

Elami, claimed to be the 
world's first educational 

electronic 'friend', has gone into 
full-scale production in Hong 
Kong, at the rate of 30000 units a 
month. 

The group of scientists behind 
the non-profit project refuses to 
call Elami a robot. According to 
development chief Uwe Méffert, 
"Elami isn't a robot, not a slave 
and not a computer - Elami is a 
family friend." 

The friend does have relatives 
in the computer, robot and other 
electronic families, however. 
Basic Elami has an amber moni- 
tor for a face, which can produce 
many different facial expressions 
as conversation is picked up and 
recognised by voice recognition 
circuits. Elami answers using in- 
tegrated circuits for voice syn- 
thesis. 

The basic model is likely to sell 
for less than US$500 and can 
speak 150 words. However, add- 
on units give a 600 -word vocabu- 
lary. 

"Elami's abilities are limit- 
less," claims Méffert. "The 
young Elami has many uses, in- 
cluding handling educational 
programs and video games. A 
more senior member of the 
family can use the face as a full - 
colour television, adding local 
shows to the repertoire. This 
elder Elami also has the latest 3" 
disk drives for a greater memory 
and even more uses, with a four- 
colour plotter printer." 

Only 900 mm tall, Elami was 
developed by a group of leading 
scientists who brought a string of 
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internationally acclaimed educa- 
tional games and toys to chil- 
dren, including the Pyramix puz- 
zle, which sold millions. 

Prices of the models that make 
up the Elami family vary from 
less than US$500 for the younger 
family member to about $1500 
for the elder relation. 

Elami's price has been kept 
low to encourage parents to buy 
the educational pet. All profits 
will go to the RE Foundation of 
Knowledge, Resources and 
Energy, CH -8034, Zürich, 
Bellerive-strasse 10, Switzer- 
land, a non-profitmaking educa- 
tional and scientific research 
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institute. 
All members of the family 

share key qualities. They can lis- 
ten and talk, and they are capa- 
ble of 'exploring' their homes, 
remembering where they have 
walked and storing the knowl- 
edge in a cassette -deck brain. 

"We've created a friend who 
can be expanded in many ways," 
says Méffert. "The basic Elami 
will be a perfect pal, but the rela- 
tions could prove to be more 
suited to some people. Best of 
all, we have plans to offer a ma- 
turing package: add-on circuits 
to accelerate Elami's growth." 

For instance, plug-in boards 

will add to Elami's vocabulary, 
while disk drives adfled later will 
increase the overall knowledge. 

"Elami can be a full, user- 
friendly computer immediately 
and later additions will produce 
a student's, or adult's, best 
friend as a complete computer 
sytem." 

Next year, a touch -screen key- 
board will be introduced to allow 
Elami to pick up instructions by 
a simple stroke of the cheek. 

For further information, con- 
tact the Australian agent, Flex- 
ible Systems, 219 Liverpool 
Street, Hobart Tas. 7000. 
(002)34-3064. 

DATASETTE 
CLEANING 
SYSTEM 

The Allsop non-abrasive wet 
system is for cleaning the 

datasette system of your per- 
sonal computer. It is claimed to 
completely remove particles that 
distort video quality and impare 
memory response. Therefore, it 
should improve the program 
reproduction. 

All you do is put a couple of 
drops of the cleaning solution on 
to the felt pads and insert the 
cleaner into the computer like a 
conventional datasette tape. 
Then activate the drive for 30 
seconds. The datasette should be 
cleaned every 5-10 hours of use. 

A refill kit is available with 
extra felt pads and solution. 

More information can be ob- 
tained from Allsop Fidelity Ac- 
cessories, P.O. Box 246, Double 
Bay NSW 2028. (02)357-2022. 

THE SMART 
CONNECTOR 

Designed by IQ Systems to 
eliminate the problem of 

determining the correct RS232 
interconnection normally en- 
countered by data -commun- 
ications users, the Smart Cable 
SC821 is now available in Aus- 
tralia. 

The SC -82I, which is essen- 
tially an RS232 cable with on- 
board logic circuitry, can be 

used to interconnect any com- 
binations of terminals, printers, 
modems, tape drives, disk 
drives, plotters and industrial 
equipment. 

For more details, contact the 
Australian distributor, Com- 
puter Communications, 50 
Wimbledon Street, Canning - 
ton WA 6107. (09)458-9752. 
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ATARI INTRODUCES LOW-COST LOW-COST 

16K AND 64K COMPUTERS 
wo low-cost, expandable 

I home computers are part of 
the new line of Atari microcom- 
puters scheduled for release in 

Australia before the end of the 
year. 

The Atari 600XL home com- 
puter, with lot RAM, is a 

beginner's model that can be ex- 
panded with a large array of pe- 
ripherals, including a 64K ex- 
pansion board. The 800XL 
home computer, with 64K 
RAM, making it powerful 
enough to handle complex pro- 
grams, is aimed at college stu- 
dents and home users. 

Both computers come with 
24K of ROM, built-in Atari 
BASIC; a Help key which can be 

used with a wide variety of Atari 
software, 62 full -stroke alphanu- 
meric keyboard with interna- 
tional character set, full screen 

editing, deleting backspace key, 
program -interrupt key, inverse 
video key to reverse background 
type colour, tab keys and serial 
and processor ports for 
expansion. 

In addition to the full spec- 

trum of 256 colours, Atari has 

supplied a four -voice 33 -octave 
sound generator. With an at- 

tachable stereo cassette program 
recorder, the computer can ac- 

cept a computer program from 
one track and audio signals from 
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another track connected to a 

television, making sight and 
sound programs possible. 

The 600XL and 800XL can 
perform word-processing with 
the Atari Writer program. As 
well, it can become a home video 
arcade with such games as Pac- 

Man, Star Raiders and Donkey 
Kong. 

The 600XL will sell for around 
$399 and the 800XL for $599. 

For further information, con- 
tact Futuretronics Australia, 
1076 Centre Road, Oakleigh Vic. 
3166. (03)579-2011. 

GRAPHICS 
Microprism, a versatile mul- 
ti-colour graphics system, 

has been released by SME Sys- 
tems. 

The S-100 buss system con- 
sists of a set of GDC-512 boards 
connected through a CMC-100 
colour palette board and appro- 
priate software and firmware. 

The Microprism system can 
be used on any S-100 mainframe 
computer or any computer with 
an S-100 adaptor. 

Each of the boards has on- 
board firmware that translates 
the commands, such as 'Draw 
Vector', which are then per- 
formed by the on -board com- 
puter. The graphics are dis- 
played in a 512 x 490 resolution 
format on a standard video 
monitor. 

A full eight -colour card sys- 
tem can choose and display 256 

colours out of a palette of more 
than 16 million colours. A two - 
board system can display four 
colours, four boards can display 
16, and so on. 

The boards are priced at $825 

each for the GDC-512 and the 
CMC-100. A typical eight colour 
system would total $3300, ex 

eluding tax. 
The Microprism colour sys- 

tem is available from SME 
Systems, 22 Queen Street, 
Mitcham Vic. 3132. 

HARD DISKS AT FLOPPY PRICES 
We have a limited quantity of 6.37MB (unformatted) 5" Winchesters 
available at the special price of 

only $649 each* 
These drives are from a leading USA manufacturer and carry a normal 

warranty. There is no catch, they are simply last year's model! 

In addition to having a much larger capacity than floppy disks, hard 
disk drives have a much faster access time and are more reliable. At 

our special price the cost per byte is extremely low. 

The drive we are offering has the standard ST -506 interface and can 

be driven from hard disk controllers such as the Western Digital 1001 

(which we can also supply). 
Don't miss out on this excellent offer, order today from 

PFNPIYHISk 
AUSTRALIA 
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'Add 20 pet cent ,f Sa'es Ta* opp tob'e De4veny ;too 

Pennywise Peripherals, 96 Camberwell Rd, Hawthorn East, Vic, 3123. 
P.O. Box 398, Camberwell, Vic, 3124. 
Phone (03) 82 2389. Telex AA31820. 
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Club Call 
The Townsville Microbee User Group (T -MUG) meets at 7 pm on 

the second Monday of the month. Another 'user' meeting is held 
later in the month. 

Meetings are held at Town and Country Computers, CTL Centre, 
Anne St, Aitkenvale, Queensland. 

Anyone interested in the group should contact the president, 
Chris Hayes on (077) 79-6065 ah or the secretary, John Johnson 
on (077) 79-5628 ah. 

The Spectravideo Computer Users Group of Tasmania wants to 

help Spectravideo computer owners to achieve the most from their 
machines. As these computers are new and powerful their owners 
have a lot to learn. It is hoped that by joining this club the learning 

experience will be faster and more fun. 
The membership fee is $15. This entitles members to the news- 

letter that will soon be published and to discounts in computer 
equipment as they become available to the club. 

Monthly meetings of the club will soon be held and members will 

be notified by mail. For more information contact Mr P. W. Decked, 
48 Heather St, Launceston, Tas 7250. 44-4836. 

Microbee users in the Gold doast area who are interested in 

starting a user group exchange information and programs should 
contact Col McLaren, Labrador Old. Phone 31-4610 Labrador ah. 

The Chip -8 User Group continues to cover the special needs of 
Chip -8 users. 

'Dreamer', the newsletter which comes out every two months, 
will have a new editor, Frank Rees, from the September issue. The 
1802 and 6800 based Chip -8 computers shall all be catered for. 

For details, contact Frank Rees, 27 King St, Boort Vic. 3537. 

If anyone is interested in forming a Jupiter Ace User Group, 
contact Beige Nome, P.O. Box 183, Ravenshoe Old 4872. 

The ZX 81 Software Exchange has announced that a new 
member, John Vizard, has been appointed to the ZSE team. 

For more information regarding ZSE, send a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope to either Chris Tueno, 5 Muir St, Mt Waverley 
Vic. 3149 or John Vizard, 11 Edith St, Dandenong Vic. 3175. 

ETI-690 LITTLE BIG BOARD 
OPTIONS 

Adaptive Electronics, the Mel- 
bourne -based computer 

Systems company and sole rep- 
resentative for Tandon Drive 
Products in Australia, is able to 
offer a large number of optional 
accessories to suit the ETI-690 
64K Z80 STD board project. 

The accessories include hard 
disk drives, floppy disk drives, 
card cages, chassis, controller 
boards, host interface cards and 
MP/M version upgrade cards. 

Disk drives are based on the 
Tandon 500 and 800 Series 
drives. The hard disk drives 
range in capacities from 5M to 
15M, formatted. The Tandon 8" 
slimline floppy drives are also 
available. 

Power supply and casing is 

available as an optional extra for 
the hard drives. A range of 
Konan controller boards is avail- 
able for use with the drive units. 

Adaptive Electronics has de- 
veloped locally a host interface 
card and BIOS to help run the 
system. Supply of the source list 
for the BIOS is available but, as 

an alternative, Adaptive can 
supply it as a complete CP/M 
disk ready to run on the system. 

Optional MP/M versions, with 
MP/M upgrade cards, are also 
available. This means that a 

business or professional user can 

expand the system to allow up to 
three users at one time. 

The hard disk drive may be 
purchased as separate cards and 
drive or it can be purchased as a 

complete unit with case, power 
supply, fan, controller card and 
all cabling. 

Adaptive Electronics has just 
released its new range of Adap- 
tel cases with a power supply 
built in, suitable for housing one 
or two floppy disk drives, with or 
without hard disk. 

The features of the new case 
are a quality aluminium front 
panel, efficient internal layout, 
provision of a buss for expan- 
sion, adequate cooling and ven- 
tilation, professionally finished 
metalwork offering slots at rear 
for multiple cables and expan- 
sion, and provision for hard disk 
mounting. 

It has a low profile suitable for 
desk -top or under shelf mount- 
ing with a key switch on the front 
panel. 

The Adaptel case is available 
as a separate item or the entire 
unit is available completely as- 
sembled and tested, minus the 
Little Big Board. 

Delivery of these items is esti- 
mated to be 2-4 weeks. For de- 
tails, phone Adaptive Elec- 
tronics, (03)267-6800. 

For System 8OTM,TRS-8OTM Model I/Ill 
and Colour Computer owners: 
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ONE BIG ISSUE OF MICRO -80 MAGAZINE FREE!5. c 6 
If you own one of these computers, you should be reading MICRO -80 magazine, 09 

,s00, -;P,,,-'10 0'l " eot O 
the magazine not only written by enthusiasts, but actual owners and operators of the sr/g0 ,Qx e oho 
same 

MICRO -80 unuters derstands your needs, is vital reading from cover to cover and rovju 
use. / a5e ogees t1O G 

features six new programs in each issue with full operating instructions. ese/%4\ \C\ be1 
An analysis of each program's structure and operation is included to a`t% et` V> 1l _iio 

help you improve your own programming capabilities. o\y/o `° ese ' 
Instructional articles on programming techniques, hardware es / GeV' e Go 

to d Sj/ be 4 improvements andanswers readers' problems are also 
published each month. t.° 

ANOTHER MICRO 80 PLUS co<90,--e 4o 
Readers can purchase a wide range of software and .varj Se*'. eve O c4''e 

hardware for their systems at keen prices. okse/aye 
ks,ee 

550 a . a° a e , dio. 1 - hardware 
DON'T DELAY, ACT TODAY 

a 
ja/4ovt G40 

oet'e áe5 a Gti4 AN- 
c' 4 '5-, 

Either telephone your order on aN.S% tt`4 a d S C1 

(08) 211 7244 (4 lines) or send in the coupon $0`5/ o Go S4 v 
today. ,<aL9 t 
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Now! Australia's leading 
ahead with totally 
operation. 
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Microbee features: 

. 16K and 32K. 

I 
Non -Volatile CMOS RAM. 

1 Programmable RS232 Serial Port. 
Programmable 8 Bit I/O Port. 
Display 64 x 16 and 80 x 24 
screen format. 
6545 Programmable VDU Driver. 
Cassette Interface, 300 and 1200 
baud. 



personal Computer moves further 
integrated software and faster 

crobeé S 

First in the world with all these software features integrated 
into one computer - 
MICROWORLD COLOUR BASIC 5.22e 
WORDBEE WORD PROCESSOR 
NETWORKING 
TERMINAL COMMUNICATIONS 
MACHINE CODE MONITOR 
SELF TESTING 

Here's why microbee has become Australia's biggest selling 
personal/educational computer. Over 3000 microbees are already helping 
teaching in Australian schools, T.A.F.E.'s and Universities. 

New enhanced MICROWORLD BASIC 5.22e allows easy programming of 
colour into educational software and games with high resolution graphics. 16 

Background and 26 Foreground colours. Wordbee in ROM means you can 
connect your microbee to a printer and have a complete word processor in 

your home for letters, school and Uni assignments and accounts. 

Add a low cost modem or accoustic coupler and you can exchange BASIC 
and WORDBEE files with other microbees OR you can talk to the popular 
bulletin boards and sources around the world. Select the Terminal Mode to 
give you standard ADM3A or Televideo 9I2C terminal emulation in 80 x 

24 format. Your microbee becomes a personal terminal to communicate with 
mainframe computers - your window to the world! Select the machine code 

directly. monitor and you can program the Z80 microprocessor 

Your microbee /C even has a built in 
self test facility so you can be sure its not 
the machine but possibly your program 
that has the bug! 

jsINEr`O 
a 

02,+ 

IC F 
N.441°' s 

microbeé 16K IC - $499. 
microbeé 32K IC - $599. 

Recommended Retail Price Only. Prices may vary beyond Sydney. 

Available from your 
microbee computer shops: 
I Pattison Ave, Waitara, Sydney. 
Phone (02) 487 2711 

729 Glenferrie Rd, Hawthorn, 
Melbourne. Phone 818 2244 

141 Stirling Highway, Nedlands, 
Perth. Phone 386 8250 

Cooleman Court, Weston. Phone 
88 6384 

Microbee dealers: 

NSW: Electronic Agencies, 
117 York Street. Sydney. 
115 Parramatta Road, Concord. 
Compu-K, 7 Casino Street. South Lismore. 
Comput/Ed, 8 Park Arcade. Park Avenue, 
Coffs Harbour. 
ACT: Computech, Belconnen Churches 
Centre. Benjamin Way. Belconnen. 

VIC: Computerland South Melbourne, 
37 Albert Road. Melbourne. 

S.A.: Key Computers, 1061 South Road. 
Edwardstown. 77 Grenfell Street. Adelaide. 

W.A.: Altronics, 105 Stirling Street. Perth. 

QLD: Software 80, 200 Moggill Road. 
Taringa. Electrographic Office Systems, 
25 Grafton Street. Cairns. 

Town and Country Computers, - 

CTL Centre. Anne Street, 
Aitkenvale. Townsville. 

TAS: Central Data, 14A Goodwin Street. 
Launceston. 

PHONE ORDERS 

(02) 487-2711 
Applied Technology Retail Pty Ltd 

I 

487 
PHONEORDERS/ . 

(02) 2 / 11 welcome here CEAT0582 



eiidata 
3.00 Modem 
Direct' Connect 

1 in 

, ., .., 
eo . 

30ó 

TX 
Fr'.. RX 
-_ . 

- 
_ ...-s--- 

PAY LESS FOR MORE 
BASED HIGH RESOLUTION 
COUNTER, MODEL: ITC -4 

. 
~ .:4 5. 0 9 b' 2 -., 

ONLY $255' 
(+s.t.) 

Microprocessor controlled reciprocal counter. 
IN High resolution at both high and low frequencies. 

120 MHz frequency range. 
10 mV rms typ sensitivity. 
High stability crystal oscillator, TCXO option. 
Light weight, compact size and low cost. 
IEEE 488 interface bus option. 

OTHER µP BASED COUNTERS: 
ITC -1, intelligent counter (up to 1GHz) 
ITC -3, same as ITC -4 ( up to 1GHz) 

EMONA ENTERPRISES PTY LTD 
CBC Bank Building, 
Suite 204/661 George St, 
Sydney. NSW. 2000. 
Telephone:212 4815, 212 3463 
Telex: AÁ74500. Cables: Emona Sydney 

s modem 
0 

A new direct connect 350C piece and 

that is no taller than base of a 
I under the 

fits snugly 
telephone,has 

been released by 

Australian 
communications 

Electromed modem is 
Manufacturer, 300 the 

Called the 
operate and does not 

simple toIt attaches to 

require operator hone wall socket 
telephone operational the existing becomeS fully P 

plus and 
wtth the flick of a switch by the 

operator. 

No installation 
costs. 

Simple operation. base. 

Fits under telephone 

tittaches to existing 

telephone 
plug. 

©© WELCOME 

OEM AND DEALER ENQUIRIES 

L 71' ° ® G P/L 
ELECTRO -MEDICAL ENGINEERING 

69 SUTHERLAND 
ROAD,RMADALE, 

VICTORIA 3143, AUSTRALIA 

TELEPHONE: 
t03) 509 5844. 

TELEX: AA34008 

CIRCUIT 
TECHNIQUES 

- VOL. 1. 

Where else can you find a collection of 
articles that tells you how to use op -amps, 
how to design active filters, where and how to 
use 555 timers, gives you a practical guide to 
such widely used semiconductors as diodes, 
LEDs, zeners, voltage regulators, VFETs, 
Power MOSFETs and CMOS ICs? But that's 
not all this book has to offer! What about 
designing potcore inductors, using the 3080 
transconductance amp or crystal oscillator 
circuit techniques? 

ONLY $4.75 
At all newsagents and selected specialist outlets, or by mail 
order direct to ETI Magazine, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo 
NSW 2017. Please add $1 for post and handling. 



Computing Today NEWS 

zofts 

S«,, 4 5 - 100% APPLE COMPAT BLE 
LOW NOISE - HIGH PERFORMANCE 

Super 5 hag the following advan age, compared to the normal floppy disk drive. 

Characteristics Normal Type Soot 5 

Servo motor/Spindle connection Belt drive Direct shaft drive 

Head positioning mechanism Plastic CAM positioner Metal band positioner 

Track to track time Approx. 40 msec Approx. 6-12 msec (Fast) 

Write -protected sensor Mechanical switch Photo coupler (Reliable) 

No. of tracks 35 tracks 40 tracks (15% morel) 

ALSO AVAILABLE:- 
' APPLE COMPATIBLE CONTROLLER CARD AND 40 TRACK 

UTILITY DISC ONLY $89 EXTRA! 

THE RELIABLE COMPUTE MATE CP-80 PRINTER 
- FAST, 80CPS BI-DIRECTIONAL IMPACT PRINT HEAD 
- CLEAN, 7 x 8 CHARACTER IN 8 x 9 FIELD 
- FLEXIBLE, FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED. 
ONLY $618 AND WITH 25 USER SELECTABLE TYPE STYLES! 

THE 
ERGONOMIC 
TERMINAL 

Beehive 
International's new 

ATL-004 VDU, released in 
Australia by Datatel, is claimed 
by the American manufacturer 
to be ergonomically superior to 
any other terminal on the mar- 
ket. 

According to the Utah -based 
Beehive International, the per- 
fect ergonomic terminal should 
have a small desktop 'footprint', 
a low -profile detached keyboard 
and a non -glare display which 
adjust by tilt and swivel. All 
these 'essentials' are incorpor- 
ated in the ATL-004. 

Other features of the ATL- 
004 include soft -function keys, 
programmable smooth scroll 
and selectable 80 or 132 charac- 
ter lines. 

-1- 1 - 1 - I - r -1- 1- 1- 1/ r I 

a 

Of the 27 display lines on the 
25.5 cm screen, two are reserved 
for a 'user-friendly' interface 
indicating the current operating 
modes and status and the cur- 
rent action of the programmable 
function keys. 

Each of the 512 displayable 
characters is represented in a 9 x 

';1 I' 111 

13 dot -cell matrix. The charac- 
ters include the standard 128 
ASCII set, plotting symbols for 
business graphics, icons, Roman 
numerals, superscript and 
subscript characters, bar codes 
and graphic symbols. Charac- 
ters may also be represented 
double high and double wide. 

The ATL-004 uses two micro- 
processors, an 8085A-2 running 
at 10 MHz to control all ter- 
minal functions and communi- 
cations, and an 8039 for the 
intelligent keyboard. 

As standard, the unit con- 
tains 10K of RAM, expandable 
to 40K, and 24K bytes of ROM 
contain the terminal algorithm. 
Of total RAM, 2K is non- 
volatile CMOS supported by ni - 
cad battery. This may be ex- 
panded to 8K. 

Communications supported 
by the ATL-004 include asyn- 
chronous and isochronous, split 
baud rates to 19.2K baud, X -on/ 
X -off protocol and RS232C and 
20 mA current loop interface. 

The ATL-004's tilt range is 
20° and swivel is 360°. The all - 
up weight, including the key- 
board, is 13.5 kg. Power con- 
sumption is 60 W. 

Further details are available 
from Datatel, 19 Raglan 
Street, South Melbourne Vic. 
3205. (03)690-4000. 

The Sum 5 Quality Disk Drive from 
SOUTHERN CROSS ia = - _ _= = 

_ _ _ 
ONLY $448 Tax Paid! 

PLUS* 90 DAY WARRANTY ON PARTS 
AND LABOUR 

* 14 DAY TRIAL - MONEY BACK 
IF NOT 100% SATISFIED 

* 7 DAY/24 HOUR ACTION -LINE 
CALL - (02) 981 1585 

* FREE POSTAGE IN AUSTRALIA 

SPAY MONEY ORDER CHEQUE BANKCARD 

POSTAGE PAID IN AUSTRALIA 

BANKCARD NO. 
Expiry Date: 

Name 

Address 

Signature 

Send to: 
SOUTHERN CROSS RESOURCES P/L 
P.O. BOX 379 DEE WHY NSW 2099 

Alb 

ETI October 1983 - 41 



PRE-PAK 

sa 

resistors 
All Wanted Values 
1 ohm.$0 Meg/ohm. 

)0$tí$1.00 

Packs °ONE VALUE N 

PACKS 0 
(Our choice) 

OU(O 'ACFiO 
CERAMICS 
PACKS OF 100 
ONE VALUE V7 

PACKSS 
VALUES $ 

(Our Choice) 

e A . 0.47uF Greencaps IOOv, 10 for 52.50, 50. 59.00 

SUPER 
wr _ 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

T00,000D TO REFUSE! 
10uF 16vw, 47u1 16vw, 100uF lOvw caps ea. 3t 

4.7uF 100vw, 22uF 100vw, 47uF 25vw caps ea.lOc 
50uF 100vw, 220uF 16vw, lap 350vw caps ea. 15K 

2.2uF 350vw, 330uF 35vw, 10uF 315vw ea. 201 

220uF 50vw, 400uF 40vw, 640uF 16vw caps ea.25t 
2201f 63vw, 330uF 50vw electro caps ea. 301 

15.1 50Ovw, 470uF 50vw electro caps ea... 40c 

470uF 63vw, 15uF 500vw electro caps ea... 501 

Transistor Substitute, Jap 1981 53.00 
12v to 6,9,124C 800mA car converter 56.00 
2400 electronic lamp flasher 300W 52.95 
Leson power mike with compression 514.95 
30MHz CB low pass filter stops FYI $2.50 
100yd rolls multi -Strand hook -Up wire 53.00 
GE C370 400v 35amp SCR's, stud mtg $2.00 
560uF a 47uF 160vw can electrolyticS 
NE -2 neons, 20c ea or 10 for $1 or 100 K $8.00 
Philips NT3100, NT3101 or NT3122 ENT 

transformers $4.00 ea or 5 for .515.00 
3AG in -line fuseholders, now only 5 for .51.00 
DPDT slider switches, PCB Mtg. 7 for $1.00 
6.5mm stereo headphone sockets, 2 for $1.00 
SPOT rocker action switch, buy 3 for 51.00 
25C -515A only $1.00 ea or 2S0-198 only $2.00 
EM -410 1000v lamp rectifiers, 8 for 52.00 

EQUIPMENT 
SPEAKER t8 DUAL 
CONE 

8"e8T1xIOW 
SPEAKER GRILLES 
WHITE FLUSH 2 MOUNT 8" 

$ 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
70v.1OOv LINE S3EA 

HEATSINKS 

HUGE 
RANGE 
AVAILABLE! 

3"X4" w11H IxT03 TRANs.52.50 

6"x4" wltH 2xT03 TRANs.53.00 

3"x44. 3x1OOPIv 35A RECT. $2 
VARIETY PACK- 10 
assorted sizes, all 

useful, only $9.95 

AUDIO MIXERS : SIDLCiALS 
' 11 9 9 e 

n 

200 I watt assorted resistor. 11.95 

250 .ed-upre.i,tors 11.95 

. - - 25 verb., Re. .idea. peaking chokes $1.95 

illy: 

w ._ =.r- =n 

NEW IMPROVED MODEL! 
.2 lie channels. 2 Phono channels, 1 

channel for Tape sr loner e.gnetie 

GREAT or Cerarie Inputs etas. outputs 2 
VALUE! 

yv meters to . 0ít0. output er COE 

far each channel *Stereo or pone 

90 battery operation with eat. DC input socket 

Site 2651195.10...xtadphoee .00ít0..oche 

4 CHANNEL PLUS MASTER GAIN 

MIKE MIXER 

$1.29 
-np 

Sae4 a above ...seat has 4 Ake hoots. Qa Q 
411 high or low, and no Co, controls mo o 

5 BAND STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALIZER 

,240vAc MIXER 

14\i! < .ITpIo E 

*235 MODEL 
lance w.m one, 

eo MMe coeval, 144....0.n."cun. eo,nonce OW, ...AAna putout 
T: h a.«nw 0o sesenu.w ,nuur .dune 1440 10 01141 Can Mused 

pulterg kV.. 50, row,eAp"w .w:.ae wthw .,,w w.u.aw M,tr. 400101, 
11.4rfers e mm,eot . Output OW/ and none inarwmwn.OY 

BONUS: WITH ANY MIXER 
PURCHASE THIS MONTH 
WE WILL SUPPLY 
FREE HEADPHONES 

MIKE MIXER $ 34 
for 

TV'S 
IA new basic model mixer with 4 Inputs, all 
compensated for low to high impedance mikes. 
Mono or stereo output, battery operated. 

12 various tri.... caps. range 3-170pí $1.95 

25 .i.ed Weser pole. range 100-20e9 11.95 

70 various new pots, sgle9ang,s.it.h.d.ete 11.95 

15 Inst. knobs.precisien,black,for ndl"w0t $l.º5 

45 assorted valve sockets, 7.9 pin etc 11.95 

ID sited switches. rotarr.to99le.slider.DPOI t1.95 

I spire deselderinq wick in dies,eser $1.95 

20 ..sorted 1ad,s. 40.e, le 50 etc ....$1.95 

is silicon diodes 11914 and 114140 11.95 

75 EC401 silicon rectifiers loo Ply 1 teP tl.95 

15 assorted types. colours. LED's looi ateed 11.95 

1 7 

e 

ee sales power leads with 3 pin pluq t1.9S 

1 5 pi. din to 5 pin din Audi lead 11.95 

2 DP01 .ii toggle switches 11.95 

1 1.70 ni -cud pencell batteries So.cK9teed 11.95 

10 .etres hook-up .ire. 5 Asst eels $1.95 

1 ignition filter hit for CO, car ,etc ..$1.95 

1 uni 1 cable coeeeeeorkit,fer coral -(1.11.95 

3 IOOOuf 6105 pig -tail elect.. capacitors... 11.95 
I grey fe se ..k., grille $1.95 

14 alligator clips, asst s' , 
red C black11.95 

4 asst relays, various voltages. types $1.95 

10 ¡gm noise suppresser resisters for cte.bles$1.95 

4 souks 75 55 pot. with knobsI.eeeee cen $1.93 

3 thereat cut -put s.itches,apppe.. I0°C m4 t1.95 
I Pee etc resist Dale pen for .etin.PC(1's $1.95 

1 set CO radio le, trans/rec..o.l than. 11.95 

1 90/700pf.CSP 7 gong tuning cap $1.95 

4 7,( non -polar polyester spiv s'ocs c.ss $1.95 

4 1000 2CiP bridge rectifiers 11.95 

4 1000410 2595 PCB electrolytic capatitors $1.95 

3 90110 Weiler 253055) power trans $1.95 

9 e pin, 14 pin or 16 pin IC ,ockete 11.95 

100 Celes IC socket pins. sake your own $1.95 

Telescopic 170 to 875mm 
POPULAR TYPE 

AERIALS, Pack of 10 

z pivots 

*111 6 and swivels 

's1.95 LAST FEW! 
BUY NOW. 

TOP QUALITY AT MC -4~, el-X~ REAL VALUE PRICES! 

UNDER 1/2 PRI 
MOVING COIL 
CARTRIDGE 
MODEL MC100 

,+as $49so 
*Standard 1 soon tIes. 
95 Cobalt ...nets for high 

output- fever not needed. 

*Tee,. r se 1511,-35101:.e 

fcge 2.5e, emput ¡0017/50../.1 

Sp.ckia5 (aria: 2.0 grals. 

40.6.. Diasond tetus. 
*Complete .mooting hit i 1. 

*Stylus easily replaced (tis.on) 

t/ y Qfi 

ECONOMY FM MIC .. ̀  15W 

E'Two B00 -BOO'S IN PURCHASING LAST 
FINANCIAL YEAR HAVE LEFT US WITH 
AN EXCESS OF STOCK WE MUST CLEAR) 

49 M I lz FM Wireless Microphone System 

1111111 

lit 

. 

88-108Mhz 
It. t. We 

. stO 

condenser 

ephene 

11, $14 

Clearance of professional wireless mikes in two 
MUSIC and PA APPLICATIONS: Type R1 - 

Ideal for Churches, halls, theatre and school use, 
comprises miniature electret mike and belt -clip FM 

transmitter with a xtal-controlled receiver base $51520 
with separate signal strength, tuning and audio VU 
meters. Features easy connection to most amplifiers 

,-2, Rwith 

ISmV (mike) and Sft(mV faux) outputs, z% '- 

and 9V DC operation, mains power -pack supplied. 

WAS 

J 
$ 90.217 

MOBILE APPLICATIONS: Type R2- 
Uses the same mike and belt-cllip FM transmitter with NOW 

4 
a similar belt -clip receiver fitted with a special 
ear -piece speaker. Ideal for athletic coaching, bike 
and car racing, student trains exercises and video 
camera recording. Full technical data avail with SAE. (*ma, 'Rm 

FM wireless mikes. 
De -luxe, ovni -directional 

electret-condensor 
88-108 MHZ 

00AL-PU1P05E, A. 

Ñ 674 °I SAL E convention 
1 

PENCIL TYPE FM WIRELESS 
MICROPHONE- BASIC MODEL. 1 7 
GOOD VALUE -FOR -MONEY. QQ. 

PRE-PAK 
electronics p/I 

MOTORO A 
MRF-60 SIRIIu 
TO 2N5590 
2 fop sg 

FANS 
(EX -COMPUTER) 
REDUCED! 

5" 115V56.00 
5 220V..$7.50 
6" 220V..$8.50 

7" 220V59.50 
8 2200.110.00 
OTHERS FROM 

ONLY 15.00 EA 

s49 8 Inch 
PAIR 2 W A Y speaker 
systems 

at bargain prices! 
(.sous .Aker 0I41 SP .OIPS, slightly ,hop -smiled bu 

otherwise al. As owe 

we selling these at 

...choose space. 

795.230.. deep. w í9h 

ADD 525.00 FREIG 

on $400.1500 hi-fi nysle.s. We 

179 PR, but no need the 

ot they as! Overall , e 680. 

20 ca.. MAIL ORDERS: 
iY ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA 

; 5 Pin DIN -i 5 Pin 
0/N LEAD /3M 

1.0N0 
1;1 PM> 1 95 eo 

la WEST ST, - 
'LEWISHAM, NSW 

r 

If yow read th . 

rnd7a27eD t ex -computer ICED 
.enea: and we' Í 

d free ;a e Q7 
"v 

SPEAKER 
BOX 
SAL 
falnut/Trek 
1í.h0, ready- Indo 1t bol n 

free, baffle. 

SBOP SALES OCT 

EACH 

T 

620mm 
X 

3SOroo 

X 

225mm 
Deep 

PACK/POST 
$2 ORDERSVALOUE. 

LEDs 
3mm Round 
RED....lot 
CREE.N..1St 
YF.I.I.00.l. I S1 
Smm Round 

IOC 
RF.D....10T 
CRF.F.N.. I SV 
YF.I.I.OW. I ST 
Sx2mm Rect 
RED....20T 
CRE.EN..250 

FLASHING LED 
Sinn RED ONLY 351 

SUPER -BRIGHT LEDS 
5mm GREEN 590 
Smm YELLOW 590 

DUAL -COLORED LEDS 
5mm RED/GREEN 900 

er 
capacitors 
TESTED AND GUARANTEED 

100.000uF.,.5v..52.50 
150.000UF...5v..53.00 
25.000uF..10v..52.00 
IOOe000UF,.10v..13.00 
150.000uF..10v.-.$3.50 
51.000uF..15v..54.00 
60.000UF..15V..54.50 
140.000uF,.15v..$5.50 
39.000uF..20v..54.00 
10e000uF..25v..53.00 
30.000uF..25v..14.50 
50.000UF..25v..$4.75 
60.000uF..30v..15.00 
3.100uF,.40v..52.00 

21.000uF..40v..14.50 
2.000uF..50V..12.00 
8.000uF..50v,.13.00 

23.000uF..50v..85.50 
20.000uF..55v..16.00 
30.000uF..60v..16.50 
9.400uF..75v..14.50 
4.800uF,.200v.16.00 
3e200uF..300v.$6.00 

------- 

10 fUSFF0R sI 
3AG 

32mm x 6mm, TAKE YOUR PICK! 
250mA, 500mA, 750mA, IA, 
1.58, 2A, 30, SA, 7.5A, IOA, 
15A, 20A, 25A, 30A. CHEAP! 

(115- 11010PRFSS 
,V QUALITY.ONAL NEW 

3AG FUSE- 551 
HOLDERS ioh-ES.. 

569_9197 Phone or mail order 
24 HR PH07E ORDER SERVICE 

BANKCARD accepted - 



Mai I Order .a. 0 
Your First Choice for 

Promcirk 
High Technology 

(Founded 

Diitributors... 
Electronic 

1976 ) 

Mail Order 

Components 
p 

SPECIAL! E.C. POWER FERRITES ...,r. 

64K Dynamic RAM Includes 2 corehalves, bobbin and clamp 
I1 

Siemens HYB4164P-3,2oons 
EC35 $2.95 EC52 $5.35 r 

EC41 $3.95 EC70 $8.45 7 

(same as TI, INTEL etc.) $7.60 SIEMENS MINIATURE PCB RELAYS 
COMPUTER GRADE; 1 AND 2 CHANGE OVER 

ELECTROLYTICS 
Contacts 1 Amp, max voltage 120AC, 
plugs in IC socket. , 

Metal can top screw terminals, High N 
: . 

Current includes clam and screws. - 1, p 

1 c/o 162Vyyp612V1 $2.10 , 

1 c/o 24V 
type 4V103 $2.10 

- / type 241103 $2.10 

Made by Siemens and Marcon. - 2 c/o 6V type 6V104 $3.25 in 
10,000/16V..$ 5.75 3,300/40V....$ 5.50 4,700/63V....$ 6.50 2 c/o 12V type 12V104 $3.25 

47,000/16V. $13.25 4,700/40V....$ 6.45 10,000/63V. $12.25 2 c/o 24V type 24V104 $3.25 

100,000/16V$18.50 10,000/40V..$ 8.85 10,000/100V$18.50 
10,000/25V..$ 6.60 15,000/40V. $12.25 880/350V $15.85 

SIEMEN'S T092 TRANSISTORS 

22,000/25V. $11.25 22,000/40V. $14.25 3,100/450V $75.85 
33,000/25V..$13.50 47,000/40V . $25.50 

SPECIAL! 
47,000/25V..$17.50 22,000/50V..$13.50 

SPECTROL TRIMMERS, POTS BC547 BC556 
BC548 BC557 All 

AND DIALS s'.'" BC549 BC558 10c each 

V." rectangular 20 turn cer. met type - 
BC550 BC559 

43P100R,200R,500R,1K, 
2K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K, 100K, SIPMOS N CHANNEL POWER FETS 
200K, 500K, 1 m all $1.50 

16" single turn cer. met type 63P, 50R, , 
..44-...,:::. 

100R, 500R, 1K, 2K, 5K, vi.s BUZ10-50V/12A $9.25 BUZ15-50V/37A $32.50 

10K, 20K,100K,1M all $0.85 i WI BUZ20-1001I12Á $9.25 BUZ23-100V/10Á.... $12.35 

Precision 10 turn wire -wound 1 
BUZ30-200V/7A $7.30 BUZ24-100V/32A ... $23.70 

pot ppe 534, 500R, 1K, 2K, 
BUZ80-800V/2.6A....$15.50 BUZ84-8001/5.3A....$33.75 

5K, 20K all $10.50 BUZ40-500V/2.5A $7.30 BUZ18-50V/37A $37.95 
- . 

100K $17.50 _ 

3 digit dial to suit 534, mod 15 $25.50 - OPTO ELECTRONICS 

I.C. SOCKETS P Siemen's and Optron 
Burndy type DILB pcb mounting tin plated mil. spec. 

Hi -Power IR Led LD271A $0.75 4 -digit display DL1416 $36.00 

8 pin 13¢ 18 pin 28¢ 24 pin 36¢4 Matching photodlode -digit display 0L2416T $45.00 

14 pin 205 20 pin 301$ 28 pin 40¢ BP104 $2.35 2 colour Led red/green 

16 pin 250 22 pin 33¢ 40 pin 60¢ 
_ 

matching 
BP103B 

phototransistor Lot 00 $1.50 
$1.10 Interrupter assembly 

photodiode OP B813 $3.50 
$12.75 Reflector assembly 

optocoupler ILD74 $2.75 OPB708 $3.75 TELEDYNE I.C.'S. 
LuxmeterBPW21 

BPW21 
Dual 

3'h digit LCD DVM IC Superlow power 3'h digit Clued optocoupler IL074 $6.35 

TSC7106 $16.50 LCD DVM TSC7126 $19.50 
3'12 digit LED DVM IC Dual power MOSFET driver 

TSC7107 $16.50 TSC450 $ 4.95 
SPECIAL I.C.'S from SIEMENS 

12 bit CMOS A/D for uP 15 bit CMOS A/D TSC800 $35.50 Ligght spot driver 16 leds VHF Mixer 504-2P $4.65 

TSC7109 $19.50 ultra linear VCO TSC9400 $ 6.45 UÁÁ170 $3.85 1 GHZ divide by 64 prescaler 

4% digit CMOS DVM IC Stable VRet 1.22V 
Light band driver 12 reds SDA2101 $7.95 

TSC7.35 $22.50 TSC9491 $ 2.45 3 
1ÁA180 $3.85 Photo Sensitive OP -amp 
tone chime IC SÁ80600 $6.60 TFA1001W $4.85 

4 digit LCD driver TSC7211 ....510.50 Super stable VRef 5V Touch dimmer IC S576A $7.65 I.R. photo preamplifier 

4 digit LED driver TSC700 $ 8.65 TSC9495 $ 7.70 AC motor speed controller TDA4050 - $4.85 
TLB3101 $5.50 Metal detector IC TCA205A $4.65 

FUJI POWER RELAY - SPECIAL! Long 
Linear 

period timer SAB0529 $7.00 Pot core and bobbin for 
magnetic field detector TCA205A $0.85 

2 changeover, 10 amps per contact - 240 AC. 

12V type HH62P12V $4.45 24V type HH62P24V $4.45 

SAS231 W 57.00 14W Audio Amp IC TDA2030 $5.95 
witch -mode 

S TDA4718A 
driver IC 

$9.95 
AM Rcvr. IDA 1046 $8.75 

ALL COMPONENTS OFFERED ARE BRAND NEW; PREMIUM GRADE DEVICES. SALES TAX IS INCLUDED 

FREIGHT CHARGE IS $3.50 PER ORDER. IF YOU REQUIRE DATA AND APPLICATIONS ON ANY ITEM SEND 

A STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE. 
D.I.S.C.O.U.N.T.S.... TOTAL ORDER VALUE ... up to $50 NETT; $50 to $100, less 10%; $100 and over, less 15%. 

P.O. BOX 381 CROWS NEST N.S.W. 2065. PHONE (02) 439 6571 
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Spectravideo's SV-3 18 
-bound to cause 

a market shake-up 
Jonathan Scott 

The SV-318 home computer offers a remarkable amount for a 
remarkably low price and can be optioned -up to a very sophisticated 
machine. Many of the features offered are not currently available on 

other home computers. Here's a machine worth very serious 
consideration for.both the first -timer and old hand. 

EVEN BEFORE you open the box in 
which it comes, you can tell that the 
manufacturers of the SV-318 put a lot of 
careful thought into where their machine 
is going, what it will be required to do and 
what peripherals it may need to have. Al- 
though rather off-puttingly full of superla- 
tives and sales talk, the rear panel of the 
box tells the purchaser (or prospective 
purchaser) just what the machine is good 
for - such as educational jobs, word- 
processing, games, etc - and what pe- 
ripherals are available for immediate co- 
nenction, with a brief summary of each 
one's capabilities. We appreciated this - 
it. was much more informative than the 
dull wrapper which customarily encloses 
units sent to ETI for review, even if it did 
look a bit slick and 'Americanised' in its 
sales approach. 

You will see as this review progresses 
that almost every aspect of the machine 
has been thought out very carefully and 
the design taken to the limit. Although 
Spectravideo only came into existence in 
January, it must be doing big business 
somewhere, because the degree of design 
care and deliberation which has gone into 
this machine is immense. Such an invest- 
ment of skilled manpower does not come 
in a parcel as cheap as this unless the 
company is selling a lot of machines to 
cover costs. This review will not be the 
last you hear of this computer. 

The computer itself is the standard larg- 
er -than -a -keyboard size, about 400 mm x 

220 mm, standing about 80 mm high at 
the back and sloping down to 50 mm at 
the front of the keyboard. This makes it 
marginally larger than a Microbee and 
much smaller than an Apple. The power 
supply is external, supplying ac to the 
main unit via a proprietry cable. An exter- 
nal power supply is not unusual these days 
in a domestic machine. We were pleased 
to see that the supply unit had its own 
mains cable, rather than the annoying sort 
which consists of a black box larger than a 
plugpack with three prongs protruding di- 
rectly from the body to form the plug. 
These are a nuisance to plug into the wall 
and often necessitate an extension cord as 
well. 

The SV-318's power supply came in a 
metal enclosure, which isn't aesthetic but 
it is tough. 

The RF modulator is also external, sup- 
plied with power and video signal from a 
single socket on the back. If you are 
equipped to handle video directly, which 
is desirable if you arc using the colour 
graphics with a decent monitor, then you 
must make up or buy a cable. It uses a 
5 -pin DIN on the computer end and what- 
ever you want for the monitor on the 
other end. The modulator also came with 
a cable to link it to the TV and a switch 
unit to allow a quick change from the TV 
antenna to the modulator. 

This is an excellent way to organise the 
set-up - immediately usable in the usual 
domestic situation and readily upgradeable 

if you want. 
While installing these cables we got our 

first inkling of the main drawback of this 
machine; the RF cable was unable to 
make a good contact with the RCA con- 
nector on the modulator. Had we not had 
an audio RCA -to -RCA cable handy we 
would not have been able to get the moni- 
tor going. 

The whole feel and look of the modula- 
tor box and its accessories was cheap. 
This, as you will see, is a successful strat- 
egy - the unit is remarkably cheap - but 
it is an everpresent facet of the machine's 
character. To put it in perspective, how- 
ever, many other home computers suffer 
the same problem. 

The keyboard is one of the rubber key 
types. It is provided with special function 
keys, editing keys, graphic character select 
keys (acting in addition to the shift and 
control keys) and an inbuilt joystick. 
However, it is still rather dicky to use at 
any speed. 

If a computer must have rubber keys for 
cost effectiveness these are good ones; 
they provide some tactile feedback, while 
others do not. They are hard rubber 
rather than the useless spongy ones, and 
the lettering is bonded on sufficiently well 
that we could not scratch any of it off as 
we have done on other people's machines. 
It is fine for the 'seek -and -destroy' type of 
typist who deliberately presses each key 
separately, but it will not support fast or 
touch typing. We would like to have had 
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the option of paying $25 to $45 more and 
having a nicer typewriter -like keyboard. 

The SV-318 has a big brother, the SV- 
328, which has a 'proper' keyboard and 
other improvements such as larger 
memory and built-in functions such as 
wordprocessing. 

It is possible that the keyboard alone 
could be upgraded. The keys are an inte- 
gral unit plugged into the motherboard, 
and so could be replaced in a few seconds 
with another set, or hopefully with one of 
the SV-328 upmarket keyboards. 

The joystick on the right of the key- 
board is one of the four -switch types, 
rather than a proportional sort, but it is 
quite adequate for cursor control. Very 
few machines have nice 'analogue' joy- 
sticks; the Atari for instance, is the simple 
four -switch type, giving one -of -eight direc- 
tion selection. The SV-318 joystick has a 
removable 'stick', which leaves a small 
disc with four finger indents if you prefer 
a more key -like movement feature. 

Only the latest models of computers 
have the idea of a joystick (multidirection) 
control built into the main box. Apple's 
latest upmarket offering, the Lisa, has a 

'mouse', a small hand -sized box which is 
moved by the operator to control cursor 
(or icom, as the mouse -pointer on the 
screen is termed) movement. The latest 
series of HP -200 machines has an ana- 
logue 'wheel' which permits very fast cur- 
sor movement, with the shift key changing 
the cursor movement direction from hori- 

zontal to vertical. 
Both of these machines respond more 

quickly than the SV-318 because the latter 
regards the joystick merely as four key- 
board keys. Hence the keyboard repeat - 
on -hold feature affects joystick operation. 
But the inclusion of the control on the 
front panel as standard is still a great fea- 
ture absent from many other machines. 

The next feature to catch the eye is the 
range of connectors. On the top surface, 
behind the keyboard, is a games cartridge 
slot. As you will see shortly, this machine 
is capable of fantastic graphics (compara- 
ble to an Apple) and comprehensive 
sounds (multivoice chords!) so that the 
games have the potential for true arcade - 
quality effects. More on this later. 

On the side next to the power connec- 
tion and on -off switch are two connectors 
with nine pins each. One is clearly marked 
'joystick'. while the other is unlabelled be- 
yond the number I. As little hardware 
documentation was supplied with the unit 
we could only speculate from the elec- 
tronic contents as to what these did. 

We think that the joystick connector 
merely provides a second joystick func- 
tion. (We were provided with such a joy- 
stick.) The other connector remotes the 
keyboard function should this be desired. 
No remote keyboard was supplied or 
offered. 

On the rear are two connectors in addi- 
tion to the 'video' one. One is the main 
system expansion buss and the other is the 

audio cassette tape interface. The audio 
interface is not standard. It is a pc board 
edge connector type, the socket being on 
the tape drive end and the SV-318 merely 
exposing an edge of its main board. The 
connector provides not only data 'in' and 
'out' lines but also power to the drive. 
The drive can be turned on and off at 
BASIC level, and offers a voice channel 
as well as data, with an eye to voice and 
video synchronisation by a resident 
program. 

While is it initially disappointing that 
the unit denies immediate use of the nor- 
mal domestic cassette player, we warmed 
to the way Spectravideo has organised 
this. Consider firstly, one can attach the 
connector and patch it to your recorder if 
you desire, ignoring the control functions; 
secondly, if you are going to do any sig- 
nificant recording at all it is a decided con- 
venience to have a cheap recorder dedi- 
cated to the job and always left with the 
computer. 

The Spectravideo unit is cheaper than it 
would otherwise be as it has no power 
supply requirements, and hence beats buy- 
ing a 'cheapo' tape recorder on both price 
and performance. (See later.) 

On the inside 
The internal construction of the SV-318 
turned out to be much better than expected. 
The pc board has gold-plated edge connec- 
tors and is screen printed with component 
labels. It is almost totally enclosed by metal 
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SV-902 floppy 
disk drive 

SV-903 dual 
channel data 
cassette 

plates to reduce interference. The frequency 
accessed connector for games cartridges is 
strongly mounted and reinforced with ano- 
dised aluminium guides, which double as the 
supply regulators' heatsink. 

The ROMS, the CPU, sound and video 
processors, as well as PIA chips, were- all 
socket -mounted. This is unusually good for 
such a machine. The operating system (OS) 
and BASIC EPROMS all live on a demount- 
able piggy -back pc board and are clearly 
marked with the version number. 

The literature claimed the CPU, a Z80, 
runs at 3.6 MHz. I suspect that this fre- 
quency is not locked to the video system as 
there are no less than three separate crystals 
in the circuit. 3.6 MHz is probably the cor- 
rect value no matter what frequency is used 
in the TV control side of the circuit. 

Firmware 
Having discussed the SV-318's hardware, we 
can turn to the firmware. Ina nutshell, the 
BASIC in this machine is about the best we 
have seen in a domestic machine. It is Micro- 
soft 32K BASIC with some suitable exten- 
sions to match the hardware. It supports 
double precision. It has extensive interrupt 
control allowing jumps asynchronously to 
defined routines when an interval expires, 
when an error is dectected, when a stop 
command occurs from the keyboard, when a 

particular special function key is pressed or 
when 'sprites' (video images) collide. It has 
complete format statements, extensive 
string manipulation commands, good input/- 
output supporting statements and excellent 
machine level interface with the ability to 
pass parameters. 

It has all the usual arithmetic, logical and 
comparison operators. It has all the usual 
arithmetic and transitional functions. The 
operating system part of the language allows 
renumbering, merging of program segments 
(with a disk), deleting of large segments, 
changing memory banks and full tracing of 
program lines at execution time. 

It has a number of convenient facilities 
which make using the language smooth and 
easy: you can turn on and off the click emit- 
ted at each keystroke to acknowledge its re- 
ceipt; you can define string as well as nu- 
meric functions; you can effectively un -di- 
mension arrays to recover memory lost in a 
'DIM' statement; you can generate an error 
message, in plain English as their OS does, 
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using numeric coding and you can swap con- 
tents of variables. 

The BASIC level colour graphic com- 
mands are superb: they will draw lines, cir- 
cles and ellipses, fill in areas, set points to 
specific values, read point values, change 
background, border and image colours, 
PEEK and POKE to video RAM, place 
images on screen with OR, AND or XOR 
with current video data and move pre -de- 
fined patterns, called 'sprites', around the 
screen - all at the BASIC level. It has a 

BASIC access to a graphic 'macro' language 
which allows you to put a plotting function 
directly to the video controller via a string 
variable. There are 15 colours, counting 
white. 

The sound commands are even more im- 
pressive. You can send control characters to 
the sound processor to generate tones of 
several envelope waveshapes and 15 selecta- 
ble amplitude levels, from each of three 
separate generators, over a range of many 
octaves. Noise can be added to these, indi- 
vidually if desired. Using the sound macro 
language in string format via the PLAY key- 
word, you can specify notes of the tempered 
music scale, including sharps and Flats. 

All this adds up to a totally impressive 
array of commands, all built into the ROM 
system inside the SV-318. We have seen 
very few functions implemented in a BASIC 
machine which are not included or su- 
perseded here. 

Brickbats 
Our first complaint with the SV-318 was the 
tacky keyboard. The next and only other 
shortcoming is documentation. Supplied 
with the basic machine are two books. The 
first looks like a BASIC manual, but turns 
out to be a tutorial book for the first-time 
user. It is well -pitched, and effective for the 
average user who has never used a computer 
before, but it is incomplete in its teachings. 
This manual also contains hardware docu- 
mentation. This is precious little; it merely 
gives a brief pinout description for the vari- 
ous connectors and a simple memory map 
diagram. It also contains a glossary, video 
worksheet, etc. 

The other book is a quick reference 
manual which lists the commands included 
in the BASIC and OS. This book has a cou- 
ple of typographical shortcomings. It also 

appears to have some omissions. For in- 
stance, I discovered that the machine has a 
function 'TIME' which was not even men- 
tioned in the quick reference guide. It 
seemed to assume that you had no disk or 
other peripherals, as well. While we found 
no other hidden keywords, there is no way 
of knowing if there are more. (We found 
TIME because it is used in one of the exam- 
ples concerned with another command in 
the tutorial book.) 

Needless to say, these two books will 
prove inadequate for anyone who delves 
deeply into BASIC programming. If you in- 
tend to do anything serious with the machine 
you will have to purchase the 'BASIC Refer- 
ence Manual'. This is supplied as a loose leaf 
octo folder. Each BASIC keyword is treated 
as a separate alphabetical entry with full de- 
scription. 'TIME' is absent from this one as 
well, so our confidence in it is not complete. 
It is nevertheless a very comprehensive and 
informative document. 

Cassette storage 
The SV-903 cassette drive supplied with the 
computer is very simple in its form, yet com- 
prehensive. It has the usual play/record/ 
FF/rewind functions and an 'in use' LED, 
similar to a disk drive. There's a microphone 
with on/off switch and a counter, too. It is 
powered, as we have already mentioned, 
from the SV-318 power supply, and has 
motor on/off capability as well as a line to 
inform the OS whether it is actually running 
or not. This makes it very nice to use. 

A load operation will respond with 'press 
play on cassette' if the cassette is not already 
operating.lt also turns it off when the load is 
completed. The data rate is 1800 baud, 
which is pretty fast for an 'ordinary' unit. 
For this reason the makers recommend the 
use of 'data quality' cassettes, though an or- 
dinary high quality audio tape should suf- 
fice. There is a 'verify' facility in the OS so 
you can confirm a good recording. 

The included microphone and stereo 
recording system permit the use and devel- 
opment of voice -supported programs. This 
is very neat, especially for tutorial -type pro- 
grams. We did not, however, receive any 
documentation explaining how this might be 
done. Indeed, the drive specifications were 
the only information we received beyond the 
descriptions of the BASIC cassette interface 
commands. 
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SV-601 super 
expander (left) 
`Ouickshot' 
joystick (right) 

Cassette operation was quite reliable, 
though we have not, of course, run it exten- 
sively. The OS will search for particular file- 
names or load the first headed file found. It 
will load and save BASIC and binary files. 
After 10 to 15 reads of an ordinary high qual- 
ity audio cassette recorded with a very long 
program it gave occasional "I/O error" mes- 
sages but always read correctly on a subse- 
quent try. This is typical for a high bit -rate 
unit such as this, and should not be taken as 

a bad sign. 
As no hardware documentation was avail- 

able we cannot make any comments beyond 
these. 

Joystick 
We also received a 'Quickshot' joystick con- 
nector and three demonstration cassettes. 
The joystick plugged into the external joy- 
stick connector and provided a second four- 
way control for two -player games. It is a 

very exciting -looking control, sculptured as 

are some arcade ones, and sporting a fire 
button on the top of the handle and another 
on the base. It also has suction caps on the 
base which hold it firm, even to a polished 
wood table. The only drawback is that it puts 
the built-in joystick to shame! 

The cassettes included two games. The 
first was a 'Space Invaders' variant. The sec- 
ond was a 'Tank' variant. Both exhibited ex- 
cellent graphics and the tank one had a lot of 
imaginative features. However both had 
drawbacks in comparison to the arcade 
originals. The tanks could move only as 

rooks in chess, that is, no diagonals or 
smooth turns; the gun in the space invader 
one was apt to intermittantly halt when 
trying to fire and move at the same time. 

For these reasons and others, I feel that 
these two games were not making full use of 
the machine's abilities. This is not at all un- 
common - many computers are not dedi- 
cated to a particular game, as are arcade ma- 
chines. What we are saying is that there are, 
and will be, games which are too crudely im- 
plemented for every machine, so if you are a 

bit picky, look (or playi before you buy. 
The SV-318 is capab't. f good fast and in- 

tricate games, but not all games will he like 
this! Nevertheless, several 10 -year -olds 
were quite happy playing with these defi- 
ciencies, so perhaps it is an engineering 
adult's problem to see the shortcomings of 
certain games. 

We were not supplied with any plug-in 
cartridges. games or otherwise, so we could 

not assess how well these have been done. I 

expect that the minor bugs will be sorted out 
before any programs are committed to 
ROMs and sent out as cartridges. 

The third cassette was a BASIC tutorial, 
as promised at the end of the tutorial manu- 
al. It was not, however, as advanced as we 

would like and contained a lot of material 
simply repeated from the original book. 
There is mention in the user's manual/tu- 
torial book of a more advanced BASIC tu- 
torial but that was not sent with the review 
material. 

Expansion 
Also supplied for review was the SV-601. 
This connects to the buss expansion plug and 
provides power and connection to up to six 
expansion modules and a disk drive. A disk 
controller card and disk drive, and a RAM 
expansion card were provided. The latter 
left us with 42K of RAM for BASIC, once 
the 16K of video RAM plus OS overheads 
were removed. With the DOS booted, 26K 
remained. The card was marked '64K' ex- 
pansion, which suggested that we should 
have got a lot more than 64K total, but no 
configuration of the switches on the card 
would give us more on power -up. 

The further RAM is assessible by bank 
switching by the user, although there was no 
documentation supplied to explain the 
switch functions or how the memory map 
changed on bank switch. The memory we 
had did not come wrapped in its own box but 
in the expander rack, so presumably the ex- 
planation follows when you get the module 
in its virgin state. 

The disk controller can handle two drives, 
which are sold separately. The drives are 
slim 51/4' -standard units, offering a single - 
sided capacity of just under 164K with a 

transfer rate of 250K bits per second, or 
about 30K bytes per second. By comparison, 
this is about 25% more storage than 
an Apple disk with comparable speed 
capability. 

There is not really a great deal to say 

about the drive - it is very traditional. I 

might criticise the amount of space DOS 
consumes, but then Apple DOS is the same; 
this DOS is, in addition, slightly better per- 
mitting merges, etc. The disk accesses use 
the same commands as the tape drive, only 
adding a mass storage specifier. This tells 
the computer which mass storage device is to 
be used for this job. I feel that there should 
be, and may eventually be, more low level 
DOS documentation available as there has 

come to be for the Apple and other well used 
machines. But for the time being, you must 
stick to BASIC level access. 

Summing up 
It seems that the SV-318 is designed for that 
niche of computer users who are not sure if 
they are going to become fanatics, but have 
enough interest to buy a decent machine and 
leave the door open for expansion and learn- 
ing. I would strongly advise that the '318 be 
purchased with the tape drive which, being 
very fast and handy, is adequate for non- 
professional, non -fanatic use. The pricing 
structure seems to reflect this also. 

The '318 itself is very well priced at $499. I 

feel that competition from other new units, 
such as the Coleco Adam and the like, will 
push the price down. The '318 retailed in 
America for US$299 (about A$330) in June 
this year. 

The tape drive is $149, which is good cur- 
rent Australian value for a unit tailored to a 

machine. Thus, for $650 now, you can have 
a machine with superb capability, expand- 
ability and the promise of things to come. 
(Spectravideo is intending to provide a car- 
tridge to support MSX, the Japanese "stand- 
ard" OS, and already provides a small sup- 
port adapter which permits the use of 
Coleco games cartridges.) 

The disk drive, however, demands the 
purchase of the expander ($249) and a con- 
troller ($249) as well as the drive itself 
($549). Thus you are looking at a minimum 
of $1050 to get fast mass storage. These 
prices are par -for -the -course for what you 
get (CP/M ability among other things) but 
this is not the kind of value represented by 
the initial system. If you are expecting to ad- 
vance to a disk drive, start looking at the SV- 
328, which is more the level you are aiming 
at. (Serious!) So here is what we would 
recommend. 

Domestic/pleasure system 
SV-318 (32K) $499 
Tape drive $149 
and optionally, joystick . $25 

$673 

Professional/business system 
SV-328 $899 
Disk + controller $798 
Expander $249 
optionally; printer, 80 -column card, etc. 

$1946 to $3000 
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Introduction ta 
the Buss 

Roger Harrison 

Our feature project this issue, the ETI-690 Little Big Board, 
employs the "STD Buss", a buss that's quite popular among 
microcomputer hardware system engineers and which we 
think will become popular among hobbyists. Just so you're not 
in the dark, this article provides a brief introduction to its 56 

/ pins and what they're all about. 

THE STD BUSS was devised by the 
American Pro -Log Corporation. It 
standardises the physical and electrical 
aspects of modular microprocessor card 
systems with a dedicated and orderly 
interconnection scheme employing a 56 -pin 
printed circuit edge connector, with 28 pins 
per side of a double -sided board. The 
standardised pinout lends itself nicely to a 
bussed motherboard system that permits 
any card to work in any slot. 

Before we go any further, I can hear you 
all asking "... just what does 'STD' 
mean?" 

Nothing. 
It's just a name, a mnemonic if you like. 

It is not an acronym for 'standard'. 
It happened like this (Approximately. 

This is a folk tale, but true): Once upon a 
time, a bunch of engineers at Pro -Log 
Corporation devised a 56 -pin buss for 8 -bit 
mircoprocessor systems. Once that was 
done, the hard work came along - finding 
a name for it. Well, they racked their brains 
and tossed all sorts of ideas into the melting 
pot but none gelled. Finally, in sheer 
frustration, or in a sheer stroke of creative 
genius, someone said "Why don't we call it 
the 'STD' buss?". And they did. They all 
lived happily ever after and the STD buss 
grew and flourished until, today, cards of 
numerous sorts, varieties and applications 
are produced by over 100 manufacturers the 
world over. 

It's nice buss -time story, isn't it? 
Next question. Why does ETI use "buss" 

instead of ''bus", like Pro -Log do? 
Back in the dim. dark ages (circa 1979), 

when the magazine was just settling into this 
microprocessor/microcomputer business, 
the terms bus and buss were bandied about 
with gay (but not limp-wristed) abandon. 
Since time immemorial (B.C. - literally. 
'befdre computers'). the term bus referred 
to a power supply 'bus bar'; a single, heavy 
duty conductor that trundled all round a 
circuit delivering power where it was 
needed. 

Problem was, when computers came 
along, and along with the first hobby 
computers came the 100 -pin S100 bus/buss, 
what was one to call a multiconductor 
interconnection carrying not only several 
power circuits, but signals as well? Some 
used the term bus, others, buss. As the 
S -I00 thingo comprised more than one 
conductor, it seemed to us that buss was a 
logical adjective/noun/verb for such things. 
End of second lesson. No correspondence 
will be entered into. 

COMPONENT SIDE 

BUSS INTERFACE 
AREA 

Figure 1. Layout of 

FUNCTIONAL AREA 1 LO AREA 

ac STD buss card. 

Where the story really starts 
Boards for the STD buss have a standard 
mechanical specification and a standard 
organisation. Figure 1 shows how the 
boards are laid out. All the buss interface 
circuitry is located adjacent to the 56 -pin pc 
edge connector. The circuitry to provide 
whatever function the board has been 
designed for occupies the middle area of the 
board, while any input/output (I/O) 
interfacing and connections are located at 
the outer end of the board. This concept 
gives an orderly signal flow accross the 
cards. Any peripheral and I/O devices can 
be connected to the system according to 

their own unique connector and cabling 
requirements. Figure 2 illustrates the 
general applications flexibility achieved. 

The general mechanical specifications of 
an STD card are illustrated in Figure 3. The 
odd -numbered pins, beginning with pin 1 

and going through to pin 55, are on the 
component side of the card, while the even 
numbered pins, from pin 2 through to pin 
56, are on the opposite side. A slot may be 
cut between pins 25 and 27 (26 and 28 on 
the other side) if a card needs to be keyed so 
that it can only be inserted one way up. 
Alternatively, the slot may be cut between 
pins 27 and 29 (28-30). 

The edge connector is a dual 28 -pin type 
with 0.125 inch (3.18 mm) pin centres 
meant for mounting on 0.5 inch centres, 
connector -to -connector, and accepting 
standard cards of 4.5" x 6.5" x 0.062" 
(imperial), 114 x 165 x 1.65 mm (metric). 
Cards no longer than 165 mm are found, 
however. 

Pin definitions 
The pinout of the STD buss is organised 
into four functional groups: 

Dual power busses - pins 1-6 and 53-56 

. 

85 70 

0.05 mm 
91 7 mm 
REF 

i rr 

t_rpIN1 

SLOT BETWEEN 
PINS 25 8 27 .1 

111.58- =_[ 0.05 mm 

t 
2.97 /- 0.25 nun 

165.10 mm LONG 

114.3 mm 

COMPONENT 
SIDE 

7.60 mm MINIMUM 

PC EDGE CONNECTOR 

Figure 3. STD buss card general mechanical 
design. 
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113 
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ANALOG I/O 
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UART 
CONTROL PANEL 

CRT 
OTHER 

MOTOR 

. O 4 

SOLENOID 
VALVE 

INDUSTRIAL I/O 

OPT 0 -INPUT 
TRIAC 
RELAY 

DRIVERS 

8 -bit data buss - pins 7-14 
16 -bit address buss - pins 15-30 
control buss - pins 31-52 

The organisation and pin functional 
specifications are listed in Table 1 and 
illustrated in Figure 4. 

The dual power busses accommodate 
both logic and alalogue power supply 
distribution. Up to five separate power 
supplies can be used with two separate 
ground returns, as shown in Table 2 here. 

The data buss is an 8 -bit, bi-directional 
tri-state buss. That is, signals may flow 
either into or out of any card on the buss 
and any card is required to release the buss 
to a high impedance state when not in use. 
The buss can thus assume any of three 
conditions: logic high, logic low or high 
impedence (virtually open -circuit). 

The direction of the data is normally 
controlled by the processor card via the 
control buss. The data direction is normally 

Table 1. STD buss pinouts with signal flow referenced to the processor card. 

COMPONENT SIDE CIRCUIT SIDE 

SINAI DEM.R I LION PIN SINIMONI(. SIGNALDI S(.RIPr1ON PIN NNtMUNI(. ICON. )LOW 

LOGIC: 1 SV IX-. In Logs Power Ibusrdl 2 5'.D(: In los.. Pow., (bussed) 
POWER 1 (.ND In log,, Ground (bussed) 

4 

CND In s Loges (.round (bosed) 
8('S 5 VER I In log. Bras I (.Y5( 6 3'B8 2 In I..RIe Bras 2 (-551 

7 DI In Ih,1 Ion.Ordn Data Ro. 8 1)7 In Out 111gh.0edrt ISo.. Rus 
DATA 4 D2 In Our I. no -Of der I).,,. Rus ICI Uri In Om I hgh Oder D.,,.. Rus 
BUS 11 DI In Ow I o.. .Order D.,,., Rus 12 DS In Out I gh.Ordrr Ih1.. Rus 

11 DO In Out Tow.(hdr, Data Bus 14 IN In Out 1legh.(hdre Data Bus 

15 A7 out lo. .(),de, Add,,ss Rus le A15 Otee IIeghO,dre .alders. Rus 
17 Ab Out I o, Clyde, Adders, Bus IR A11 Our I ghOnle. hiders% Rus 
19 .55 Our Iow.Oedre Addt loss Rus _NI II) Our I IIgh-Oolre Adders. Rn. 

ADDRESS 21 A( OuI I .s.. -(hdr. Address Ro. 22 Al2 Ow III5h.01dr, Adders, Rus 
RCS 21 A3 Out Ilse O,dr, Adders, Ku. 21 5I I Our I u 1PO1de, Adders% Ros 

25 12 Ou, law (Adel Adidas. Bus 26 ,310 Ou, 1111W.1 hiel Address H.. 
27 Al On, I on (),,I,, Adder.. 8111 28 A9 01,1 111(11 (hdre Adders. Rus 
29 50 Ow Ion O.,Ir, Address Ku. 10 hg Out Ie(h. edr. .Add, ess Rus 

11 WR Out Mete to 71rmut3 en I (I 32 RD Ose. Read Memory o. I/O 
13 IORQ One I O Adders. Selo e 14 NIT NI el Q Ou, Mermen Address Wert I 

35 11)1 XP In Out I O1 ap.moon 31. 511311.X loe Ou1 >Armen, 1 sI n..on 
17 RI I RIS11 Ou, Rrlash Cement 3$ NI( SYNC (het (.PI' Slo hem- (.sr I. on. CONTROL 39 S IA I I'S I Out (.PU Status 10 S 16l US O Ou. ( .PU St. 

RE'S 41 RUSA A Out Ku. A. know ledge e2 Bl'SRQ In Bu. Rrep.r5 
13 IN I Ak Ou. Inert/up. Ad know ledge 11 IN I RQ In line. opt Rolo,., 
1S WAI I RQ In Won Rnlurse 16 NNI1RQ In N.snma,k Air Intro nepe 
47 SYSRI S11 (We SYseem Reset 18 PBRI SI 1 In Push.Bunan Re -.r, 
19 (.1.(X:11 Out (.1.w 1 hone Pew r..or 50 ( N I RI he .5I'X I mmng 
51 IY.O Out P,101.,. (.h...n Ose, 52 Pl I In Pelmets (.h..In In 

AI'XILIA RE SI ,AI 
- X (.ND In AI'X Ground Ibles.nle 54 11'X(. ND In 11'X (.,ound I11u.ws1/ POWER 

SS SIX V In AUX Pon. nr ( 12V 118.1 5e A1'X -V In AI'X Negase p1.15' 18.1 BUS 

Figure 2. Showing the general versatility of the 
STD buss. 

Figure 4. Below. Edge connector pin list, looking 
from either side of the board. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

I & 2 Logic Power Logic Power Source (+5VDC) 

3 & 4 Logic Ground Logic Power Return Bus 

5 Logic Bias Voltage 1 -oá+ -current Logic Supply 0l (-5V) 

6 Logic Bias \ oltage Low -current Logic Supply #2 (-5V) 

53 & 54 Auxiliary Ground Auxiliary Power Return Bus 

55 Auxiliary Positive Positive DC Supply (+ 12V) 

56 Auxiliary Negative Negative DC Supply (-12V) 

Table 2. The dual power busses (pins 1-6 and 53-56) accommodate logic and analogue power distribution. 

affected by such signals as read (RD), write 
(WR) _ and interrupt acknowledge 
(INTAK). 

The data buss uses active -high logic. The 
processor card will 'release' the data buss in 
response to a buss request (BUSRQ) input 
from an alternate system controller as in, 
for example, direct memory access (DMA) 
transfers. 

The address buss ís a 16 -bit, td -state, 
active -high buss. It provides the full 16 

address lines for decoding by either memory 
or I/O. Normally, the address originates 
from the processor card which will release 
the buss in response to a buss request 
(BUSRQ) input from an alternate 
controller. 

Memory request (MEMRQ) and I/O 
request (IORQ) control lines distinguish 
between memory and I/O operations. The 
particular microprocessor employed 
determines the number of address lines in 
use and how they are applied. 

The address buss can handle a system 
with 65 536 (64K) different addresses. 
Thus, you can have up to 64K of memory on 
a card. More memory can be accommo-ju 
dated by a paging system and cards with 
memory as large as quarter -megabyte 
(265K) are available. 

Most of the processors available on STD 
cards can address up to 64K of memory. 
These include the poptilar Z80 and Z80A, 
the 8085/8085A, the 6502, 6800, NSC800 
and 6809. 

The control buss gives the STD buss its 
flexibility. The signal lines are grouped into 
five separate areas: 

memory and I/Ó control 
peripheral timing 
clock and reset 
interrupt and buss control 
serial priority chain 

The memory and 1/O control lines, as the 
title implies, provide signals for fundamen- 
tal memory and input/output operations. 
The following six control signals are the 
main ones, generally used in simple or 
straightforward applications: 

WR. Pin 31 - write to memory or UO; 
tri-state, active -low. When the signal 
appears on this line data can be written 
to memory or output port latches, 
indicating that the buss holds data to 
be written to in the addressed memory 
or output device. The write signal 
originates from the processor which 
also provides the output data to the 
buss. 

RD. Pin 32 - read from memory or I/O; 
tri-state, active -low. When this signal 
appears on pin 32 the selected I/O 
device or memory gates data onto the 
buss so that the processor or other 
buss -controlling device can read the 
data. The read signal originates from 
the processor which then accepts data 
from the buss. 

IORQ. Pin 33 - I/O address select; tri-state, 
active -low. This signal indicates that 
the address lines hold a valid I/O 
address for an I/O read or write. It is 
used on the I/O cards and is gated with 
either the read (TM) or write (WR) to 
designate input or output operations. 

MEMRQ. Pin 34 - memory address select; 
tri-state, active -low. This signal 
indicates that the address buss holds a 

valid address for memory read or 
memory write operations. It is used on 
memory cards and is gated with either 
RD or WR to designate memory 
operations. 

IOEXP. Pin 35 - I/O expansion; high - 
expand, low - enable. This signal 
expands or enables 110 pon 
addressing. An active -low enables 
primary 110 operations. An example 
of its use is to allow common address 
decoding in memory -mapped I/O 
operatins. Simple systems can 
generally strap this signal to ground. 

MEMEX. Pin 36 - memory expansion; 
high - expand, low - enable. This 
signal expands or enables memory 
addressing. An active -low enables the 

primary system memory. MEMEX 
allows memory overlay such as that 
found in bootstrap operations. A 
control card may switch obt the 
primary system memory to make use 

of an alternate memory. Simple 
systems can generally strap this signal 
to ground. 

Peripheral timing control lines provide 
control signals that enable using the STD 
buss with a microprocessor's own peripheral 
devices. As the STD buss is intended to 
service any 8 -bit microprocessor, and most 
peripheral devices are processor -specific, 
four control lines of the STD buss are 
designated for peripheral timing. They are 
defined specifically for each type of 
microprocessor so that it can best serve its 
own peripheral devices. As a result, the 
STD buss is not limited to one processor or 
processor family. The four signals are 
generally defined as below and specifically 
defined for nine common microprocessors 
as shown in Table 3. 

REFRESH. Pin 37 - memory refresh 
(dynamic); trj-state, active -low. This 
signal refreshes dynamic memory. It 
may be generated on the processor 
card or on a separate control card. The 
nature and liming of the signal may be 
a function of the memory device or of 
the microprocessor. In systems without 
refresh, this signal can be any 
specialized memory control signal. 
Simple systems with static memory 
may disregard REFRESH. 

MCSYNC. Pin 38 - machine cycle synch.; 
tri-state, active -low. This signal occurs 
once during each machine cycle of the 
processor. (Machine cycle is defined as 

the sequence that involves addressing, 
data transfer and execution.) 
MCSYNC defines the beginning of the 
machine cycle. The exact nature and 
timing of this signal are 
processor -dependent. MCSYNC keeps 
specialized peripheral devices 

synchronized with the processor's 
operation. It can be used for 
controlling a buss analyser,,which can 
analyse buss operations cycle -by -cycle. 

Table 3. Peripheral timing -control lines for various 8 -bit microprocessors. 

REFRESH MCSYNC* STATUS 1 STATUS 0 
PIN 37 PIN 38 PIN 39 PIN 40 

8080 - SYNC MI - 
808S - ALE. SI SO. 

NSC800 REFRESH. .ALE S1 SO. 

8088 - ALE. DT/R SSO 

Z80 REFRESH (RD+WR+INTAK) MI - 
6800 - 02 V M A R W 
6809 - ROUT. (02) - R W. 

6809E - EOUT. (02.) LIC R W. 

6502 - 02 SYNC:. R W. 
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.STATUS 1. Pin 39 - status conrol line 1; 
tri-state, active -low. This signal 
provides secondary timing for 
peripheral devices. When available, it 
is considered as a signal for identifying 
an instruction fetch. 

STATUS O. Pin 40 - status control line 0; 
tri-state, active low. This signal 
provides additional timing for 
peripheral devices. 

Interrupt and buss control lines allow the 
implementation of such buss control 
schemes as direct memory ac;"ss, 
multiprocessing, single stepping, slow 
memory, power -fail restart and a variety of 
interrupt methods. Th. STD buss includes 
provision for a serial priority chain but 
parallel priority schemes can be 
implemented. There are six interrupt and 
buss control lines, as follows: 

U SAK. Pin 4t - buss acknowledge; active 
low. The BUSAK signal occurs at the 
completion of the current machine 
cycle and indicates that the buss is 
available for use by a requesting 
controller. The controlling processor 
responds to a BUSRQ by releasing the 
buss and giving an acknowledge signal 
on the BUSAK line. 

BUSRQ. Pin 42 - buss request; active -low, 
open collector drive. This signal causes 
the controlling processor to suspend 
operations on the STD buss by 
releasing all tri-state STD buss lines for 
use by another processor. The STD 
buss is released when the current 
machine cycle has been completed. 
BUSRQ is used in applications 
requiring direct memory access 
(DMA). In complex systems, it can be 
an input, an output, or it can be 
bi-directional, depending on the 
supporting hardware. 

INTAK. Pin 43 - interrupt acknowledge; 
active -low. This signal tells the 
interrupting device that the processor 
card is ready to respond to the 
interrupt. For vectored interrupts the 
interrupting device places the vector 
address on the data buss during 
INTAK. This signal can be combined 
with a priority signal if multiple 
controllers need buss access. INTAK is 

PARAMETER LIMIT REFERENCE 
Positive voltage applied to logic 
input or disabled 3 -state output +5.5\' 

GND pins 3, 4 

Negative DC voltage applied to a logic 
input or disabled 3 -state output -0.4Y 

Table 4. Maximum ratings for the STD buss card edge connector pins. These are not the recommended 
opere' ig conditions. 

not used in nonvectored interrupt 
schemes. 

INTRQ. Pin 44 - interrupt request; 
active -low, open collector drive. This 
processor -card input signal 
conditionally interrupts the program. 
It is masked and ignored by the 
processor, unless deliberately enabled 
by a program instruction. If the 
processor accepts the interrupt, it 
usually acknowledges by dropping 
INTAK (pin 43). Other actions 
depend on the specific type of 
processor, the interrupt -related 
program instructions and the hardware 
support of the interrupt mechanism. 

WAITRQ. Pin 45 - wail request; 
active -low, open collector drive. This 
input signal to the processor suspends 
operations as long as it remains low. 
Normally, the processor holds in a 
state that maintains a valid address on 
the address buss. WAITRQ can be 
used to insert wait states in the 
processor cycle. Examples of its use 
include slow memory operations and 
single stepping. 

NIMRQ. Pin 46 - nonmaskable interrupt; 
active -low, open collector drive. This 
signal is a processor card interrupt 
input of the highest priority. It should 
be used for critical processor 
signalling. eg: power -fail indications. 

The four clock and reset lines provide the 
STD buss with basic clock timing and reset 
capability. They are: 

SYSRESET. Pin 47 - system reset; 
active -low. This signal is an output 
from the system reset circuit which is 
triggered by power -on detection, or by 

the push-button reset. The system 
reset buss line should be applied to all 
buss cards that have latch circuits 
requiring initialisation. 

PBRESET. Pin 48 - pushbutton reset; 
active -low. Just connect the terminals 
of a normally -open, momentary -action 
pushbutton between here and ground. 
Some on -board debouncing may be 
required, depending on circuitry used. 

CLOCK. Pin 49 - processor clock. This 
signal is a buffered processor clock 
signal for use in systems 
synchronisation or as a general clock 
source. 

CNTRL. Pin 50-control. This is a line that 
can be specified by the user and may 
be a processor input or output, 
typically used as an external clock 
input to the processor. It may be a 
multiple of the processor clock signal, 
if you wish, or a real-time clock signal, 
etc. 

The two serial priority chain lines are 
provided for interrupt or buss control. They 
require logic on the card to implement the 
priority function. Cards not needing the 
chain must jumper PCI to PCO if a serial 
priority scheme is used. 

PCO. Pin 51 - priority chain out. Signal 
from this pin is sent to the PCI input of 
the next lower card in priority. A card 
that needs priority should hold PCO 
low. 

PCI. Pin 52 - priority chain in. This signal 
is provided directly from the PCO-line 
of the next higher card in priority. A 
high level on PCI gives priority to the 
card sensing the PCI input. 

Table 5. Power buss voltage tolerances. Note that these voltage values are specified at the card pins, not at the backplane track. 

CARD PIN SUPPLY VOLTAGE TOLERANCE REFERENCE 

1. 2 VCC (+5V) ±0.25V GND pins 3. 4 

5 VBB #1 (-5V) ±0.25V GND pins 3, 4 

6 VBB #2 (-5V) ±0.25V GND pins 3, 4 

55 AUX +V (+12V) ±0.5V AUX GND pins 53, 54 

56 AUX -V (-12V) ±0.5V AUX GND pins 53, 54 
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STD BUS CARD PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN MAX UNITS 

VOI I (high -state output voltage) VCC=MIN 10H=-15 mA 2.4 - V 

VOL (low -state output voltage) VCC=MIN IOL=24mÁ - 0.5 1 

VIII (high -state input voltage) 2.0 - V 

VII. (low -state input voltage) - 0.8 V 

IR. tF (rise time. fall time) 4 100 NS 

Table 6. Logic signal characteristics. These specifications apply over the specified temperature range for the STD buss and are compatible with Industry -standard 

TTL logic. 

Ratings 
Maximum ratings for the STD buss card 
edge connector pins are listed in Table 4. 
Note, these are not recommended operating 
conditions. Above the voltage values 
specified, damage to components on the 
card is possible. The specific voltage at 
which damage occurs is component - 
dependent. 

Cards should not be inserted or removed t 
from the buss while power is applied. 

Voltage tolerances for the various power 
rails on the STD buss are listed in Table 5. 
STD buss cards normally required +5 V for 
logic circuitry. Other voltages may be 
needed according to individual card 
functions and device types. Note that, with 
Table 5, the voltages are specified at the 
card pins, not the backplane tracks. 

With regard to logic signals, the STD buss 
has been designed for compatibility with 
industry -standard TTL logic levels. Table 6 
gives the general signal parameters. 

Wrapping it up 
Well, that wraps up a quick introduction to 
the STD buss. A little perusal shows just 
how versatile it is - and easy to use. It's 
great for card -based personal computer 
systems, for microprocessor controller 
systems, etc and it's just perfect for 
robotics. Aha! That should set you thinking. 

Whether you're a hobbyist or work in the 
'real' world, the STD buss has much to 
offer. Pro -Log Australia can offer the 
professional both engineering advice and 
support as well as products. And they're 
very 'user friendly', as the industry -standard 
buzzword goes. 

For those who've progressed this far and 
are still bemoaning "... but it's only for 
8 -bit devices", worry not. Where there's a 
will, there's a way. the old saying goes, and 
16 -bit processor cards for the STD buss are 
already appearing. Devilish clever fellows, 
what! 
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RECOMMENDED LITERATURE 
For those Interested in pursuing the subject fur- 
ther, two interesting and useful books are avail- 
able, but pitched at essentially different 
readers. 

For the professional there's Pro -Log's own 
STD Bus Technical Manual and Product Cata- 
log. This was used as a basic reference for this 
article, but goes into more detall. Thoroughly 
recommended. And It's free. But you'll have to 
write on Company or Departmental letterhead 
to Pro -Log (Australia) Pty Ltd, P.O. Box 1, 

Canterbury 3126 Vic. The book is A4 -sized, 
soft covered and runs to over 160 pages. Be- 
tween its covers are complete mechanical and 
electrical specifications for the STD buss, de- 
tails on buss practice and descriptions and 
specifications of a whole host of Pro -Log prod- 
ucts for STD buss users. Pro -Log also has 
other literature to offer. 

For the hobbyist/technician, but very useful 

PRO -LOG 

a _ 

to the engineer as well, there's STD Bus Inter- 
lacing by Titus, Titus and Larsen, published by 
Howard Sams. This is available through ETI 
Book Sales. (Aren't we good to you?). This 
weighty little tome measures 136 x 215 mm, is 
soft covered and runs to 286 pages, including 
a very comprehensive index. Six chapters 
cover what the buss is all about, addressing 
Input and output port interfacing, interrupts and 
DMA, and some products. Two apendices ex- 
plain the STD buss standard and voltage Input 
configurations. It's written in an easy style and 
all device pinouts are given. 

You can obtain a copy from us for $21.75, 
plus $2.75 post and handling. Ask for STD Bus 
Interlacing, J0164P. Send a cheque or money 
order, made out to Federal Publishing Com- 
pany, to ETI Book Sales, ETI Magazine, P.O. 
Box 21, Waterloo NSW 2017. 
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¡)ayear I ncorporati ng 

ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

SYDNEY SHOWROOMS 

125 & 117 YORK STREET - PHONE: (02) 264 6688 and 102) 267 1614 
TELEX: 72293 

CARL INGFORD 
Cnr. CARLINGFORD & PENNANT HILLS ROAD - PHONE: (02) 872 4444 

CONCORD 
115 - 117 PARRAMATTA ROAD PHONE: (021 7453077 

110, HURSTV ILLE 121 FOREST ROAD - PHONE:(0215707000 

VIDEO ENHANCER KIT 

KE7016535.00 
See EA Oct. 83. Nab rr«u `ar. 

ti 

PARALLEL INTERFACF 
KIT FOR MICROBEE 
15 Pin D Plug supplied. 
Add S15.00if Centronics plug Lei 
required. 
See ETI Oct. 83. K E 7017 
515.00 

MONSTER CABLE 
You ss ill be amazed (like He were) when 9rniell 
you hear the difference this cable makes. 

Who would have imagined that replacing 
sour ordinary speaker cable with \lonster 
cable will make as much difference to the 
sound as changing to a moving coil 
cartridge. This is a must for serious 
audiophiles. You don't buy it like normal 
wire. Measure how much you need for 
each speaker and when you purchase it oe 

rit on the connectors for the ends. You can 
use either gold hanana plugs. gold spade 

connectors or gold pins. The spade 
connectors are used if sou have screw 
terminals on sour ante and speakers. the 
pins if sou have the push ispe terminals 
and the banana plugs for banana skis. 
Sample order for Mail Order customers - 
I length 4 metres. 2 gold pins to 2 gold 
spades - left speaker. 

I length 6 metres. 2 gold pins to 2 gold 

spades - right speakers 
( able - 54.50 per more 
Cold Pins - 52.75 pair 
Cold Spades - 54.40 pair 
Cold Bananas - 517.00 pair 

HEARING IS 
BELIEVING! 

LATEST PCB'S FROM RCS 
83E(í5 
83015 
ETI323 

ETI164 
ET1163 
83(A6 
83PP5 
FTI1516 
fT1153 
F-TI6R6B 
83A1.6 
83SC7 
R3PS7 

- 511.60 83V \R - S4.50 83PI 8 - 54.80 83SCR 
831758 - 53.80 ETI1520 - S10.40 FTIJ64 - 56.60 ETI265 - 54.80 ET i.136 - 53.140 ETI166B - 53.8() ETI I66(' - 56.40 - 53.60 - 55.40 - 53.60 

54.40 
53.80 
55.40 
56.60 
57.0(1 
54410 
55.80 
55.40 
58.40 
54.80 

ETI1660 55.60 
FTI649A8 57.40 

\FN \IICROBF:t 6:01111AR1': 

XI 6900 Keplers Laos - Ph>sic'c 

XF69(li Graphic I ife - Esperiment 
XI -6910 RfiHtkans Experiment - Physics 
X1-6915 Dissassemhlt'r - Dreamcards 
XI 6920 ('hcapie - Hangman A Baule,hip 
X F6925 Cannibals S. blissxntarias - Cante 
XI 6930 Composer Bee - Music 
\I 6935 Word Adsentltre - English 
XI6940 Rmuao-Cambbng('ard(iame 
XF6945 Data Bee - Data Base 

\ 1-6950 Space Patrol - (iame 
\F6955 Penetrator - Game 
XI 6960 Mine I)rnp - Cante 
XI 6965 Forth - I anguage 
X 16970 Screen Dump - I oht> 

XI 5(118) \lacrohse I 6 + 
XI 5050 NLcrobee 16K IC 
X15100 \lient(sce 32K+ 
XI 51511 Micruhce 32K I( 
XI 5200 AhcroheeMK+ 
XF12511 \ficrtnt Super ROPrinter 
XI' 12611 Paper to suit 21811 sheets 
XI. 1186 \Iternn Green \lnnnur 
XI -I I90 Kaga (irean,lfonnut 
XI. 1215 Pruner Cable Interface 
X1-54111) 51ierulsle O.tt:l ( :nserte 
K I 7014 I Igltt 1'en NH for \hcrohc 

NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 
POST AND PACKING CHARGES 

SS - 59.99 101.50) S10 - $24.99 (53.20) 
S25 - 049.99 (54.50) 550 - $99.99 ISO 501 

0100 - 5198 ($8.00) Over 0199 1910) 
"Free INSURANCE for Road & Registered Post over 5200" 

All heavy or bulky items lover 20kg.) sent Comet Road Frerght 512.00 anywhere l 
In Au,tealu. 

SHOP HOURS CARLINGFORD. CONCORD & HURSTVILLE 
Mon - Fri gam - 5.30pm: Sat - 9am - 12pm: Thorn night 8.30pm 

SHOP HOURS SYDNEY 
Mon - Fri 8.30am - 5.30pm. Sat - 8.30am - 12pm: Thurs night 8.30pm 

MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE: BOX K 39 HAYMARKET, SYDNEY 2000 

PEERLESS 12" 
WOOFER 

This price can never be repeated 
80 watt handling 
about 40W RMS. 
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The `Little Big Board', 
a Z80 -based computer 
with 64K RAM all on 
an STD buss board 
Designed by Pulsar Electronics of Melbourne, this computer 
board can be used as a stand-alone system running under 
CP/M and its derivatives or as part of a larger system. With 
STD buss interfacing it offers great versatility and flexibility. 

THE WORLD'S most widely used micro- 
processor must surely be the ubiquitous 
Z80. The microcomputer industry has 
adopted it in no uncertain terms. Z80 - 
based microcomputer and microcontroller 
systems abound. Add another one to the 
list. But (and they all say it), this one's 
different. 

When I first saw the "Little Big Board", 
I thought half the claims made by Pulsar 
Electronics referred to add-on system 
boards. A somewhat closer inspection 
showed it was all on the one board. Two 
boards will fit one above the other on this 
page of the magazine. Now, exactly what's 
on a Little Big Board. 

The processor is a Z80A running at a 
full 4 MHz. There are 64Kbytes of 
dynamic RAM on -board, plus a single/ 
double density floppy disk controller that 
will handle up to four drives of either 8" 
or 51/4'. Two RS232 serial I/O ports are 
included with software -selectable com- 
munication bit rates from 50 bits per 
second (bps) to 19 200 bps. A 2K PROM 
provides bootstrap and monitor software 
and the CP/M version 2.2 operating 
system can be loaded from disk. A very 
handy inclusion is the battery -backed real- 
time clock and calendar. Interfacing for 
the STD buss (see Introduction to the STD 
Buss elsewhere in this issue) is included 
which permits the Little Big Board to be 
used in systems with other STD buss 
cards, over 1800 of which are manufac- 
tured by dozens of companies world-wide 
for all sorts of applications. There are 
memory cards, digital and analogue I/O 
cards, relay interface cards, ROM cards, 
do and ac circuit driver cards etc, etc. 

The Little Big Board is meant to be 
'driven' from a serial terminal. For hobby- 
ists, or those who need to assemble a low 
cost system, second hand terminals can be 
picked up for prices ranging from $350 or 
so to about $600, depending on features 
and condition. However, a Microbes IC 
makes a good serial terminal and has 

ETI-690 LITTLE BIG BOARD - FEATURES 

Roger Harrison 

Z80A microprocessor running at 4 MHz 

64K of dynamic RAM on -board 

2K of PROM containing bootstrap and monitor 

battery -backed, real-time clock and calendar 

floppy disk interface for up to four 8" or 51/4" drives (single or double density) 
full STD Buss interfacing 

board measures just 114 x 204 mm 

two RS232 ports on -board 

will run CP/M 2.2 operating system 

several advantages. If you already have a 
Microbee IC, the Little Big Board offers a 
cost-effective way to add disks and CP/M 
capability, and you still retain your Mic- 
robee software base! A new serial termi- 
nal will set you back around $800-$1000 
while a Microbee IC plus green -screen 
monitor will cost just under $700. The 
drawback is, the Microbee only communi- 
cates at 1200 baud. But that's not 
necessarily a drawback to everybody. 

Because the Little Big Board is a Z80 - 
based system meant for disk operation, 
the CP/M operating system is a 'natural' 
for it and Pulsar Electronics are marketing 
a "CP/M System Disk" which comes 
with CP/M version 2.2 plus an enhanced 
BIOS, PROM bootstrap and utility 
program package. More on this later. 
However, CP/M 2.2 is not the only oper- 
ating system you can use with the Little 
Big Board. There's MP/M II,'CP/Net, 

TurboDOS and Multi/OS available. I 
don't have the space to explain them all 
here, but if you've been around the com- 
puter industry a little while, the above 
operating systems will mean something to 
you. With MP/M and Multi/OS, you can 
tack several users into the system. More 
for the 'professional' than the hobbyist. 

Having CP/M opens a whole raft of soft- 
ware packages to you. A positively huge 
range of software for numerous applica- 
tions is available under CP/M, including 
the ubiquitous games plus plenty of 
computer languages, financial packages, 
word processing etc, etc. A great deal of 
public domain software is available under 
CP/M. 

There are two RS232 ports on -board. 
One is used for the serial terminal, as 
explained earlier. The other can be used 
to drive a printer, a modem or other 
peripheral device. 
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Pulsar has produced a User's Manual 
which will be available with kits. It is a well 
produced, comprehensive document that 
includes details on printer interfacing, disk 
drive setting up, system architecture, sys- 
tem utilities, monitor commands, CP/M 2.2 
BIOS and circuits. The latter comprise 12 
'partitions' of the overall circuit and these 
have been assembled into four functional 
sections for this article to provide construc- 
tors with a more concise 'view' of the system 
and its operation. 

Disk drives 
A wide variety of 8 drives can be accommo- 
dated by the Little Big Board. In general, 
most Shugart -compatible drives can be used 
(YE Data, (ume, Remex, Tandon etc). 
You can use Mitsubishi M2896-63 double - 
Figure 1. 

t1 

// 

Nt]! 

41-lG'j01 

t 

o t 

1 

sided, double density 'half height' 8" drives 
as well as the Mitsubishi M4854 1.6M 51/4' 
slim -line drives. In addition, for the really 
ambitious, you can drive Tandon Winches- 
ter hard disks, or the XEBEC SI410 (which 
Pulsar recommend). Details on jumpering 
are given in the User's Manual. 

A total of 64K of random access memory 
(RAM) is on -board along with a 2K 
EPROM containing monitor and bootstrap 
software (the latter for the CP/M operating 
system). 

The two RS232 ports for peripheral inter- 
facing by the user are implemented by serial 
communications circuitry. Floppy disk logic 
circuitry provides complete disk drive 
control of up to four drives as well as trans- 
ferring data to and fro. 
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A system clock, interrupt timer (fot the 
CPU) and wait state generator complete the 
control section of the computer. A real-time 
clock is implemented via a spare parallel 
port on the programmable peripheral inter- 
face (PPI) chip which is part of the floppy 
disk logic. 

Some simple reset circuitry, part of the 
control buss, permits external hardware 
resetting via the 'pushbutton reset' 
(PBRESET) line of the STD buss. 

Printers' 
A wide choice of printers can be hooked up 
to Port B. The User's Manual lists nine. As 
there are many 'look alikes' in the printer 
market, that won't be the limit. Taking 
them alphabetically, Pulsar give details on 
interfacing the following printers: Alps 
(ASP -3500), Centronics 739, Epson MX80 
Ill FT, IiP 2631B, ltoh 1550, Microline 80, 
82 and 84, and the Spinwriter 10. 

The system 
A block diagram of the Little Big Board is 
shown in Figure I. It's pretty straightfor- 
ward. STD buss practice is to have the buss 
interface adjacent to the buss edge connec- 
tor, the general functional circuitry in the 
middle area of the board and the I/O at the 
'user's' end of the board. 

There are three busses on the board: the 
Z80 microprocessor (CPU) address and 
data busses plus a control buss. The entire 
Z80 address and data busses are buffered 
onto the STD buss connector. Some of the 
Z80 control signals are buffered onto the 
STD buss connector while other, internally - 
generated, control signals are passed to the 
STD buss also. 
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Disk system 
The Little Big Board is designed as a disk - 
based machine running the CP/M operating 
system - by far the most widely used 
microcomputer disk operating system. 
There is a huge variety of software available 
that runs under CP/M, including a host of 
'public domain' (non -copyright) software. 
CP M, if you didn't know, stands for "con- 
trol program, microcomputers". It comes 
from the US company, Digital Research. 

To run CP/M on the Little Big Board, 
you need to purchase Pulsar's "CP/M 
System Disk". These will be available 
either from Pulsar or through the kit 
suppliers supporting this project (see 
Shoparound in this issue). Pulsar are a lic- 
ensed CP/M distributor. The System Disk 
costs $150. 

Pulsar's CP/M System Disk is normally 
configured for double -sided, double -density 
8" drives. On it, apart from the CP/M sys- 
tem, are fifty 'files' of utility programs you 
can use, program source code listings and 
the User Manual text. A list of the files is 
reproduced in Table 3, elsewhere in this 
article. 
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If you're new to CP/M, I can recommend 
two books, both available through ETI 
Book Sales. First, there's How to Get 
Started With CP/M by Carl Townsend. This 
160 page soft cover book is for the CP/M 
novice, as the title suggests. It has ten chap- 
ters and six appendixes, including a useful 
glossary. It costs $19.95, plus $2.75 post and 
handling. Order it by quoting Book No. 
K0174A. 

A lengthier tome is Rodney Zaks' 
320 -odd page CP/M Handbook With 
MP/M. This has eight lengthy chapters and 
fifteen appendixes. It also covers the multi- 
user version (MP/M). It's a very useful 
reference manual. This book costs $24.95 
plus $2.75 post and handling. Order it by 
quoting Book No. K0173A. 

Circuitry 
I only have room here for a basic circuit de- 
scription, not a detailed, blow-by-blow. 
How It Works. So, let's start at the 'heart' 
of the system. 

Section A comprises the Z80 CPU. 
RAM. EPROM and system clock. The 
RAM and PROM control circuitry is also 

PIN 11., 023 SV PIN IA, U24 f 
PIN 7. 023 
PIN 7. U24 

0 

10 

RWRITE 

included. Note that a bar over a signal name 
indicates it is active -low. 

System clock 
The system clock consists of a 4 MHz crys- 
tal oscillator using two inverting buffers 
from U23, a 7404. Positive feedback around 
the two cascaded buffers is provided by C3. 
input bias being furnished by resistors R2 
and R3. Capacitor C10 provides some mode 
stability by limiting the speed of one buffer. 
Half of U29. a 74LS74 dual flip-flop, is used 
to divide the system clock output by two to 

'provide the 0/2 signal which is used on the 
CNTRL line (pine 50) of the STD buss. 

RAM and PROM 
The RAM comprises eight 4164 150 ns 
64K x 1 -bit NMOS dynamic RAM chips. 
The data -in and data -out lines of each RAM 
chip are paralleled and connected to one of 
the data buss lines. Address decoding for 
the RAM is done by two 74S 157s - U5 for 
the lower four address bits. U9 for the 
upper four. The RAM row address select 
(RRAS) is simply driven, via buffers from 
U8, from the Z80's MREQ line (pin 19). 
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SERIAL INTERFACE 

The RAM column address select (RCAS) is 
provided by the buss control circuitry (Sec- 
tion D). The RAM write signal (RWRITE) 
is derived from the Z80's WR line (pin 22) 
via two more buffers from U8. 

The 4164 RAMs feature hidden auto - 
refresh and no refresh circuitry is required 
here. 

The PROM control circuitry generates a 

chip enable signal (PRZE) from the Z80 ad- 
dress buss and the system control buss. 

Reset 
The STD buss has a hardware reset line (pin 
48 - PBRESET) so that a pushbutton 
mounted off -board can be used to reset the 

processor when necessary. Pin 48 of the 
buss is normally held high by R4, C2 being 
charged. This holds pin 9 of U27 high, pin 8 
low and pin 10 high. Pin 10 of U27 drives 
the reset pin (26) of the Z80 CPU. When 
the external reset pushbutton is operated, 
pin 9 of U27 is pulled low, pin 8 goes high 
and pin 10 goes low, driving pin 26 of the 
Z80 low, effecting a reset. Capacitor C2 
provides some switch debouncing while 
diode D4 clips any negative excursions of 
the reset input during switch operation. 

Note that the PROM chip enable line 
(PPR ) will be held high during a reset. 

Section B comprises the serial interface 
and input/output (I/O) decoder. This sec- 
tion provides the interfacing for the two 
RS232 ports plus selection circuitry for 
deciding between serial I/O disk operation 
or the real-time clock. 

Serial interface 
The heart of the serial interface is a Z80 
'dual, asynchronous receiver -transmitter' 
chip, or DART. (The DART was de- 
veloped following abandonment of the 
'fully asynchronous receiver -transmitter' 
chip as the chip designers' couldn't prevent 
it making rude noises on the serial output). 

The DART has two serial port 'sets' -A 
and B (how original!). Data being received 
comes in on the RXDA and RXDB pins, 
while data being transmitted goes out on th 
TXDA and TXDB pins. A peripheral 
attached to an RS232 port may generate a 

"ready to send" (RTS) signal which is 
passed to pin 18 (port A) or, pin 23 (port B) 
of the DART which then knows the data 
from the computer is "clear to send" (CTS). 
When the DART is "ready to send" data 
from the computer pin 17 of port A and pin 
24 from port B will signal the condition to 
the "clear to send" (CTS) pins of the RS232 
ports (pin. 9 on each). 

As the RS232 ports use signals driving 
from +12 V to -12 V, these levels have to 
be interfaced to the 0/+5 V levels required 
by the DART. This is effected by U35 and 
U40 (1488 and 1489, respectively). 

The communications baud rate for the 
two serial ports is determined by the 'clock' 
inputs to pins 13, 14 and 27 of the DART. 
The transmit and receive baud rates are the 
same (port A has its baud rate clock pins 
tied together). The clock rate is provided by 
U33, a BRI941 'dual baud rate clock' by 

21ÁI (FROM PIN 27. U10 CPU) 

ZIORO (FROM PIN 20. U10 CPU) 

70b )FROM PIN 21. U10 CPU) 

ZAO 1 FROM 280 ADDRESS BUSS 
ZA, 

4F FROM PIN 6, 023 SYSTEM CLOCK( 

)FROM PINS. 627 RESET) 

- 21NT (FROM 0114 2.031 SYSTEM CONTROL) 

SIEI (TO PIN 52. PI STD BUSS) 

SIEO (TO PIN 51. PI STD BUSS) 

Western Digital. This contains two 4 -bit 
programmable dividers and an oscillator. 
Crystal Y2. 5.0688 MHz, is divided down to 
provide the appropriate clock rates from 
U33's 'FR' and 'FT' outputs. The division 
ratio is set by data from the Z80 data buss 
latched into the two dividers when the 
'STR' and 'ST pins arc driven high by the 
BRDEC line from the I/O decode circuitry. 
Thus, the baud rate for the two RS232 ports 
is software selectable. The bootstrap 
PROM normally sets it to 96110 baud. 

Other control signals required for the 
operation of the DART are derived from 
the control buss. Two pins of the DART in- 
terface directly to the priority chain input 
and output pins of the STD buss. Pin 6 of 
the DART provides the Priority Chairs 
Input (PCI - pin 52) while pin 7 of the 
DART provides the Priority Chain Output 
(PCO - pin 51). 

I/O decode 
Selection of the current input or output is 
controlled by U25. a 74LS155. Four of the 
Z80 address lines arc used to determine 
which output of the 74LSI55 decoder is'ac- 
tive'. Pin 4 activates the baud rate generator 
divider inputs. pin 9 (S1ODEC) activates 
the DART chip enable (pin 35). pin 6 
(DSKDEC) activates the chip select pin of 
the disk controller (U38) while pin 5 acti- 
vates the chip select pin of the parallel inter- 
face (U37) which gives you the real-time 
clock. 
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Section C comprises the disk controller, 
the system control, the real-time clock and 
the wait state generator. This section han- 
dles all the disk drive interfacing and pro- 
vides the real-time clock data. 

Disk controller 
This consists of the Western Digital chip set 
comprising the FD1797 floppy disk control- 
ler and WD1691-WD2143 support chips. A 
74LS629 (U39) phase -locked loop ensures 
'clean' data from the disk read head is 

provided for the disk controller. Three 
trimpots - VRI-VR2-VR3 - permit set- 
ting/the operating parameters for reliable 
operation. 
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The FDI797 takes the incoming data, 
from the disk (which is serial) and puts it on 
the Z80 data buss (which is parallel) as re- 
quired. U42 provides buffering as required 
hetwen the disk controller circuitry and the 
disk interface, P2. More complete informa- 
tion on the operation of the disk controller 
chip set can be obtained from the Western 
Digital Data Book. 

System control 
An 8255 (U37) 'programmable peripheral 
interface' (PPI) chip does this job. Its chip 
select (CS) line (pin 6) is driven from the 
PPIDEC signal provided by the I/O inter- 
face. The 8255 has three I/O ports - A, B 

and C (more originality!). Port A has sev- 
eral roles. The first four bits (PAO to PA3). 
provide the four DRUSEL signals for the 
disk interface, the fifth bit (PA4) signals the 
interrupt generator (01 and associated 
components), bit six (PA5) and bit seven 
(PA6) provide the 'disk drive enable' 
(DDEN) and 'disk wait enable' 
(DSKWAITEN) signals for the disk con- 
troller, while bit eight (PA7) provides the 
memory expansion signal (XMEMEX) for 
the STD buss interface. 

The first seven bits of Port B on the 8255 
take address and read/write/hold data to 
and from the real-time clock. Bit eight of 
Port B provides the 'PROM enable' signal 
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to the PROM control circuitry in Section A. 

The first four bits of Port C (PCO to PC3) 
take time data from the real-time clock for 
transmission to the Z80 data buss. 

The interrupt, generator consists of Q1 (a 
2N2646 UJT), D3, R5, R6, C7 and one gate 
from U31. PA4 of the 8255 (pin 40) is nor- 
mally low. Thus, diode D3 holds the emitter 
of Ql low. The B2 -B1 resistance of QI will 
be high and the voltage across R5 will be 
low, holding down pin 1 of U31. Thus, pin 2 
of U31 will be high. When PA4 goes high, 
C7 will charge up until it reaches the emitter 
threshold voltage of QI, which will then 
'fire'. This will provide a sharp positive - 
going pulse to pin 1 of U31 which will pro- 
vide a sharp negative -going pulse for the 
ZINT line. This signal 'interrupts' both the 
serial interface (U34 Z80 DART) and the 
microprocessor (U10 Z80 CPU). 

Real-time clock 
This employs the OKI MSM5832 Real - 
Time Clock chip (U32). This incorporates 
an on -chip oscillator and provides 12 or 24 
hour clock data (hours/minutes and sec- 
onds), plus date, month and year (including 
leap year adjustments). 

The real-time clock is powered by a 3 V 
lithium battery via D1 when power is dis- 
connected front the pc board. It is normally 
powered from the +5 V rail via D2 when 
the Little Big Board is operational. 

The on -chip oscillator employs a 
32.768 kHz 'electronic watch' crystal. Trim- 
ming capacitor C6 provides for setting the 
oscillator precisely to frequency. 

The time can he 'set' using monitor 
software in the EPROM. Details on the 
operation of the MSM5832 can be obtained 
from the manufacturer's data. 

Wait state generator 
This generates the ZWAIT signal used by 
the Z80 CPU (U10) when it needs to be 
'held up' while some external operation is 
completed. The same signal drives the 'wait 
request' (WAITRQ) line of the STD buss. SY 

The circuitry comprises U30 and parts of 
U24, U28 and U22 and U3I for buffering. 
The I/O decode. PROM control, system 
clock and disk controller circuits all provide 
inputs to the wait state generator. 

Section D of the circuitry comprises the 
STD buss controller and interfacing. 

Buss controller 
This gates on -board control buss signals to 
produce four 'controlling' signals: 
STDOUT, which determines the 'direction' 
of the data running between the STD data 
buss lines and the Z80 data buss on -board; 
XMCSYSNC, which is buffered and drives 
the machine cycle sync. (MCSYSNC) line of 
the STD buss (pin 38): XBUSAK, which is 
buffered and drives the buss acknowledge 
(BUSAK) line of the STD buss; and XIN- 
TAK, which is buffered and provides the 
interrupt acknowledge signal (INTAK) for 
the STD buss (pin 43). 

This part of the circuitry uses gates from 
U7, U I I . U12. U22 and U26. Buffers from 
U4. U23 and U27 arc also employed here. 
One three -input gate from UI I is used to 
derive the RAM column address (RCAS) 
signal for the 64K RAM chips in Section A. 
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Buss interfacing 
The STD data buss is bidirectional and UI. 
a 74LS245 octal buss transceiver, provides 
interfacing between the STD buss data lines 
and the Z80 data buss. The direction of the 
data is determined by the STDOUT signal 
(Drives pin I of UI). When this is low. data 
can he transferred from the STD data buss 
lines to the Z80 data buss. vice -versa when 
STDOUT is high. 

The eight lower bits of the STD address 
buss are interfaced to the right lower bits of 
the Z80 address buss via U2. while the eight 
upper hits of each address buss are inter- 
faced by U6. Both are 74LS245 octal data 
buss transceivers. The ZBUSAK signal 
from the on -board control buss determines 
the direction of the address data. This signal 
drives pin I of U2 and U6. When ZBUSAK 
is low address data can he transferred from 
the STD address buss lines to the Z8() 
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address buss. vice -versa when ZBBUS is 
high. 

The on -board read (ZRD), write 
(ZWR), memory request (ZMREQ). I/O 
request (IORQL refresh (ZRFSH), ma- 
chine cycle I (ZM I) and memory expansion 
(XMEMEX) signals arc interfaced to the 
STD buss via U3. another 74LS245. This, 
too, is controlled by the ZBUSAK signal. 
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PARTS LIST - ETI-690 
Resistors all 1/2W, 5% unless noted 

R1, 2, 3 330R 
R4 22k 
R5 220R 
R6 180k 
R7, R8 47k 
R9 33R 
R10 10k 
RP1-RP4 5 -bussed 10k SIP resistor 
RP5 5 -bussed 1k SIP resistors 
RP6 7 -bussed 150R SIP 

resistors 
RVt 5k min. cermet trimpot 
RV2 50k min. cermet trimpot 
RV3 100k min, cermet trimpot 

Capacitors 
Cl 330p ceramic 
C2, C11 10011/6V3 tant. 
C3 I On 'bluechip' ceramic 
C4 22p ceramic 
C5 220p ceramic 
C6 5.2-30p trimmer 
C7, 13-18, 23 100n monolithic 
C8 47p ceramic 
C9 330n/6V3 ceramic 
C10 68p ceramic 
C12, 19-22, 24 108116 V tant. 

Semiconductors 
U1,2,3,6 74LS245 
U4, U31 7406 
U5, U9 74LS157 
U7 74LS10 
U8 741SO4 
U10 Z80A CPU 
U11, U22 74LS02 
U12 74LS86 
U13-20 4164 150ns DRAMs 
U21 2716 (MP7A) 
U23 7404 
U24 74LS21 
U25 74LS155 
U26 74LS00 
U27 74LS14 
U28 74LS27 
U29, U30 74LS74 
U32 MSM5832 
U33 BR1941L 
U34 Z80A DART 
U35 1488 
U36 WD2143-01 
U37 8255 
U38 FD1797B-02 
U39 74LS629 
U40 1489 
U41 WD1691 
U42 74LS240 
D1 -D4 iN4148, 1N914 

Miscellaneous 
B1 3V lithium battery 

(Matsushita) 
P1 (board edge connector) 
P2 50 -pin header (for disk 

drives); right-angle pc 
mount type. 

P3, P4 16 -pin headers (RS232 
ports) 

SK1 56 -way edge connector 
socket 

Y1 4 MHz HC18/U crystal 
Y2 5.0688 MHz HC18/U 

crystal 
Y3 32.768 kHz watch crysta 

ETI-690 pc board; IC sockets (see text) - 16 

14 -pin, 12 x 16 -pin, 3 x 18 -pin, 6 x 20 -pin, 1 

24 -pin, 4 x 40 -pin; power supply to suit (see tex 
2 x 16 -pin IDC header connectors (female); 2 

DB15 IDC sockets; ribbon cable (16 -way) to si 
etc. 

Estimated price: $499 (rec. retail 
(This includes documentation, blown EPROM 

set-up instructions) 
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Other signals for the STD buss control 
lines are taken directly from the on -board 
control buss. The system clock output is 
buffered by one buffer from U23, the out- 
put of which (pin 12) drives pin 49 of the 
STD buss (CLOCK). 

The +5 V rail pins of the STD buss (1 
and 2) are bypassed close to the edge con- 
nector by Cl I, a 100 µF tantalum capacitor. 

Memory management 
The Little Big Board, as you already know, 
comes with 64K of dynamic RAM and 2K of 
EPROM on -board. It has provision for 
external memory expansion using the 
memory expansion (MEMEX) control line 
of the STD buss. 

The memory space is managed under 
software control through the System 
Control Ports via two control bits: EPROM 
ENABLE, bit 7 of System Port B (SYSPB - pin 25 of the 8255). When set, this 
overlays the top 2048 bytes (2K) of RAM 
space with the on -board EPROM. This bit 
is set, for example, when the resident 
monitor program is executing. When this bit 
is cleared, the full 64K of on -board RAM 
becomes available. The other control bit is 
NMEMEX, bit 7 of System Port A (SYSPA - pin 37 of the 8255). This is an inverted 
copy of the STD bus MEMEX control line. 
When set (false), this bit maps the entire 
address space onto the on -board RAM. 
When reset (true) this bit disables the 
bottom 48K of on -board RAM, switching 
the STD interface buffers to accommodate 
memory components on external cards. The 
top 16K of the address space is unaffected 
by the state of NMEMEX to provide a 
common block of memory for inter -process 
communication compatible with the MP/M 
operating system. This also, means the 
EPROM switching can operate 
independently of MEMEX. 

External memory cards which 
incorporate bank switching control circuits 
can be used to expand memory to multiple 
48K partitions. 

A third type of memory mapping occurs 
only after a hardware reset. You normally 
do this immediately after power -up. A 
hardware latch unconditionally enables the 
on -board EPROM so that its origin lies at 
address 0000. This allows the first 
instruction fetches of the Z80 processor to 
access the EPROM. This latch must be 
reset before any RAM can be accessed. 
This is done automatically by any memory 
read to the top 2K of the memory space so 
that, typically, any EPROM resident 
software should begin with an absolute 
jump to an EPROM routine (see page 14, 
Section 5 of the User Manual). 

Construction 
Assembling the Little Big Board is quite 
straightforward. The pc board is double - 
sided with plated -through holes and has a 
solder mask both sides. The component side 
has component identifications silk-screened 
on the board. This and the accompanying 
component overlay will aid assembly. If you 
wish, IC sockets may be used throughout, 

otherwise they are optional, except for the 
EPROM, U21. 

The first thing to do is familiarise yourself 
with the board and where all the com- 
ponents go. Note that all the 40 -pin ICs face 
one way and the rest of the ICs face the 
opposite direction. Take note of the orien- 
tation of the SIP resistors. 

If you are using IC sockets, these should 
be installed first. Take care to get them the 
right way round. Otherwise, commence 
with the discrete resistors. Note that R5 
(adjacent to U20) is stood on end. Use a 
temperature controlled soldering iron with 
a conical -point tip of about 1-1.5 mm 
diameter. Don't apply more heat than 
necessary and make sure you have a com- 
ponent correctly in place before soldering as 
it is extremely difficult to desolder a com- 
ponent pin from a plated -through hole. 

With the discrete resistors in place, next 
solder the three trimpots in. Access to VR1 
can be restricted so angle it slightly so that 
it's towards either U35 or U36. VR2 can be 
similarly mounted as access to it may be 
partially restricted by U39 or U40. Both of 
these could be stood up high from the 
board, if you wish. 

Next solder the capacitors in place, leav- 
ing the trimmer, C6, till last. Make sure you 
get all the tantalums in the right way round, 
otherwise, they're likely to go up in a quick 
burst of flame when you first power up! 

Now the SIP resistors and the three crys- 
tals can be mounted. Make sure you get the 
SIP resistors correctly orientated. These can 
be followed by the four diodes and the UJT, 
Ql. Note that D5, adjacent to U37, is stood 
on end. Again, make sure they're orien- 
tated correctly. 

The two 16 -pin headers for ports A and B 
can be soldered in next, followed by P2, the 
50 -way disk drive connector. 

The ICs can follow - making sure you 
get them the right way round (this cannot be 
stressed too often). Last of all, solder the 
lithium battery in place. 

All finished? Time to check everything 
thoroughly. Look for unsoldered com- 
ponent pins, solder bridges between IC pins 
and dry joints. See also that no IC pins (or 
IC socket pins) have been bent under on the 
component side and have missed being 
soldered. Make sure there are no compon- 
ent lead wire offcuts sticking to either side 
of the board. Check the polarity of all 
tantalum capacitors and once again check 
the orientation of the ICs, the four diodes 
and Ql. 

You are probably now ready to set it all 
up. But first, you'll need a little information 
on the serial ports (so you can at least attach 
a terminal) and the connection of disk 
drives. 

Serial ports 
Two 16 -pin headers (P3 and P4) are pro- 
vided for connection to the two RS232C 
serial interface ports. The pins of these 
headers have been assigned so that standard 
V24 type sockets can be easily wired up 
using flat ribbon cable and crimp -on 
connectors. 

P3 P4 
PIN I RS232C 

PIN N 
SIGNAL 
NAME DIRECTION 

1 1 Protective Ground - 
2 14 - - 
3 2 Transmitted Data Input 

4 15 - - 
5 3 Received Data Output 

6 16 - - 
7 4 Request to Send Input 

8 17 - - 
9 5 Clear to Send Ouput 

10 18 - - 
11 6 - - 
12 19 - - 
13 7 Signal Ground - 
14 20 - - 
15 8 - - 
16 21 - - 

Table 1. Serial Port connector (A - P4, B - P3) 
signals. 

To make up the cables, first attach the 
25 -pin female V24 socket to one end of a 
length of 25 -way ribbon. Identify the edge 
of the ribbon connected to pin #1 of the 
socket. Count 16 conductors from this edge 
and split the ribbon cable to allow the 16 - 
pin header to be attached. Make 'sure that 
pin #1 of the header connects to pin #1 of 
the V24 socket. The remaining conductors 
should be cut short near the V24 socket. 
Table 1 lists the signals on the two serial 
port connectors. 

Port A is initially configured for a 9600 
baud terminal, while Port B is initially con- 
figured to drive a printer at 1200 bits/ 
second, eight bits per character with even 
parity and one stop bit. The CP/M system 
disk has a program called "SETUP.COM" 
to temporarily change the communications 
rate of Port B if you want to attach a printer 
having different interface requirements. 

Terminal setup 
As supplied, the CP/M BIOS and PROM 
monitor are configured for an asynchronous 
serial console interface operating through 
Port A (P4) at 9600 bits/sec, seven bits/char- 
acter, even parity and one stop bit. One 
supplier, at least (Altronics), has made 
monitor PROMs available to suit terminal 
communications with a Microbee. 

Disk interface 
The 50 -way header (P2) provides a plug - 
compatible interface to all standard 
(Shugart connector) eight -inch floppy disk 
drives. A ribbon cable jumper connecting a 
50 -way header socket and up to four printed 
circuit card edge connectors provides all 
required data and control signals for the 
drives. 

If you are making up your own cable, 
take care that you position the connectors in 
the right orientation and spacing required 
for your particular drives. Check the pin #1 
position of all connectors (narked on the 
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Assembled & Tested 
Kit #1 with: 

P.C.B. 
Users Manual 
Monitor Eprom 
Setup Sheet 

Kit #2 with: 
Kit #1 & all components 

CP/M 2.2 

PLUS SALES TAX 

$ 750.00 

$134.00 

$440.00 
$150.00 

: 
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Hardware Includes: 
-Z80A (4MHz). - 64K RAM. 
-Floppy disc controller for up to four 8 or 5.25 inch 

disc drives. (2.6 Mb) 
-2 x RS232C I/O ports. 
-Battery backed real time clock and calendar. 
-2K monitor eprom. - STD BUS. 

CP/M Distribution Disc Includes: 
-Source listing of Bios, loader and bootstrap and utilities. 

t 

Users Manual Provides: 
-Detailed description of L.B.B. operations. 
-Circuit diagrams of L.B.B. 
-Setup procedure for various disc drives. - Functions of Monitor Eprom. 
-Block diagram of L.B.B. operations. 
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Available from: 
Avtech Electronics 
Sheridan Electronics 
Promark Electronics 
Ellistronics 
Macgraths 

(02) 267 8777 
02) 699 5922 

(02 439 6477 
(03 561 5844 
(03 3471122 

.:' . 
' . " 

O '' r i r 
y v . . 

4 

Designed and Manufactured by: 
PULSAR ELECTRONICS 
Lot 2 Melrose Drive 
Tullamarine 
Victoria 3043 
Australia 
(03) 330-2555 

Ritronics Wholesale 
Stewart Electronics 
Baltec Systems 
Rover Engineering 
Steve's Communications 

489 8131 
03 543 3733 
07 369 5900 
071) 43 5918 
062) 80 4339 
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PToDgett 
printed circuit boards) carefully before 
crimping the connectors to the cable. The 
50 -way ribbon will have a wire on one edge 
marked. Take this lead for pin #1 on the 
connectors. Do not attempt to re -use a 

crimp -on connector or a damaged length of 
ribbon cable if you make a mistake. Table 2 

lists the signals carried by this cable. 

PIN # SIGNAL PIN 0 SIGNAL 

2 Low Current 28 Drive Select 2 

4 - 30 Drive Select 3 

6 - 32 Drive Select 4 

8 - 34 Direction 

10 Two Sides 36 Step 

12 - 38 Write Data 

14 Side Select 40 Write Gate 

16 - 42 Track Zero 

18 Head Load 44 Write Protect 

20 Index 46 Read Data 

22 Ready 48 - 
24 - 50 - 
26 Drive Select 1 

All oddnumbered pins are signal ground 

Table 2. Floppy disk connector (P2) signals. 

Power supply 
The Little Big Board needs three power 
supply rails to STD buss specifications: 

Vcc +5 V (± 5%) at 850 mA 
Aux.+ +12 V (± 5%) at 60 mA 
Aux.- -12 V(±5%)at 60 mA 

The ETI-166d power supply (August '83) 
issue, page 89) will do the job (... just) 
using the popular '6672' 30 V/1 A trans- 
-former. Three, three -terminal regulators 
are used, one 7805, a 7812 and a 7912. The 
7805 should be mounted on a reasonably 
large heatsink as it will be called upon to 
dissipate up to 14 watts. You can mount it 
off the pc board but the leads should be no 
longer than about 50 mm. 

Setup routine 
For this you'll need a dc voltmeter, a 

frequency counter that can read to 4 MHz 
and a CRO that has a timebase speed 
reaching 100 ns/cm. If you have a CRO, it's 
possible to dispense with the counter. If you 
haven't a CRO or a counter it's possible to 
'fly blind', but you'll need that dc 
voltmeter. 

I will assume you have a 56 -pin edge con- 
nector socket and a suitable power supply. 
Connect a momentary -action pushbutton 
between pins 4 and 48. This will be your 
reset button. The monitor EPROM (U21 - 
marked MP7A) should be inserted in its 
socket. 

Your terminal (with attached VDU) 
needs to be set up for communications at 
9600 bits/second, even parity with one stop 
bit. Check that pin 4 of its RS232 connector 
(RTS) is high. If you're using a Microbee as 
a terminal you'll need the appropriate 
monitor EPROM to suit its communications 
format. 

Connect up the terminal and the Little 
Big Board's power supply and power up. 
Press the reset button and 

L.B.B. MONITOR Version 7 (MP7) --- 
should appear on the VDU screen. If not. 

I' 
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Cheap terminal or a CP/M `Bee? If you have a Microbee you can use it as a terminal for the ETI-690 
Little Big Board. The Microbee with Network ROM will act as a terminal (just type T), communicating 
at 1200 baud. That's slow by some terminals' standards, but it works well and is low cost. Then again, 
if you have a 'Bee and hanker after CP/M and the software world it opens up to you, the Little Big 
Board offers a low cost solution using you 'Bee as a terminal. What's more, you get to keep your exist- 
ing software base. 

The disk drive shown here is a Mitsubishi M2896, courtesy of Nexus who distribute them. The Little 
Big Board is mounted in an STD card cage from Pro -Log. (Somebody plugged the 50 -way disk inter- 
face cable in the wrong way up -a point to watch). The Microbee plugs into Port A on the ETI-690 
from the 'Bee's RS232 interface. See Table 2 for interface connections. 

check supply voltages at the board edge 
connector and then on various IC pins to 
see that power is being distributed around 
the board. A fault at this stage is usually 
caused by missed solder joints, dry joints or 
incorrect component orientation. 

If all is well, you can carry out a memory 
test. The monitor will prompt you with a':k' 
and waits for you to enter a command. You 
have twelve commands at your disposal. 
Section 7 of the User's Manual explains 
them. You can perform a memory test by 
simply typing T followed by a start address, 
a comma and a finish address; like so: 

T0000,1000 
A 'random' test pattern is stored and then 
verified. A period is displayed after each 
pass. You'll get a message if an error is de- 
tected. The test will repeat until you hit a 

return key. 
You can test Port B using a monitor 

command, also. Type Pl. This switches the 
terminal (or console) drive to Port B. 
Reconnect the terminal to Port B and try 
the memory test again to see that it's func- 
tional. To go back to Port A, either type PO 
or press the reset button. 

Now you can set up the floppy disk con- 
troller, if you have a disk drive. First set up 
your disk drive jumpers according to Sec- 
tion 3 of the User's Manual and referring to 
the documentation supplied with your 
drive. Don't plug in your disk drive yet. 

With the Little Big Board powered up 
and the dc voltmeter connected to Test 
Point 3 (TP3, between U39 and U41). 
adjust VR3 to get a reading of +1.4 volts. 
This sets up the phase -locked loop lock 
range. 

The VCO idle frequency is adjusted next. 
Set VR2 to the middle of its range. If you 
have neither a CRO or frequency counter 
this should he good enough as the PLL has a 

good lock range. If you have a CRO or 
counter though, connect the input to Test 
Point I (TPI, same area as TP3) and adjust 
VR2 so that you get 4 MHz here. 

Power down and plug in the disk drive, 
Make double sure you get the 50 -way cable 
the right way round. Power up and type B 
to boot the disk drive (only one drive should 
be selected). Insert the CP/M Systems Disk. 
Run the "SETTERM" program (see Sec- 
tion 6 of the User's Manual). When ready, 
run the "FORMAT" program, selecting 
drive A. Take out the System Disk, insert a 

blank disk and type N to get a menu of op- 
tions. FORMAT writes to and reads back 
from tracks 0, 43, 44 and 70 on the disk. 
Connect your CRO to Test Point 2 and ad- 
just VRI so that you get a 150 ns pulse (this 
is the precompensatiott applied to tracks 
greater than 43). If you're 'flying blind' 
without a CRO, set VRI to get 5.1 volts on 
pin 17 of U36 (the WD2143). This will put 
the pulse width on TP2 between 100 and 
200 ns. You can then adjust it while running 
the FORMAT program to get no "read 
error" messages. 

Alternatively, you could run 
"COPY .COM" and do these adjustments. 

Setting the real-time clock 
This is pretty simple. There's a program on 
the CP/M system disk called 
"CTEST.COM". Using this you can set the 
day/month/year and the time of day in 
hours, minutes and seconds. 

Backup 
In the unfortunate event that you cannot get 
your Little Big Board to perform satisfacto- 
rily. Pulsar Electronics will supply a "fixit" 
service. This works as follows: securely 
pack your Little Big Board, enclosing a 
cheque or money order for $50 made out to 
"Pulsar Electronics Ptv Ltd" and send it to 
Pulsar Electronics, L.B.B. Fixit, Lot 2, Mel- 
rose Drive, Tullamarine 3043 Vic. They will 
get your project going and return it to you. 
However, they advise that they will have to 
charge for replacing 'dead' or incorrectly 
inserted components. 

If you've always wanted your own 
'proper' computer now there's no excuse. 
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Apart from those books already mentioned in 
the text, the following data books provide a 

wealth of information on devices used in the 
ETI-690 Little Big Board. You will have to 
shop around for the data books, some are 
plentiful, others hard to get. 

I. Zilog Data Book. Zilog Corporation. Data 
sheets on the Z80A and Z80A DART. 

2. Mitsubishi Data Book (LSI). Mitsubishi 
Electric (distributed by Nexus). Data on the 
4164 dynamic RAMS, 2716 EPROM and 8255 
PPI chip. The Intel 8086 Family User's Manual 
has data on the 8255 and 2716 also, and 
Fairchild's MOS Memory Data Book has data 
on the 4164s. 

3. Western Digital Components Handbook. 
Western Digital Corporation (distributed by 

-Daneva Australia). Data on the FD1797-02 
floppy disk controller, WDI69IV floppy 
support logic (FSL) and WD2143M-03 
four -phase clock. For the BR1941 dual baud 
rate clock chip, get Western Digital's Network 
Products Handbook. 

4. Signetics TTL Data Manual. Signctics 
Corporation. This contains data on the 74XX 
series TTL devices plus the 74S and 74LS series 

LITERATURE 

devices. However, Texas Instruments and 
Motorola also have data books covering these 
device series'. 

5. National Semiconductor Interface Databook. 
National Semiconductor Corporation 
(distributed by N.S.D.). You'll find data in 
here on the 1488 and 1489 RS232 line driver 
ICs. Motorola has also published data on these 
as they, too, manufacture them. 

The real time clock chip (MSM5832) is an 
OKI device, distributed by VSI, but data is 
scarce. 

The following books are useful reference 
works for those who want to get 'right into' the 
system. All are available from ETI Book Sales, 
P.O. Box 227, Waterloo NSW 2017. Post and 
handling on any item is $2.75. Quote the book 
no. when ordering. They are not listed in any 
particular order. 

6. Programming the Z80; Rodney Zaks. The 
legendary reference work. This 624 page tome 
covers the architecture, instruction set, 
programming and interfacing of the Z80 in six 
lengthy chapters with seven appendixes. 
K0231A $19.95. 

7. Z80 Microprocessor Programming and 
Interfacing Book I and Book 2; Nichols, Nichols 

and Rony. These two books provide a thorough 
treatment of the subject, covering the Z80 
architecture, instruction set and programming, 
including its use with the PIO and CTC. Over 
20 chapters and nearly 800 pages in the two 
books. Book 1 10350P $10.95, Book 2 J0351P 
$12.95. 

8. Z80 User's Manual; Joseph J. Carr. This 
well -written book covers the Z80 in 17 chapters 
and would be a useful 'dip into' reference 
manual. .10331P $13.25. 

9. The Z80 Microcomputer handbook; William 
J. Barden. A well-known work, this book 
covers Z80 basics and gives some examples with 
hardware descriptions. 18 chapters. six 
appendixes, 304 pages. J017IP $19.50. 

10. A Z80 Workshop Manual; E. A. Parr. This 
little book is exactly what it says it is. Concisely 
written for quick reference. Some interfacing 
details are also given. It has six chapters plus 
limited data. J02838 $8.95. 

11. Microprocessor Interfacing with the 8255 
PPI; Paul F. Goldsborough. This book provides 
a thorough coverage of the operation and use 
of the 8255 programmable peripheral interface 
device. 217 pages. J0326P $12.35. 

TABLE 3 PULSAR CPOM DISTRIBUTION DISK FILES 

MOVCPM.COM Configures and leaves in memory an nK version of 
CP M relocated for a specific memory size. 

PIP COM Copies. combines and transfers files. 

SUBMIT.COM Starts execution of a file of CP M commands. 

XSUB.COM Used with submit files to accept input from command 
lines 

ED.COM CP M line editor. 

ASM.COM Assembles assembly language statements producing 
an output file in Intel hexadecimal format. 

DDT.COM 8080 debugger. 

LOAD.COM Preduces a "COW' file from a HEX" file. 

STAT.COM Returns information about files. disc drives and other 
peripheral devices. 

DUMP.COM 

DUMP.ASM 

CTEST.COM 

CTEST.SRC 

TERMMENU.SRC 

BIOS.ASM 

BOOT.ASM 

DEBLOCK.ASM 

DISKDEF.LIB 

CPM22.DOC 

SYSGEN.COM 

SETTERM.COM 

SETTERM.SRC 

LB28A.MAC 

FORMAT.COM 

FORMAT.SRC 

Dumps a file in hex onto terminal memory location 

Demonstrate, assembler. 

Clock test and setup programme 

Source of CTEST. 

Source, Pulsar terminal menu 

Example BIOS. 

Example Boot. 

Disk deblock algorithm. 

Macro library for disk table. 

CP M documentation. 

Copies operating system on system tracks. 

Setup of terminal for Pulsar utilities. 

Source code. 

BIOS source, 

Drive seloct format program. 

Source code. 

FORMAT3.COM Side select format program. 

FORMATS MAC Source code. 

SETBOOT.COM Set sign -on. rate Z. word length of serial ports 

SETBOOT.SRC Source code. 

GETTIM.MAC Sample assembly language program to read clock 
chip. 

BC.BAS Sample BASIC program which uses GETTIM call to 

read clock chip. 

Compiled sample program with GETTIM linked in. 

User manual. 

Notes on how to recompile Pulsar BIOS. 

Program to read clock Chip and place result in DATE .DAT 
file. 

System declarations 

Disk or track copier. 

Source code. 

To temporarily change rate of printer port 

Pulsar Boot PROM source. 

BC.COM 

READ.ME 

NOTES 

DATE.COM 

SYSDECS.LIB 

COPY.COM 

COPY.SRC 

SETUP.COM 

LBOOT6.MAC 

AUTOBOOT.COM Automatic execution of CP M command line. 

AUTOBOOT,SRC Source. 

LBLDR lo. MAC 

OGEN6I.SUB 

DGEN62.SUB 

VERF.COM 

Little Big Board loader. 

Submit file for compiling Pulsar BIOS. (61K System). 

(62K System). 

Disk verifier. 

VERF.SRC Source. 

DCTBIOS.MAC Direct BIOS calls. 

EXBDOS.MAC Extended BDOS calls. 

DSKT1 Disk test. Writes to and reads back from tracks 0 43. 

44 and 70of a disk. 
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ETI k ales 
electronics 
textbooks 

ELECTRONICS: ITS EASY - VOL 1 

A0001E $5.95 
Meters, resistance, capacitance and induct- 
ance, emitter followers, op -amps, power 
supplies, electronic filters. 

ELECTRONICS: ITS EASY - VOL 2 
A0002E 55.95 
Digital sub -systems, counters and shift regis- 
ters, A -O and 0-A conversion. digital instru- 
ments and test equipment, computers, trans- 
mission links, oscilloscopes. 
BASIC ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS - VOL 1 

Á0008P $15.95 
Thorough theoretical and practical background 
to the overall subject of electricity and elec- 
tronics. 

BASIC ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS - VOL 2 
A0009P $15.95 
Builds on the basic information in Volume 1 by 
giving detailed information on AC and DC 
circuits - covering series and parallel circuits, 
electro -magnetism, resistance, capacitors and 
inductance plus associated calculations. 
BASIC ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS - VOL 3 
A0010P 515.95 
Valves and transistors, from an introduction to 
vacuum tube - through multi -element tubes, 
semiconductor devices, power supplies, 
amplifers, oscillators, pulse circuits - to 
special semiconductor devices. 
BASIC ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS - VOL 4 
A0011P 515.95 
Construction, operation and usage of electronic 
test instruments. Included are analogue and 
digital multimeters, vacuum -tube voltmeters, 
oscilloscopes, tube testers, bridge instruments 
and signal generators. 

ESSENTIAL THEORY FOR THE 
ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST 
A00138 $4.75 
Supplies the electronics hobbyist with the 
background knowledge which will exactly suit 
his specific requirements. Minimum maths. 

reference and 
data handbooks 

NTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE 
800188 59.95 
Contains a huge amount of information on 
modern transistors produced by more than 100 
manufacturers. wherever possible, equivalents 
are subdivided into European, American and 
Japanese types. 
WALL CHART - HOW 
TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs 
800198 $2.75 
This chart shows the reader how, with just a 
test -meter, to go about recording the particular 
'signature' of an unmarked IC which should 
enable the IC to be identified with reference to 
manufacturers or other data. 

WALL CHART - RADIO, ELECTRONICS, 
SEMI -CONDUCTORS AND LOGIC SYMBOLS 
800208 $1.95 
Identify those symbols at a glance. A must f or 
beginners and advanced enthusiasts alike. 
Professionals can always hide it in their desks! 
WALL CHART - RADIO AND ELECTRONIC 
COLOUR CODES AND DATA 
80021B S1.75 
This chart covers all colour codes in use 
throughout the world. For all radio and elec- 
tronic components made in Britain, United 
States, Europe and Japan. 

electronics for 
beginners 

HI -Fl LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES 
C00288 $3.95 
Data for building corner reflex, bass reflex, 
exponential horn, folded horn, tuned port. 
Klipschorn labyrinth, tuned column, loaded port 
and multi speaker panoramics. Clear dimen- 
sioned diagrams included. 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS 
C0029B 53.75 
Covers all essential areas including number 
systems, codes, constructional and sequential 
logic, analogue/digital/analogue conversion. 

nos Hs 
SPEcIAL 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 
CALCULATIONS AND 

FORMULAE 
Normally $9.95; this month only, 

$7.95. 
For the practical person's workbench. Bridges the gap 
between technical theory and cut-and-dried methods 

which work but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. High 
maths avoided where possible. To order, quote book 

number BX027B. 

Limited supplies 

HOBBY ELECTRONICS PROJECT BOOK 
C0031E 54.95 
Fifty projects, ranging from very simple ones for 
complete beginners to more elaborate ones for 
those with more experience. 
HOW TO BUILD GOLD AND 
TREASURE DETECTORS 
C0033E $3.95 
Tells you how metal detectors work and how to 
construct the different types of detectors: 
discriminating, BFO, induction balance and a 
professional deep -seeking unit. 

RADIO CONTROL FOR BEGINNERS 
C0043B $5.95 
How complete systems work with constrictional 
details of solid-state transmitters and receivers. 
Also included - antennas, field strength meter, 
crystal controlled superhet, electro -mechanical 
controls. Section dealing with licensing, etc. is 
not applicable to Australia. 

SOLID-STATE SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS 
FOR BEGINNERS 
C00448 54.50 
Design and construction of several solid-state 
shortwave receivers giving high level of per- 
formance yet utilising few components. 
SIMPLE PROJECTS - VOL 2 . 

CO256E 52.95 
Contains easy projects plus chapters on 
construction techniques and useful information 
on components. 

constructional 
projects 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR 
YOUNG SCIENTISTS 
00045E S3.95 
PH meter, geiger counter, helium -neon laser, 
sound -level meter, solar cells, negative ion 
generator and more. 

REMOTE -CONTROL PROJECTS 
000468 56.95 
Covers radio, infra -red, visible light, ultrasonic 
controls. Full explanations are provided so that 
the reader can adapt the projects for domestic 
and industrial use. 

BUILD YOUR OWN HI -Fl 
AND AUDIO ACCESSORIES 
000528 53.25 
Essential for keen hi-fi and audio enthusiasts. 
Projects include stereo decloder, three -channel 
mixer, FET preamp for ceramic pick-ups, mic 
preamp with adj. bass, stereo dynamic noise 
limiter, loudspeaker protector, etc. 
MODEL RAILWAY PROJECTS 
000548 56.75 
Projects include such things as controllers, 
signals and sound -effects units. Construction 
stripboard layouts provided for projects. 
HOW TO MAKE WALKIE-TALKIES 
000568 55.50 
This treatise on low -power transmitter - 
receivers (walkie-talkies) covers many aspects, 
from licensing requirements and bands, 
through practical circuitry and construction to 
the types of aerials that may be used. 
ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 
000598 55.95 
Besides including both simple and more soph- 
isticated burglar alarm circuits using light, Infra- 
red and ultra-sonics. this book also gives 
circuits for gas and smoke detectors, flood 
alarms, fire alarms, doorphones, etc. 

AERIAL PROJECTS 
000648 56.75 
Practical aerial designs including active, loop 
and ferrite which are relatively simple and 
inexpensive to build. The complex theory and 
mathematics are avoided. 

Save time and trouble with mall order - simply fill out the reply -paid coupon! 
140 Joynton Avenue, Waterloo, NSW 2017, Australia. Phone (02) 663-9999 Sydney. Telex 74488. 

Postal Address: ETI Book Sales, PO Box 227, Waterloo, NSW 2017. 
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MODERN OP -AMP CIRCUITS 

000658 $6.75 

A collection of widely varying circuits and 

projects based on the op -amp ICs. 

ETI TOP PROJECTS - VOL 5 

00263E ' 53.00 

Includes photographic strobe, bucket brigade 
audio delay line, white line follower, house 
alarm, etc, etc. 

ETI TOP PROJECTS -VOL 6 

00264E 54.95 

Revised second edition. Projects include the- 
atrical lighting controller, simple intercom, 
electromyogram for biofeedback use, Series 
4000 four-way loudspeaker, etc, etc. 

ETI TOP PROJECTS - VOL 7 

00265E $3.95 

Includes geiger counter, AM tuner, laser, 
simple metal detector, discriminating metal 
detector, dc power supply, etc, etc. 

ETI TOP PROJECTS - VOL B 

00266E 54.95 

Includes UHF to VHF television converter, 
universal process timer. sound bender, per- 
cussion synthesiser, etc. etc. 

ETI TOP PROJECTS - VOL 9 

00267E 54.95 

Includes a radioteletype-computer decoder, 
model railway points controller, universal dc -dc 
converter, MicroBee EPROM programmer, etc. 

circuit techniques 
and design 

DESIGN OF PHASE -LOCKED LOOP 

CIRCUITS, WITH EXPERIMENTS 

E0074P 516.95 
An excellent introduction to the theory, design 
and implementation of phase -locked loop cir- 
cuits using various TTL and CMOS devices, 
Includes manufacturers' data sheets and de- 
scribes the use of breadboarding aids in 
laboratory -type experiments. 

RF CIRCUIT DESIGN 

E0079P 536.95 

A practical approach to the design of RF 
amplifiers, impedance -matching networks and 
filters. Uses a minimum of complex maths. 

ACTIVE -FILTER COOKBOOK 
E0084P $24.25 

Learn to construct filters of all kinds - 
highpass, lowpass, bandpass. The book is 
easy to understand - no advanced maths or 
obscure theory is used. 

PRACTICAL INTRO TO DIGITAL ICs 

601028 54.50 

Introduction to digital ICs (mainly TTL 7400). 
Besides simple projects, includes logic test set 
to identify and test digital ICs. Also includes 
digital counter -timer. 

50 CIRCUITS USING 7400 SERIES ICs 

601118 55.25 
Fifty interesting and useful circuits and appli- 
cations using these versatile devices. 

VMOS PROJECTS 
601228 56.75 
Though primarily concerned with VMOS power 
FETs and their applications, power MOSFETs 
are dealt with too. in a chapter on audio circuits. 
Projects include audio circuits, sound generator 
circuits and signal circuits. 

test equipment 
and fault-finding 

HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC 

PROJECTS WORKING 
F01148 56.95 
Helps you to overcome the problems of a circuit 
that doesn't work by indicating how and where 
to start looking for many of the common faults 
that can occur when building up a project. 
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WALL CHART - TRANSISTOR 

RADIO FAULT-FINDING 

F0115B $1.95 

Used properly, this chart should enable the 
reader to trace most common faults quickly. 
Across the top of the chart are four rectangles 
containing brief descriptions of the faults. 
Selecting the appropriate fault, the reader 
simply follows the arrows and carries out the 
suggested checks until the fault is cleared. 

PRACTICAL REPAIR AND RENOVATION 

OF COLOUR TELEVISIONS 
F01168 $6.55 
This book shows how to obtain a working 
colour television for very little outlay by 
repairing and renovating a set that has been 
'written off' by a dealer. Includes practical 
details of how to construct your own CRT 
tester/rejuvenator and cross -hatch generator. 

TMONTH'S 
SPECIAL 

52 PROJECTS 
USING IC741 

Normally 53.95; this month only, 
$2.15 

Projects include remote thermometer, servodriver, rev 

counter for petrol and diesel engines, voltage amplifier 

and a record amplifier with bass boost. To order, quote 

book number DX386P. 

Limited supplies 

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH 

THE OSCILLOSCOPE 
F0121P 516.95 

Excellent for the professional service tech- 
nician or the serious hobbyist, as it combines 
step-by-step procedures for using the scope 
with the specific nuts and bolts of television 
receiver troubleshooting. 

ELECTRONIC TROUBLESHOOTING 

HANDBOOK 
F0257P 510.50 

This workbench guide shows you how to 
pinpoint transistor troubles in minutes, how to 
test almost everything electronic and how to get 
the most out of low-cost test equipment. 

electronic music 
and audio/video 

AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA 

G0125P 571.95 

A complete in-depth look at the art of audio - 
from the basic principles of sound to solid-state 
and integrated circuits. More than 3000 entries 
and hundreds of illustrations and circuit dia- 
grams cover acoustics, amplifiers, recording, 
reproduction, test equipment, audio measure- 
ments, and much more. 

MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES 

G0128P 521.95 

Explains the equipment controls and tech- 
niques found in a modern recording studio and 
how to use them creatively and correctly to 
produce a desired result. Numerous photo- 
graphs, diagrams and charts. 

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK 

G0130P 58.75 
Complete. accurate, up-to-date guide to direct 
substitutes for receiving and picture tubes. 
Contains more than 6000 receiving tube substi- 
tutes, 4000 monochrome and colour picture 
tube substitutes, and 600 communications 
substitutes. Also includes pinouts for quick 
operational checks. 

SOUND -SYSTEM ENGINEERING 

G0129P $35.50 

Dealing with audio systems as a whole, it 
includes installing and equalising the sound 
system and interfacing the electrical and 
acoustic systems. Instrumentation, the acous- 
tic environment and designing for acoustic gain. 

HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER ENCLOSURES 

G0131P $8.75 

A guide to the 'whys' and 'hows' of constructing 
top -performance loudspeaker enclosures. 

ViDEO TAPE RECORDERS 

60132P $21.25 

In this completely revised second edition, the 
author tells in simple language how helical 
VTRs work and how to operate and service 
them. Includes numerous examples of circuits 
and mechanical systems. 

ELECTRONIC SYNTHESISER PROJECTS 

G0133B $5.95 

For the electronic music enthusiast, an 
invaluable reference. This book is full of circuits 
and information on how to build analogue delay 
lines, sequencers, VCOs, envelope shapers, 
etc, etc. The author takes a clear and logical 
approach to the subject that should enable the 
average enthusiast to understand and build up 
what appears to be a quite complex instrument. 

AUDIO PROJECTS 

001348 $6.95 

Covers a wide range of audio projects, 
including preamplifiers and mixers, power 
amplifiers, tone controls and matching, etc. 
Board layouts and wiring diagrams included. 

AUDIO PROJECTS FROM ETI 

G0260E $5.00 

Projects include Series 4000 moving -coil car- 
tridge preamplifier, general-purpose 150 W 
MOSFET power amp module, versatile public- 
address amplifier, etc, etc. 

30 AUDIO PROJECTS 

G0174E $3.95 

Projects include 25 W amp, general-purpose 
preamp, bucket brigade delay line, active 
crossover, tape noise limiter, etc, etc. 

computers for 
beginners 

COMPUTERS FOR EVERYBODY 

H0270A 58.95 

In this easy -to -understand book it is explained 
how a computer can be used at home, in the 

office or at school. Includes a consumer's guide 
to computer equipment that will help the reader 
decide what to buy and who to buy it from. 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MICROPROCESSORS 

AND COMPUTING 
H01438 55.95 
Introduction to basic theory and concepts of 
binary arithmetic, microprocessor operation 
and machine language programming. Only prior 
knowledge assumed is very basic arithmetic 
and an understanding of indices. 

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER 

H01448 $5.95 
Learning about microprocessors is easy with 
this book, written in a style that is easy to follow. 
The shortcomings of this basic machine are 
discussed and the reader is shown how these 
are overcome by changes to the instruction set. 
Relative addressing, index registers follow as 
logical progressions. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO BASIC 

PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES 

H0145B 56.75 
Ideal for beginners seeking to understand and 
program in BASIC. Includes program library for 
biorhythms, graphing Y against X, standard 
deviations, regressions, generating musical 
note sequences, and a card game. 

BEGINNING BASIC 
H0146A 522.35 
Intended for beginners with no computing 
experience, one should be able to intelligently 
program in BASIC in a short time. 



UNDERSTANDING COMPUTERS 
H0148Á 

520.95 For people who use small computers, this book starts with the most elementary gates and works up to the complete computer. Gives an 
understanding of the languages and how they 
operate in the computer. 
NAILING JELLY TO A TREE 
H0149Á 525.50 
This guide to software teaches you about 
machine language, assembly language pro- 
gramming and BASIC. The emphasis is not on learning to write programs but on learning to 
use the thousands of available programs that 
have already been written. 
PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY 
GUIDE TO COMPUTERS 
H0150A 516.75 
A simple, easy -to -digest source of information 
on personal computing for the potential buyer who is less than an expert in the field. 
FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS: AN 
INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS 
110152A 525.75 
Explains exactly what a microcomputer system 
is and how it works. Introduces fundamental 
concepts and covers all aspects of micropro- 
cessors and related components: internal 
operation, memories, interfacing and system 
development. etc. 

DON'T (OR, HOW TO CARE FOR 
YOUR COMPUTER) 
H0153Á 519.95 
A guide to computer and peripheral preser- 
vation. Specific advice for the computer, floppy 
disks, hard disks, the CRT terminal, the printer, 
tape units, the computer room, software and 
documentation. 

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER 
H0271Á 515.25 
An easy -to -understand beginner's book to 
small computers. Understanding them, buying 
them and using them for personal and business 
applications. 

MICROCOMPUTERS: A PARENT'S GUIDE 
H0275J 513.75 
In clear, non -technical language, the authors 
explain what micros are, what they can do and 
what to expect in the future. 
KIDS AND THE APPLE 
H0300P 525.75 
How to write programs for the Apple computer, including action games, board games and word 
games. 

computer hardware 
and techniques 

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING 
YEARBOOK '83 
J0014E 54.95 
Includes ZX81, Epson MX80 printer, System 80 
joystick project. 660 software, ZX80 programs, 
etc, etc. 

Z80 MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN PROJECTS 
J0156P 520.75 
A complete look at the internal architecture of 
the Z80, the heart of many microcomputers, 
and even shows how to build a microcomputer. 
the EX80. using this powerful chip. 
THE S100 AND OTHER MICRO BUSES 
J0160P 513.25 
The key to successful computer expansion is a 
complete understanding of the bus system, 
through which the computer communicates 
with peripherals. This book will give you that 
understanding. 

MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN AND 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
J0161P 526.75 
Tells you how to design microcomputer sys- 
tems and make them work without an expens- 
ive commercial development system or the 
need for costly test instrumentation. Includes a 
complete description of two microprocessors - the 8085 and the 6502. 

STD BUS INTERFACJNG 
J0164P 521.75 
Explains what the STD bus is, in easy -to - 
understand language. 
THE SINCLAIR SPECTRUM IN FOCUS 
J0277J 516.45 
The reader is taken on a programming course in ZX Spectrum BASIC which progresses 
toward some of the most advanced techniques 
that may be used on the ZX Spectrum. 
Numerous examples and more than 50 pro- 
grams are included. 
PC DOS: USING THE IBM-PC OPERATING 
SYSTEM 
J0278J 522.95 This self -paced guide teaches you how to become an accomplished user of all the major 
disk -operating system functions and utilities, 
no matter how much or how little computer 
experience you have. 

A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL 
J0283B $8.95 
Intended for those who want to progress 
beyond BASIC programming to topics such as 
machine -code and assembly language pro- 
gramming or who need hardware details of the 
Z$0 -based computer. 
EASY ADD-ON PROJECTS FOR SPECTRUM, 
ZX81 AND ACE 
J02858 57.75 
The projects include a pulse detector, picture 
digitiser, five -key pad, model controller, 
bleeper, lamp flasher, light pen, etc, etc. 
MICROSOFT FORTRAN 
J0291Á 524.95 
Various techniques involved in MicroSoft pro- 
gramming are explained, including structural 
programming and top down programming. 
Compiler, editor and linker are discussed, along 
with the various uses of the printer, disk and 
video terminal. 

TMpr1TH'S 
SPECIAL 

THE PASCAL HANDBOOK 
Normally $23.50; this month only, 

$19.75. 
Summarises the entire Pascal vocabulary, including the 
variations introduced by different commercial versions 
of Pascal. All in dictionary format. To order, quote book 

number KX200A. 

Limited supplies 

TV TYPEWRITER COOKBOOK 
J0297P 514.50 
A complete guide to low-cost television display 
of alphanumeric and graphics data for micro- 
processor systems, computer hobbyists. tele- 
vision titling. word-processing and video 
games. 

USING THE IBM PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 
J0319P 521.50 
This all-purpose beginner's book is a complete 
guide t0 the IBM-PC. 

USING THE OSBORNE 1 COMPUTER 
J0327P 521.50 
How to get the most out of the Osborne 1 
portable computer. 
EXPERIMENTS IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
FOR SMALL COMPUTERS 
J0168P 513.25 Artificial intelligence is the capability of a device 
to perform functions normally associated with 
human intelligence. With this book, a small 
computer with extended BASIC and some 
knowledge of BASIC language, you can con- 
duct experiments in artificial intelligence. 

computing 
software 

NTRODUCTION TO THE UCSD P -SYSTEM 
K0106A 

$22.45 Explains the UCSD Pascal operating system, or "p -system". You will learn how to enter a Pascal program in the computer, edit it, store it 
on a file and then manipulate files. 
THE CP/M HANDBOOK (WITH MP/M) 
K0173Á 524.95 
Contains a step-by-step description of all the 
CP/M command features. Designed for the 
beginner, the book progresses to detailed 
explanations of the file transfer, debugging and 
CP/M text -editing programs. 
HOW TO GET STARTED WITH CP/M 
K0174A $22.95 
This practical book eases the reader into the 
essentials of the system, giving an overview of 
the operating system, an idea of what it will be 
like to use and what it can do for the reader. 
AUSTRALIAN MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK 
K0175E 58.95 
A detailed buyer's guide to microcomputer 
systems and application packages in commer- 
cial, industrial, scientific, educational and 
home/hobby areas. 
THE 68000: PRINCIPLES AND PROGRAMMING 
K0176P $19.95 
An easy -to -read. systematic approach to the 
68000 advanced 16 -bit microprocessor. The 
book guides you through the complex architec- 
ture, instruction set, pinouts and interfacing 
techniques. Written for design engineers, pro- 
grammers and students. 

STARTING FORTH 
K0177P 

523.75 
A clear and complete guide to Forth, this book 
covers fundamental principles and then a full 
set of high-level Forth commands. It concludes 
with advanced techniques and style. 
STARSHIP SIMULATION 
K0178Á 51295 
Offers both a specific simulation, which can be 
implemented, modified and played, and a look 
at how to put together a simulation on almost 
any subject. 
PASCAL PROGRAMS FOR SCIENTISTS 
AND ENGINEERS 
K0181A $23.50 
More than 60 of the most frequently used 
scientific algorithms, with program implemen- 
tation in Pascal. 

HOW TO WRITE AN APPLE PROGRAM 
K0182P 523.25 
Very much a 'how-to' book. Author assumes 
only a minimal familiarity with computer and 
BASIC. The book covers every aspect of simple 
program writing from initial concepts to final 
debugging - wittily illustrated. 
HOW TO WRITE A TRS-80 PROGRAM 
K0183P $23.25 
Virtually identical to How to Write an Apple 
Program. Changes have been made to allow for 
differences in the two machines and variations 
in BASIC. 

HOW TO WRITE AN IBM-PC PROGRAM 
K0184P 523.25 
Virtually identical to How to Write an Apple/ 
TRS-80 Program. Changes have been made to 
allow for differences in the two machines and 
variations in BASIC. 

USING THE UNIX SYSTEM 
K0185P $24.95 
This book by Richard Gauthier. of ROL, has 
been written for people with some knowledge 
of computers, but with no specific knowledge of 
Unix. It is also of value to current Unix users. 
PROGRAMMING IN BASIC FOR 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
K0186P 518.95 
Simple instructions show how to give BASIC 
commands and statements a wide range of 
applications. from programming video games 
to developing business or scientific programs. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN BASIC 

K0192P 518.25 

Fully indexed guide to more than 1600 BASIC 

computer programs published in personal 
computer magazines for microcomputers, mini- 

computers and mainframe computers. 

INTRODUCTION TO STRUCTURED FORTRAN 

K0194Á $19.95 

Written for the beginner, the text incorporates 
the Fortran 77 with a discussion of structural 
programming. Includes a discussion of time- 
sharing, pseudo -language programming and 

WATFIV statements. 

APPLE II ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

K0195P 523.45 

Teaches assembly -language programming at 

the beginning level - no prior knowledge of 
6502 assembly language is needed. Includes 
hands-on computer exercises and exper- 
iments, with both software and hardware. 
Provides interfacing circuits and programs that 
can be used on the Apple II without 
modification. 

INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 GRAPHICS 

K0202A 522.95 

It begins with the basic concepts of line drawing 
and leads the reader on to geometric shapes, 
moving figure animation and other more ad- 
vanced topics. 

TRS-80 - MORE THAN BASIC 

K0207P $15.95 

Learn to program in Z80 mnemonics by using 
the book's error -tolerant interactive monitor 
program. More than 26 commands available, 
with documentation that helps you change 
commands to meet specific applications. 

APPLE BASIC 

K0212P $19.25 

This book gives the beginner a thorough 
introduction to BASIC programming on an 

Apple computer, and covers all areas of 
programming. including graphics, mathemat- 
ical programs, games and a great deal more. 

32 BASIC PROGRAMS FOR 

THE APPLE COMPUTER 
K0218Á $29.50 

Full of programs with practical applications, 
educational uses, games and graphics. 

PROGRAMMING THE 6502 

K0227Á 522.95 

Principles of assembly -language programming 
for the 6502 microprocessor are taught in this 
introductory text. Includes a discussion of 
trade-offs between hardware and software and 

detailed explanations of the 6502's internal 
registers and buss operation. Third edition. 

6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK 

K0228Á 520.95 

Use this book and a few low-cost components 
to build a complete home alarm system, an 
electric piano, a motor speed -regulator, a time - 
of -day clock, a simulated traffic control system 
and a Morse code generator, etc. 

6502 GAMES 
K0229Á 517.95 
You learn how to play 10 sophisticated games 
and also learn assembly language program- 
ming. Also learn the techniques of algorithm 
design and data structures. 

INSIDE BASIC GAMES 
KD189A 519.95 
The medium of games teaches readers how to 
design error -free, interactive BASIC programs. 
Rules, algorithms and coding differences for 
the PET, Apple If and TRS-80 are also included. 

PROGRAMMING THE Z80 

K0231A 519.95 
This book will enable every reader to write 
complete application programs for Z80 -based 
computer systems. Includes exercises to 
measure progress and comprehension at each 
level of programming. 

PROGRAMMING THE Z8000 

K0232A 525.95 

A complete introduction to programming con- 
cepts and techniques for use with the 16 -bit, 
Z8000 microprocessor. Presents detailed de- 
scriptions of the architecture and functions of 
this 'super chip'. 
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START WITH BASIC ON COMMODORE VIC-20 

K0233P 514.75 

Helpful exercises and step-by-step instructions 
show you how to program in BASIC utilising all 

the graphic functions on the VIC-20. 

THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

K0272P $24.95 

C is a general purpose 'low-level' programming 
language. It is not specialised to any particular 
area of application, but its absence of restric- 
tions make it convenient and effective for many 
tasks. 

electronic 
calculators 

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 

USER'S HANDBOOK 

M0245B $5.50 

Presents formulae, data, methods of calcu- 
lation, conversion factors, etc, for use with the 
simplest or most sophisticated calculators. 
Includes the way to calculate using only a 

simple four -function calculator, trigonometric 
function, hyperbolic functions, logarithms, 
square roots and powers. 

THIS 

SPECIAL 

FUN AND GAMES WITH YOUR 
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 

Normally 52.50; this month only, 
$1.95 

A collection of 101 jokes and riddles, several mind - 

boggling games for two or more players, and a 

dictionary of words with their corresponding calculator 

numbers. To order, quote book number MX3708. 

Limited supplies 

YOUR ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 

AND YOUR MONEY 

M0246B 54.75 

Starts with a basic revision of percentages and 
decimals, then deals with mortgages, cars, 
insurance, fuel, shopping, tax, etc. There's a 

section on investment and one on the calculator 
in a small business. 

PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS 
M0247A 524.95 

Which calculators to buy, their possibilities and 
limitations, and the how -tos of programming 
them. 

TAKE A CHANCE WITH YOUR CALCULATOR 

M0248Á 514.95 

An introduction to modern mathematics, this 
book deals with programming of programmable 
calculators and includes probability problems. 

amateur radio, dx 
communications 

COMPUTERS AND THE RADIO AMATEUR 

N0249P $31.25 

For the radio operator who wants to know how 
computers function and how they can be used 
with other equipment. 

LONG-DISTANCE TELEVISION 

RECEPTION (TV -DX) 

N02508 $6.95 
Written by the British authority, the book 
includes many units and devices made by active 
enthusiasts. A practical and authoritative intro- 
duction this unusual aspect of electronics. 

RADIO STATIONS GUIDE 

N02528 55.95 
An aid for all those who have a radio receiver. 
Shows the station site, country, frequency and/ 
or wavelength, as well as Effective Radiation 
Power of the transmitter and, in some cases, 
the station's call sign as well. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING 

N0253B 56.75 

One section is devoted to amateur brand 
reception and the other section covers broad- 
cast band reception, with advice on suitable 
equipment and the techniques employed when 
using that equipment. The construction of a 

number of useful accessories is described. 

TELEMATIC SOCIETY 
N0254P $17.50 

Demonstrates how developments in telecom- 
munications will affect the way we live. 

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS 

N02868 $595 
How to build 25 amateur -band aerials that are 
simple and inexpensive to construct and 
perform well. From the simple dipole up to a 

mini -rhombic. 

THE BASIC BOOK OF HAM RADIO 

N02879 55.75 

A comprehensive guide to the world of amateur 
radio. 

SOLID-STATE BASICS FOR THE 

RADIO AMATEUR 

N0290R 55.95 

Thorough treatment of the use of solid-state 
devices. Provides a wealth of tried and proven 
circuitry, plus practical application data. 

LIGHTWAVE COMMUNICATIONS 

N0293P 515.75 

Includes all practical forms of lightwave com- 
munications, both optical and free -space. 
Covers fundamentals, optical sources and 
detectors, lenses and fibres, design of systems, 
and more. 

FIBER OPTICS 
N0295P $31.75 

Gives the electronics technician a practical 
foundation for the challenge of fibre optics. No 
prior knowledge of optics is necessary. 

FIBER OPTICS: COMMUNICATIONS, 

EXPERIMENTS AND PROJECTS 

N0296P 512.75 

An introduction to fibre optics for the hobbyist, 
student, experimenter, computer buff, radio 
amateur, technician or engineer. 

TRANSISTOR RADIO SERVICING COURSE 

N0309P S13.95 

A complete course in transistor radio servicing. 
All aspects of the radio are discussed, section 
by section, for both AM and FM receivers. 

HOW TO BUILD ADVANCED 

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS 

N03408 $3.75 

Contains full practical construction details of a 

number of receivers. 

AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD 

N0362R 54.95 

Published by the American Radio Relay 
League, this giant wall map Is fully indexed. 

A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS 

N0363R $5.75 

Twenty-six chapters present the electrical and 
electronic principles that are basic to under- 
standing radio circuit operation. 

ANTENNA ANTHOLOGY 
N0364R 55.75 

Theoretical explanation and complete instruc- 
tions for building different types of antennas for 
amateur work. 

DIGITALS IN BROADCASTING 

N0399P 515.95 

Aimed at the practising technician or student 
who has not had formal computer training. 

All prices of publications in this catalogue 
listing are subject to change without notice. 

BS0132 



Project 671 

Parallel printer interface 
for the Microbee 
Nick -named "the 'Bee pee interface", this project allows you 
to connect your Microbee to a printer having a 'parallel' or 

'Centronics' input. It's simple to build and low in cost. 

r 

Geoff Nicholls 

MliroBe! Q 

aeeeee'e;e0ese - a-eeeenie,eeeenú.. -- e e,,Érime'e ellé,e e e eeeee ease -- - 

THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE for hard 
copy from a computer in a myriad of situa- 
tions and applications, but I don't really 
have to tell you that. There's no doubt that 
the most cost-effective way to provide hard 
copy from your Microbee is to buy an old 
teletype, rig up an interface for it and do 
some software jiggery-pokery to convert the 
'Bee's ASCII output to Baudot. But that's 
all explained in Project 672 elsewhere in this 
issue! However, if your desires and budget 
stretch to a 'real' printer, then here's how to 
do it. 

The Microbee's parallel port won't drive 
a parallel interface printer directly. The 
'Bee's parallel port is 'driven' by a Z80 PIO. 
To signal a peripheral attached to the port 
that the data's ready and waiting. the PIO 
puts a 'strobe' signal on pin 2. Trouble is. 

- 

the STROBE pulse is generally too short. 
Simple solution? - stretch it! In addition. 
most parallel interface printers generate an 
'acknowledge' signal to let your computer 
know that it's "busy". The :Bee's PlO 
needs an appropriate -length pulse to know 
that, so I've taken care of that, too. 

Next problem is the price of printers. 
Good quality 80 -column dot-matrix printers 
have recently plummeted in price and can 
now be obtained for under $501). If that's 
what you're after, fine, shop around. If, like 
quite a few readers, you like to (or is that 
have to?) watch your spare cash but really 
want a dot matrix printer, then finding 
something gets a little harder. 

Back in May we reviewed the Multitech 
MPF-II computer. With it came a 40 - 
column dot matrix printer. I looked closely 

at the price and its capabilities. Apart from 
a comprehensive character set. it included 
graphics capabilities. Hmmm. At around 
$230 retail (inc. tax). it represents very good 
value for money. While 80 -column printout 
is desirable, I found 40 -column printout is 
no real drawback. especially at that sort of 
price. The MPF-ll Printer is imported and 
distributed by Ernona Enterprises. Suite 
204 661 George St, Sydney NSW 2000. 
(02)212-4815. They have distributors in all 
states. 

While the construction here specifically 
relates to this printer, the interface will 
work equally well with 80 -column printers. 

(Note: The MPF-I I printer input circuitry 
is CMOS and the usual care should he taken 
to avoid damage.) 
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Project 671 

Construction 
There's not much to building this one. Start 

with the right-angle plug. mounting it on the 

component side as in the photo. It is better 

to drill the mounting holes and screw the 

plug to the board before soldering, to re- 

lieve stress on the pins. 
I used a socket for the IC. and recom- 

mend that you do too. The resistors and 

capacitors are not polarised and may be 

assembled in any order. 

Connecting the printer 
If you are using a MPF-I I printer. then you 

should use 16 -way ribbon cable supplied 
with the printer. An insulation displace- 

ment DIL plug will fit directly onto the 

ribbon. Note: I have utilised a 'reverse' type 

ID plug. that is. the first conductor in the 

cable connects to pin 16 of the DIL socket. 

The plug type I used was an Ansley 609- 

M1651-1. Check carefully that the plug you 

use has the same pinout. 
The circuit diagram shows how the cable 

conductors connect to the DIL socket. The 

numbers shown refer to the cable, starting 
at the end with the blue stripe as No. I. The 

socket is shown as viewed from above. For 

example. the No. I conductor connects to 

pin 16 of the socket, the No. 2 conductor 
connects to pin I of the socket. etc. 

If you arc using a Centronics printer, you 

cannot simply attach an ID plug to the Cen- 
tronics' cable. The most straightforward 
solution would he to use a DIL header plug. 
and strip and solder the wires one by one. 

The accompanying table shows the relation 
between the DIL pinouts. the MPF-II cable 
and the Centronics signals. 

(Note: The MPF-II BUSY signal 

corresponds to the Centronics 
ACKNOWLEDGE.) 

t'',f 1' 1. - dV (1-IOr 1 

1 

_. 

'I1I11 `1tl'I 

w. . 
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14 
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13 
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CENTRONICS ACK DIL SOCKET 9 

SEE TEXT 
t +5 

V 

Circuit. Simple, huh? The numbers shown In the OIL socket refer to the DB15 

wire numbers in the MPF II printer ribbon cable, viewed looking down on RIGHT ANGLE 

the OIL socket. The DB15 plug numbering refers to the pins when viewed PC MOUNT PLUG 

from the front of the plug (pin 1 uppermost). 

HOW IT WORKS ETI-671 

The circuit interfaces a Z-80 PIO port to a change Cl and/or C2 according to 

MPF-II printer. It Is also suitable for use with formula t = 4000 x C 

a Centronics style printer. 
The timing diagram for the interface is 

shown in Figure 1. 

The PIO ARDY line goes high to signify 
that a byte is available at the port lines DO - 

D7 of port A. This triggers Monostable 2 to 
generate an active low pulse of about 20 µs 
which signals the printer to accept the byte. 
The printer will raise the BUSY line while it 

Is processing the byte, or printing a line. 
Note that BUSY on the MPF-II is 

ACKNOWLEDGE for a Centronics printer. 
When the printer is ready for more data it 

lowers the BUSY line thus triggering 
Monostable 1 and generating an active low 
pulse of about 2 µs, the rising edge of 

which terminates the ARDY signal. 
These pulse lengths are for the MPF-II. If 

your printer requires other pulse lengths, 

PIO 
AROS 

PRINTER 

STROBE 

PRINTER 
BUSY 

OR 
ACK 

PIO 

ASTB 

20 us 

where t is in seconds, C is In Farads. 

the 

2 

This is only an approximate formula, but 
should be within 20% or so of the actual 

pulse length. 

Below. Full size pc board artwork. 

DB15 RIGHT ANGLE 
PC MOUNT PLUG 

C1 n 
470P ,`/J 

;p[p© ID1L 
SOCKET 1º 

C2 CI: g 
4n7 R2 83 

10k 10k . 

PARTS LIST - ETI-671 

Resistors 

R1, R2, R3 

ail W, 5% 
unless noted 
10k 

Capacitors 
CI 470p ceramic 
C2 4n7 greencap 
C3 100n ceramic bypass 

Semiconductors 
ICI 74LS123 

Miscellaneous 

ETI-671 pc board; 16 -pin IC socket; either 
an Ansley 609-M165H insulation displace 
ment plug or a 16 -pin DIL header; DB15 

right angle pc mounting plug; two 6BA I/4" 

screws and nuts; cable to suit printer. 

Estimated cost: $10-$12 
(not inc. printer plug & cable) 



NEW CPU SERIES 
6502 511.95 
6521 59.95 
6522 510.95 
6532 516.95 
6545-1 519.95 
6551 517.50 
6802 59.50 
6821 54.75 
6840 510.95 
6845 516.95 
6850 54.95 

Z80A CPU 
Z80A PIO 
Z80A CTC 
Z80A DMA 

55.00 
S5.00 
S5.00 
519.95 

54.50 
54.50 
54.50 

74HC SERIES 
WHAT IS THE 74HC CMOS SERIES? 

7411C CMOS is a family of High Speed SSI SISI logic 
components. High speed logic circuits have historically 
been the domain of bipolar circuits. namely TTL and ECL. 
However due to Improved processing. CMOS technology 
is now capable of speeds similar to low pones Schottky 
TTL logic. whilst still retaining the advantages of the CD 
4000K and MM74C series circuits. The M5174C family 
characteristics hate been standardized to ensure comp- 
atibility within the family and ease designing with these 
devices. The overall family concept has been to provide 
a series of CMOS circuits which retain the input noise 
immunity and low power consumption of metal gate 
CMOS. but offer a ten fold Increase in speed . The blM 
74C series logic is intended to he a "self sufficient" family. 
That is, an entire set of logic functions are provided sunk 
that the designer can develop his family entirely of "11C - 
components. These devices are pin out and tune rionally 
eomparible to LS-TTL circuits. which enables the TTL 
designer to easily make the transition to CMOS. 

24 Volt but runs perfec sly on 12 
volts DC. Output speed is 12V approx. 
40 RPM. Current drain f. I2V No boast 
approx. 100mA Stalled current 
approx. 200nsA. 

t wnan ro..t... r Size: Overall 55mn long by 35 non 
wide. Shaft length 20rnm and shaft 
diameter approx. 4mm. 
MADE BY CANON OF JAPAN 
ABOUT 30, OF NORMAL PRICE 
SAVE BUN 4 L SITS FOR 535 
OR ONLY 5999 EACH 

bqnkcard 

741IC SERIES 
I.9 10+ 

7411C00 51.25 51.15 
7411C08 51.25 51.15 
7411C10 51.25 51.15 
7411011 51.60 51.45 
7411C27 51.30 51.20 
7411C30 51.30 51.20 
7411C73 51.60 '51.45 
7411C74 51.60 51.45 
7411086 51.70 51.55 
7411C112 51.60 51.45 
74FICI39 51.99 51.85 
741IC164 52.99 52.80 
74110174 52.50 52.30 
7411C175 52.50 52.30 
7411C367 14.99 54.50 

" ReQc11 Vie 
World " 

FOR AK*4 140 
520D NEW 

urns 
1316 

BOARD 0. 
$149 

t 1 . 

Ir+ S.'s 
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A NEW 1` 'eallc . KIT 
. MICROBEE 

BOARD j4IY f599 
The Multiprottt board is an e tension of the Mkrobees memory in ROM. It simply plugs into the fifty way lass 
expansion port on the core board. It fits either neatly inside the Mlcrobee or behind it. using the Slicrolree's own 
power simply. 

The board takes the EDASM and NET eprom normally residing inside the ?licrobee. but allows several different 
sets to fit in: Editor -Assembler. Wordbe. Logo. Stinil'ascal, \etworkrohn. lemon or your own program. It has room 
for 4 sets of eprom. in die EDASM location and 3 sets of (proms in the NET locations. a total of 44K of eprom. The 
bard can be simply daisy chained nlilt up to 6 slate boards busing an nu side power supply in this ease allowing 

a maximum total of 308K In ROM. The ED 1SSI locations accept either type 2532 or 2764 eproms and they can he 
mixed. Another I rful feamw of the bard is the inpuVoutput system. I I output.. open collector transistor 
driven. Each can tun ON or OFF a relay under program control 8 inputs. buffered and protected can mad It switch 
status ideal for computer controlling of model trains, alano systems. tape recorders. machinery etc. 
the Avid. kit includes a plated through (ward plus all components to make this exciting project. There is ass, 
provision on the board to change the address of the pons used fur quoin selection and input output. 

SEE ETI OCTOBER 1983 FOR FULL DETAILS 
The Pulsar Series 6000 microcomputer card has been designed to provide a cost-effective general purpose central 
processor that will find application in a aide range of systems. fronts stand-alone and dedicated control processors to 
multi -processing and network configurations. While the 6000 Series is fully compatible with the industry standard 
STD bus, attention was given to partitioning the circuit so that a complete disc -based computer system hold be 
constructed using just one card. Included on the board is: ZKOA processor operating at a full 4?1112. 64Kbytes 
dynamic RA?l, tingle double density floppy disc controller. two RS232C serial I O purl. 2Kbytes EPROM bout 
strap monitor and battery -backed real-time clock and calendar 
Interfacing to the STD bus allows systems to include' 
modules from a range of over 1800 cards available 
from some 80 manufac wren. 
Card Includes: 

Pnwerym automatic bootstrap to CP?I system 
in on -board EPROM 
Real time clock chip milli battery backed supply 

Bus Interface 
All signals meet STD Bus electrical specs. 

External Cowections 
- 50 nay edge connector provided for 8' floppy 

disc connections 
116 pin RS232C for terminal connection 
116 pin RS232C for tinnier connection 

FULL KIT PHONE FOR FINAL PRICE 
PCB - MANUAL & ROM ONLY 5149.00 

THIS IS THE PKE-RELE 1SE INFORMATION ON \ BR \ND NEs .MODEM KIT TIAT IS DUE FOR RELEASE 
IN NOVEMBER THIS KIT WILL 'KILL' ALL OTHER KITS \V AILABLE IN ITS TOTALCOMMUNICAJIO\ 
vs ITII THE OORLD RE 11)0 
11odulation Frequency shift keying Digital Interface RS -232C 1uto answer and disconnect Data common. - 

cation to basic Bell or CC ITT specifications giving a w nrld data communications capability Operates aids t 
normal phone 30014PS or 1200 BPS with backward channel 75 BPS Indicator. and test switch. \Was answer tar 

manual connect Backward channel standard on I200 BF'S mode Direct connection. inbuilt pine isolation aril 
Operates in the following modes 18.11 103 originate 300 BPS. Bell 103 answer 300 BPS. Bell 202 equalised 1200 
BPS. Bell 2202 1200 BPS. CCITT V23 le 2 equalised 12200 BPS. CCITT V23 mode 2 1200 BPS. CCITT V21 
originate .100 BPS and CCITT V2I answer 300 BPS, 

AND ITSCOs1ING SOON! 
TIIE PRICE? \ROUND 5200 THAT'S HUNURI DS LI SS 1111N, 1111 NEAREST EQUIVALENT 

/ . r 

(ELECTRONICS) Pty. Ltd. 
TWO GREAT LOCATIONS 

119 YORK STREET. SYDNEY 2000 
PITON E 1021 267 8777 
IA Charlie Bruwns Placed 
172 LIVERPOOL RO 1D IIIUME IiIGHW SYI. ENFIELD 
PIIONE: 1021745 2122 
MI Correspondence to. 
P O. BOX 0302. QUEEN VICTORIA BUILDING. 
SYDNEY 2000 

POST AND PACKING 
Divide the value of you order by 2015': I to get post and 
packing value and ten add 5200 it's that simple! 
All Bankcard orden can only he sent to a normal address 
INOT a P.O. Boxl. W Bankoard orden will be sent by 
registered trail 'add 53 to P&P charges). 

ENFIELD OPEN ON SUND \Y 
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Using the printer 
To call the printer from BASIC, it is first 
necessary to use the output redirection com- 
mand to tell the Microbee that a parallel 
printer is connected. There are two ways to 
do this. The printer can be the list device or 
the output device (or both). To set up the 
printer as the list device. which means any 
program LLIST commands will output to 
the printer, type the following: 

OUTL# I. 
To make the printer an output device, 

which means it will print anything that nor- 
mally appears on the VDU screen, type the 
following: 

OUT# I ON. 

OIL SOCKET 

CENTRONICS 
PRINTER 
WIRING 

- 19 

20 0 

21 

6 

8 7S-4 
27 

10 
11 29 
12 30 
13 31 

14 32 

15 33 
16 34 
17 35 

18 _. 36 

CENTRONICS 
CONNECTOR 

,: 
. . . 

_.. ' ^.. 
t 

r -,t 
Or .. t,v en,E2_ .^ , 

- . 

Fine print. The message reads: "This low cost thermal printer can print graphics with 280 dots per Tine or 

characters with 40 per line. The ETI-671 interface connects it to the popular MicroBee computer. Most 

"Centronics" printers can also be driven by the ETI-671. Build it and save $$$Ss over a serial interface 

option!" 

The printer will not begin printing until it 
either receives a carriage return code or fills 
up the 40 -character line buffer. To send a 

carriage return to the printer when it is an 
output device, insert the following: 

PRINT " " or PRINT CHR(I3);. 
Most parallel printers automatically carry 

out a line feed upon receiving a carriage re - 

Pin connection table 

turn. The Microbee normally sends both a 

carriage return and line feed, so double 
spacing will result in program listing, etc. 
Applied Technology has supplied a pro- 
gram to overcome this problem; it is 

reproduced elsewhere in this article. The 
program needs to be run everytime a cold 
start is executed, but may be deleted once it 
is run. 

DIL socket 
pin Nos 

MPF-1I 
printer cable Nos 

Centronics 
connector Nos Signal name 

1 2 1 STROBE 
2 4 19,20 GPiD 
3 6 21,22 GND 
4 8 23,24 GND 
5 10 25,26 GND 
6 12 27,28 GND 
7 14 10 BUSY(MPF-II), ACK (CENTRONICS) 
8 16 WC not used 
9 15 9 D7 

10 13 8 06 
11 11 7 05 
12 9 6 D4 
13 7 5 D3 
14 5 4 D2 
15 3 3 D1 

16 1 2 DO 

06100 
00110 
00120 
00130 
00140 

REM- Program to Print the MPF-II 
REM- standard character set. 
REM 

REM- OutPut device=Parallel Port 
GUT#1 

00100 
00110 
00120 
00130 

REM- Mir_roBee Program to remo.e 
REM- LineFeej character from the 

REM- list outPut stream. 

DATA 254,10.200,195.248,181 

00150 FOR N=32 TO 255 00140 RESTORE 130 

00160 PRINT CHR(N); 00150 FOR I=328 TO 333 

00170 NEXT N 00160 READ A POKE I,A 

00180 PRINT C:HR( 13 ) 00170 NEXT I 

00190 REM- OutPut device=VDU 00180 POKE 180.72 POKE 181,1 

00200 OUT#0 !"#f o'<)x:+,-.!0123456789:;<:=>?&ABGDEFG 

111~ .r -I 1/#01-T-111#41#1/ r 
vx 

HIJKLMNOPGRSTUVWXYZE\]h_`abcdefghijklmnc 
Parstuvwx'dz<:}- 
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ADAPTIVE PROVIDE 
THE OPTIONS 

ger , cot , s 4 
I tocó d 1 ; ovódob01 

am. r 

rl 

- 
ge-- 

, 

Expand you Pulsar "Little Big Board" 
Kit with easily adaptable accessories 

Hard and Floppy Disk Drives 
Card Cages 
Chassis 
Konan Controller Boards 
Host Interface Cards 

ADAPTIVE 
ELECTRONICS P/L 

418 St. Kilda Rood, Melbourne 3004. Phone: (03) 267 6800 (4 lines) Telex: AÁ32565. 

The all -Australian company that provides all the support you need 
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BANKCARD HOLDERS - 
PHONE YOUR ORDERS 

TOLL FREE! 

ALTRONICS 

TOP QUALITY 
XTALS 

V 1000 
Y 1003 
Y 1006 
Y 1010 
Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Y 
Y 

Y 

1012 
1015 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1025 
1030 

1.0000 mHz 
1.8432 mHz 
2.0000 mHz 
3.5875 mHz 
4.0000 mHz 
4.1940 mHz 
5.0000 mHz 
6.0000 mHz 
8.0000 mHz 

10.0000 mHz 
12.0000 mHz 
16.0000 mHz 

ea. 
Parallel $11.50 
Parallel 9.50 
Parallel 7.50 
Series 3.00 
Parallel 5.00 
Parallel 5.00 
Parallel 5.00 
Series 5.00 
Series 5.00 
Series 5.00 
Series 5.00 
Series 5.00 

10+ 
$10.25 

8.75 
6.75 
2.75 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 

, 4 

AUSTWIDE 

E3211 
HEATSINK COMPOUND 

Heat conducting paste facilitates 
heat transfer from semi to 
Heatsink. One tube good 
for up to 30 T03 package 
semiconductors. 

H 1600...7.5g PaCk 
v $1.20 

New trade pack 
H 1610...150g Pack $ 7.50 

SAVE UP TO 33% 

NEXT DAY DELIVERY 

VIA 

JETSERVICE 
(CAPITAL CITY A. SUBURBAN AREAS) 

VELOSTAT 

Non -static sheeting for storing CMOS IC's, 
LSI's etc. 1000 times better than aluminium 
foil. Will store up to 150 IC's on one 225 x 
150mm sheet. 

H 0500 $3.50 per sheet 

NEW HITACHI F SERIES 
SQUARE SCREEN DUAL BEAM CRO 

SUPERB NEW MODEL V152F DC TO 15 mHz 1Mv/DIV DUAL TRACE 

mv, po..cco. .., ... 
, -- L- - t 

a c (f - Z t I 

SPECIFICATIONS 
. Tot., drrN.,on 

s.n..1..n. 

Banew.eM 

.>. l.,, 5,0 e.,.,1.ne 

Maa 

ówInput cmpmoo.. 
opoomn 

ET. ...... 

b.ndw.a 
OT, a.o 
C.10 

O.,tp .pl r 

Bane 

5n1/ 0,10 5V d.. 5 
10 unNa1M 0117. 

imV 
dm l0 16 d. 6 

WNen p1na 5.mpN..e 
Un.Nmrrd c0m.wom aonl.ol 

11/01 l 2S 
o..dedn.P u.o eol.rwn.nf 

DC to 151O0, .3d6 to adr 
DC Io 7 M0, -306 to ad 
rwN.n .rna 
2a. 11o 5, í0n0 110, .. 

130000 0o, 3000 IDC AC p.r 
1 LMA 
AC. ONO, DC 
D.,r.11MON., .ppo 3Ooa 
CM1, C,}. DUOS. ADO, OIr 
CMf n,CM7 r a.n 
SInV /d.. 10 SV.d.. 
1w,rnpnnf.s.mp..r... rmwa..I 

DC ro 1010, wd,.n 3 

DC to 50010,. 4e6 
m.o,mo.. 

20 mV e. o, moe 
Irem..MVd ,10 50111 
50 w, 10 5M11, .388 

2u100 ,Appto..50t1 

CAT 00152 
PRICE ONLY 

$579 
$649 

TAX 
EXEMPT 

TAX 
PAID 

Features * x -v Operation * vertical 
sensitivity 1mv/div. 10 x Sweeptime 
magnification with 1 -touch operation 
. Convenient Ch1 signal DVM output 
* 2 -axis input provided - possible to 
use as CRT display * 0.2us to 0.2s - 
wide sweep range setting * Five 
modes of vertical operation . Panel 
layout with Colour coding of respective 
functions. 

Tvay,mode, AUTO NORM TV II TV II 
TnyyrIou,.r CM1,CM7 LINE,EaT 
Tumor "hum., AC 

TV IT," TV..n m 
In.enM ld.ooorlVÓY^c.yn. 
f.0. 1VpoomoIVncI}na 

Tnut,..tr t,Wwnh -INIeN1EIe. I 

olMert 05n 200 
7tolSMRe 150.,9000.6 

AUTO low banew.nm 300r 

ErWle "moo ngV1 '1n06.1.mpdan.e soo6. 1M o,, 
30.0 o 

S.1.1111.111. M.. . Ia 1006 
tOC t ..a tl 110,1 

0 
7.1 

19 
r cad Met,a 

5\ 
I mar 
unu,m.1w comm.." COMM, 

1co.nywD,lene.ro 

1 S maan,r.r 10 b.,r. wI7\I w.on.rp 

I Ma. wep 1 me 100n, 0.. 170,., d.. and 
1 1 50n, 6m not cal.yaredl 

:Tm lp He w1 ma m 
111..0om Aop,o, 1M. 10\ 11.1. 

Vpllapr 05V.511 
. poww e.o,....m.no 1001130320/2406 10\ 

50 lo 60 0., pp_o.. aD+e 

01mn...n. App.*a.2751WIa 1001010 40010150. 
1V,0y-1 App.oa.9.51f 

DIL SWITCHES 
GOLD PLATE SELF WIPING CONTACTS 

fL 5 3050 EA 10UD 

4 way $1.50 $1.35 
S 3060 
8 way $2.00 $1.75 

Powerful New 
6000 R P M 

Mini Drill 
for PC 

Work 

r 

Tons of Torque. 
Just the shot for 

PCB work. 
12V DC 
operated 

from external 
Power Pack 

1.2mm 
chuck 

capacity. 
Supplied c/w 

1mm drill bit. 

T2302 512.95 

Drill Bits: 
T2320 (0.8mm) ... S1.25 

T2325 (1.0mm ) . . . S1.25 

ALTRONICS JIFFY BOXES Incredible offer! 
Black plastic body with 22 g. aluminium lid and 4 st, screws supplied. Unique horizontal PC 

"Snap In" mounts as well as vertical Card guides. Order your PC Boards presized and dispense 
with costly stand offs, screws etc. These utility boxes are used in dozens of E.T.I. and E.A. prolects. 

Board Width 
Box Dimensions Vertical Horizontal Price this month 

H 0101 150 x 90 x 50 90 87 .90 
H 0102 195 x 1 13 x 60 106 103 2.90 
H0103 130x 68x41 62 60 1.80 
H 0105 83x 54x28 50 47 1.20 

FOR DESPATCH P&P CHARGES AND ADDRESS DETAILS PLEASE REFER TO OUR AD. ON PAGE 15 



 A 3NICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS 

.401.0 .NEW 20. WATT 

PaaP 'A AMPLIFIER Inn' 
UNCONDITIONALLY STABLE 

- ` ti..l 

The AS -20 Is a rugged reliable general purpose 
public address amplifier. Designed and manu- 
factured in Australia this amp Is suitable for use bV 
schools sporting clubs, function centres and in 
professional Installations (paging systems, back- 
ground music). 

Balanced Low Z mic input 
Unbalanced Low Z mic input 
MIC muting function (mutes program music 
with PA announcement) 
4-16 OHM Output ry AUK Treble and Bass Controls 
100V Balanced line output 
Full 20 watts RMS into 8 OHMS 
Short circuit load protection 
Less than 1% Distortion. 

WHY PAY OVER $200.00 
FOR AN INFERIOR UNIT? 

A2000 $149.00 
W0204 .... RED TRACE 
W0205 BLACK TRACE $34/200m 

PROFESSIONAL 

HORN SPEAKERS 
BOTH MODELS FULLY 

WEATHER PROOF 

NOW IN USE WITH 
THE WEST AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION DEPT AND PWD 

30 WATT WITH LINE TRANSFORMER 
Multitap Inbuilt line transformer allows taps 
330/30W, 660/15W, 1000/10W, 2000/SW. Universal 
swivel mounting bracket supplied. 
C2033 $69.95 
4 or more $67.80 

15 WATT WITH LINE TRANSFORMER 
Multitap inbuilt line transformer allows Z taps 
660/15W, 1K/10W 2K/5W, 4K/2.5W. Mounting 
bracket clears line ' line T X allowing rear wall mounting. 

C2030 $59.95 
4 or more $56.00 

8 INCH WIDE RANGE 
DUAL CONE SPEAKER 

200mm (8 In.). 10 Watts Max. power Input. Public 
Address, Background Music. Ideal HI FI extension 
speaker. Includes transformer holes at 51mm. 
Over 30,000 sold in Australia) 
Mounting holes 140 x 140mm. 

C2000 $9.50 ea 
10 Up $8.70 

8 INCH 
CEILING SPEAKER GRILL 

C0800 $2.75 
10 Up $2.00 

* 20W HIGH POWER 
SPEAKER TRANSFORMER 

Primary Power Taps (100V 
I 

- " , 
Line) 125/2.5/5/10/1S/20w , 
(Halve these for 70V line) 
SecOndary Taps 4/8/16 OHMS. e t 
M1120.... $10.80 I , 

L-910 or more$9.90 ;- y.-.-0 `_1 

4W MULTI -PURPOSE 
SPEAKER TRANSFORMER 

Primary: 2.5K, 5K OHMS fi - 

Secondary: 2, 4, 8, 16 OHMS 
Frequency Response: 30 Hz 
- 12 KHZ. Mounting hole 
centres 51mm. Ideal for high 
quality constant voltage 
PA systems. rr n 
M1105 $4.95 
10 Up each $4.50 

.0 
GRAIN ORIENTED 

STEEL CORE 

nutattttttt SAVE 
25%"""wtnnt 

ISE SET OF TEN TOP SELLING MOTOROLA BOOKS 
579.50 IF YOU MISSED OUT LAST TIME, ORDER NOW! 

S10 10 Pap "" LATEST EDITIONS JUST ARRIVED 
attar. 

Inntintlint 
PWS 

MOTOROLA CMOS DATA 
B 1105 $11.50 
A Comprehensive reference 
Covering 40XX, 45XX CMOS family 
along With Specialty devices Such as 
LCD drivers, telephone and general 
Communication functions and In. 
dustrial Control. 
862 pages essentials. In all spheres 
Of ele 

MECL MOTOROLA MECL DATA 
B 1100 $9.95 

providing11/ 

EnwiIter ECLIofdigital 

way Of 
improving system performance. 
This previously hard to get 
manual provides data on the rOYH, 
101 and ill families, MKS memory 
and PLL CHIPS. 

MOTOROLA OPTO DATA 
B 1118 $8.95 

andy reference provides data and application notes on 00t0 
couplers, Infra red LEDS, Photo transistors and a Complete Chapter 
On fibre Optics, a communications system which Is fast gaining 

usage worldwide VERY EDUCATIONAL. 

MOTOROLA POWER DATA 
B 1101 512.95 
Motorola are the undisputed world leader in Power Transistors. 
Renowned for their low CM and reliability, BOOk Includes a 9 page 
selection guide, application notes. and Data Sheets for Over 700 

Devices, 989 pages. Prvlousiy over 520.00. 

TOP QUALITY 

PAGING MIC 
STURDY 

ROBUST BASE 

Has tapered low frequency 
response for articulate speech 
reproduction. Low Impedance 

balance line, PTT switch with 
lock facility. Additional switch 
contacts for remote switching, 

muting etc. Gooseneck 
approx. 350mm. 

C0166 $59.95 

SUPER SPECIAL 

SPEAKER TWIN FLEX 
2 x 19/.193 

350/m 

MOTOROLA MASTER 
SELECTION GUIDE' 

B 1104 $7.95 
The most useful book ever printed, 
Covers MOS IC's listed Dy function, 
LINEAR ICS lilted by function INTER, 
FACE IC CS listed by function. LSI, 
memory, TTL ECL power products, 
SCR S. diodes, transistors listed by 
application and ratings. RF, Small 
signal and opto devices listed by 
application and ratings Essential 
Data given for all devices. 
TERRIFIC VALUE 

WS1EN 

MOTOROLA 
LINEAR IC'S 

B 1114 59.95 
Popular data manual. At last readl'y 
available AWOL 800 pages, full 
Data Design proceedures and equly 
alent listings for 1000 S of devices 
under headings OP AMPS, VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS CONSUMER CIRCUITS 
leg TV AUTOMOTIVE, POWER, HIGH 
FRFOUENCY CIRCUITS and SPECIAL. 
PURPOSE CIRCUITS 

MOTOROLA LINEAR INTERFACE IC'S 
B 1115 $11.50 
Complements the Linear IC Manual Gives data design proceedures 
and equivalent listings for MEMORY MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT, 
LINE DRIVERS'RECEIVERS, TELEPHONY. COMPARATORS, VOLTAGE 
REFERENCE AND DATA CONVERSION DEVICES 
Includes Comprehensive Selector guide. 

MOTOROLA MICROPROCESSOR DATA 
B 1120 514.95 
Over 1200 page% Covering all aspects of motOrola s microprocessor. 
microcomputer and peripheral .Omponents A clearly written 
Manual providing all the data netesary tO design and build a 

working Computer system from scratch 
1oOs Of Clrcult examples. now ChartS, Truth Tables and 
programme routines. 

MOTOROLA 
MEMORY DATA 

B 1113 $8.95 
An absolute mutt toe the mlCro- 
processor Buff This Is the latest 
reprint of Motorolis famous 
Memory Data Manual and includes 
all the latest specifications and 
design application data On TTL RAM. 
TEL PROM, MECL MEMORY, MECL 
RAM, MECL PROM, MOS dynamic 
RAM, MOS Static RAM, MOS EPROM. 
MOO FE PROM and MOS ROM 
Worth many dollars morel 

aGglTty rn 

MEMORY 

SCMOTTIKY TTL DATA 
B 1109 59.95 
EfSentlal reference for the 
enthusiast and engineer alike De- 
signing, building and servicing 
digital Circuitry Is an absorbing pas, 
time Data for the LS, ALS and FAST 
families along with design Con. 
Sideratlons and CI -cult Character. 
Iftic are logically presented In this 
manual, making It [BAY and Cain t0 
use 

FOR DESPATCH P8 -P CHARGES AND ADDRESS DETAILS PLEASE REFER TO OUR AD. ON PAGE 15 
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Getting hard copy from 
your Microbee - cheaply 

11111101 
MiereBec Q 

1 I - -1.1-1.1-1,11.1.101.1 1_ p11 11 1'1,1 I 1 L 1 't.) } 

,rf 1 

.4 V 
_4,1...: 

Here is the 'cheap and simple' way to get printout from your 
Microbee. Teleprinters can be obtained for less than $100 (as 
cheap as $30, even!) and they make quite an acceptable sub- 
stitute if you can't afford a 'real' printer. This project interfaces 
your Microbee to a teleprinter. 

YOU MAY RECALL that some of the 
early Microbee programs in ETI were origi- 
nally printed out on an old 50 baud tele- 
printer. This worked well for assembly 
langauge programs. but there were a few 
problems when BASIC was being printed. 
One program even had to be published a 

second time with a proper ASCII printout 
because people couldn't make much sense 
of the first version. The trouble is the 
Baudot character set ... some of those 
special characters such as "*" and "#" just 
don't exist. But even with all the troubles, I 

still keep getting letters and phone calls ask- 
ing "how'd you do it?" 

I did it. originally, with a second comput- 
er, a small 6800 -based machine. The ma- 
chine code program took in ASCII material 
at 12(X) bauds and translated it to Baudot 
code which was sent to the printer at 50 
hands. The data was transferred a line at a 

time, and then the Nlicrohee was forced to 

wait while the other computer drove the 
teleprinter. The system looked like any 
1200 baud printer to the 'Bee, and the sig- 
nals came out of the second computer as 
audio tones which were decoded with an 
ETI-730 radioteletype converter (August 
'79). Nothing had to be modified, every- 
thing just plugged together. but it was 
messy. Now due to all that popular de- 
mand, here's a teletype machine driver 
system that's internal to the Microbee. 

Using the 50 -baud printing system de- 
scribed here is simplicity itself. All you do is 
play a tape into the 'Bee and from then on 
anything that would have come out the 
RS232 port as 1200 baud ASCII comes out 
as 50 baud Baudot instead. A small inter- 
face circuit then converts the RS232 data 
levels to high voltage drive for the teleprint- 
er. Because of the Microbee's battery 
backup system. the 50 baud routine remains 
in force until you cold -start the BASIC. 

) 

iy 

Tom Moffat 
39 Pillinger Drive, Fern Tree, Tas. 7101 

That re -initializes the 1200 baud routine, 
which stays in force until you re -load the 
tape. By the way, a tape of the software 
(reproduced later) is available from the 
author, post paid, for $12 if you're too lazy, 
ham-fisted or lacking in confidence to key it 
in yourself. 

How I did it 
The signals at the 'Bee's RS232 port are 0 V 
for mark and +10 V or thereabouts for 
space. Not quite RS232 standard, but it 
seems to drive printers.all right. The signals 
are upside-down for teletype. and of the 
wrong voltage. The circuit shown in Figure 
I will take care of this. I built a prototype to 
fit inside a standard RS232 (25 -pin) plug 
shell of the Cannon variety (the big black 
one). The circuit board for this was 7119.68 

millimetres square (or just over one square 
inch. to he less metric about it). As this 
would provide some difficulties for the aver - 
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mIcrl'o1292-` T ónWrffses 
age constructor, the final prototype was 
built on a somewhat larger board and 
housed in a small jiffy box. 

You may notice that the design is very 
similar to the rear end of the ETI-730 tele- 
type converter. If fact, if you have one of 
these converters you can use it instead by 
removing the link between R26 and R27 
and feeding signals from the 'Bee's RS232 
port into the driver transistor (02) for the 
loop switch at the 'free' end of R27. 

Once again, the loop circuit is a direct 
pinch from the ETI-730 project, and if you 
have a loop power supply already, use it. 
Otherwise, you can build one up from a dis- 
used transformer, some diodes, and a filter 
capacitor. Perhaps you can fit it in the tele- 
printer's case. 

Software 
The first part of the program, up to line 200, 
fools the Microbee into thinking it's got a 

1200 baud printer connected. This is the 
only part of the program that actually runs; 
it substitutes a jump address to "TTYPRT" 
for the jump address to the 1200 baud rou- 
tine stored in ROM. The 1200 baud routine 
is the one the Microbee always defaults to. 
It's what you get when you use LPRINT or 
specify OUT#5. It's also the routine the 
editor/assembler calls for any printing 
operations. 

The rest of the TTYPRT program, from 
line 230 onwards, is just one big subroutine. 

The character to be printed is in the Z80's 
accumulator when the print routine is 

called. The character is first inspected to see 
if it's a carriage return, a line feed, or a form 
feed. Carriage return and line feed are 
translated directly, as is, but form feed 
causes 10 line feeds to be generated. The 
editor/assembler sends form feeds to break 
up its output into pages. 

Any control codes other than the ones 
mentioned above are thrown away. Lower 
case characters are converted to upper case 
and the character, now with a value be- 
tween 0 and 3F (hex). specifies a certain 
entry within the look -up table starting at 
line 800. Each byte in the table contains the 
five bits of a Baudot character in its five left- 
most bits. The right -most bit is an indicator 

TELEPRINTERS 

Frederick George Creed (1871-1957), a native 
of Nova Scotia, is credited with being the pio- 
neer of the teleprinter which he adapted from a 
Barlock typewriter, producing his first prototype 
in a Shed he rented for 5s in Glasgow in 1897. 
He retained this as a mascot for the rest of his 
life. Creed's first instruments actually put Morse 
Code on a punched paper tape but this new 
technology was not accepted as it was much 
quicker than existing Morse -encoding machines 
and threatened to replace the many trained 
operators of the day. 

One Charles Krumm produced a 'teletype' 
machine in 1907, but it was the UK Morkrum 
Company who successfully developed one in- 
dependently and introduced it in the early 
1920s. The German Siemens-Halske company 
also developed a machine at this time. These 
machines employed a then -new encoding sys- 
tem developed by Jean Maurice Baudot and 
Donald Murray (a New Zealand farmer). The 
'Baudot' code, as it is now known, is a five -unit 
code and requires synchronous transmission 
and reception (See ETI, April, '83, RTTY-Com- 
puter Decoder, Figure 1, page 80). 

Creed was a strongly religious man and re- 
signed the chairmanship of his own company in 
1930 at the age of 59 because his employees 
insisted on playing sport on the Sabbath. He 
continued his interest In inventions, however, a 

more 'colourful' one being his permanent hair 
dye, only ever applied once, on his own beard. 
which turned an indelible rainbow pattern! 

Secondhand ex -government and commercial 
service teleprinters of various makes can be 
had for quite cheap prices in most Australian 
states. The most common ones available are 
the Teletype Corp. Model 15 and Siemens 
Model 100, although Creed Model 7s can still 
be found. Scanning through Mini -Mart in recent 
issues of ETI shows you can pick up model 
15s for $50 or less and Siemens Model 100s 
for between $50 and $100. Both these ma- 
chines can come with or without a keyboard, 
the latter being the cheaper. For computer 
printout purposes, a keyboard is not necessary. 

They can also be found in 'surplus' electron- 
ics shops. Shop around, advertise in Mini -Mart 
(it's free!), you should not have too much diffi- 
culty finding one. 

".ADDR CODE 

0400 
0140 

LINE LABEL MNEN OPERAND 

00100 ,NICROBEE TO 50 BAUD TELETYPE PRINT ROUTINE... 
00110 ,REPLACES 1200 BAUD SERIAL ROUTINE (OUTLCS). 
00120 , - TON NOFFAT, 31/7/83 
00130 
00140 DEFR 16 
00150 ORG 014DH 

OLAA 180D 

014C 1802 
OIAE CBAF 
0180 3002 
0182 CBEF 
0184 D3n2 

00660 
00670 
00689 PULSE 
00690 
00700 
00710 
00720 

JR DELAY 

IN A,(2) 
RES 5,A 
JR NC,S.4 
SET 5,4 
OUT (2),A 

,AND A HALF, 

,READ PIO 
,IF LOw BIT 

,IF HIGH BIT 
,SEND BACK TO PIO 

014D 215701 00160 LD HL,TTYPRT 0186 IIEO(1S 00730 ID DE,5E0 ,2n HS TIME DELAY 

0150 22BC00 00170 LD '(OBCH),HL,SUBSTITUTE JUMP ADDRESS 0189 18 00740 DELAY DEC DE 

0153 2ÁA200 00180 LD HL,(0421 01BA 7A 00750 LD A,D 

0156 E9 00190 JP (HI) 
00200 
00210 OF ASCII TO BAUDOT CONVERSION, ASCII IN A, 

0188 B3 
O1BC 20FB 
GIBE C9 

(1(1761 

00770 
00780 

OR E 

JR N1,DElAY 
RET 

0157 06)1 

,START 
00220 
00230 TTYPRT LD 8,1 ONCE 

00790 
0n800 ,BAUDOT CHARACTER TABLE, ARRANGED BY ASCII VALUE 

0159 0E10 
0158 FEUD 
015D 2800 
OISF 0E40 

00240 
00250 
0026n 
00270 

ID 
CP 
JR 
LD 

,PRINT 
CID ,TTY (CR) CHARACTER 
ODN ,ASCII RETURN 
Z,REPT 
C,4n (IF) CHARACTER 

O1BF 2039 
nIC1 A129 
01C3 5981 

n0810 
01820 TABLE 
(Y1830 
00840 

DEFw 3929 
DEFw 29A1 
DEFw 08159 

,(SPC) 
,' C 

,S f 

0161 FEOA 
0163 282F 
0165 060A 
0167 FEOC 

00280 
00290 
00300 
00310 

CP 
JR 
ID 
CP 

,TTY 
DAN ,ASCII LINE FEED 
Z,PRINT 
B4OAH ,TEN LINE FEEDS 
0CHK FORM FEED 

0105 D1A1 
01C7 F149 
01C9 8889 
OICB 31C1 

00850 
00860 
00870 
00880 

DEFw 0A1D1 
DEFw 49F1 
DEFw 8988 
DEFW 0C131 

,*+ ' 

,( 1 

,x . 

0169 2005 
0168 CD9401 
016E 10FB 
0170 D620 
0172 D8 
0173 FE40 
0175 30F9 

00320 
00330 REPT 
0(1340 
00350 KILL 
0036) 
00370 
00380 

JR 
CALL 
DJNZ 
SUB 
RET 
CP 
JR 

NZ, III 
,ASCII 

PRINT 
REPT 
20 ,KILL CONTROL CODES 
C 
4n ,LOWER CASE? 
NC,KILL SUBTRACT 2n AGAIN 

ma) 3989 
OICF 69E9 
0101 C981 
01D3 5109 
01D5 A9E1 
0107 6119 
01D9 7131 

01890 
00901 
00910 
00920 
0093n 
00940 
00950 

DEFw 08939 
DEFw 0E969 
DEFw 8109 
DEFW 0951 
DEFw 0E149 
DEFW 1961 
DEFw 3171 

/ 
,0 1 

,2 3 
,4 5 
,6 7 
,8 9 

0177 21BF01 00390 LD 
,THEN 

HL,TABLE 01DB F179 00961 DEFw 79F1 ,( - 

017A 85 onion ADD A,L n1DD 4999 (1(1970 DEFw 9949 ,) ? 

0178 6F 00410 LD I,A m DF DICE 009R0 DEFw 000D1 ,a A 

017C 3AFF01 00420 ID A,(FLAGI,FIGS/LTRS FLAG niEl 9870 00990 DEFw 7098 ,B C 

017F 4F 
0180 7E 

00430 
00440 

LD 
LD 

C,A 
A,(HL) CHARACTER 

01E3 9080 
01E5 Bn58 

01000 
01010 

DEFw 809(1 
DEFW 5890 

,D E 
,F O 

0181 E&)1 (10450 AND 
,TTY 

1 F/L FLAG BIT 01E7 286n 0102n DEFw 6)28 ,H I 

0183 B9 0046) CP 
,ISOLATE 

C PREVIOUS FLAG 0119 DOFn 01030 DEFW OF0D0 ,J K 

0184 280D 00470 JR 
,CO''PARE 

Z,PRINT-1 01E8 4A3A 0104h DEFw 3848 ,L N 

0186 32FF01 00480 LD (FLAG),A OSED 3018 01050 DEFw 1830 ,N 0 

0189 87 00490 OR A OR LTRS NEEDED? OIEF 68E8 01061 DEFw 0E86R ,P 0 

0)8A OEDR 00500 LD 
,FIGS 

C,ODA (FIGS) 01F1 50411 0)n70 DEFw 0A050 ,R S 

OIRC 2002 00510 JR 
,TTY 

NZ,$.4 O1F3 OBEn O10A0 DEFw nE0(18 ,T U 

018E OEFA 00520 LD C,OFA (LTRS) 01F5 78CR n1090 DEFw 00878 ,v w 

0190 C09401 00530 CALL 
,TTY 

PRINT 01F7 BBAA 01100 DEFw OARBA ,X Y 

0193 4E 00540 LD C,(HL) 01F9 88(1 01110 DEFw 0(188 ,Z ( 

0194 87 00550 PRINT OR A CARRY OIFB 8949 01120 DEFw 4989 ,/ ) 

0195 CDACOI 00560 CALI 
,CLEAR 

PULSE BIT 01FD D1D1 01130 DEFw OD1D1 ,(uP-ARROwI (LEFT-ARROw) 

0198 C5 00570 PUSH 
,START 

BC 01140 
0199 06)5 00580 LD 8,5 01FF 00 01150 FLAG DEFB 0 
0198 CB11 n0590 PRT1 RI C 01181 
0190 CDACOI 0n6(X) CALL PULSE DATA BITS... (II100 01170 END 

man 10F9 00610 DJNZ 
,5 

PRT1 03100 TOTAL ERRORS 

0142 Cl 
0193 37 

0(162n 
00630 

POP 
SCF 

Be 
CARRY DELAY 0189 PRT1 0198 PULSE OIAC FLAG 01FF 

0194 CDACn1 00640 CALL 
,SET 

PULSE STOP BIT.. TABLE OIBF KILL 0170 PRINT 0194 REPT 0168 

01A7 1IF002 0065n ID 
,ONE 

DE,2Fn TTYPRT 0157 
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HOW IT WORKS - ETI-672 

It's really quite simple. The modified-to-Bau- 
dot data signals on pin 2 of the Microbee's 
RS232 port drive the base of 01 via R1, 
turning it on and off. The collector load for 
01 is provided by R2, the collector supply 
being derived from pin 9 of the RS232 port 
(±12 V). The signal at the collector of 01 is 
thus an inverted version of the signal at pin 
2 of the RS232 port, swinging from about 
+12 V for 'mark' to less than 1 V for 'space'. 

The collector signal of 01 drives the base 
of 02 via R3. This transistor is connected in 
series with the teletype printer magnets via 
D1, thus operating the printer in accordance 
with the code sent. 

Diode D1 and the RC network of R4 -C2 
smooth out inductive 'kicks' from the 
printer magnets. 

The loop supply comprises a 110 V trans- 
former, a diode bridge rectifier and a 

smoothing capacitor, Cl. Resistor R. Is set 
to limit the current through the printer mag- 
nets to about 60 mA. 

band 

HEW 
Diode 

TELETYPE 
PRINTER 
MAGNETS 

C2 
loon. 

pb RZ Rao D1 
R1 1k 3k9 3k 
33k 

2 

PIN 2 (TX DATA) 

DB 25 
CONNECTOR 
REAR VIEW 

b 
O 

e MJE340 

PIN 9 ( 12V) 

25 

PIN 7 (GND) 

PARTS LIST - ETI-672 

i 

Resistors all 1/4W, 5% 
R1 33k 
R2 1k 
R3, R4 3k9 

Capacitors 
Cl 160/350 V electro. 
C2 100n 250 V greencap or 

ceramic. 

Semiconductors 
D1 1N4004 
01 BC108, BC548 etc 
02 MJE340 

Miscellaneous 
ETI-672 pc board; UB5 jiffy box (28x54x83 mm); 
DB25 connector (for Microbee RS232 port); jack 
plug for teleprinter; teleprinter (see panel in text); 
loop supply components - transformer with 
110 Vac or 125 Vac secondary rated at 100 mA, 
4 x 1 N4004, 25 W resistor (see text); hookup 
wire, etc. 

Estimated cost: $14-$16 
(less loop supply) 

240 V 

BC548. BC 108 

METAL IEE 

c 

+12 V 

e 

RS232 
b TRANSMIT 

DATA 

02 

4 x1 N4004 etc 

that tells whether the character should be 
figures- or letters -shifted. The bit is com- 
pared with a figures/letters flag that tells 
whether the previous character was in fig- 
ures or letters case. If different, figures or 
letters is sent to the printer, and the new 
flag condition is stored. If the bit and the 
flag were the same, this part is skipped 
over. 

The Baudot character to be printed is 
now copied into register C, where it's ro- 
tated out the left hand end bit by bit, with 
20 millisecond time delays inserted in be- 
tween. A start bit (always low) is sent 
before the first rotation and a stop bit 
(always high) is sent for 30 ms after the last 
data bit. With the character complete the 
TTYPRT subroutine returns to the calling 
program. 

The times specified are for a 50 baud 
printer, but other speeds can be used as 
well, by changing the data in some memory 
locations. The Microbee IC model, with its 
higher speed clock frequency, is also ca- 
tered for. See Table I. 

Table 1. 

BAUDS CLOCK 81A8 01A9 8187 8188 

75 2 MMZ F5 81 EA 83 

58 2 MMZ F8 82 E8 05 

45 2 MMZ 3B 83 76 06 

'5 3.375 4E 83 9C 86 

58 3.375 F5 84 EA 89 

45 3.375 74 05 ES BA 

Construction 
Construction is quite straightforward. First 
check the pc hoard has no problems - no 
broken tracks or tiny copper 'bridges, all 
holes drilled correctly, etc. If all's well, in- 
sert all the resistors and the one capacitor 
according to the overlay shown in Figure 2. 
Next insert the diode, making sure you get 
it the right way round (otherwise your tele- 
printer won't operate at all), followed by 
the two transistors. also making sure you 
get those the right way round. 

The DB25 plug can then he wired up with 
a short cable to run to the pc hoard. plus a 
two -wire cable to a jack plug for the tele- 
printer. Don't wire them to the pc board 

SEE TEXT 

Rx 

01 
BCi08 
BC548 
etc 

TELETYPE 
PRINTER 
MAGNETS 

D1 
1N4004 

MJE340 

C2 
í00n 

1250V 

yet. Drill two holes, in either end of a small 
jiffy box (a `UB2' does nicely, it measures 
just 28 x 54 x 83 mm) and pass the two 
cables through, tying a knot to prevent 
them pulling out and leaving enough wire to 

solder to the pc board. Solder the wires to 
the pc board. If you like, the board can be 
left loose in the jiffy box or, taped down 
with a piece of double -sided sticky pad 
under the QI end of the board. Screw the 
lid on and you're ready to go. 

Before you start printing, however, you 
may need to adjust the value of R, for cor- 
rect operation of the printer magnets. Con- 
nect a milliammeter of 100 mA full scale, or 
a multimeter set to read 100 mA, between 
the anode of DI and ground then power up 
the printer loop supply. Adjust R, to get a 
reading of around 60 mA. An old wire - 
wound 'slider' resistor of about 2000 or 2500 
ohms, rated at 20 W or 25 W, is just right 
for this job, otherwise you'll have to do it by 
substitution. Don't adjust the resistor with 
the power on and remember to discharge CI 
after you switch the power off and before 
yntt adjust Rx. 

Be happy, print cheaply 
This whole system has been under test for 
quite a few weeks and it hasn't missed a 
beat (so far). The memory area for the pro- 
gram was chosen to keep it out of harm's 
way from other programs that may be in the 
computer. After all, it's meant to be an 
accessory, not the star attraction. 

If you can lay your hands on an old tele- 
printer, this system is a good. clean solution 
to the high cost of 'proper' printers. The 
program listing with this article was printed 
by an old Siemens Model 1(X) teleprinter. 
Not bad, huh? 
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$355 + la\ 

AFTER STOCKTAKE SALE - BE.QUICK AND YOU WILL REAP THE BARGAINS 

THE PRINTER PEOPLE' SPECIALS 

PRINTER A NEW DRIB TER NOW! - 

CP-80/1, 
80 -COLUMN 
IMPACT PRINTER 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Functional Specifications 
Printing method - Serial impact dot matrix 
Printing format - Alpha -numeric - 7 a 8 in 8 x 9 dot 

matrix field Semi -graphic (character graphic? - 7 . 8 
dot matrix Bit image graphic - Vertical 8 dots paraltal 
horizontal 640 dots serial/line 

Character size - 2 1mm (0083')-W x 2 4mm 1009 I -H 7 a 

8 dot matrix 
Character set - 228 ASCII characters. Normal and italic 

alphanumeric fonts symbols and semi -graphics 
Printing speed - 80 CPS 640 dots/line per Second 
Line teed time - Approximately 200 cosec at 4 23mm 

(1/61 line leed 
Printing direction - Normal - Bidirectional logic 

seeking Superscript and bit image graphics - 
Unidirectional left to right 

Dot graphics intensity - Normal - 640 dots 190 5mm 
17 51 line horizontal Compressed characters - 1 280 
dots/19 Omm (7 5.1 line horizontal 
Line spacing - Normal - 423mm tt 6'1 

MPI DISC DRIVES 
to suit Tandy & System 80 computers) 

with Box & Power supplies 
I DRIVE 2 DRIVES 

$259+tax $520+tax 
$389+ tax $620+ tax 
$460+ tax P.O.A. 
$559+tax P.O.A. 

B 51 

B 52 

B 91 
B 92 

Programmable in increments of 035mm it 721 and 
Ott8mmltr2t6I 

Columns/line - Normal size - 80 columns Double width - 40 columns Compressed print - 142 columns 
CompreSSed/double width - 71 columns 
The aboves can be mixed in a line 

Paper leed - Adjustable sprocket leed and Inchon teed 
Paper type - Fanfold Single sheet Thickness - 005mm 

10 002 1 l0 0 25m 10 01 I Paper width - 101 bmm 
(4') to 254mm 1101 

Number 01 Copies - Original plus 3 copies by normal 
thickness paper 

larrk..iul S1.ciki.rl.r1 
Ribbon - Cartridge ribbon IexClusive usel black 
MTBF -5 million lines (excluding) print head filet 
Print head Ide - Approximately 30 million characters 

(replaceable) 
Dimensions - 377mm 114 8 I -W x 295mm 1 t 1 6 1 Do 

125mm 14 9) H mcl sprocket cover 

Parallel CP80 $495 Serial CP80 s595 

DISCOUNT DISKETTES 
WELL KNOWN BRAND 
12 MONTH WARRANTY 

(CONTROL DATA) 
5% SOFT SECTORED 
-S-Side Double Density 
-D-Side Double Density 

8" SOFT SECTORED 
-S-Sided Single Density $32.00/10 
-D-Sided Double Density $49.00110 

ALL PRICES PLUS 20% 
SALES TAX 

$27.50/10 
$47.50/10 

CHECK THE PRICES THIS MONTH ONLY 
THE MITSUBISHI RANGE OF DISK DRIVES 
M2896-63 
Slimline 8" Disk Drive, Double Sided, Double Density, No AC Power Required, 3ms 
track to track, 1.6 mbytes unformatted, 77 track/side, 109 bit soft error rate. 

$485 + la\- I30x & I)0"el. Sup1I\ to Still 1l)5 ' la\ 
M2894 5 or more \-fill + lay 
Standard size 8" drive, Double Sided, Double Density, 3ms track to track access, 1.6 
mbytes unformatted, 77 track/side, 108 bit soft error rate. 

$485 + la\ 13t)á & Su1ply S95 + tit\ 
M4854 
Slimline 5%4" disk drive, Double Sided, Double Density, 96 track/inch, 9621 bits/inch, 
1 .6 mbytes unformatted, 3ms track to track access, 77 track/side. 

M4853 
Slimline 5'/m" disk drive, Double Sided, Double Density, 1 rnbyte unformatted, 3ms 

track to track, 80 track/side, 5922 bits/inch, Steel band drive system. 

$335 + Ias, 130\ & Poker Su 111\ 

I;ux & I'ut+er Su11l 1h5 + 1ax 

Hard Disc Interface 

ALL VERBATIM DISCS 10% OFF 
LISTED PRICE THIS MONTH 

VERBATIM DISCS 
5 YEAR DATALIFE GUARANTEE 
M D525-0í Single Sided. Double Density 
MD575.10 SSDD 10 Sectors 40 Tracks 
MD525.16 SSOD 16 Sectors 40 Tracks 
MO550.01 Double Sided, Double Density 
MD55001 DSOD 10 Sectors 40 Tracks 
MD550.16 DSDD 16 Sectors 40 Tracks 
MD557O1 SSDD Soh Sect 80 Tracks 
M0577IO SSDD 10 Sectors 80 Tracks 
MD577 16 SSOO t6 Sectors 80 Tracks 
M055701 0500 Son Sect 80 Tracks 
MO557 16 DSDD 16 Sectors 80 Tracks 

8" VERBATIM 
F032.1000 Snrgie Sided, Smgir Density 
F0328000 Single Sided. Double Density 
F032.9000 SSOD Critically Cerblred 
P034.1000 Single Sided, Single Density 
F034E1000 Single Sided, Double Densdy 
F0104008 Double Sided, Single Density 
P0104015 Double Sided. Single Density 
F 0104076 Double Sided, Single Densely 
FF32.2000 SD FLIPPY FLOPPY 
FF34.2000 SD FLIPPY FLOPPY 
(30324000 Double Sided, Double Density 
00344001 Double Sided, Double Density 
00344008 Double Sided, Double Density 
00344015 Double Sided, Double Density 
0034 4076 Double Sided. Double Density 

ALL PRICES PLUS 7051 SALES TAX 
WI 5511 I NM Ill Ill .51I N. (IN I)I5l I'lICI 1 

Per Box 
of 10 

4400 
4500 
45 10 
41 50 
49 50 
49S0 
49 50 
S7 00 
5/ 00 ` 

45 00 
5400 
5100 
45 00 
5100 
5900 
5900 
59 00 
62 00 
62 00 
54 00 
49 00 
5100 
5300 
5500 

CPM SYSTEMS G 20 
Twin S' 5 NCR 

4MHz Double Density 
Big Board (2) $2950.0( + tax 
Twin 5" Drives 
4MHz Double Density 
Big Board (2) $2250+ tax 

HARD DISC DRIVES 
ARE HERE! 

5 Megabyte $1000 + tax 
10 Megabyte $1250 + tax 
Controller to suit $450 + tax 
Box and Power Supply $225 + tax 

BIG BOARD (1) NEWS 
Double Density add on. 

$195 + tax (incl. Software & 
Hardware) 

$195 + tax 

PROWRITER PRINTERS 
1,15 I l as I'aikl 

vi1n1' 
N51 Dti 
15;u1' 
I 55m 
I MI' 
I PC, 

TERMINALS 
( trltti III .111,1 see Ihint yutrl,i111! 

1-c 
6-24 4-')') 

lull 

RITRONICS WHOLESALE PTY LTD 
48 - 50 A'BECKETT STREET, MELBOURNE 3001. Telephone: (03) 347 9251 

425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE, VICTORIA 3070. Telephone: (03) 489 7099 

MAIL ORDERS TO P.O. BOX 235 NORTHCOTE 3070. P&P MINIMUM $3.00 



Digital Delay Line 
The Digital Delay Line is designed to produce a huge variety of 
electronic effects. It works very well but the amazing thing is the low 
low price! The effects depend on the time delay selected and some of 
those included are: Phasing, Flanging Chorous. ADT (Automatic 
Double Tracking), Echo, 'and Vibrato. The delay time can be varied 
from 0.32ms to 1.6 seconds! Because the signal Is stored in digital 
form there is, unlike analog systems, no degeneration of the signal 
with time and unlimited repetition is provided by use of the freeze 
control. 
All the controls mount directly upon PCB's to eliminate wiring 
and to further simplify construction the main board is' plated 
through' I.e. there are no wire links or link.through pins. The whole 
of the memory whether for the basic 400ms machine or the fully 
expanded 1.6 second model all fits on the main board. The cabinet 
which is free standing but also suitable for 19" rack mounting, is 

fully finished to a very high standard. The panel is deep blue whilst 
the cover is psrayed with a durable black enamel. The kit is avail. 
able for only 5449 -compare that with Inferior saints that can cost 
over 52,00011 
Cat. KJ.6821 $449.00 

. - 

% e , hti aa 

400ms VERSION 

ONLY 

KIT 
sae --.f//Jn./'11..//1 

t)ELI 
. 

0-30V lamp 
power supply 

ETI 162 
Cat KE4570 

- Fully protected - Output variable from 0-30V DC - Selectable current limit - Both voltage and current metering - After a multimeter & soldering Iron an 
absolute must for the enthusiast. 

You will never own a more useful piece of 
gear. 

-- 7 
Ref: ET 
December 11982 

Video Amplifier/ 
Ref EA Aug 1983 Buffer 

The n,we, toa maidens orne, I 

« This dc be e can made to fit mode e TV sat for ene separan bou if necenaT 
It basically enables 
turning 

roan to nací s into the indio dune of your TV,. 

et into a colo monitor. Tnn me at the video peal Iron your 
computer, VCR. TV game etc of need to be convened to OF end 90 
mrerdr the TV IF stop You will be amazed by the clears, sharper signet 
that has less interference. Notes on how to 51 to venous TV un are ine44d. 
Cat KA 1521 514.95 

VIDEO AMPLIFIER 

w« 

Jiffy Box to suit 
H B-6003 $2.20 

e0 íe2 PV 1e SUPPLY 

1 

{{o 

.e 

$4 

minitune 
Specification 

Function F.5.0. Resolution 
Voltage Id C 1 20V IOmV 

200V IOomV 
Resistance 2000 100in0 

24(1 100 
RPM 20000rprn IOrpm 
Dwell 90 01 

FAR CHEAPER 
THAN DPM 
SEPARATELY 

:4295 

Accuracy 
05.:1 digit 
O S. 1mad 
0 5e._ 1 digit 
05.t(bail I.. 3 digits 
2%53 digits 

o. 4040, 

n/`TVNE 

Following the spectacular success of the DP2010 Digital Multimeter 
kit, we now have an ENGINE ANALYSER KITI But the spectacular 
thing is the price! It is ACTUALLY CHEAPER than the DPM-05 
Display and Case)) The Minitune will measure voltage, resistance 
(down to a very low range), RPM and Dwell Angle. 
Cat. KJ-7012 542.95 

TEST LEADS TO SUIT ONLY S2.95 

Ref: 
EA 
June 
1983 

50 
Touch LaTp 

Ref: EA Aug1983 In EA Aug liner 
Tnis protect II red um,lar to 1M EA laud. amm« wit Kn hY oee, into 000ular 
Kneel, you twen m..AIClne and me 411 stays on for e predetermined 
amount of ame The lane wallO.,e n asad « me dunmer 
As usual the u gt.. kit caltams wens, Component. .s °monanr Unclad. 
ncludmg quality RPM wellplet.. 
Cat KA 1525 521.00 

1' 

LOW COST DIGITAL, 
MULTIMETER KIT 

EA wrV 19413lrh.,ronml 
.,w,« aav..e«....«,rp..mwlnkN«« 

Up .n01 a..nee m.,.M,e, .et nnesnn 
were.opt net ene lon cos. rwtle gP2010 

Met A MI, ...Mae ham Me 

.««pe 
...tom 

10oao-o«io 
Ali own en. irniveeal 

end .sol 

Set of last 
proRs to 
sun 52.95 
Prod to 
suet Cat. 
WT5312 
ONLY $2.50 
Elee.adr 216 lied' 
9v Oane.y Cat. 002370 
ONLY 51.00 

* * 

<r 
/2,<r Eke 

DP2010 kit GL KJ7010 
ONLY 545 

SPECIFICATIONS 

"LEARN 
ELECTRONICS 
AND END UP 

WITH A USEFUL 
*PIECE OF 

TEST GEAR IN 
THE END" 

AC NpcuKnsn* RANGES 
sa. w «m« 

«ns. err a. sem...wn 
porn,erlanuele or e,..n n nn .m< .,P n to 

Function I.s.d. Resolution Accuracy Protection 
Volts 
IQaI N Inn/ 1% l digit 500V for 

20V 1pnV t%1 digit one minute Current 
200V 100mV 1%' 1 digit la...) 
500V IV 1% I digit 

Current 2mA luA 1%1 digit 1A/250V 
Id.C.1 20mA 10uA 1% 1 digit Resistance 

200mA 100uA 3%l digit 
2000mA ItnA 5%' 1 diet 

Volts la.c.l 2V ImV 2%'S d,gd 500V for 
200 tO.nV 2%5 meet one minute Diode Test 

200V tpumV 
500V 1V 
2mA tuA 
20mA 10uA 
20CknA 100uA 
2000mA 1mA 
2K 1 

206 10 
2006 100 
2000K 16 
N 'my 

2%5 digit 
2%5 diet 
2%5 diet IA/250V 
2%'S digit 
0%S digit 
7%5 diet 
1% 1 digit 260V 
1% 1 dial e. 

1% 1 digit 
I% t diet 
1% 1 Mall 260V r.m.s. 

SAVE A FORTUNE! 

BBD EFFECTS BOX 
Fantastic low-cost instrument using the versatile MN3001 Bucket. 
Brigade Delay Line to achieve brilliant sonic effects. Now you can 
emulate the commercial rock groups with Phasing Flanging' Reverb 
and Echo. The Jaycar kit includes all components INCLUDING IC 

sockets and the 1U.04 box. (Not cut down but this is easily done). 
Jaycar has a specially built cabinet for this kit with all holes pre - 

punched etc., at only 510 extra but only If you buy the original 
kit from us. Available as a separate item for 529.50. WHEN THE 
KIT IS PURCHASED WITH THE DELUxE CASE THE TU.04 
CASE WILL NOT BE SUPPLIED. 

Special cabinet 
to suit $10.00 
Cat. HB6445 

COMPLETE 
KIT 

4.I It CCs urn 

it) A1,14,0 ch, 

* 

Cat. KE1522 
$79.00 

TRANSISTOR ASSISTED 

IGNITION 
Ref: EA Jan '83. Latest 
version of this popular 
kit The Jaycar kit has a 

genuine die cast box - 

as used in the EA pro- 
totype. Beware of 
others that use flimsy 
sheet metal. 
Cat KA1506 $35 

"Fluoro Starter" 
Rel EA Oct 1982 
One of our most howler kits Enables you to re 
place the electromechanical Stanger with en meet 
ionic ones The Fluoro starts up instantly without a 
nicker) 
All electronic comisunengs supubed including bulb 
quality mains cap (Fluoro starter aav rrvluutI It 

Cat KA-1480 

MICRON 30 
WATT 

SOLDERING IRON 
Cat. TS -1450 

LIGHT WEIGHT 
FULLY S.E.C. 

TESTED & 

APPROVED 



EA WidebandAM Tuner 
FANTASTIC VALUE 

AT ONLY 

9 l $243 
FM+rsd M Ha NSI 

(269 

AuttrSl Is one 01 the few Countries in the world where wrdebaed AM is ven vnitted. 
In fact good nudity AM signet can be much halter then ItsFM counterpartl' 
Anyone who has suffered from FM multipath distortion will know what we mean 
The Pleymmwr AM tuner is is true bro.d-bandwidth eanerhet design. See the Iraqu 
ncy 'moons, grph In November E A 1982 
Once again, MIS Jaycar kit Is high cluailty approach. Jaycee socol es en nCtuvve front 
panel design Out differs Item th odnel E A devgn Tr. Jaye H tit provides all oomph 
hen b tO complete die prorct INCLUDING enmpialely wepunched cabinet K A-1498 

Ref: EA Dec -Jan 82-83 

OUTSTANDING 
VALUE 

"Blueprint" 5000 prearnp 

_sY,rY./ . 

FUNCTIONS 
MOVING COIL INPUT 
MOVING MAGNET 'DYNAMIC 

CA ill 
INPUTS 120FF) 
TUNER INPUT 
AUx INPUTS 120FF) 
*TAPE INPUTS 120FF) 
INPUT LEVEL CONTROL 
TAPE OUTPUTS 12 OFF) 
90011r CALIBRATION 

OSCILLATOR I ED AVERAGE (VUI 6 PEAK 
LEVEL METERS -40d8 TO .9I0 

'T r hn- 
w 

.... 

~DE SWITCH. STEREO 
BALANCE CONTROL 
LINE OUT. MONITOR OUT 
MONITOR VOLUME CONE 

$299 

5000 POWER 

ot xE.2o2 

FEATURES 
*EXTREMELY CLOSE TRACKING 

TO RIAA PHONO EO. 
GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS 

ON ALL INPUTS 
ROL ENGLISH'LORLIN' LOW NOISE 

SELECTOR SWITCHES 
LOW NOISE I', 50ppm METAL 

FILM RESISTORS USED 
TINNED FIBREGLASS PCB's 
SLOW CAPACITANCE SCREENED 

CABLE USED THROUGHOUT 
QUALITY IC SOCKETS 
SPECIAL REAR PAN(L 
MULTICOLOURED RECTANGU 

LAR LEDs USED 

5000 SERIES 

AMPLIFIER 
(j1 APIA( 

Cat 4E4200 

RE, In 
IANMARCR 1981 

e. ' 
I I 

BLACK MONOLITH 

unbeatable 
value 

ONLY $319 

1:D1ALISERS 

al _.r. .. ., .. . , g 

- ....... _. 

...... ALLIC 
SOCKETS 
PROVIDED 

AUSTRALIAN NOT HONG K ON D) 
MADE -SPECIAL BUILT RAC« 
CABINET - QUALITYIII 

C.t KIA2W 

$199 
each 

syntom 
Original design from m UK mpTIn1 
"Electronics end Music Maker' April 
1981. Selfconteined unit produces 
variety of flied end failing pitch effects. 
Trigger by tapping the unit Itsref or by 
striking a drum to which the unit Is ell. 
Med. The Jaycar -SYNTOM" comes 
Complete with high quality pre -drilled 
moulded all ABS box 152 a 80 R 47rnrn 
with professional silk-screened front 
Pan" 
FEATURES: Decay from less than 0.1 
second to severer seconds, pitch control, 
sweep control and volume on/off. 

Rl 

KJ-6502 

$3650 
Polyphonic Organ 
Ref: ETI Jan 1983 
Here el last) This very popular kit is now in stock. 

"Touch Sensitive' P.C.B. keyboard - Fully 
Polyphonic ' Two voices ' 25 notes, 2 octaves 

Can operate front battery or plupack. 
(Case not included) ONLY S49.50 

KE-4652 

ETI 330 Car Alarm 
Ref. ETI July 1981 

This unique design detects the voltage drop that 
occurs across the strap that connects the engine 
block to the chassis. It does not use wiring inside 
the car where false triggering can take place. Kit 
comes complete with all components and metal. 
work (die cast box 

K E- 4 105 529.50 

EA dual tracking PIS 
Ref: EA March 1982 
One of our most popular kitsll Can provide dual 
voltages (r) from 1.3V to 22V at up to 2 AMPS. 
In addition the supply features a fixed 05V @ 0.9A 
The output is protected against short circuits, over. 
loads and thermal runaway. 

ONLY S89 COMPLETE KA-1410 

, r - 
a 

FULL ROAD QUALITY 
1/3 OCTAVE EQUALISER 

-.; 

T'e A : a 9 

.............. e _....... 

OUR PRICE $199 

rJaucar 
CARLINGFORD 
Cm. CARLINGFORO 8 PENNAI 

CONCORD 
115-117 PARRAMATTA ROA 

HURSTVILLS 121 FOR 

SPECIAL LOW PRICE FOR OCTOBERidWe 

have dced to discontinue the 2801 
Mk Ill that has RCA sockets fitted on the 
back. The 2801 has ETI 5000 Electronics 
standard 150 lard octave frequency centres 
& e 240V power supply. (A/ter October 
the 2801 Mk111 will only be available 
with professional Canon connectors). You 
can Moe money in October by purchasing 
the unit and fitting Canons yourself. There 
is no other difference. 
Cat. K36530 Normally 5225.00 
October ONLY 5199 - SAVE 52611 

I ncorporati ng 

ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

YDNEY SHOWROOMS 

5 & 117 YORK STREET - PHONE: 102) 264 6688 and 1021 267 1614 
TELEX: 72293 

HILLS ROAD - PHONE: 1021 872 4444 

- PHONE: (021 745 3077 

500MHz Digital Frequency 
Period Meter 

21LI357 
ONLY $119 

Ref: EA Dec'81 - Feb '82 
Jaycar has by far the best 
project In Australia. We 
GOLD plated BNC input 
extra cost) 

Y IiTER 

kit version of this 
now supply 2 x 
connectors at no 

Cat KA1390 
$119 (50MHz Version) 

Cat KA1392 
$26 (500MHz option) 

ETI 581 POWER SUPPLY 
ONE OF OUR MOST POPULAR K ITS 
This inexpensive kit gives you a re- 
gulated +/-15V at 500mA. 
All components including power trans- 
former mount on the component 
PCB. 
Cat. KE-4405 $17.50 

NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 
POST AND PACKING CHARGES 

55 - 59.99 (51.50) 510 - 524.99 (53 20) 
525 - $49.99 (54.50) S50 - 599.99 156.50) 
$100 - 5198 (58.00) Over S199 (510) 

'Tree INSURANCE for Road & Registered Post over 5200" 
All heavy or bulky items (over 20k9.) sent Comet Road Freight 512.00 anywhere 

in Australia. 
SHOP HOURS CARLINGFORD, CONCORD & HURSTVILLE 

Mon - Fri 9am - 5.30pm: Sat - 9am - 12pm: Thurs night 8.30pm 
SHOP 

S 12pm: 
HOURS S BA N KC A R D 

Fri Mon - 8.30am - 5.30pm. Sat -OUR - Thun night 8.301,m ¡v. 

MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE: BOX K 39 HAYMARKET, SYDNEY 20013 Via Your Phoned 

Mail Order 
By 



DESIGN A COMPUTERSYSTEM -ECONOMICALLY 
FROM S-100 SYSTEM CARDS & PERIPHERALS 

r, k. 
r ÍSo y . 

I 

l ,'fah 
`i . 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER - 

SBC-800. Z80 4MHz CPU, 
Eprom/RAM Sockets, Dual RS232C 
Ports, Printer Port. Clock, on board 
battery back-up, power fail reset. 

Extremely flexible and reliable. 
Top value for money. 

256K DYNAMIC RAM DRC-11. 
Companion RAM for SBC-800. 

Ideal for CP/M Plus 3.0. 

rt 

13P ; a Í} ` _ ,:+ n I°íi i, l 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER - 

FDC-III. Controls up to four drives 
5" or 8", single or double density, single 
or double sided. Serial port and SASI 
interface. 

Extremely versatile controller. 

DUAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE - 

DDU-8. 2Mb of 8" double sided density 
drives with power supply. Companion to 
FDC-III. 

Compact, attractive package. 
Economic solution to mass storage 

needs. . 

7 

EPROM ERASERS - LEE SERIES. 
Two versions 10 EPROM and 40 
EPROM capacity, electronic timer. 

Economical and functional 
UV erasers. 

pi4 

. 
N 

a 

COLOUR GRAPHICS SYSTEM - 

CMC-100/GDC-512. Combine one 
palette mixing card with up to eight 
display cards. Resolution 512 x 490, 
up to 256 colours simultaneously, 
user programmable intelligence, 
software available. 

Build your own CAD/CAM System. 
Remarkably low cost for a high 

performance graphics system. 

i " á 

4liiil=ti'iti;, 

1 
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TYPEWRITER INTERFACE - 

ES100P. Convert an Olympia 
Whisperdisc typewriter into an 
intelligent printer/terminal. 

a 
1111- 
1 1 . I 

1111111 - .11,roi 
I- - 1si J _ 

-. - 1f11i1/ 
'. 

: i 

.,r:#,#' ; Sti 1:r5 
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SERIAL MULTICHANNEL I/O. 
MPC-6. Intelligent 6 channel RS232C 
communications with I/O buffering and 
drivers. 

Build a multi-user, multi -tasking 
system. 

111111/ 11111111 
Z3131_111 

A TO D CONVERTER 32 CHANNEL 
- ADC -32. 32 Analogue inputs plus 
16 opto -isolated digital inputs. 

Fast 100 uS conversion time. 
Low cost, flexible configurations. 
Build your own data acquisition 

systems. 

HARD DISK INTERFACE - 

HDI.100. For use with DTC, KONAN, 
XEBEC controllers. SASI interface, port 
addressable. 

Add a hard disk to your existing 
system. 

Excellent value for money. 

20Mb HARD DISK DRIVE/1Mb 
FLOPPY - HDU-2001. 
Mini Winchester (10 Mbyte optional) 
with controller, and double sided, double 
density floppy disk drive, 

Perfect combination of convenient 
media and large capacity. 

Priced to encourage system builders. 

PRINTER FOR UNDER $600 - 

PX-80. 8ocps, 142 column, dot matrix 
with enhanced print. extremely flexible. 

1* 

4-T1 -4-,r a-_ 
'1-$1-f4 1 

SERIAL/PARALLEL I/O - SPC-29. 
Dual serial I/O Ports, RS232C an 
20mA, Baud rates 50 to 19200, 
9 programmable 8 bit parallel ports. 

Extremely versatile, low cost 
interface. 

...,.. 
, 

..,,. 

l~ 
50Mb HARD DISK DRIVE - 
HDS-501. 25Mb fixed and 25Mbyte 
removable cartridge. Power supply and 
controller included. 

Approx 4 times faster than 
Winchester. 

Very compact package. 
Surprisingly 

low cost. 

Miliena 
inieuncio 

~a~glyiwagyel 
ineema 

Ink 

SOLID STATE FLOPPY - CRC -128. 
Port addressed 128K CMOS RAM 
boards, high security data protection 
with battery back up. 
Chain together up to 1Mb. 

Suitable for extreme enviromental 
conditions. 

Very high speed access. 

1.J+_ _JU1 1_ál 
F¡ ; 

11 Ij,ll lllItIt! ii Il 

rss 

64K CMOS RAM - CRC -64. 
8MHz fast memory with on -board 
battery back-up and write protect. 

High speed, low power memory. 
Bank select capability for CP/M 

Plus 3.0. 

t+I, t7,,i,,1 

EPROM PROGRAMMER - 

PGC-150. For 2708, 2716, 2732, 2764 
Eproms. Software supplied. 

Low cost method of burning your 
own Proms. 

CARD CAGES - CCR SERIES. 
Compact enclosures with a variety of 
S100 capacities. Power supply included. 

Build your own specialised system. 

I 
SPECIAL OFFER. 

WRWÁ CARD 
WORTH S39 WITH EACH SBC-80 0 , I PURCHASED THIS MONTH. 

Advance Australia *-*-a- - -#-* 
PHONE TODAY FOR A PRICE LIST! 

SME SYSTEMS PTY. LTD. 

22 Queen Street, 
Mitcham, Victoria, 3132. 

Telephone: (03) 874 3666. 
Telex: SMELEC AA37213. 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 



Artificial intelligence 
for the Learner's 
microcomputer 

Frank Rees 
27 King St, Boort Vic. 3537 

Owners of the ETI-660 Learner's Microcomputer or any other 
machine running Chip 8 are introduced to the real world of 

artificial intelligence. A beast paces up and down in its 

enclosure, then changes its 'mind' and sets off in a new 
direction. You can restructure the beast's environment, then 

see how it reacts. 

TODAY'S COMPUTERS can not do much 
more than print out `no compute' when the 
problem gets sticky or to indicate an error. 

However, computers are now being de- 
signed that will enable us to have a two-way 
conversation with them. This suggests that 
one day we will be able to communicate 
with computers on a different level so that 
we can study a problem in greater depth 
than is now possible. 

This all sounds as if the computer has an 
'intelligence'. How real is this intelligence? 
Is it artificial as the title suggests or is it a 

real creation of man (and woman)? 
Just what is intelligence? Are you sure 

that it is a product of your own mind? Stop 
and think about it. Look at the list of words 
in Table 1. Remove or add words to the list, 
so that they fit in with your definition of in- 
telligence. The list should only contain 
words that you consider essential to the 
definition of intelligence. Think about it. 

To illustrate my thoughts; we have a 

short -haired German Pointer dog, Emma. 
She responds to many commands but is a bit 
slow to come when her name is called if she 
hears her bath rattling in the shed. How - 

Table 1. 

recall 
knowledge 
spell 
voice 
think 
read 
creature 

write 
learn 
speech 
memory 
beast 
man 

ever, she is very quick off the mark if the 
call is 'dinner'. Does that mean that she is 

intelligent? 
Does it require intelligence to play board 

games like lago or Reversi? Would you still 
consider one of the players to be intelligent 
if it was a computer? 

Is a calculator intelligent because it can 
do complicated mathematics very quickly? 
Maths is generally based on logical steps 
which do not necessarily require intelli- 
gence but a set of rules for the 'memory' to 
recall and use. 

Verbal and written tests are the usual 
means of assessing intelligence. However, 
speech and writing arc not a pre -requisite of 

INTELLIGENCE TEST WHICH OF SECOND ROW BELONGS IN FIRST 

A B C D 

intelligence; they are used only for the 
convenience of determining the degree of 
intelligence. 

If it is accepted that intelligence can also 
apply to non -humans, does that recognition 
extend to machines? And is a machine's in- 
telligence real or artificial? 

We all enjoy listening to music. How long 
is it since you heard the 'real thing'? Do you 
receive less pleasure from listening to re- 
corded music? Is the recorded music you 
hear real or artificial? 

These seemingly random thoughts on in- 
telligence have occured to me after reading 
a few chapters of David L. Heiserman's 
book, "Projects in machine intelligence for 
your home computer" (published by Tab). 
In fact, David Heiserman says, "If this book 
did not get you thinking then you have 
missed the point of it all". 

`Alpha plus demo' program 
There are several programs written on arti- 
ficial intelligence but not many of them are 
very informative as to how they work. The 
'Alpha plus demo' program is based on the 
'Alpha - demo of artificial intelligence' 
program written in BASIC by David 
Heiserman. 

The original 'Alpha demo' program re- 
leases a beast inside a four-sided fenced en- 
closure. The only obstruction to the beast is 
the fence. The beast wanders around in this 
environment, only changing direction when 
it has to. 

Two features have been added to the 
original program to create the 'Alpha plus 
demo' program. One new feature is that the 
beast is faster and chatters to itself when it is 

confronted with an obstacle and has to 
change direction. 

The other 'plus' is that it is now possible 
to escape from the 'main line' program to 
change the environment. You can observe 
how the beast responds to these changes. 

As the purpose of this article is to learn 

something about the concepts of artificial 
intelligence, the program has not been re- 
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Program subdivision MAIN 
0600 no operation 0694 
0602 jump to 'Alpha Plus Demo' 0696 

at 0694 06AE 
0604 'Search Ahead' routine 06BE 
0694 Main Line start, jump to 06C0 

'Border' routine 06C2 
0696 MaIn Line continues 06C4 
06DE 'Border' routine 06CC 
0706 'Change' routine 06D4 

06D8 
06DA 
06DC 

LINE program 
'Border' routine 
random start within ±2 of middle 
get Motion Code for new X, Y or X and Y 
sound when Motion Code called for 
Call 'Search Ahead' routine 
no operation 
check if contact, if so get new Motion Code 
remove beast, get new X, Y and redraw 
escape Main Line 
or continue Main Line 
remove beast 
and go to 'Change' 

MAIN LINE 
0694 16DE 
0696 6A20 
0698 6B18 
069A 267E 
069C 8A04 
069E 267E 
06A0 8B04 
06A2 
06A4 
06A6 
06A8 
06AA 
06AC 
06AE 
06B0 
06B2 
0684 
06B6 
06B8 
06BA 
o6BC 
06BE 

06C0 
06C2 
06C4 
06C6 
06C8 
06CA 
06CC 
06CE 
06D0 
0602 
06D4 
06D6 
0608 
06DA 
06DC 

A682 
DAB1 
4F00 
16AE 
DAB1 
1696 
267E 
8400 
267E 
8500 
3400 
16BE 
4500 
16AE 
F618 

2604 
16C4 
3600 
16AE 
3700 
16AE 
DAB1 
8ACO 
8BDO 
DAB1 
6E0E 
EE9E 
16C0 
DAB1 
1706 

GO TO 06DE 
VA = 20 
VB = 18 (6810) 
DO SUB 067E 
VA = VA + VO 
DO SUB 067E 
VB = VB + VO 

1 = 0682 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
SKF VF NE 00 
GO TO 06AE 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
GO TO 0696 
DO SUB 067E 
V4 = VO 

DO SUB 067E 
V5 = VO 

SKF V4 = 00 
GO TO 06BE 
SKF V5 NE 00 
GO TO 06AE 
TONE = V6 

DO SUB 0604 
GO TO 06C4 
SKF V6 = 00 
GO TO 06AE 
SKF V7 = 00 
GO TO 06AE 
SHOW 1 at VA, VB 
VA = VC 
VB = VD 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
VE = OE 

SKF VE = KEY 
GO TO 06C0 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
GO TO 0706 

go to Border routine 
use as X co-ordinate 
use as Y co-ordinate 
get md. no. -2 to +2 
add to X screen horz. centre 
get rnd. no. -2 to +2 
add to Y screen vert. centre 
point to dot data 80 
display dot at X, Y. 
VF = 1 if dot was already there 
if not continue 
otherwise return dot 
and go get new position 
get md. no. -2 to +2 
Motion Code X co-ordinate 
get md. no. -2 to +2 
Motion Code Y co-ordinate 
if Motion Code X = 0 

if Motion Code Y = 0 
go get another Motion Code X & Y 
beep with each new Motion Code 
call 
call Search Ahead routine 
no operation 
if no X contact 
otherwise get new M Code 
if no Y contact 
otherwise get new M/Code 
erase beast old position 
get new X co-ord 
get new Y co-ord 
display beast in new position 
make VE = E so that 
pressing 'E' is escape key 
normally continue Search Ahead 
erase beast last position 
and go to Change routine 

Artificial intelligence 
Alpha plus demo 
0600 
0610 
0620 
0630 
0640 
0650 
0660 

1602 1694 8C40 
4800 163E 48FE 
4802 78FF 1628 
48FF 7CFF 48FE 
166C 49FE 1654 
79FF 1656 7901 
7DFF 49FE 7DFF 

8D80 
1626 
7801 
7CFF 
49FF 
4902 
DCD1 

0670 4700 00EE 3800 167C 
0680 6107 8012 4007 167E 
0e90 7OFD 00EE 16DE 6A20 
06A0 8B04 A682 DAB1 4F00 
06B0 8400 267E 8500 3400 
06C0 2604 16C4 3600 16AE 
0600 88D0 0A81 6E0E EE9E 
06E0 6800 A682 DAB1 7A01 
06F0 382F 16EC DAB1 7AFF 

0700 3800 16FC 1696 FOOA 
0710 4004 1696 4008 16C0 
0720 1724 1706 FOOA 8004 
0730 CB3F A726 DAB1 70FF 

Chip 8 - D3 
6600 6700 8840 8950 
48FF 1626 4801 1622 
4802. 7C01 4801 7C01 
DCD1 86F0 DCD1 4900 
1654 4901 1650 4902 
7D01 4901 7D01 49FF 
87F0 DCD1 3600 1674 
4900 (MEE 1610 COFF 
4006 167E 4000 167E 
6818 267E 8404 267E 
16AE DAB1 1696 267E 
168E 4500 16AE F618 
3700 164E DAB1 84C0 
16C0 DAB1 1706 6400 
3A3F 16E4 DAB1 7801 
3400 16F4 DAB1 78FF 

400C 00E0 400C 1706 
400F 16DE 171E 400D 
8004 8004 8004 CA3F 
3000 172E 1696 

duced to its shortest form unless this makes 
an idea easier to understand. 

Note that the JUMP statement has been 
used instead of the CALL statement. For 
example, there are JUMPs at 071A and 
0694 to the 'border' routine. A JUMP at 
0704 returns this routine to the 'main line'. 
However, the disadvantage of this method 
is that if you want to call this routine from 
somewhere else then 0704 would have to be 
a RETURN instead of a JUMP. Some oper- 
ating systems use this technique with the 
result that many useful routines in ROM 
can not be called by user programs in RAM. 

I'd like to know how you enjoy this pro- 
gram and whether you have any problems 
with getting it to work properly. Letters to 
me are welcome, just enclose a S.S.A.E. 

Now if we could only teach this beast to 
make rational decisions based on its experi- 
ences, then it could learn from its mistakes. 

Draw Border 
This is, without doubt, the most straightfor- 
ward way there is of drawing a border. You 
should not have any problems understand- 
ing it. 

Just remember how the DXYN instruc- 
tion retains the pointer to the data, and 
calculates from X and Y the pointer for 
where the data is to go to. 'N' makes sure 
that only one byte of the DXYN store of 16 
bytes of data is displayed. 

The following changes can be made to 
this routine, showing how useful and adapt- 
able it can be. 

Go either to the instruction for width at 
06E8 (02E8) or to the instruction for height 
at 06F0 (02F0) and add one to it. In case 
you are not used to hex numbers, 3F + 1 = 
40, as F + I = 10 in hex. Now try adding ten 
to either instruction. 

By making these simple changes you can 
create many different types of barriers or 
bordered areas. 

Remember, if your Chip 8 starts at 0200 
then the 06F0 (02F0) instruction is 3BIF to 
give the correct height of the bordered area. 

Random number -2 to +2 
This is an interesting routine to study. You 
may like to try to simplify it by using C007 
at 067E (027E) and substituting the 0680, 
0682 (0280, 0282) instructions with 'NO 
OP', 'GO TO' NEXT. 

But don't use C005 at 067E and jump 
from 0680 (0280) to 0690 (0290). The ran- 
dom function in Chip 8 is a 'logical AND' of 
constant K in the CXKK instruction, and a 
random number from 00 to FF. 

Using C005 does not result in a proper 
random number from zero to five as 'logical 
AND' with five only selects bits 0, I and 4. 
Bit 2 is not in the bit makeup of five. As bit 
2 is filtered out, as is any bit greater than 
five, both bits 2 and 3 are lost. More about 
the random function later. 

Search ahead 
This is the main routine which has been de- 
signed to be used again in other programs 
involving artificial intelligence. It could 
have been written in a shorter form, how- 
ever, this would not have made it so easy to 
understand. 

Even this longer version has 70 key 
strokes less to enter than the BASIC pro- 
gram, not including BASIC remarks and all 
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spaces. More importantly, this longer ver- 
sion is faster, making it ideal for using in 
'cat after mouse' or 'mouse in maze' type 
games. 

The 'search ahead' routine tests for any 
obstacles in the path of the beast. If there 

are no obstacles to its movement in its pre- 
sent direction it continues to use the same 
co-ordinates of motion code plus its current 
position. If there is an obstacle this routine 
selects a new motion code. 

As 'search ahead' is such an important 

routine, a description of its operation is 
given in BASIC terminology within the 
same framework of the Chip 8 program. 

In addition, variables used in the Chip 8 
program are referenced against the BASIC 
variables with a description. 

DRAW BORDER 

06DE 6A00 
06E0 6800 
06E2 A682 
06E4 DAB1 
06E6 7A01 
06E8 3A3F 
06EA 16E4 
06EC DAB1 
06EE 7B01 
06F0 3B2F 
06F2 16EC 
06F4 DAB1 
06F6 7AFF 
06F8 3A00 
06FA 16F4 
06FC DAB1 
06FE 7BFF 
0700 3B00 
0702 16FC 
0704 1696 

VA = 00 
VB = 00 
1 = 0682 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
VA = VA + 01 

SKF VA = 3F 
GO TO 06E4 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
VB = VB + 01 

SKF VB = 2F (3BIF) 
GO TO 06EC 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
VA = VA + FF 
SKF VA = 00 
GO TO 06F4 
SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
VB = VB + FF 
SKF VB = 00 
GO TO 06FC 
GO TO 0696 

use as X co-ordinate 
use as Y co-ordinate 
point to dot data 80 
draw dot at X, Y top line 
add one to X 
when top line done 
otherwise continue 
draw dot at X, Y RHS 
add one to Y 
when RHS done 
otherwise continue 
draw dot at X, Y bottom 
take one off X 
when bottom done 
otherwise continue 
draw dot at X, Y LHS 
take one off Y 

when LHS done 
otherwise continue 
jump to Main Line 

0674 IF AT = 0 and AJ = 0 (in centre) then RETURN (to move if no 
contact) (or get new motion code) otherwise 

067C GO TO 0610 continue 'Search Ahead' 

RANDOM NUMBER -2 TO +2 

067E COFF VO = RND. FF 
0680 6107 V1 = 07 
0682 8012 VO = VO AND V1 

0684 4007 SKF VO NE 07 
0686 167E GO TO 067E 
0688 4006 SKF VO NE 06 
068A 167E GO TO 067E 
068C 4000 SKF VO NE 00 
068E 167E GO TO 067E 
0690 70FD VO = VO + FD 
0692 00EE RETURN 

random number 0-FF 
mask for bits 0,1,2' 
random number 0-7 
if seven 
get another number 
if six 
get another number 
if zero 
get another number 
random number (1 to 5) -3 
with VO = -2 to +2 

bit numbers 2,1;0 have hex. values 4,2,1 req. for 1 to 5 

SEARCH AHEAD -a BASIC listing 
0604 NX = PX new & present X co-ord 
0606 NY = PY new & present Y co-ord 

0608 CX = 0 initial contact code for X 

060A CY = 0 initial contact code for Y 

060C Motion Code X SGN (signum) and ABS (absolute) value 
060E Motion Code Y SGN (signum) and ABS (absolute) value 

0610 IF AT = 0 
0612 then GO TO 063E (as X the same) otherwise 
0614 Al = Al - 1 (ABS) (X towards centre) 
0628 IF SI>0 (pos.) then NX = NX + 1 and GO TO 0638 otherwise 
0630 NX = NX - 1 

0638 CX = SCREEN (NX, NY) 

063E IF AJ = 0 
0640 then GO TO 066C (as Y the same) otherwise 
0642 AJ = AJ - 1 (ABS) (Y towards centre) 
0656 IF SJ>0 (pos) then NY = NY +.1 and GO TO 0666 otherwise 
065E NY = NY - 1 

0666 CY = SCREEN (NX, NY) 

066C if not (CX = 0 and CY = 0) if a contact 
0672 then RETURN (to get new motion code) 

SEARCH AHEAD 

0604 8CAO VC = VA 
0606 8DB0 VD = VB 
0608 6600 V6 = 00 
060A 6700 V7 = 00 
060C 8840 V8 = V4 
060E 8950 V9 = V5 
0610 4800 SKF V8 NE 00 
0612 163E GO TO 063E 
0614 48FE SKF V8 NE FE 
0616 1626 GO TO 0626 
0618 48FF SKF V8 NE FF 
061A 1626 GO TO 0626 
061C 4801 SKF V8 NE 01 

061E 1622 GO TO 0622 
0620 4802 SKF V8 NE 02 
0622 78FF V8 = V8 + FF 
0624 1628 GO TO 0628 
0626 7801 V8 = V8 + 01 

0628 4802 SKF V8 NE 02 
062A 7C01 VC = VC + 01 

062C 4801 SKF V8 NE 01 
062E 7C01 VC = VC + 01 

0630 48FF SKF V8 NE FF 
0632 7CFF VC = VC + FF 
0634 48FE SKF V8 NE FE 
0636 7CFF VC = VC + FF 
0638 DCD1 SHOW 1 AT VC, VD 
063A 86F0 V 6 = VF 

063C DCD1 SHOW 1 AT VC, VD 
063E 4900 SKF V9 NE 00 
0640 166C GO TO 066C 
0642 49FE SKF V9 NE FE 
0644 1654 GO TO 0654 
0646 49FF SKF V9 NE FF 
0648 1654 GO TO 0654 
064A 4901 SKF V9 NE 01 

064C 1650 GO TO 0650 
064E 4902 SKF V9 NE 02 
0650 79FF V9 = V9 + FF 
0652 1656 GO TO 0656 
0654 7901 V9 = V9 + 01 

0656 4902 SKF V9 NE 02 
0658 7D01 VD = VD + 01 

065A 4901 SKF V9 NE 01 
065C 7D01 VD = VD + 01 

065E 49FF SKF V9 NE FF 
0660 7DFF VD = VD + FF 
0662 49FE SKF V9 NE FE 
0664 7DFF VD = VD + FF 
0666 DCD1 SHOW 1 AT VC, VD 
0668 87F0 V7 = VF 

066A DCD1 SHOW 1 AT VC, VD 
066C 3600 SKF V6=00 
066E 1674 GO TO 0674 
0670 4700 SKF V7 NE 00 
0672 00EE RETURN 
0674 3800 SKF V8 = 00 
0676 167C GO TO 067C 
0678 4900 SKF V9 NE 00 
067A 00EE RETURN 
067C 1610 GO TO 0610 

copy present X into new X 

copy present Y into new Y 
initial contact code for X 

initial contact code for Y 

Motion Code X copy 
Motion Code Y copy 
if X component of Motion Code = 0 

go to check Y test 
if X code = -2 
go to X + 1 

if X code = -1 
go to X + 1 

if X code + 1 

go to X - 1 

if X code + 2 
X - 1 

go to next routine 
X + 1 

if signum X positive 
add one to new X 

check for +1 as +2 above 

if signum X negative 
subtract one from new X 

check for -2 as -1 above 

display dot at new X 
if a contact VF = 1 copy into X 
contact 
display dot again to erase 
if Y component of motion Code = 0 

go to check contact test 
if Y code = -2 
go to Y + 1 

if Y code = -1 
go to Y + 1 

if Y code = +1 
go toY-1 
if Y code = +2 
Y - 1 

go to next routine 
Y+1 
if signum Y positive 
add one to new Y 

check for +1 as +2 above 

if signum Y negative 
subtract one from new Y 

check for -2 as -1 above 

display dot at new Y 

if contact VF = 1, copy into Y 

contact 
display dot again to erase 
if no X contact 

if no Y contact 
then return 
if X Motion Code = 0 

if Y Motion Code = 0 
then return 
check X or Y, or X & Y Motion Code 
again 
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Motion code 
This routine produces a code which, when 
added to the current position co-ordinates,. 
can result in a movement of up to two steps 
in any direction. 

Every time the beast runs into anything 
the 'search ahead' routine calls 'motion 
code'. The motion generated by 'motion 
code' is entirely random and it can leave 
you thinking about the response of a crea- 
ture to many situations. 

The accompanying diagram illustrates 
'motion code', however, the pattern can 
also be seen by changing the location 06C0 
(02C0) to 1696 (12%) and running the pro- 
gram. 

Changing the environment 
You can spend a lot of time watching and 
contemplating the actions of the beast in 
this simple four-sided enclosure. However, 
the time will come to try other things. 

The discussion of the 'border' routine 
mentioned that the size and shape of the 
border can be easily altered by changing 
one or two instructions. In addition, the 
plus of 'Alpha plus' can be used to change 
the environment with simple key strokes. 
The keys that can be used and their func- 
tions will now be described. 

Key 'E' is the escape key. It gets out of 
the 'main line' program so that changes can 
be made. The beast is removed from the 
enclosure. 

Key 'D' draws dot barriers. The number 
of these dots is determined by the next key 
pressed and is approximately the number of 
the pressed key multiplied by 10 hex. The 
beast is returned. 

Key 'C' clears the screen and waits. 
Key 'F' redraws the fenced area. If the 

fence was already there it will be erased 
first. The beast is returned. 

Key 'A' releases the beast again at the 
point where it was removed by key `E'. It 
leaves a barrier on the present course. 

Additional pointers 
To start the beast off at a corner change 
0696 (0296) to 6A01, 6B01, I6AE (12AE). 

To leave a trail change 06CC (02CC) to 
16CE (12CE). To mute .the beast for 
quicker decisions you can change 066E 
(02BE) to 16C0 (12C0). 

Observations 
'At' or 'contact at' is an important instruc- 
tion. This routine enables you to find what 
is 'at' or if 'contact at' particular X, Y co-or- 
dinates on the screen. 

It was known that the Chip 8 variable VF 
was affected by the DXYN instruction. To 
study it more fully a favourite test routine 
(see test routine one) was used. 

This test routine normally shows a chang- 
ing pattern of random dots. The screen 
never fills to white as one dot on an existing 
dot causes 'selective erase' (as I call it) of 
the last dot. The idea was to detect this era- 
sure and replace an erased dot by rewriting 
it. The result was a second test routine 
which is a variation of the first (see test 
routine two). 

Test routine two showed that if the first 
DABI display of a dot took place on an ex- 
isting dot then VF = 01 and the second 
DABI display of a dot at the same co-ordi- 
nates restored 'selective erased' dot almost 
immediately. 

The 'contact at' routine which resulted 
was a simple DXYN, 8ZFO, DXYN. The 
contact flag VZ is set (=1) if the first display 
which is removed by the second takes place 
on the existing display. When the 'N' in 
DXYN is equal to one, a proposed new X is 
tried with the existing Y, and a proposed 
new Y is tried with the existing X. A routine 

can be devised to check a particular course 
of movement on the screen. 

Test routines 
Test routine one OMMM CAFF CBFF 
AMMM DABI IMMM 80. 
Test routine two OMMM CAFF CBFF 
AMMM DAB! 3F00 DAB! 1MMM 80. 

Note: AMMM points to the location of 
the dot 80. IMMM is to go to the start again 
at OMMM. 

Test routine two should fill the screen 
with white dots providing your source of 
random numbers does not dry up. 

Chip 8 D1, D2 should run as is. Chip 8 
D1, D2 with 0600-0800, add 1600 at location 
0200. 

Relocate the others as described in the 
article, 'Hints for Chip 8 programmers', 
which is in ETI, December 1982, page I10.0 

-2 

Y 0 

+1 

+2 

x M 
-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

c 

MOTION CODE X.Y COORDINATES 
C = CURRENT BEAST POSITION 

CHANGES 

0706 FOOA VO = KEY 
0708 400C SKF VO NE OC 
070A 00E0 ERASE 
070C 400C SKF VO NE OC 
070E 1706 GO TO 0706 
0710 400A SKF VO NE OA 
0712 1696 GO TO 0696 
0714 400B SKF VO NE 08 
0716 16C0 GO TO 06C0 

0718 400F SKF VO NE OF 
071A 16DE GO TO 06DE 
071C 171E GO TO 071E 
071E 400D SKF VO NE OD 
0720 1724 GO TO 0724 
0722 1706 GO TO 0706 
0724 FOOA VO = KEY 
0726 8004 VO = VO + VO 
0728 8004 VO = VO + VO 
072A 8004 VO = VO + VO 
072C 8004 VO = VO + VO 
072E CA3F VA = RND.3F 
0730 CB2E VB = RND.2F(CB1F) 
0732 A726 1 = 0726 
0734 DABI SHOW 1 AT VA, VB 
0736 70FF VO = VO + FF 
0738 3000 SKF VO = 00 
073A 172E GO TO 072E 
073C 1696 GO TO 0696 

input key wait 
if key = C 
clear screen 
and 
go wait for another key 
if key = A 
go start again in centre 
if key =B 
start from last position - leave 
barrier 
if key = F 
re -do border to erase or redraw 
no op. use to go to user routine 
if key = D 
go get no. dots to draw at random 
any other key go to key wait 
input no. of dots 

multiply by 10H 

random X co-ord 
random Y co-ord 
point to dot data 80 
show dot at X, Y 

take one off dot count 
when all done 
otherwise do another 
jump to Main Line 

BASIC, Chip 8 comparison 

FN R (0) FUNCTION FOR GENERATING A MOTION 

CODE PARAMETER (BETWEEN -2 AND +2) 

CALL SUBROUTINE AT 067E. 

VA-PX HORZ. COMPONENT OF PRESENT POSITION 
VB-PY VERT. COMPONENT OF PRESENT POSITION 

VC-NX HORZ. COMPONENT OF NEW POSITION 
VD -NY VERT. COMPONENT OF NEW POSITION 

V4 -CI HORZ. COMPONENT OF MOTION CODE 

V5 -CJ VERT. COMPONENT OF MOTION CODE 

V6-CX HORZ. COMPONENT OF CONTACT CODE 

V7 -CV VERT. COMPONENT OF CONTACT CODE 

V8 -SI SIGNUM VALUE OF CI 

(V4 A I ABSOLUTE VALUE OF C I 

V9-SJ SIGNUM VALUE OF CJ 

(V5 AJI- ABSOLUTE VALUE OF CJ 
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ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. Ph (03) 489 8131. Telex No. 38897 

U) 

U) 

ETI-690 LITTLE BIG BOARD 
Just what you've always wanted in a 
computer-a 'big' computer on a little 
board) This design runs a Z80A at 4 MHz, 
comes with 64K RAM, two RS232 ports 
and a floppy disk controller. It will run CP/M 
2.2 and the board fits the soon -to -be - 
popular STD buss. 

FN- .--.-; 
Y y 
U) 

ETI-268 NICAD 
FLOAT CHARGER 

ETI MARCH '83 

U) 
Keep your NiCad batteries in tip-top 
condition with this cheap. simple Y charger. 

Il 
v 

;: 

U) 
ETI-668 
MICROBEE EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 
ETI FEB '83 

Simple, low cost programmer for the 
MicroBee can program 2716s. 2732s 
and 2764s. 

.11 N1 ~OR RPM i 
.I 

ETI-162 30 VII A 
FULLY PROTECTED 
POWER SUPPLY 
ETI DEC '83 

$47.50 

f 

$47.50 
The last power supply we did was the 
phenomenally popular ETI-131. This 
low cost supply features full 
protection, output variation from 0 V 
to 30 V and selectable current limit. 
Both voltage and current metering is 
provided. 

iI ; . 

n; 
ETI-164 ZENER TESTER 

$9.50 ETI MAY '83 

A simple low cost add-on for your 
multimeter This checks zeners and 
reads out the zener voltage directly 
on your multimeter It can also Check 
LEDs and ordinary diodes 

This Month's Kits 

ETI-672 MICROBEE 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
The 'Claytons- of printers is the old 
surplus teletype-such as the Model 15 

etc. For around a tenth the price of a dot- 
matrix printer, you can have hard copy 
from your microbee using this simple 
Interlace. 

+ti 

ETI-1512 

ELECTRIC FENCE 
TESTER 

$24.50 

ETI FEB '83 

No more checking the 'feel' of a fence 
with a blade of grass (and maybe 
ending on your ...). This protect tells 
you how much your fence energiser 
delivers and can be used for 
fault-finding on a fence. 

ETI-153 
TEMP 
PROBE 

$19.95 

ETI JUNE '83 c 
Can measure temperature from 
-50°C to +150°C. It simply plugs 
into your multimeter-great for 
digital multimeters. Accuracy of 
0 1°C resolution of 0.1°C. 

ETI-654 APPLE II 

ANALOGUE/DIGITAL INTERFACE 

$159.00 ETI MARCH'83 

This project will give your Apple a set 
of 8 -bit digital inputs and outputs 
plus one analogue input and one 
analogue output. Applications 
include: driving a robot- recording 
science experiment results. etc. 
(digital only shown). 

ETI-334 AUTO TESTER 

$17.00 ETI JAN '83 

Just the thing to keep in the glovebox 
or toolkit to find those nasty electrical 
bugaboos that occur at awkward 
times Simple to build simple to 
use 

ETI-175 20 MHz HANDHELD 
FREQUENCY METER 
A portable 4th -digit frequency meter that 
also measures period from 200 us to 200 
ms. What's more, it looks so good, nobody 
will believe you built It yourself. 
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ETI-1516 
MODEL ENGINE $41.50 
IGNITION SYSTEM 
ETI JUNE '83 

Get sure starts every time and no 
more glow plug burnouts on your 
model engines. 

itabRtl t 

LE 

ETI-323 HEADLIGHT $17.50 
rn 

DELAY UNIT 

D 
Park your car and turn off the lights. 
Can't see where you're going, Press 
the button and the headlights come 
on to light your way. switching off 
automatically after 50 seconds. This 
is a simple, easy to build, low cost 
project 

ETI-688 
p 

BIPOLAR 
PROM 
PROGRAMMER 

1I 
r 

'J 

$47.50 ETI JUNE '83 

Every digital workshop should have 
one Can be used to program the 
popular fusible -link PROMs like the 
74S188 288. 82S23 and 82St23 
etc 

ETI-335 PUSHBUTTON - 
PROGRAMMABLE 
WIPER CONTROLLER 

$28.50 ETI MARCH '83 

No more fiddling with knobs and not 
getting the delay between wipes that 
you want-this windscreen wiper 
Controller is Simply programmed 
with two pushbuttons to provide the 
wiping delay you need 

37 r 

ETI-412 PEAK PROGRAMME (i) 
METER 
This project uses a 10 -LED bargraph 
display module to show audio level from 
-23 dB to +6 dB. It's simple to build and 
set Up. 

ETI-671 MICROBEE 
PRINTER INTERFACE 
A simple interface unit for parallel 
printers. 

ETI-166 FUNCTION PULSE 
GENERATOR 
... same as last month) 

í643 r y 
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ETI 163 7C 

LAB SUPPLY $159 
Fully variable 0-40 V current limited U) 
0-5 A supply with both voltage and 
Current metering (two ranges: 0-0.5 
A/0-5 A). This employs a 
conventional series -pass regulator, 
not a switchmode type with its 
attendant problems, but dissipation 
is reduced by a unique relay 
switching system switching between 
laps on the transformer seconda 

Ir 

ETI-1515 DRILL/BLENDER 
SPEED 
CONTROLLER 
This project provides a full range of 
speed control for appliances having 
universal ac motors. Once the 

speed is set, the motor will maintain 
that Speed from no-load to 
heavy -load. Great for drills, blenders. 
grinders, etc. 

ETI-461 GENERAL PURPOSE 
BALANCED 

$20.00 INPUT PREAMP 

ETI DEC '83 

This project can be used as a 

balanced mic amp. with low 
impedance input, a low or high 
impedance input differential amplifier 
or a balanced input instrumentation 
amplifier. ,...--- . 

ETI-733 
RADIOTELETYPE 
CONVERTER $20.00 1 

-71 
U) 

FOR THE MICROBEE 
m Have your computer print the latest 

news from the internation shortwave 
news service Just hook up this 
project between your shortwave 

xj receiver s audio output and the U7 
MicroBee s parallel port A simple bit r of software does the decoding Can 

is be hooked up to Other computers 
w too 



THE VIC-20 COLUMN 

*ENCOURAGEMENT* 
Ozi-Soft, In conjunction with Computer Tech- 
nics, is offering to donate a VIC-20 expansion 
board for the best software item submitted to 
this column every month. 

The board is Australian -designed and manufac- 
tured and simply plugs into the VIC-20's expansion 
slot. It features three sockets that can be indepen- 
dently switch -selected, plus an on -board reset 
switch. With it you can plug in up to three separate 
expansion units to your VIC-20 and avoid the has- 
sle of plugging things in and out and turning the 
computer on and off each time. 

it is distributed by Computer Technics, 123 
Clarence Street, Sydney (G.P.O. Box 4936) 
NSW 2000. (02)29-7244. The board costs $59.95. 

All submissions must be accompanied by a 

signed letter from you stating that it's your original 
work. The winning sibmission will be judged by the 
Editor and no correspondence will be entered into. 
All published submissions will be paid for. 

Send entries to: The Editor, VIC-20 Column, 
ETI Magazine, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo NSW 
2017. 

September's winner of the expansion board is 
Phil Campbell of Bondi Junction NSW who 
wrote the program 'Times Square Display'. 

TIMES SQUARE DISPLAY 
Phil Campbell, Bondi Junction NSW 

The program allows a message of up to 88 characters 
to be entered, then scrolls the message across the 
screen in double size characters. 

The double sized characters are created in lines 60 
to 110 by copying character data from memory loca- 
tions 32768 to 33032 into RAM. This RAM has been 
reserved in line 40 by opening a'dummy' RS232 file. 

Each data value is copied twice into adjacent RAM 
locations (lines 60-70), then a simple POKE to loca- 
tion 36867 in line 80 sets the VIC character matrix 
size to 8 by 16 mode. 

As each character now fills 16 memory locations in 
RAM, we are only able to squeeze 32 characters into 
the 512 bytes we have allocated. The 'space' charac- 
ter just misses out. As it is probably more useful to us 
than the 'back -arrow', line 110 replaces the arrow 
character with a blank. This means that the input 
message must contain an arrow character every- 
where a space Is required in the output display. 

Almost all punctuation characters are lost too. The 
OPEN and CMD statements In line 100 suppress the 
'?' wh ich would normally prompt the user's input. Try 
leaving them out, and look at the random character 
which appears in place of the usual prompt. 

Screen width, height, horizontal and vertical origins 
are set in lines 120 to 160. 

The display scrolling routine in lines 180 to 240 sim- 
ply over -prints sequential segments of the message 
string, each one character longer than the previous 
one. The delay in line 230 can be varied to provide the 
desired reading speed. 

TIMES SQUARE DISPLAY 
40 CLR'OPEN2,2,2:PRINT-¡J', POKE36879,25 
50 PA=32769'CO=7168 
60 FOP.Pa327687033032,POKECO,PEEK( PA) 
70 POKECO.I,PEEK(PA),Co.Co.2,NEXTPA 
90 POKE36869,255:POME36867,PEEK(36867)0R1 
90 PRINT" ENTER MESSAGE USING FOR SPACE 
100 OPENI,3CM(II,IMPUT'hESSRGEN11")Ms 
110 FORC0.7664T07679,POKECO,O,NEXT 
120 REM SET SCREEN PARAMETERS 
130 P0KE36867,PEEK(36867)AND1290R3 
140 POKE36865,65 
150 P0KE36866,PEEK(36866)AN01280R27 
160 P0KE36864,PEEK(36864)AND 1280R7 
165 POKE36879,28 
1T0 REM ING DISPLAY 
180 X-LEN(Ms) 
190 DIMAs(X*1) 
200 FORIITOX:As( I).RION7s( Mis,l),NEXT 
210 FORG=X.ITOOSTEP-1 
220 PRINT",J"Af(0) ) 

230 FORDELAY. IT0150,NEXTOELAY,OOSUB300,rEXTG 
240 0070210 
300 REM SOUND SUBROUTINE 
310 V3667B,N36877:53=36876 
320 POKEN,220IFORI.ISTOOSTEP-3:POKEV,1 
330 POKE53,225,FORDITOIOINEXTD,IIRETURN 
READY. 

ENGLAND 
David Alram, Banksia Park SA 

This program has been created by using the 
graphics and sound capabilities of the VIC. 

The first part of the program, up to line 135, 
draws the English flag. The second part is a 
simple music routine which plays 'God Save the 
Queen', while the flag is being displayed on the 
screen. 

ENGLAND 
2 S3=36876 
3 V=36878 
5 POKE V,15 
113 F'RINT"3"; 
15 F'OKE36879, 107 
20 PRINT "NU law as dl 

25 PRINT"'aTa la111E am 'a 

30 PRINT" 11TEJla 
35 PRINT "anawa1a 
40 PRINT" 01~1'11 1E01 an r 
45 PRINT" anasa'a land 'a 

50 PRINT" WIUTWENa !a 'a 
55 PRINT" alaTa '9 a 'a a 
60 PRINT" 01t 01 N a 
65 PRINT" 01 'a a 

70 PRI NT" 'aa 
80 PRINT".ad 
85 PRINT" Ma :a a 

When the tune has finished the program goes 
into a never-ending loop. All you have to do to 
get back to the normal mode is to hit the STOP 
and RESTORE keys together, or Just hit STOP to 
get the cursor on the screen. 

a i alll.'a:7 i" ; ! :7! gr" ; 
a _ :7flP:ra IfPa:7r, 
a ! WPffira:7 Er:70MP" ; 

a Ta:7 WI aaN!I 
gra:7 elaDirty 

a iY) 1 i1aarlI 
.a ilaa~ 
E aa3i+ "; 

; 
90 PRINT"i ~NAP] 'a a bnand! 
95 PRINT" aaA'aa/ a 'a a 'a ialananP "; 
100 PRINT" a:~4:1, 'a a San nan;J! "; 
105 PRINT" ~WNW -J11/MU'a a ltaTA 14na! ' 

110 PRINT" 1:7!'0,7 elaavEay ra a Enalgm Ianal "; 

115 PRINT"a;7EIra:7 Era:7i aa 'a a i 1alR01:7 nana!"; 
120 PRINT"araa -Ja7! a a i I:7llana nan"; 
125 PRINT"alal Brown, a:7 'a a i IaganJ 1"; 
130 PRINT"'aa Plaa/fl a1' 'a a i atana "; 

135 PRINT " Wm, aaii y 'a a i n at)L"; 
140 GOSUB 150 
145 G0T0 145 
150 READ P 
155 IF P=-1 THEN 190 
160 READ D 
165 POKES3,P 
170 FOR N=1 TO D NEXT N 
175 POKE53, 0 
180 FOR N=1 TO 20 :NEXT N 
185 GOTO 150 
190 POY,EV, 0 
195 RETURN 
300 DATA175,500,175,500,183,500,167,750,175,250,18?,500,191,500,191,500,195,500 
310 DATn191,750,183,250,175,500,183,500,175,500,167,500:175,1500,201,500 
320 DHTA201,500,201,500,201,750,195,250,191,508 195,500,195,500,195,500,195,750 
191,250 
330 DaTR183,500,191,500,195,^250,191,250,183,250,175,250,191,750,195,250,201,500 
340 DRTR207,250,201,125,195:125,191,500,183,375,175,125,175,1500 
350 DATA -1 

READY. 
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01% 
Rockwell 

International 

6500 PRICES SLASHED 
Upgrade to 2MHz with 

these LOW Prices 
6502A 
6511 AQ 

6541A0 

CPU, 40 Pin, Clock, 64K 
Single Chip Micro, CPU, 

RAM, etc 
Periph. Controller, RAM, 

I/O Host Slave I/F 
Z8-03 2801 Pin Compatible, 24 Pin 

Piggyback 
VIA 40 Pin two bit I/O Ports 
COMBO 40 Pin 

6522A 
5632A 
6545A-1 
6511A 
6592 

1791.02 
1793-02 
2661-1 
2128 
4164 
2532 

QUIP64 

CRYSTALS 1.8432MHz, 2.00MHz 
32.768KHz, 3.686MHz, 

8.00MHz, 4.00MHz, 
12.00MHz 

A$ 5.83 

26.44 

19.25 

78.62 
5.13 
6.86 

or 6545-1 PE CRT Controller 11.41 
ACIA 28 Pin 7.24 
Single Chip Printer -Controller 

(for Epsom Series 200 and 500) 27.34 
FDC 40 Pin 31.80 
FDC 40 Pin 31.80 
Sync/Asyn Corns I/F 28 Pin 14.14 
2K x 8 RAM 120 nSec LP mode 5.52 
64K x 1 Dynamic RAM 7.72 
4K x 8 Industry Standard 

EPROM 6.16 
Socket for 6511A0 and 6541AQ 

1.78 
2.75 

1.75 

Plus Sales Tax. Postage and Pack. (where applicable) 

PO Box A6502,4300ener/., + 3 Edgeware wRd 

GO Box (` Jai` JA Wadestown 
Brisbane WELLINGTON 
Australia CONTROL New Zealand 
Tel 07-288 2757 Tel 4-72 6462 
Telex AA43778 ENECON 

Classifieds 
15 per character 

Minimum of 32 characters 

CHARGES: Cash with order only 
Robots, motors, gears, etc. To 
construct robots - for sale. For 
catalogue send stamped self ad- 
dressed envelope to: Hitchcock 
Robotics P.O. Box 21. Parkville Vic. 
3052. 
Synchronous packet radio the soft- 
ware approach Volume I by Robert 
Richardson. 220 pages. 528.00 + P 

& P 53.00. Northern Digital, PO Box 
333, Charlestown 2290. 
Pair of E.T.I. Project 495 K.E.F. 
Transmission Line Speakers. 
5 1.200.00. Speakers and Audio Fur- 
niture made to customers require- 
ments. Phone Parkraft after 4 pm. 
(02) 872 3548. 
CPM Users group discs up to no. 90 
inc. businessmaster II software. Cat 
58.00 discs 59.00 inc. post various 
formats available. R.B. Archer & 
Assoc. PO Box 696 Ringwood Vic. 
3134. 
Pair of ETI Project 495 K.E.F. 
Transmission Line Speakers, 
S1200. Speakers & Audio Furniture 
made to customer requirements. 
Phone Parkraft after 4pm 
(02) 872 3548. 

REDESIGNED AND 
IMPROVED SK -10 

%I. 

\ . 

LIFETIME GUARANTEE. 

New Body Material (ca- 
pacitance 3.5pF rail to 
rail) 
Numbered contacts 
(840 contact points) 
Current capacity 4 amps 
Resistance 2.5 contact 
to contact 
All component sizes 
20-26 AWG 
Also available: - SK -50 Halfboard 
(430 contacts) - SK -20 Miniboard (80 
contacts) 

Lifetime guarantee 

"We will replace, free of charge, 
any E & L Breadboarding socket 
which fails to meet specifications or 
which breaks down in the course of 
normal usage." 

Available throughout Australia from: 

VIC: Ellistronics (03) 561-5844 
SA: Graphic Electronics (08) 42 6655 
WA: Resource Electronics (09) 328 9755 
OLD: Fred Hoe & Sons (07) 277 4311 
NSW: E.D.S. (02) 438 2500 

MACELEC (042) 29 1455 
D.G.E. (049) 69 1625 

ELECTRONIC 
DEVELOPMENT SALES 
PTY LIMITED 

92 Chandos Street, St Leonards 
NSW Box 217 St Leonards 2065 

Tel: (02) 438 2500 
Tlx: AA 25963 

SWISS MADE 

DIGITAL 
HANDTAfHOMETER 

DH/901 

For accurate measurement of rotational 

and linear speeds by means of snap -on 

accessories 

Measuring Range 50 ... 19'999 rpm or 

5 ... 1999.9 Mmin (display x 0.1) 

High accuracy of ± 1 rpm or 

±0.1m/min 
One second measurement period with 

continuous display 

large, easy to read LCD display, 5 

decades with leading zero suppression, 

display height 8 mm 

Hand-held, black anodised impact 

resistant aluminium case, dia. 75mm 

7mm stainless steel drive spindle set in 

a ball bearing. Maintenance free. 

Negligible drive Torque 

150 hours continuous operation with 3 

silver oxide 1.5v batteries 

Operating temperature 0 ... 45 

degrees C 

Non -contact models also available 

(JAQUET) 

PIQUET Precision Instruments are designed for 

a lifetime of service 

E'LECTROMARK 
Pty. Ltd. 
43 Anderson Rd. Mortdale 2223 
Ph. (02) 570 7287 



I 
BANKCARD HOLDERS - 
PHONE YOUR ORDERS 

TOLL FREE! 

ALTRO.NICS 

AUSTWIDE 

GO ANYWHERE 12-240V POWER 

7 

These great Inverter kits enable you 
to power 240V appliances from a 
12V DC power source. Tremendous 
for camping, fishing etc. Install Into 
your Car, Boat or Caravan. 

A fully regulated and Overload protected design, 
featuring XTAL locked frequency. Use to power 
hifl, TV sets, even electric drills for short time 
periods. 
MANY OF THESE KITS ARE NOW IN USE FOR 
EMERGENCY LIGHTING PURPOSES. 
ALTRONICS' KIT features n Gold plated edge con- 
nector and PCB huss ,t Low age rate XTAL ,i Sockets 
for all IC's High Efficiency Transformer. 

K6750 (EA JUNE '821 ... $199.50 

L tl 
* TWO GREAT 40 WATT MODELS 

GENERAL PURPOSE 
Suits small appliances, le. Turntables, Tape Decks, 
Shavers etc. Variable frequency adjustment 
enables speed control of turntables. works as a 
trickle charger when mains power Is available. 

EASY CONSTRUCTION VALUE PLUS 

K6700 $55.00 

($10 DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE) 

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING 
Operates above the audible frequency range and 
Is capable of driving one 40 watt or two 20 watt 
fluorescent tubes to 150% of their normal 240V ef- 
fiClency. Install permanently into caravans. COM- 
PLETE BOXED KIT, INCLUDING ALL WINDING WIRE. 

K6505 $37.50 

NEXT DAY DELIVERY 

VIA 

JETSERVICE 
(CAPITAL CITY 8 SUBURBAN AREAS( 

ALCOHOL 
BREATH TESTER 

...da 
K1583 
ONLY 

$29.95 
(SEE EA 

. MAY 1983) 

This Great new Kit from EA will be a Smash hit with 
all the smashed people at your next party. Fun to 
build, Fun to calibrate and Fun to use. More 
seriously, this unit could save lives. 

MICROWAVE OVEN 
LEAK DETECTOR 

1 I . 

etl 724 1 

. 

TEST 

MICROWAVE OVEN 

LEAKAGE DETECTOR 

.ALFSCALE: BEWARE FULL-SCALF: RuN_P 

ETI PROJECT 

Completely passive project receives microwaves 
via an antenna which develops a voltage across a 
detector diode driving the meter. 
Monitor your microwave oven with this easy to 
build kit. All components mount on single PCB, 
including the meter. 
Genuine Hewlett Packard Hot Carrier Diode 
supplied. 

K1724 (still only) $14.50 

TRANSISTOR ASSISTED IGNITION 
WITH DWELL EXTENSION 

The Altronies Kit Includes all components 
for the modifications, detailed by Electronics 

Australia Feb. 1983, 
Yes, it's bad enough paying $2.00 a gallon for 
petrol without wasting a fortune on an out of 
tune engine. Flt Ibis transistor assisted ignition 
kit In minutes and start saving money from 
the very next petrol stop. Easy to build! 

K4010 $35.00 

POWER DOWN 
MAINS APPLIANCE TIMER 

(ETI JULY '821 

Clever new design from ETI, mains appliance is 
turned on at the press of a button and automatic- 
ally turned Off Some preset time later. 
Use for electric blankets, bathroom heaters, patio 
light. If your Inclined to fall asleep while watching 
TV late at night - this is the kit for you. 

SEC Approved Transformer Screened Front - 
Panel Complete Kit as per ETI article, includes 

- every last part 
K6265 only $32.50 

I 

See EA November, 1982 

- POWER 
UP 

A MUST 

FOR YOUR 

COMPUTER 

SYSTEM 
This great new Project from EA is the answer 
to a Maidens Prayer. 
What Does it Do? 
A single 240v mains plug and lead feeds one 
unswitched master 240v outlet plus 4 switched 
240v outlets. With say a hifi system plug 
your main equipment item (e.g. Amp) into 
the master outlet and whenever you "switch 
on" your amp - presto - mains power is 
applied to the other 4 outlets i.e. simply 
"turning on" your amp turns on your tape 
cassette, tuner, turntable, graphic equaliser 
without mains spikes, plops etc. 
Just the shot for your Computer System. 
The Altronics Kit includes case and all outlets. 

K6000 $ 39.50 

FOR DESPATCH P&tP CHARGES AND ADDRESS DETAILS PLEASE REFER TO OUR AD. ON PAGE 15 



ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS ALTRONICS 
VIDEO RF MODULATOR 

(SEE ETI OCT 1981) 

1111&1 - 

you Cannot afford a Video Monitor for your 
Computer this is the kit for you Super stable 
oscillator design and very low modulation 
distortion * Works with both B 8 W and Col- 
our TV sets Suitable for computers TV 
games TV pattern generators or what have 
you Deluxe kit featuring heavy duty diecast 
box for RF shielding * Input and output 
sockets 
K9760 $17.50 

0-40 VOLT/5 AMP LAB SUPPLY 
(SEE ETI MAY & JUNE 1983) 

......e. 
163 

fr-sr- 
srDErEx AVE T 

FEATURING: VARIABLE CURRENT LIMIT- DUAL METERING 

A Laboratory Supply requires specifications 
second to none. This Supply has them! 

Output voltage 
Output current . 

Output regulation 

Maximum output power 
Metering Voltage .. . 

Current . .. 

. 0-40 V. variable 
. 0-0 5 A, variable limiting 

0-5 A, variable limiting 
<50 mV at up to 2 5 A 
<100 mV up to 5A 
200 watts 
0-40 V in 1 V divisions 
0.0 S A in 20 mA divisions 
0-5 A in 200 mA divisions 

Serles regulator design enables design and deve- 
lopment of sensitive high gain audio and RF cir- 
cuitry free from hum and noise sometimes associ- 
ated with other techniques. 

K3325 $175.00 

* KIT SUPPORT FOR THE MICROBEE 
EPROM PROGRAMMER 

(ETI JAN. '831 

."Sq. 

P 

K9668 $55.00 
Versatile, low Cost and easy to build. Plugs 
straight into the mlcrobee I/O port. Suitable for 
2716, 2732, 2532, 2732A and 2764 Eproms. Burn 
your games programmes and eliminate cassette 
loading time. 
KIT FEATURES o Sockets for all other IC's o 1 x 
2716 supplied - get started straight away * Front 
Panel and Mains (SEC approved) transformer o 28 
pin and 16 pin wire wrap sockets to flush mount 
Personality plugs 12 included) and ZIF socket (In- 
cluded) a De 15 Ptug o Complete to last nut and 
bolt. 

(See Review ETI AUGUST 19831 

RADIOTELETYPE 
DECODER 

1E71 APRIL '831 

-/ l 1` 
/Sip 

VS 

K9733 $19.50 
Display RUT encoded messages on your Video 
Monitor. Receive up to date weather Information, 
International News before the Papers, all sorts of 
coded military Info. Simple cirCult uses PLL tech- 
niques o Single PCB Construction o Klt includes 
DB15 Plug and backshell for connection to micro - 
bee o Shielded pretinned PCB. 

MICROBEE 
LIGHT PEN 

rr 

1E71 AUGUST '831 

111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111IIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111 

PROVIDES DIRECT PERSONAL 
CONTACT WITH YOUR BEE! 

IUluuuumlummnumulnuun inmi ulunInuunn 

K9649 $19.95 
AT LAST -a light pen for the Bee. This pen works In 
the low -resolution graphics mode and connects 
directly to the 110 port. o Complete kit Including 
DB15 and backshell, 2m CORD o Fully documented 
with software examples. 

* BUILD YOUR OWN PROFESSIONAL TEST GEAR * 
7 DIGIT 

FREQUENCY COUNTER 

UNBELIEVABLE 0.005% ACCURACY 
o Frequency and Period measurement to 500 
MHz (with optional prescalerl ,+ High Input sen- 
sitivity. Professional unit at a fraction of the 
cost of built up units. 
á IC sockets provided throughout o Low age rate 
10.000 MHz XTAL o Ouality ABS plastic case with 
deluxe Front panel o Specified LSI. 

K2500 $119.50 
PRESCALER 
K2501 $26.00 
DECIMAL POINT 
K2502 $ 7.50 

FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 

Icoin, FUNCTION GENERATOR 

The most essential piece of test gear (second only 
to a good multlmeterl on any hobbyist's bench is 
some kind of audio signal generator. This design 
utilizes the latest Circuit techniques to produce 
stable, low distortion waveforms. 

A truly versatile unit at a bargain price. 
o 4 digit frequency readout (eliminates tiresome 
dial calibration) - typical accuracy 2% o 3 over- 
lapping ranges x1, x10, x100 o 600 OHM Nominal 
Output - continuously variable 3MV - 2.5V P -p 
o Distortion - sinewave : less than 0.7% e 1 KHz 
o Linearity - triangle wave: better than 1% e 

1 KHz * Squarewave rise time - 6V/uz maximum 
output o Amplitude stability - better than 0.10E1 
on all ranges. 
with the exception of the display all Components mount on a single PCB making this kit suitable for 
all constructors. 

K2505 $85.00 

DIGITAL 
CAPACITANCE METER 

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE LIE TE R 

LJ . a 

with Deluxe Instrument Case 

NEW DELUXE FINISH 
we are pleased to announce the release of the 
Digital Capacitance Kit housed In our Deluxe 
H04130 ABS instrument Case. 
This superb Test Instrument Kit now compliments 
our top Selling Digital Frequency Counter and 
Function Generator Project Kit. Electronics Aus- 
tralia Project. Measures capacitance of both 
polarized and non -polarized Capacitors from 1 
plcofarad to 99.99 microfaraosin 3 ranges. 
Check values of Unmarked Capacitors, especially 
those little trimmers that are never coded. 
Select precise values for filters and timing net- 
works within ease. 

o EXCLUSIVE TO ALTRONICS ,T 
Each kit includes precision measured Capacitors for accurate calibration of each range. 

K2521 $55.00 

FOR DESPATCH PEJrP CHARGES AND ADDRESS DETAILS PLEASE REFER TO OUR AD. ON PAGE 15 



Fingertip Finesse! 

*G 

://(4v 

One of the world's biggest 
selling range of combinations, 
DIGITAST input switches have 
been proven in a diverse variety 
of applications including the 
audio, automotive, electro - 
medical, telecommunications 
and the office products 
industries. 

With an operational life 
of over 5 x 106 operations, 
DIGITAST switches are the 
professionals' choice when the 
need is for the most versatile 
modular electronic components 
for printed circuit boards - 
especially when used with dual 
in -line packages. 

Other features include - 
Vibration free, short, 

smooth travel through pivoted 
button tops. 

Momentary release button 
(normal) as well as resting button 
with over -travel release (EE). 
E Micro changeover system, 
tactile feeling. 
E Protected identification area. 

Hot stamping available. 
Ultrasonically sealed housing. 
Double or triple tabular 

buttons available. 
E L.E.D's optional. 

LEXICON 1865 

0 

401 

D1 itast S For further infomation and 
Typeprices contact your nearest 

and SE - one of the STC-CANNONTM office now! 
VICTORIA 

largest ranges of 248 Wickham Rd., Moorabbin, 
g Vic. 3189. Phone: (03)5559566 

input switches Telex: AA30877 

in the world 

e 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
605 Gárdeners Rd., Mascot, 
N.S.W. 2020. Phone: (02)6931666 

is available now Telex: AA26304 

from STC Cannon:" 
Input Switch DIGITAST Type SER 

175 

5tieStib_ 
1416 - 
1S2a 

SER 

Button travel max. 3 mm 
'Contact travel 1,5 mm 

SERI. SER2L 

Input Switch DIGITAST Type SET 
17.S - SET 

SgBSCE - 
1.. 

.. SE TL 

SET' 

171 - 
SE T 2L 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
396 Scarborough Beach Rd., 
Osborne Park, W.A. 6017. 
Phone: (09)4440211 
Telex: AÁ93748 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
68 Humphries Tce., Kilkenny, 
S.A. 5009. Phone: (08)2687088 
Telex: AA88095 
QUEENSLAND 
Gabba Towers, 411 Vulture St., 
Woolloongabba, Brisbane 4152. 
Phone: (07)3930377 
Telex: AA43025 

STC Cannon 
Components Pty. Ltd. 
CANNON is a registered trade mark of International Telephone and 
Telegraph Corporation STC-Cannon Components Ply Limited is 
registered user Witte CANNON trade mark 
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Equipment NEWS 

THREE -IN -ONE DIGITAL 
SCOPE MULTIMETER 

Kent Instruments has released a digital scope multimeter 
which combines the functions of a full -feature digital 
multimeter, an oscilloscope and a transient recorder in 

one compact, battery -powered unit. 
The instrument, the Metra- 

watt M2050, represents another 
advance in miniaturisation. 

The digital multirneter has 32 
ranges, covering current, voltage 
and resistance. The LCD display 
features 31/2 -digit resolution, and 
ac measurements may be made 
as average value or true RMS. 

The flat -screen LCD oscillo- 
scope provides a high -contrast 
graphic image with a resolution 
of 128 x 64 dot matrix. There are 
30 input sensitivities for voltage 
and current, plus eight time de- 
flections, each expandable by 
four. Trigger capabilities include 
EXT/INT and AUTO, with trig- 
ger level being continuously 
variable. The instrument can 

' r 

also display a true RMS curve. 
Configured in its transient re- 

corder mode, the M2050 uses 
two separate memories to store 
random transient events. The 
maximum sampling rate is 
500 kHz. 

Completely battery -powered 
(an ac adaptor is included), the 
MC2050 will operate for up to 
eight hours on a single charge. 
Saved data will be retained for 
about six months with the instru- 
ment off and the batteries 
charged. 

For further information, con- 
tact Kent Instruments, 70/78 Box 
Road, Caringbah NSW 2229. 
(02)525-2811. 

ae..... o.a.1.u.00n. 
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BWD's 824 OSCILLOSCOPE 
WD Instruments has 
released the Model BWD 

824 oscilloscope, featuring an in- 
ternal graticule CRT with 6 kV 
EHT. 

The screen presents crisp, 
high -intensity displays. even of 
fast low -repetition signals. The 
CRT geometry is accurate and 
signals are sharply focussed to 
the graticule edge. 

The vertical amplifiers can be 
displayed independently, alter- 

natively, chopped or added. 
Channel 2 can be inverted to 
provide a differential display 
with Channel I. and 2.5:I 
vernier control is provided be- 
tween each attenuator step. 

The BWD is backed by a com- 
prehensive range of accessories. 

For further information, con- 
tact BWD Instruments, P.O. Box 
325, Springvale Vic. 3171. 
(03)561-2888. 

,11 Ily;.. 
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LOW -CURRENT LINEAR 
POWER SUPPLIES 

Electronic Technologies has 
released the LN-1000 series 

of low -current de power supplies 
and the LN-2000 series of linear 
do power supplies. 

Presented in an open -frame 
format, each supply in the LN- 
1000 range is rated to deliver 
about 3 W of well -regulated dc 
power from the ac mains. 

Standard LN-1000 single - 
output versions include 5 V at 
650 mA, 9 Vat 300 mA, 12 V at 
250 mA, 15 V at 200 mA and 24 
V at 150 mA. The dual -output 
range includes ±9 V at 150 mA, 
± 12 V at 150 mA and ±15Vat 
100 mA. 

All supplies feature output 
indicator LEDs, current limit- 
ing and input transient sup- 
pression. The LN-1000 power 
transformer meets ASC 3126. 
Input and output connections 
are via screw terminal blocks, 
with inbuilt wire protectors. 

Typical applications for the 
LN-1000 include isolation 
amplifiers, panel instruments or 

indicators, alarm circuits, extra 
floation power rails, preamp 
supplies, digital line drivers and 
OEM applications. 

The LN-2000 series is avail- 
able in either open -frame or 
bench -mount format. Each 
supply in the range features 
adjustable output voltage, good 
regulation, short-circuit protec- 
tion, low ripple and output 
indicator LEDs. The trans- 
former is in accordance with 
ASC 3126. 

The single -output versions, 
which are equipped with crow- 
bar overvoltage protection, in- 
clude 5 V at 3 A, adjustable 4 V 
to 6 V, and 15 V at 2 A, 
adjustable 6 V to 16 V. The dual - 
output version is ± 15 V at 1 A, 
adjustable ± 6 V to ± 16 V, with 
each output separately adjust- 
able. 

For further details, contact 
Electronic Technologies, PO 
Box 1518, Macquarie Centre, 
North Ryde NSW 2113. (02) 
816-1498. 

ll,' / 
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quipment NEWS 

SOLDERLESS 
BREADBOARDING 

Llectronic Development Sales 
is now stocking the rede- 

signed and improved SK -l0 sol- 
derless breadboarding socket 
from E&L Instruments, of 
Connecticut. 

The SK -10 is now made from 
noryl, a plastic material with less 

capacitance and which permits 
higher frequency operation and 
more sophisticated and diversi- 
fied breadboarding. A new 
mould, a new forming die and a 

permanent moulded -in tie -point 
numbering system are other 
benefits of the SK -10. 

A lifetime guarantee is offered 
on the socket - any socket 
which does not perform to speci- 
fications can be returned for :.; 
replacement. . 

For further information, con- 
tact Electronic Development 
Sales, 92 Chandos Street, St 
Leonard's NSW 2065. (02)438- 
2500. 

DIGITAL -TO -ANALOG 
CONVERTER CHIP 

he Fairchild UA565 chip is a 

I fast 12 -bit digital -to -analog 
converter combined with a 

high -stability voltage reference 
on a single monolithic chip. The 
UA565 chip uses 12 -precision, 
high-speed bipolar current 
steering switches, control amp- 
lifier, laser -trimmed thin-film 
resistor network and buried 
zener voltage reference to pro- 
duce a high -accuracy analog 
output current. 

The internal buried zener 
reference is laser -trimmed to 
10.00 V with ± 1% maximum 
error. The reference voltage is 
available externally and can 
supply up to 1.5 mA beyond that 
required for the reference and 
bipolar offset resistors. 

The UA565 is available in 
four performance grades. The 
UA565) and K are specified for 
use over the 0 to 70°C tempera- 
ture range and the UA565S and 

T grades are specified for the 
-55 to +125°C range. 

For more information, con- 
tact Fairchild Australia, 366 
Whitehorse Road, Nunawad- 
ing Vic. 3131. (03)877-5444. 

WELLER'S 
POSTER 

Cooper Tools, the manufac- 
turer of Weller soldering 

equipment, has published a 

colour poster of its Weller 
soldering and desoldering tips. 

The poster depicts - by 
number, temperature and range - all Weller tips available. 

For a complimentary copy of 
the poster, contact the Cooper 
Tool Group, P.O. Box 366, 
Albury NSW 2460. (060) 
21-5511. 

TO THE ELECTRONIC ° , ,LY 

MINDED (Professionals 

Texas 
Instruments 
TI -99/4 Home Computer 

Hobbyists, Students & Enthusiasts.) 
For over 40 years Radio Despatch Service has been serving 

the electronics industry. Our team of sales personnel can assist you 
with your requirements. We carry an extensive range of com- 
ponents, switches, batteries, connectors ... and the popular Texas 
Instruments Home Computer & Software. 

MULTI - I CALCULATORS 
METERS 

UNIVERSITY 
FLUKE 

] CASIO 
j::zuk% HEWLETT r..... . PACKARD .. 

"' r I TEXAS 
+ INST. 

"QUALITY COMES FIRST" has been our trading principle for over 
40 years. This enables us to give you the best in service and the 
best in products ... ensuring durability in what you buy and 
guarranteed satisfaction. 

MAIL ORDERS TO RADIO DESPATCH SERVICE 
869 George St., Sydney 2000 Tel. (02) 211 0191 211 0816 

RADIO 
DESPATCH 
SERVICE 

869 George St., Sydney 
NSW 2000 (Near Harris St.) 

Tel. 211 0816 
211 0191 

Open: Mon -Fri 8.15am to 5.30pm 

tTh 
udpaym night 

S alamte t os 

h1o1ppang 
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Standard Film Resistors 
At last. range of metal film PHILIPS resistors with improved performance 

over carbon film types, at the low prices 
you'd expect to pay for carbon film 
resistors! 

We're talking about Philips' 
SFR25 range of 5% tolerance -1/4 W 
metal film resistors. With a quality and 
price made possible only by 
advancements in metal film technology 
and the massive scale of our automated 
manufacture. 

SFR25's feature a 'clean lead' finish 
and are constructed to the same high 
standard as the Company's 'MR' series. 
Resistance coverage from 10 to 1 M 9 
(E24values) with a tolerance of ±5% is 
assured. Maximum power dissipation is 
0.33W at 70°C ambient. 

They have a noise figure of less than 
0.1µV/V (a tenth of the carbon film noise 
figure) and a temperature coefficient of PHILIPS Electronic 
less than 250ppm/°C. Even more ¡ Components 
important, neither parameter shows and Materials 
degradation with increasing ohmic 
value. These improvements stem 
primarily from the homogeneity and stability of the resistive deposition. 

So there you have it. Another quality product, ahead of its time, from Philips. 
For further information phone: 

Philips Electronic Components and Materials, 
P.O. Box 50, Lane Cove, 2066. Phone: Sydney 427 0888. 
Melbourne 542 3333, Adelaide 243 0155, Brisbane 44 0191 Perth 277 4199. 

AHEARN EL 81 
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CENTRONICS CONNECTORS 

FLAT CABLE TYPE 3 Hr. video tapes 
24 way Plugs 53.1 7 

24 way Sockets 54.67 
36 way Plugs 56.94 
36 way Sockets 56.94 20% Tax 

50 way Plugs 57.60 
50 way Sockets 58.40 

FLAT CABLE 'D' 
CONNECTORS 
9pin Plug 59.10 
9pm Socket 56.00 
15 pin Plug 56.82 
15 pin Socket 58.10 
25 pm Plug 59.14 20%Tax 

25 pin Socket 5+0.18 
37 pin Plug $13.50 
37 pin Socket 51 5.36 

MAGRATHS THE RIGHT 
CONNECTION (AMPHENOL) 
SOLDER TYPE 'D' CONNECTORS 
25pen Plugs -51.85 
25 pin Sockets 
9pm Plugs 

Spin Sockets 
15 pin Plugs 

`5 pin Sockets 

52.45 
5I.72 
52.58 
52.02 
53.58 

20% Tax 

Semiconductor 

Specials. 4 /far 
4001 23c 7406 30c 7474 30c 741.542 30< 
4002 30< 7407 30< 7475 45c 74LS74 30c 
4007 23c 7408 30c 7476 45< 741583 75c 
4013 30c 7410 23c 7490 45c 741.585 30c 
4015 55c 7411 30c 7493 43c 741.590 30c 

4042 45c 7413 45, 74121 45c 741.593 30c 
7414 45c 741.511 23c 74LS123 30c 

7400 23c 7420 23c 741-512 23c 7415157 30c 
7402 23c 7430 23< 741.514 55c 741.5174 30c 
7403 23c 7432 23, 741.515 23c 741.5240 75c 
7404 30c 7440 23c 74L520 23c 74LS245 90c 
7405 30c 7442 45c 741.527 23, 

7473 45< 741530 23< + 20a1TAX. 741.532 23c 

SUPER CAP 
THE NEW RELIABLE 
POWER SOURCE 
TO MAINTAIN 
VOLATILE 
MEMORY BANKS 

DURING AC POWER FAILURES 
The Pugh capacitance of one farad and low leakage 
current of this supetcapacrtor makes it an efficient. 
reliable and cost ellective storage device wM the 
following advantages 

h never needs replacing or maintenance 
Unlike needs n does not exhibe discharge memory 
Lack of polanty enables a to be cared either way 

It can be soldered onto PCBs toth other components 
h can be charged al high and low current rates re 
mrcroamps to amps 
Completely sale It toll not explode under 
extremes of temperature nor will a leak 

513.00 + 20% TAX. 

oSp,ISFACTjp4/ 

\\ 

\11 
9?LDOFc 

T.D.K. SUPERAVILYN VHS E180 , 
$ 1 7. 1 0 tax inc. 

MITSUBISHI 
DISC DRIVES 

M4853 
SLIM -LINE 5.25' 
DOUBLE SIDED 

DOUBLE DENSITY 
O I.OM BYTES UNFORMATTED 

80 TRACKS PER SIDE $375,00'70° 
M2896 63 

O SLIM -LINE 8" 0 DOUBLE SIDED 
DOUBLE DENSITY 

1.6M BYTES UNFORMATTED 
o 77 TRACKS PER SIDE 5489.50 

M4854 - 20% Tax 

O SLIM- LINE 5.25" DOUBLE SIDED 
1.6M BYTES UNFORMATTED 
O DOUBLE DENSITY 

77 TRACKS PER SIDE ` 5395.00 - 20éTax, 

'TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
Ph 3564 
PI, 3567 
Per 3568 
PH 3569 
Per 35688 
PM 3641 
Ph 3643 

PIN 3645 
PN 3566 
2N 3866 
2N 3904 
2N 3906 
P,4121 
Ph 4250 
PN 4258 
Ph 4355 
2N 4403 
2, 5088 
2,5401 
271 697 
2,1613 
2N 1711 

213 2102 
2N 2219 
2N 2222 
2N 2270 
2N 2905x 
2h2907Á 
2N 3019 
2N 3053 
2N 3819 

2N4036 
2N 4352 
2N 4360 
2N 5245 
2N 5458 
2N 5459 

30 2h 5485 50 BC 556 
10 2N5770 10 BC 557 
10 BC 5570 
10 MJE 2955 11 6C BC 558 
10 MJE 3055 $1 60 8C 559 
10 '.JE 140 51 60 BC 5590 
10 5VF 150 s160 BC 619 
10 911 2955 51 60 BC 640 
10 MJ 802 51 50 80 115 

51 70 ÁC 121 51 20 80136 
16 AC 128 
50 AC 187 
10 xC 188 51 OC 

10 BC 207 30 
30 BC 108 30 
10 BC 109 
60 BC 177 
10 BC 178 
80 BC 179 
51 BC 327 
60 BC 337 
80 BC 338 

31 00 BC 546 
a( BC 547 
90 BC 547B 
65 BC 548 
54 BC 548C 
54 BC 549 
54 BC S49C 
BO BC 550 
BO - 
80 

3240 
50 
so 
50 
50 

- 

SUPER 
BARGAINS AT 

MabVr111S 

22 
22 

.22 

.22 

.22 

.22 

.l5 

.15 

.49 

.49 
Cir. 60119 .50 
8r BD 140 .50 

B0237 .90 
80218 .90 
B0 262 31.20 

16BD261 31.20 
36 80266x 51.60 
36 BD267 '1.80 
41" 80437 .94 
2: 130 438 94 
22 8F 173 .69 
22 BF 180 .75 
22 OF 469 80 
22 BF 470 .80 
22 BF 494 .22 
22 BFR 84 51 22 
22 BFy 50 90 
22 
22 
22 

MFE 131 98 
`AFT 102 .57 

32.5% TAX 
ON ALL ITEMS NEW Linear Databook 2Vol 

ONLY AT, 
7- Í MAG1l11i 5 ) Bosch thqiiuier 

1104. 5 a fully programmable DSgnal Computer 

Clock with 4 independently switched 
power outlets 

Tlme. Day of week. 
Calculator -type key entry for 
programme setting. 

4 Independently switched power outlets. 
Equipped with a programmable computer which 

can switch four power outlets independently to control most 
appliances up to I 0 amps. The computer is programmed via a calculator 

type key entry facility to perform up to 20 daily or weekly switching functions. 

Ideal for both home and industry, the Bosch Digitimer DT201 can be used for: 
Security Lighting. Air Conditioners and 
Shop Window Lighting. Heaters. 
Radio/Hi-Fi. Most Kitchen Appliances. 
Electric Blankets. 

in) 
CRYSTALS 
1 MEG 6.00 
2 MEG 4.00 
3.579 MHZ 1.50 
4 MEG 4.00 
4.194 MHZ 3.00 
8 MHZ 4.00 
10 MHZ 4.00 

- 20% TAX 

CAMBION 
VC SOLDER 
SOCKETS 

8 PIN 18c 
14 PIN 25c 
16 PIN 29c 
24 PIN 41c 
28 PIN 50c 
40 PIN 66c 

+20% TAX 

Boo s & Magazines_ 
COLOUR CO.MPUTFtR NEWS COLOUR COMPUTER 7'E S 

SYSTEM 68 -APPLICATIONS 68 MICROJOURNAL 
MICRO 80 APPLE ORCHARD CREATIIE COMPUTING 
AUSTRALIAN PERSONAL COMPUTER 

WE ALSO HAVE A RANGE OF OTHER MAGAZINES IN STOCK! 

FAIRCHILD 
Bipolar Memo's. Databook 

58.00 
CMOS Databook 59.00 

Linear Databook $ 12.50 
NOS `lemon Databook s8.00 

PHILIPS 
Building Hr 6. Sprake. Ss stems 
Semicondu. tors PI 2 

Semiconductors Pt I 

General Catalogue 81 82 

DATA BOOKS 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

SoM.are Design for Maio Processors 
1981 Supplement ft Data 

Lmear Control Circuits 
Interlace Circuits 
MOS Memon 
&pole. Microcomputer Components 
TTL Data Book 
Understanding Solid State Electronics 
Understanding Computer Science 
Understanding Communications Ss stems 

Understanding OPUonic> 
Beginners Basic TI 99 4A 

MOTOROLA 
CMOSDatabook s9.00 
Schottks TTL Databook 58.00 

Citel 
5;ó: alue 
$1 0.00 
s 10.00 

5I4.95 
s6.25 
53.90 

516.00 
58.35 
59.99 

s 12.50 
s7.95 
57.95 
57.95 
57.95 

s 14.95 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
Audio Radio Handbook 
Advanced Bipolar Logic 
Linear Applic atinns Mendbook 
Transistor Data Book 
Voltage Regulator Handbook 
Memory Data Book 
Series 80 Board Level Compute. 
Hybrid Products Databook 
Logic Data Book 
MM54HC 74HC High Speed CMOS 
The Reliability Handbook 

4!..1 It.i 

56.50 
s6.50 

518.00 
57.50 
s 8.00 
57.00 
56.00 
59.00 
59.00 
52.50 TM 

516.00 EXEMPT 
s 14.00 

$75 
+20% 

TAX 

MAGRATHS ELECTRONICS Phone or Mail. 
55 A'BECKETT STREET, MELBOURNE. 3000 
Tele (03) 347 1122, Telex AA31001 -bay ti 
Prices subf ct to change without notice. welcome here 

- Mail or phone orders add 52.00 up to I kg pack post 
Special rates for heavy items on request. 



Component NEWS 

RAM RIP-OFF: MOTOROLA 
WARNS ITS CUSTOMERS 

Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector has revealed 
that memory devices stolen from one of the company's 
assembly plants are showing up in the marketplace. 

I The memory devices include a quantity of 64K dynamic ran- 
dom access memories (DRAMs) and a smaller number of 16K 
DRAMs taken from "raw stock" at one of the company's 

i plants. 
When they wcrc stolen. these 

parts were packaged in plastic. 
only partially tested. and were 
not marked with the company's 

I name. Motorola now believes its 
own logo and possibly competi- 
tors' logos arc being used on 
these parts. 

"We want to alert our world- 
wide customers to buy only from 
authorised distributors or Moto- 
rola sales people." said Gary 
Johnson. general manager of 
Motorola's Texas -based MOS 
Integrated Circuits Group. 

"Because these dc ices were 
not fully tested and some may 
even he rejects. Motorola can- 
not verify that they meet our 
high performance and reliability 
standards." 

Mr Johnson said the company 
is making every effort to recover 
the stolen parts. and that some 
of the persons implicated in the 
theft have been apprehended. 

For further information. con- 
tact Asia Pacific Marketing 
Headquarters, Motorola Inc. 
P.O. Box 89064, Kowloon City. 
Flong Kong. 

LOW-COST 
PRECISION 
POT 

Designed to meet industrial 
standards, the new Bourns 

3590 10 -turn precision potenti- 
ometer is available with O-ring 
seals for board washing. 

The Bourns pot has a resist- 
ance range of 200R -1(81k and an 
operating temperature range of 
-55°C to +125°C. 

Made for long -life application. 
the unit offers a load life of 10(8) 
hours and rotational life of one 
million revs. It has a body diame- 
ter of 22 mm and a length of 
19 mm. 

For further information. con- 
tact Rifa, 202 Bell Street. Preston 
Vic. 3072. 1031480-12 1 I . 

TEXAS 
ACROSS THE 
TASMAN 
Texas Instruments has ap- 

pointed Standard Tele- 
phones and Cables as a New 
Zealand distributor for its 
semiconductor product range. 

"The franchise agreement 
will substantially boost product 
support and availability for 
Texas Instruments semi- 
conductors and components in 
New Zealand," said Ian 
Hawkins, marketing manager 
for Texas Instruments' Semi- 
conductor Division. 

As well as integrated circuits 
components, STC will carry a 
range of Texas Instruments is 
sockets and will support the 
wide range of adds -on -memory 
board products. 

For further information, con- 
tact Standard Telephones and 
Cables, P.O. Box 26-064, 
Auckland, New Zealand. 

001 ,S1`°' 
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ANTI-ALIASING FILTERS 
WITH FLAT RESPONSE 

Ifa's new PBA 3167 and 
11-IPBA 3179 are low-pass fil- 
ters intended for use as anti - 
abasing filters in digital audio 
systems. 

Constructed in thick -film hy- 
brid technology. the units fea- 
ture flat amplitude response 
within ±0.2 dB from do to 20 
kFlz (PBA 3167) and to 15 kHz 
(PBA 3179) respectively. 

The stop -band attenuation is 
typically 80 dB for the PBA 
3167. while the PBA 3179 is 
specified at 60 dB. The dynamic 
range of 110dBat 1 kHz exceeds 

t"71. 

w. 

RIFA PBA 3167 with built-in 
phase -correcting delay -equaliser 
gives a symmetrical squarewave 
response with minimum ringing. 

that of a 16 -bit digital system. 
keeping the filter -induced noise 
at a sufficiently low level. 

The filters also contain a phase 
equaliser that keeps the phase - 
shift almost linear up to near the 
pass -band edge. 

This results in a group delay 
that is constant within ±I0 µs up 
to 19 kl-Iz for the PBA 3167 and 
±15 µs for frequencies up to 
13 kl-lz for the PBA 3179: 

For further information, con- 
tact Rifa, 2112 Bell Street, Preston 
Vic. 3072. 1031480-1211. 

Ordinary 20 kHz low-pass 
filter with non-linear 
phase -response. 

PRICE REDUCTION FOR 
LED LIGHT -BAR SERIES 

Aprice reduction of up to 25% 
has been announced for 

Hewlett-Packard's LED light 
bars. 

Light -bar products eligible for 
this price reduction include the 
high -efficiency red HLMP-2600 
and HLMP-23X0, the yellow 
HLMP-2700 and HLMP-24X0, 
and the green HLMP-2800 and 
HLMP-25X0 series. 

Designed for use as backlight- 
ing sources for annunciator 
messages in front -panel dis- 

plays, these light bars provide 
bright, uniform light -emitting 
surfaces. Common applications 
include illuminating legends and 
symbols in business machines, 
medical instrumentation, tele- 
communications equipment and 
automotive dashboards. 

For pricing and availability, 
contact Hewlett-Packard Aus- 
tralia, 31-41 Joseph Street, 
Blackburn Vic. 3130. (03) 
890-6351. 
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118 LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE, VIC. 3000. TEL 662.35016. 

MAJOR STOCKISTS OF ALL GENERAL RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

KIT SET SPECIALIST 
JOIN THE GOLDRUSH 

ETI 1500 KITSET 

Stac Timer 
ETI 650 $135.00 

incl. tax 

Plus $6.00 p&p 

etl 650 

Superb unit featuring: 
Tune and discriminate. 
4 modes of operation. 
VLF/TR design. 
Ground balance. 
Auto balance push buttons. 
Pre -wound search heads. 

Very professional unit. 
Approximately 1/3 price of many 
similar commercial built up locators. 
Audio and meter indication. 
Lets you know when to rejoice. 

PRICE: $193.50 including pre -drilled and punched case, 
or $179.99 including blank case. Plus $10.50 p&p reg. post. 

Stec Timer 
M .y 

; 

HOUSE ALARM 
ETI 582 
This complex alarm system is quite easy to 
construct. 
Features: Exit/entry delay: Resets after ¶ 
10 min: Has multi -loop circuits: Microwave, 
Infra-red and Ultrasonic devices can be 
added into the circuit. Includes case. Horn 
speaker, accessories and detector units 
available. 

$87.50 INCL. TAX 

alarm is armed and when it has been . e, s+ 
triggered: Easy installation: Complete with 
die-cast case. 

CAR ALARM 
ETI 330 
A false -alarm proof unit senses current drop 
across car battery. 
Features exit entry delay: Shorts out ignition I i 
coil: Pulses car horn: LEDs indicate when 

$35.50 INCL. TAX 

We stock the largest range of ETI and EA 

Kits in Australia. 
Call in and see our comprehensive 

catalogue. 

.. 
t 

`PRO' BENCH POWER SUPPLY 

This unit has four different programmable 
outputs, clock controlled switch-ons/switch-off 
times. Selected days from the seven or eight 
day cycle can be "skipped". Ideal for operating 
air conditioning, fish tanks, hi-fi systems, tape 
recorders, slide & movie projectors, laboratory 
control, video equipment, etc. 
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. $272.64 plus $10.50 pack & reg. post. 

0-30 VOLTS; 
0-15 AMPS! 

A phenomenal supply with professional finish and 
professional performance. It features 20 mV regulation 
from zero to full load, 10 mV ripple and noise, voltage and 
current metering on separate meters, overload protection 
and adjustable current limiting. Sturdy metal cabinet with 
silk-screened aluminium front panel supplied. 

LABORATORY POWER SUPPLY 

.r 
- -u" r 

' ° 7 
163 1., .+ ' J 

>r 

ETI 163 
0-40 volts 
0-5 amps 
S208.47 plus S10.50 pack and reg. post. 

LED to indicate voltage mode operation 
LED to indicate current mode operation 
Output switch provided to isolate supply output 
Output terminals isolated from chassis 
Full output current right up to 40V 
Current switch for setting current limit value. 
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Available in four models these low 
cost oscilloscopes feature: 

15-20-30 MHZ. 

1mV/Div sensitivity 

Stable automatic trigger 'AUTO FIX' 

Full range of triggering mode 

Bright and sharp CRT with Auto Fix 

TV(V) and TV(H) sync separator circuit 
Rectangular tube, illuminated internal graticule 

(VP -5220A and VP -5231 A) 

Built-in delay line for observation of pulse 
transient (VP -5231 A only) 

High reliability-MTBF 15,000 hours 

National have a wide range of scopes-to 300 
MHz. Please call or write for further information 

Probes supplied as standard accessory 

ci, ibankcard 
welcome here 

SCIENTIFIC DEVICES AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
2 JACKS ROAD, SOUTH OAKLEIGH, VICTORIA, 3167. 
TELEPHONE: 579 3622 
P.O. BOX 63, SOUTH OAKLEIGH, VICTORIA, 3167. TELEX: AA32742 
CABLES: DEVICES MELBOURNE 
31 HALSEY ROAD, ELIZABETH EAST, S.A., 5112. 
TELEPHONE: (08) 255 6575 
35-37 HUME STREET, CROWS NEST. N.S.W., 2065. 
TELEPHONE: (02) 43 5015 

. 

AGtt,e,U 

PROUDLY 
AUSTRALIAN 

r 8e, left 

For coaxial cables 
and connectors the only name 

to remember is ACME! Whether 
you need imported Mil -Spec coaxial 
connectors or cable, ACME will supply. 
In fact, ACME manufacture, right here in 
Australia, a wide range of popular connectors. 
Ask for literature by contacting the ACME 
office near you. 

<CM ACME ELECTRONICS 
A Oivis,on of James Hardie Electrical (Marche Trading ltd. Inc as Vic.) 

VIC. 2-18 Canterbury Rd, Kilsyth 3137. Tel: 729 6211 
N.S.W. 120 Beaconsfield St, Auburn 2144. Tel: 648 2255 
OLD . 358 2011 (Brisbane) A.C.T.80 4654 

71 4131 (Townsville) S.A 272 8011 
51 4422 (Cairns) W.A. 272 7122 
38 5933 (Surfers Par) TAS. 34 2811 (Hobart) 

31 5545 (Launceston) 
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A laboratory standard 
function and pulse generator 
Part 4 

THIS INSTALMENT covers construction 
of the main generator board plus final 
assembly and setting up. I had to employ 
RF construction techniques on the main 
generator board as high speed signals are 
generated, pc tracks start to behave like 
transmission lines and `reflections' cause 

ringing at certain portions of the 
waveform, spoiling the purity of the 
generated signal. Also, because high speed 

switching transients are generated by 
portions of the circuit, I found that 
shielding between sections of the 

generator circuitry was necessary to 

prevent these transients being coupled 
from one section to another and upsetting 
the operation. 

The accompanying photograph of the 
main generator board (ETI-166a), 
illustrates the general construction. A 
large `groundplane' is on the component 
side of the board. Etched -out holes permit 
component leads to pass through to the 
track side. Some components have leads 
'earthed' to the topside groundplane. The 
three shields are made from 15 mm wide 
strips of double -sided pc board soldered to 
the groundplane, separating the board into 
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C1zh.12 IC 

David Tilbrook 
four sections. That on the far right 
contains the main oscillator (Circuit A) 
while the centre section contains the sine 
shaper (Circuit B). The section at the 
upper left contains the pulse generator (on 
Circuit D) while the small section at lower 
left contains two set trimpots and two 
bypass capacitors. 

The frequency counter board 
(ETI-166b) is mounted above this board 
with long bolts and nuts to position it. All 
trimpots on the main generator board are 
still accessible, however. 

+12 V 
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TO SW2a SW4 

Component overlay. Showing general assembly of the main generator board, ETI-166a. Note where 

shielded cable is used. Don t forget to link pin 7 of IC2 (BB -BC) to pin 3 of IC4 (BB). Use shielded cable. 
Pin 7 of IC2 also goes to the input of the Frequency Meter board (BC) - again, used shielded cable. Note 

the points soldered on both sides of the board. Some are linked by component leads, some by a tinned 

copper wire link. 
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Main generator board. View of the completed ETI-166a main generator board. note the size and position- 
ing of the shields. A number of top -to -bottom side links have to be installed before the shields are soldered 
in place (see text). To terminate the flying leads from this board, either pc stakes or short lengths of tinned 
copper wire are soldered in place in the appropriate positions. 

PARTS LIST - ETI-166a 

e 

Resistors all 1/4W, 5% R68 120k C22 54/16 V RBLL 
R1, 58, 59 470R R69 39k C23 56u/16 V RBLL 
R2, R71 390R R74 2k7 C24, 13, 15 100n 'bluechip' ceramic 
R3, 35, 36, 56, 57, R75 3k3 Semiconductors 
60, 61 10R R76,77,78 47R 01-025 1N914, 1N4148 
114, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, RV1, RV2 100R min. trimpot. IC1 TL082, TL072, µA772 
13, 16 820k RV3, RV9 1k/A pot. IC2 LM319, µA319 
R9, 26, 30, 66, 73..4k7 RV4, RV5 25k min. trimpot. IC3 CA3100 
R11,12 100R RV6 10k min. trimpot. IC4 74122 (see text) 
R14, 15 22k RV7 50k/A pot. 01, 04, 06 2N2905A 
R17, 18 8k2 RV8 10k/A pot. 02, 03, 05 2N3866 
R19, 20 820R Capacitors Miscellaneous 
R21, 22, 34, 37 1k C1, 2, 11 100µJ16 V RBLL SW1 SPOT min. toggle switch 
R23, 24, 65 220R C3, 4 10n 'bluechip' ceramic SW2, SW5 two -pole, six -pos. rotary 
R25, 28, 31, 72 1k2 C5 33p ceramic switch 
R27 12k C6 1n greencap SW3 two -pole, five -pos. rotary 
R29 56k C7 10n greencap switch 
R32, 33 47k C8 100n greencap SW4 one -pole, seven -pos. 
R38, 39, 44, 45 2k2 C9 1µJ16 V taut. rotary switch 
R40, 41 2R7 C10 14116 V RBLL RLY1, RLY2 SPDT min. pc mount relays 
R42, 46, 47, 70 10k C12,14 10p ceramic (e.g: D.S.E. S-7120) 
R43 6k8 C16 2n2 greencap ETI-166a pc board; ETI-166b, c and d modules; 
R48, 49, 54, 55 39R C17 27p ceramic ETI-1520 module; shielded cable; hookup wire, 
R50, 51, 67............330R C18 470p ceramic nuts, bolts etc. 
R52, 53 47R C19 5n6 greencap 
R62, 63 22R C20 56n greencap Price estimate: S175-5185 
R64 270R C21 560n greencap (complete project) 
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HOW IT WORKS - ETI-166 

811 R17 R19 
1008 882 8208 

R12 
1008 

I have divided the circuit Into four sections, for 
convenience. Circuit A comprises the triangle 
wave generator, Circuit B the buffers and sine 
shaper, Circuit C the pulse generator, function 
select and output amplifier, while Circuit D 

comprises the power supply and frequency 
meter, described in Part 2 of this series. This 
should be read in conjunction with the block 
diagram given in Part 1. 

CIRCUIT A 

The triangle wave generator is built around a 

TL082 dual op -amp, IC1, a comparator from IC2 
(an LM319) and a diode switching network, D1 

to D4, plus associated components. 
Two constant -current sources are used to 

charge and discharge a capacitor selected by 
the FREQUENCY RANGE switch, SW2a. The 
positive current source consists of IC1a, 01 and 
associated components, while the negative 
current source consists of IC1b, 02 and 
associated components. The inverting input of 
IC1a is tied to the non -inverting input of IC1b 
via R4, R5 and RV4. A voltage applied to the 
junction of R4 and R5 will vary current through 
the collectors of 01 and 02. 

Now, the positive current source provides 
charging current for the capacitor selected by 
SW2a, while the negative current source 
provides discharging current for the capacitor. 
The rate of charge or discharge is determined 
by the current set to flow through the 
collectors of Q1 and Q2. 

The capacitor selected by SW2a will charge 
via D2 until the voltage across it exceeds the 
upper threshold of the inverting input of IC2. Its 
output will then go low, turning 04 on, its 
emitter 'pulling down' the cathode of D1, 
reverse -biasing D2 and preventing the 
capacitor charging current from flowing. The 
capacitor will then discharge via D4, at a rate 
determined by the current allowed to flow in 
the collector of 02. 

When the voltage across the capacitor 
reaches the lower threshold of IC2a's inverting 
input, IC2a's output goes high, turning 04 off 
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and 03 on. This forward -biases D3 and 
reverse -biases D4, preventing the capacitor 
discharge current flowing any more. Charging 
current can begin to flow once again and the 
whole cycle Is repeated as D1 Is now 
reverse -biased, allowing D2 to permit current to 
flow into the capacitor from the positive current 
source. 

As a voltage at the junction of R4 and R5 
varies the current delivered by the current 
sources, varying this voltage will vary the 
frequency of oscillation. Hence, a resistive 
network can be used to provide frequency 
variations by a potentiometer, RV3 here, and 
setting of the maximum and minimum 
frequency limits. 

The network R1, RV1, R2, RV2 and R3 form a 

simple voltage divider from the +12 V supply 
rail. RV3, the FREQUENCY SET control, is 
connected between the wipers of RV1 and RV2. 
Capacitors Cl and C2 are bypasses to keep 
hum and noise from modulating the current 
sources' input voltage and thus modulating the 
output frequency. 

For a symmetrical triangle wave, the two 
current sources are virtually identical, the 
charge and discharge currents being the same. 
To produce a sawtooth wave, the charge and 
discharge currents are made unequal by means 
of a relay switching different value resistors in 
parallel with the emitter resistors of 01 and 02 
accordingly. For a sawtooth that 'ramps up' 
then drops quickly to the start point, the 
discharge current is increased by the relay 
RLY2 switching from R22 to R24. Likewise, for 

a sawtooth that jumps up then ramps down, 
RLY1 switches from R21 to R23 to Increase the 
charging current. 

The triangle output is taken to Circuit B 
through a low pass filter, R25 -C12, which 
removes high frequency switching 'rubbish'. 

As you may have already realised, the 
waveform at the emitters of 03 and 04 is a 
square wave, this too, being passed to Circuit 
B. 

Note that the x100k frequency range 
capacitor is always in circuit, SW2a simply 
connecting the selected range capacitor in 
parallel. This cuts down on external wiring and 
reduces problems that might arise with stray 
inductance and capacitance at the high 
frequency end of the range. 

The second half of SW2 is employed to 
switch the division ratios in the frequency 
meter and the decimal points in the display. 

To make provision for external sweep, SW1 
switches the current sources' input (junction of 
R4 -R5) from the wiper of RV3 to the EXT. 
SWEEP input socket. Note that the external 
sweep control voltage can range from positive 
to negative owing to the symmetry of the 
current source circuits. 

CIRCUIT B 

There are two butters in this section, and the 
sine shaper circuitry. The square input at AB is 
clipped by two back-to-back diodes, 05 and D6, 
producing a square wave with an amplitude of 
about 1.2 volts peak -to -peak. This is passed to 
the FUNCTION switch in Circuit C. It is also 
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Printed circuit artwork. We have not reproduced artwork for the ETI-166a pc board owing to lack of 
space. However, you can obtain a print, free of charge, by sending us a stamped, self-addressed envelope 
(A4 -size) and requesting "ETI-166a Artwork". Film transparencies can also be obtained - see 
Shoparound in this issue. 

applied to the non -inverting Input of IC2b, the 
other half of the LM319, here acting as a 

squarewave butter. As this has an open - 
collector output stage it can be used to drive 
TTL circuitry by using a pullup resistor from 
the +5 V rail, and that's the function of R31 
here. The output of IC2 goes to the pulse 
generator Input in Circuit C and also to the 
frequency meter Input. 

The triangle output from Circuit A is buffered 
by a stage similar to the output amplifier 
(ETI-1520 - Part 1). IC3, 05 and 06, plus 
associated components, provide a low 
impedance output, wideband butter amp having 
a gain of two (determined by feedback resistors 
R34 and R37). The output of this buffer stage, 
at the junction of R40 -R41, drives the sine 
shaper input. The sine shaper is a 

diode -resistor network that progressively 
changes the slope of the incoming waveform 
as it increases in amplitude, 'rounding off' the 
waveform to approximate a slnewave. It's too 
complex to fully describe here, but it works 
very well indeed. 

The sine shaper output Is taken from the 
Junction of D25 and D26. A load is provided by 
R64 and the nominal output amplitude is 
1.2 Vp-p. Capacitor C15 provides a little high 
frequency bypassing to remove high frequency 
switching rubbish. The slnewave output at BD 
Is passed to the FUNCTION switch in Circuit C. 

The triangle waveform at the buffer (junction 
of R40 -R41) is attenuated to 1.2 Vp-p amplitude 
and also passed to the FUNCTION switch in 
Circuit C. 

Construction 
First do a visual check of the ETI-166a 
board. See that there are no broken 
tracks, holes incorrectly drilled or not 
drilled at all and that there are no tiny 
copper bridges between closely -spaced 
tracks. 

There are three top -to -bottom links to 
be soldered in. Identify these from the dia- 
gram and solder them in place first. Then, 
cut three shields to size and solder them 
in place, starting with the longest one. 
Hold the shield in position and 'tack' 
it in two places - on either side at each 
end. When it's in position, run a generous 
bead of solder down the joint along both 
sides. Use a hot iron with a large, 
wedge-shaped tip of about 4 mm width. A 
temperature -controlled iron is best for this 
sort of job. Don't overheat the board 
though or you'll risk lifting the copper. Do 
the next longest shield followed by the 
short one last of all. 

The components can be soldered in 
place next, commencing with the resistors. 
Follow with the capacitors, making sure 
you get the clectrolytics the right way 
round as shown on the component 
overlay. Take note of those components 
that have a lead soldered on the top side. 
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All the diodes can be soldered in place 
next, taking care that you correctly 
orientate them. Follow with the trimpots, 
then the transistors and ICs. If you wish, 
IC sockets may be used. Ensure that all 
the ICs and transistors are placed in the 
correct orientation. The transistors should 
be positioned such that the bottom of 
their cases sit only two millimetres or so 
off the board. Finish off by soldering the 
two pc mount relays in place. 

Having finished the board, carefully 
check everything. 

Before proceeding, the four bolts that 
secure the frequency counter board 
(ETI-166b) should be assembled according 
to the accompanying diagram. 

FREQUENCY 
METER BOARD 

MAIN GENERATOR 
BOARD 

Piggyback. The ETI-166b Frequency Meter pc 
board rides 'piggyback' on the main generator 
board, about 30 mm above it, using 40 mm long 
6 BA bolts and nuts. the 16 -pin OIL socket for the 
ETI-166c Display Board mounts toward the front 
panel. 
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KEPLERS LAWS 
A simulation of planetary orbits, producing data 
for analysis by students of the laws of Periods, 
Ellipses and Areas. Year 11/12 Physics. 
Cat. XE.6900 514.95 

GRAPHIC LIFE 
Life is "played" on a two dimesional grid of 
squares, so that every square has eiglst neighbou. 
ring squares or cells. Each cell Is either alive or 
dead and each cell lives or dies depending on its 
neighbour cells. A dead cell with three live neigh- 
bours will be brought to life in the next genera. 
tlon. A very Intrigueing experimenters tool kit. 
Cat XE.6905 514.95 

MILLIKAN'S EXPERIMENT 
In 1910 Milliken deduced the charge of an elect. 
roe. Side A is a simulation in HIRES graphics of 
the experiment Side B contains a tutorial of 
Milliken and his experiment and students must 
answer questions as they work through. Year 
11/12 Physics. 
Cat XE-6910 S14.95 

DISASSEMBLER By Dreameards 
Some may say "Not another Disassembler". But 
this one has a difference. It allows you to set out 
where the data fields are so the computer is saving 
time, not rying to disassemble data. A program 
you shouldn't be without 
Cat XE-6915 $15.00 

CHEAPIE By Dreamcards 
Two top quality programs for the price of one. 
The best Hangman we've seen yet on side A anQ 
a superb version of Battleship on side B. Both 
have excellent graphics. 
Cat XE-8920 $15.00 

CANNIBALS AND MISSIONARIES 
The old logic problem genre of transferring 3 
Cannibals and 3 Missionaries from one side of a 

river to the other In a boat that holds two. If 
there are more Cannibals than Missionaries on 
either side at any time the Cannibals revert to 
their favourite form of feeding. 
Cat. XE-6925 $14.95 

COMPOSER BEE 
This is a very well written program for music. 
This program allows you to compose, play, 
edit, transpose as well as being able to load and 
save your music. A program that has been a long 
time in the writing and well worth buying 
Cat. XE6930 $22.50 

WORD ADVENTURE 
A program with very good graphics using little 
Characters to entice the user to think what word 
is either a synonym, antonym or homonym of the 
word they are *sowing Everytime you get it 
wrong you are given more clues. After the clues 
run out you must face the Dragon when you must 
spell the word he Is holding correctly before you. 
Cat XE.6935 514.95 

PONTOON 
A quality last moving Card game where up to 6 
players can play against the computer who is 
banker. 
Cat XE.8940 $14.95 

WORD PROCESSOR -MYTEK 
Mytek Wordprocessor conies with a quality ring 
binder and lectures most of the commands of 
the highly acclaimed SPELLBINDER. Mytek 
Wordprocessor is screen orientated and re formats 
the screen to 32 lines, allowing twice the amount 
of text to be displayed al once. Commands, 
which are all single keystrokes, included APPEND 
BACK, CLOSE, DELETE, EDIT, FORWARD, 
HOLD, INSERT, KILL, LINE LENGTH, MEM- 
ORY, OPEN, PRINT, RE AD, SE ARCH/REP LACE 
TOP, UNHOLD, VERIFY, WRITE and EXIT. 
Mytek Wordprocessor is not aplaything. Although 
simple to use, It is one of the most powerful 
cassette based wordprocesson currently avail. 
able on any microcomputer. 
Cat. XE7015 $35.00 

MUSIC -B - MYTEK 
Music8 is a music Composer/Editor that lets -you 
create and save music and sound effects with a 

flexibility that makes chopsticks of the Basic 
PLAY command. MusicB is a great way to learn 
and play music/ Comprehensive instructions anii 
included. 
Cat XE-7010 520.01 

STOCK SUPERVISOR 
This program Is the means of creating a stock 
or product data base which provides an omline 
information system. This system is then capable 
of being continuously and easily updated to 
reflect all the Inventory and accounting aspects 
of stock on hand. 
Cat XE-6865 515.95 
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BASIC TUTORIAL 
Is a super teaching aid for any classroom. Basic 
Tutorial Is a set of 9 interactive exercises designed 
for teaching Basic to the computer novice. No 
previous knowledge is assumed. Basic Tutorial 
uses a unique double screen technique to display 
both the normal computer output and the Inter- 
nal exercises at the one time This allows the 
student to use the MicroBee in the normal way, 
while the tutorial Instructions appear in the lower 
half of the screen. 
Cat. XE-6860 $20.00 

MACHINE CODE TUTORIAL - MYTEK 
Consists of 8 interactive exercises designed for 
teaching machine code programming and related 
topics as they apply to the MicroBee computer. 
Only a general knowledge of the BASIC language 
is assumed. Machine Code Tutorial is designed to 
bridge the yap bewteen BASIC programming 
and being able to understand and use typical 
Z80 manuals. 
Cat XE.6855 $25.00 

BUDGET -SPREADSHEET 
This program is designed to speed up and simplify 
the task of framing a usable financial budget 
Applications range from personal or household 
to small business finances A quality program. 
Cat XE685o $15.95 

SEADOG 
Seadog a War game between two ships from the 
days of Nelson. You may play against a friend, 
or against the computer. The game features 
limited resolution graphics for the war battle 
sequences As well as the enemy fleet, you must 
survive hazzards such hurricanes, diseases, and 
your own gun aimers who do not always shoot 
straight! 
Cat XE.6845 $14.95 
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TRSBEE - MYTEK 
TRSBEE is a package of three programs that 
loads TRS 80 Model 1 and 3 program tapes into 
the MicroBee without any additional hardware. 
Although some program editing will still be re- 
quired prior to their Nnning the majority of 
program typing dme is saved by TRSBEE. The 
first program loads TRS80 BASIC programs 
Into MiceoWorld BASIC. Most prgrarns may then 
be edited and run. The second program in the 
package loads any TRS80 machine code file 
into MicroBee memory. The third program 
loads TRS80 assembler files into the MicroBee 
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER. Any TRS80 Model 1 

or 3 tape may be loaded. TRSBEE opens up 
a whole new world of possible software on your 
MicroBeel 
Cat XE7006 530.00 

HOUSEHOLD REGISTER 
This program will simplify the task of determine 
the value of your home's contents for insurance 
purposes, as well as providing descriptions of all 
listed Items in the event of their loss or destruc- 
tion. Effects are catalogued by name, description 
and value. Nine separate rooms are provided, 
and up to 28 items may be listed In each. 
Cat XE-7000 $15.95 

STAT PACK - STATISTICS 
This program is a general purpose graph plotting, 
linear regression, line of best fit and correlation 
program. It features a hies( of significance for 
the correlation coefficient and, if no evidence of 
correlation Is found, a determination of minimum 
sample size is performed. 
Cat. XE-6999 S14.95 

LOG - GENERAL PURPOSE INDEX 
This program is designed to suit a wide range of 
records where indexing land later searching) can 
be on one or two words, or on a string of up to 
15 characters. Each record consists of its index 
heading, plus up to 12 lines of text Each line 
can contain up to 41 Characters. 
Cat. XE 6890 515.95 

PROGRAMMING HINTS 
Consists of a Collection of modules which you 
may use to improve your own BASIC programs. 
They are all linked together under a menu driven 
display which allows you to RUN or LIST each 
module to see how they work. 
Cat XE-6895 S1d.95 

PROSPECTOR 
Arcade game in which you are the prospector 
attempting to get gold and diamonds which are 
scattered around the field, and at the same time 
avoid Iwo drunken bandits who are chasing you. 
Cat XE-6885 $14.95 
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DECODE 
Basic decoder and listing formatter 

This programme will be an invaluable aid to any 
one taking first steps in understanding machine 
code or wants to expand their library of proven 
machine code routines. Decode will la) print 
imbedded machine code routines fully and 
accurately lb) print all unprintable characters 
Itl provide a clearer, easier to mad listing and 
send all output to a printer if so required. ED 
ASM Is not required. 
Cat. XE-6765 515.95 

CARDEX -CARD INDEX SYSTEM 
This program simulates the card Index systems 
of yesteryear in that it neatly files a series of 
records, and the user can leal through the file 
inspecting each record one by one. 
Cat XE.8755 59.95 

FILEX 
Alex is a larger version of Carden, but handles 
larger amounts of data, and also is easier to find 
"the cards". 
Cat. XE.6760 514.95 

FINANCIAL MANAGER 
Provides an accurate and clearly formatted 
record of any financial account, and a cost 
analysis stated in money amounts and percent- 
ages - Personal Account Monitor and Business 
Account Analyst 
Cat. XE6750 $15.95 

TEX TED 
This program helps to produce a neatly formatted 
document of word processor appearance, with an 
absolute minimum of fuss on the user's part It 
is the logical altemative when a high powered 
land high priced) word processor is not warran 
ted and/or not justified. 
Cat. XE-6745 
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ASTEROIDS PLUS - MYTEK 

Asteroids Plus is one of the finest high resolution 
graphic arcade games available for the MicroBee 
computer. It features 3.D point by point resolu- 
tion graphics, shields, sound effects, intelligent 
objects,. guided missiles, black hules and a score 
board. If you enjoy playing computer games, you 
will be captivated by Asteroids Plus. 
Cat XE-6297 $22.50 

BEEZ 80 - MYTEK 
This secret code disesembler will disassemble 
any code sequence. Nothing Is illegal. It will 
allow you to program with codes that no other 
disessembler can decipher/ 
Cat XE6298 520.00 

SPACE INVADERS 
One of the most popular programmes ever released. 
This version was written especially for the Micro - 
Bee 
Cat XE.6030 $14.95 

SCREEN DUMP 
This tape conies with two programmes and can 
be used or both parallel and serial printers such 
as Star, FX80, Epson and other compatible types. 
Side A Horizontal Dump executed from net 
command. 
Side B Vertical Dump executed from CTRL 
P command. 
Cat XE.6970 514.95 

FORTH 
A new language for the MicroBee. Comes comp- 
lete with Interpreter on one side of the tape and 
supporting programs on the Other side. As well 
as this It Includes a very well written, bound 
manual. 
Cat XE 6965 545.00 

MINE DROP 
You are a tank running around a maze gathering 
all the supplies you can. It sounds easy, but you 
have a guided missile hot on your trail. Your 
only defence is a remote controlled mine which 
you drop and explode at will. A very fast joy- 
stick or key controlled game. 
Cat XE.6960 514.95 

PENETRATOR 
A low resolution graphic version of the popular 
game "Scrambler". You must defeat the rockets 
and bomb the radars In an effort to get to the 
next stage which is even harder. This game can be 
either controlled by a Joystick or by keys. Bring 
in Lores graphics it is a very fast game. If you are 
bored with the same land pattern you can devise 
your own. 
Cat XE-6955 S19.95 

SPACE PATROL 
A lot like Penetrator but in high resolution 
graphics. You must batde your way through 
the various stages where at the last stage you have 
four chances of blowing up a neutron bomb 
shelter. If you are successful, the next round is 

a lot harder. 
Cat XE 6950 516.95 
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DATAB E 

This program is a well written data base manage 
',lent system that utilised the MicroBee to its 
fullest to provide Data Management System 
sender to those found on larger and more expem 
sive systems. This comes complete with large 
bound manual. 
Cat XE 6945 519.95 

TEACHERS MASTER TAPE 
This tape allows the user to enter 20 words for 

spelling list These words are then at a later 
stage displayed back on the screen in clear 
graphics with four options of speed and display 
time. It makes a very useful program. 
Cat XE.6985 521.50 

FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS 
Side one of the tape goes through a graphic 
tutorial of what fractions are and what they 
look like. Side two explains what equivalent 
fractions are and also introduces decimals to 
two decimal places. A well written tape which 
uses graphics to Its fullest to teach the principles. 
Cat. XE-6980 516.95 

NUMBER HANGMAN 
A graphic gane which helps improve times in 
solving mathematical questions. You must answer 
the question before the hangnan has time to 
hang himself. Optional times and difficulty are 
available making it suitable for everyone. 
Cat XE-6990 513.50 

MEASUREMENT 
This tape starts feces scratch and defines the unit 
of measurement and what its other equivalents 
are. It gives exercises converting, measures small 
and large to the standard metre. It continues on 
to show perimeters, length and area and giving 
various exercises on the way. Another program 
that uses graphics to Prone a point 
Cat. XE-6998 513.50 

MULTIPLICATION TABLES 
This program is directed more at operation 
rather than age or grade. It uses graphics to em 
hence the display and optional time limits and 
difficulty to bring anyones multiplication tables 
up to scratch. 
Cat XE8975 510.95 

ALGEBRA 1 

This program Introduces the uses of pronumerals 
as theoretical numbers with simple problems. 
Simple algebraic equations are treated showing 
collection of like terms, etc. It then gives ever. 
rises to try to further push the principles of 
algebra. 
Cat. XE6995 513.50 

METEOR RESCUE - MYTEK 
Your mission is to rescue stranded astronauts. 
You are the commander of the Landing Module 
docked in space with the mother ship. It is your 
responsibility to guide the landing module 
through a meteor field, down to the surface of 
the planet, to land safely on a landing pad. An 
astronaut will then run to your landing module 
and you will blast off. You must use your lasers 
If necessary and dock with the mother ship 
again. A total of Po astronauts must be shuff' 
led to the mother ship. 
Cat XE7020 517.50 
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CORY LLE CASTLE 
Corville Castle is a adventure which will take 
you to a far away place of mystic castles, fierce 
monsters and evil w decks. You must enter the 
warlocks castle and find some dark secret which 
will help you to destroy the warlock. But rernem 
her, you only have until dusk. 
Cat. XE-6285 516.95 

CAR ACE 
A fast exciting graphic gane for the MicroBee. 
You must weave your way through a field of 
cars and oil slicks to produce the highest score. 
If you're too good at one speed then try the next 
(10 speeds to choose from@) 
Cat XE 6700 511.95 

EYE OF MIN (32K) 
An adventure game with a difference in that it 
gives you a picture of where you are. Once you 
enter the castle you are given a floor plan making 
it easier than moving In the dark. A very thrilling 
adventure game. 
Cat XE7025 514.95 

MORSE CODE TUTOR 
Perfect for all you budding young amateurs. 
Quality program which covers the full alphabet, 
random letters, and allows you to enter a sen- 
tence in English and plays it back in morse, plus 
TOM. 
Cat XE-6880 514.95 

PSYCHOTEC By Dreamcards 
Psychotec provides a striking example of art. 
ificial Intelligence, allowing a dialogue in English 
between computer and operator, the computer 
playing the role of psychiatrist and the operator 
being a 'patient' on the couch. Leaves other 
"similar" types for dead. 
Cat XE-6875 515.95 

MERLIN By Dreamcards 
Merlin is a 32K adventure set in England during 
the dark ages Your task is to search through the 
dark forest Inhabited by robbers, outlaws and 
creatures with awesome magic powers to find a 

legendary sword. An excellent adventure. 
Cat XE.6870 525.00 

YAHTZE 
The famous old addictive dice game. Try to 
beat your own best score. Up to 3 players. 
Cat XE.6866 514.95 

UNDERWORLD OF KYN 
Underworld of Kyn is an advanced adventure, 
average playing time to complete the game is 

about 10 to 12 hours for this reason It is 
recommended for experienced adventurers. 
Cat XE-6840 514.95 

BACUP 
A program to assist you in making backup 
copies. Allows you to load In a file loaded at 
300 baud and save It again at 200 baud or 1200 
baud 
Cat XE6780 511.95 

Incorporating 
ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

SYDNEY SHOWROOMS 

125 6 117 YORK STREET - PHONE: (02) 264 6688 and 102) 267 1614 
TELEX: 72293 

CARLINGFORD 
Cnr. CARLINGFORD 6 PENNANT HILLS ROAD - PHONE: (02) 872 4444 

CONCORD 
115 - 117 PARRAMATTA ROAD - PHONE: (021 745 3077 

HURSTVILLE 121 FOREST ROAD - PHONE: 102)5707000 
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OTHER MICROBEE 'THINGS' 
RF MODULATOR FOR MICROBEE 

Allows you to connect your MicroBee to your 
TV 
Cat XE-13052 517.50 

REPLACEMENT CASE 
Cat XE 6300 529.50 

EDITOR ASSEMBLER IN ROM 
Cat XE-6505 559.50 

WOROBEE IN ROM 
Cat XE6505 559.50 

54 MEMOREX DISKETTE 
Double sided, double density, soft sector 
Cat XE3510 56.95 

MICROBEE PLUGPACK 
Cat. XE.5410 517.50 

MICROBEE MONITOR LEAD 
Cat. XE.5420 59.50 

QUALITY BLANK COMPUTER CASSETTES 
XE.3530 CIO 51.10 50.99 50.90 
XE.3540 C20 51.20 51.08 50.99 
XE.3545 C30 51.40 51.26 51.15 

1-9 10-19 20 or more 
The quality tapes are supplied to us in boxes of 
20, so make it easier and buy at our special 20 
or more price and save money@ 
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NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 

Replacement Battery 
for Backup Circuit 

Cat. XE 8030 
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S5.50 

MICROBEE JOYSTICK 
New for the MicroBee is the Ouickshot Joystick. 
Connects straight into the IlicroBee's I/O port 
and provides real time action in games This unit 
can be mounted on a table with Its suction cups 
going one handed operation. With its contour 
design and very fast response this unit will give 
you the edge in winning computer games. 
Cat. XE7030 549.95 

Comes with special MicroBee 
plug and circuitry to interface 
directly with your MicroBee. 
Do not confuse with units that 
will not work with the Micro- 
Beeil! 

$4995 
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pri m p1 Peal C'C'" Dee 
BOOKS FOR THE MICROBEE 

INTRODUCTION TO MICROBEE 
YOUR FIRST 100 PROGRAMS 

This book is specially prepared for people who 
have never had their hands on a computer before. 
Cat X E8010 514.95 

MICROBEE BASIC MANUAL 
The very manual that is supplied with the Micro- 
Bee Is ecallable separately. 
Cat XE8005 514.95 

EDITOR ASSEMBLER TECHNICAL 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

Cat XE.8000 511.50 
WORD -BEE TECHNICAL 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

Cat. XE8001 515.95 
WILDCARDS VOL.1 

A potpourri of application notes and tips for the 
MicroBee. Excellent book. 
Cat XE.8015 515.00 

POST AND PACKING CHARGES 
55 - 59.99 (51.50) 510 - 524.99 153.20) 
525 - 549.99 154.501 550 - S99.99 (56.50) 
5100 - 5198 (58.00) Over 5199 (SUM 

"Free INSURANCE for Road 8 Registered Post over 5200" 
All heavy or bulky items lover 20kg.) sent Comet Road Freight 512.00 anywhere 

In Australia. 
SHOP HOURS CARLINGFORD, CONCORD 6 HURSTVILLE 

Mon - Fri gam - 5.30pm: Set - 9am - 12pm. Thurs night 8.30pm 
SHOP HOURS SYDNEY r BAN KCARD 

Mon - Fr( 8.30am - 5.30pm. Sat -OURS - NpmThum night 8.30pnh (v, 

MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE: BOX K 39 HAYMARKET. SYDNEY 7000 Via Your Phone 

Mail Order 
BY 

i 
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CIRCUIT C 

This section comprises the pulse generator, the 
FUNCTION switch, the OUTPUT RANGE 
controls and the output amplifier. 

The pulse generator employs a 74122 dual 
monostable (IC4). Note that the 74S122 and 
74LS122 can also be used here. The Q and Q 
outputs of 1C4 go direct to the two PULSE 
output connectors. The PULSE WIDTH RANGE 
switch selects capacitors for the RC network 
that determines the output pulse widths. The 
resistance network R66 -R67 and potentiometer 
RV7 provides the variation range for the pulse 
widths. Note that the x100ns range capacitor, 
C16, is always in circuit, the others being 
switched In parallel, the same as on the 
FREQUENCY RANGE switch. Some 74122s 
have to have pin 1 grounded, others do not. If 
pulse width 'jumping' occurs at some width 
settings, ground pin 1 of IC4. 

The FUNCTION switch, SW3, has two 
sections. SW3a selects the output required, 
while SW3b operates the two relays In Circuit A 
to provide the appropriate sawtooth output. 
Hence, the triangle input to SW3a Is connected 
to three contacts. 

All the signals at SW3a have a nominal 
amplitude of 1.2 Vp-p. The signal selected is 
passed to the OUTPUT RANGE attenuator, 
SW5. This Is a straightforward voltage divider 
giving 1-3-10 step ratios. The OUTPUT SET 
potentiometer, RV8 provides continuous 
variation of the output down to a set low level, 
but not zero, as R74 is In series with RV8 to 
ground. 

The output stage, described in Part 1, 
provides a gain of 20 dB, delivering a maximum 
output of 10 Vp-p. An OFFSET switch is 
provided, along with a DC OFFSET control 
(RV9). 
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NOTE: The 7805 regulator on the power 
supply board needs to be larger than the 
other two as dissipation is higher. Use a 

Thermalloy THM-6030, D.S.E. no. H-3402, or 
similar. 

TO ETI.1660 
FRED. METER 
BOARD 

TO TOPSIDE 
GROUND PLANE 

ON 511-1664 

Wiring SW2. How the FREQUENCY RANGE 
switch is wired up. The top of the front panel is 
toward the top of the page in this view. 

Put the generator board aside and tackle 
the rest of the front panel assembly next. In- 
stall the three BNC sockets and the 
MANUAUSWEEP switch first. The BNC 
sockets should be insulated from the panel 
using a grommet, as explained in Part 3. 
Don't forget to use earthing lugs as these 
are wired in with coax cable. 

Mount the PULSE WIDTH SET pot. 
next, followed by the FREQUENCY 
RANGE switch. The FREQUENCY SET 
pot. and the PULSE WIDTH RANGE and 
FUNCTION switches can then be mounted. 

MANUAL'SWEEP 
SWITCH 

AS TO w 

FROM ETI 166a RV3 

EXT. SWEEP 

TOPSIDE 
GROUND PLANE 
ON ETI-1664 

Sweep switch. Wiring SW1 and the EXT. SWEEP 
input. 

Don't mount the frequency meter display 
board yet, just to give yourself a bit more 
room to move for wiring up the components 
you've just mounted. 

Now, seven diodes have to be mounted 
on the lugs of the FREQUENCY RANGE 
switch. This is shown in the diagram here. 
The wiring to the generator and frequency 
meter boards comes later. Next run a wire 
between the EXT. SWEEP input and the 
topmost lug of the MANUAUSWEEP 
switch. 

Go back to the generator and frequency 
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Decimal points. Resistors R76, R77 and R78 are 
soldered directly to the rear of the ETI-166c 
Display Board. 

PULSE 

PULSE 

PULSE WIDTH SET 

PULSE 

rwm PW. 

TO ETI-664 

PULSE 

Pulse pieces. Wiring the two PULSE outputs and 
the PULSE WIDTH SET control. 

FREQUENCY 
SET 

RV3 
1k A 

TO SW1 FSI FSn 

Freq. set. Wiring the FREQUENCY SET control. 
Note that the wiper of RV3 goes to the lower 
contact of SW1, the MANUAUSWEEP switch. 

PULSE WIDTH RANGE 

SW4 

AX 7 6 5 4 2 

TOET-166 BOARD 
C16-23 

3 

Wiring SW4. Showing the wiring from the PULSE 
WIDTH RANGE switch. Note that the top of the 
front panel is toward the top of the page in this 
view. 

YO SW5 
JUNCTION OF .14- 
R58-69- 70 

CB(RLY2) 
TO ETI-1664 

CA(RLY1) 
(SAW1 

meter boards. Solder a pc stake or short 
length of tinned copper wire in every posi- 
tion requiring an external connection. Sol- 
der R76, R77 and R78 in position in the rear 
of the ETI-166c (display) pc board as shown 
in the accompanying diagram. Note that the 
CARRY output of the frequency meter (pin 
14 of IC16 on ETI-166b) is not used here 
and no connection needs to be made to it. 

Assemble the main generator board into 
the chassis. Start wiring it to the front panel 
components by connecting up the 
MANUAL/SWEEP switch. Follow by wir- 
ing up the two PULSE output sockets (use 
shielded cable). Then wire up the PULSE 
WIDTH SET pot., twisting its two wires 
lightly together. Then run the wires be- 
tween the FREQUENCY RANGE switch 
and the board (SW2a), leaving the other 
half - which has the diodes already on it - 
till later. Wire in the PULSE WIDTH 
RANGE switch next, followed by the 
FUNCTION switch. Note where shielded 

+12 V 

(SAW2) 

(SINE) 

(TRIANGLE) 

(SQUARE) 1! 

FROM BE 
ON ETI-1664 

FROM BD FROM BA 
ON ET41664 ON ETI-1664 

Function select. Wiring the FUNCTION switch, 
SW3. Note the use of shielded cable. 

cable is used. The FREQUENCY SET pot. 
can now be wired in and the power supply 
connections made. 

The two frequency meter boards can now 
be mounted and wired in. Complete the 
front panel wiring and you're ready for test- 
ing and setting up your instrument. Before 
you do, make another thorough check. 

Power up, set up 
If you're confident all is well, plug in and 
switch on. The frequency meter display 
should immediately light up, settling down 
in a few seconds to show some frequency or 
other. Vary the FREQUENCY SET con- 
trol and the numbers on the display should 
vary. Vary the FREQUENCY RANGE 
switch and note that the "Hz" LED lights 
when it's set on x I , x10 or x100, and the 
"kHz" LED lights when it's set to xlk, xl0k 
and x100k. If you don't get the indications 
described, switch off and look for wiring 
errors. 

If all is well, you can start setting it up. 
An oscilloscope is necessary for this. A 
noise and distortion meter would be desira- 
ble, but is not essential. 

First of all, set the frequency range limits. 
The upper and lower frequency limits of any 
selected range are determined by just two 
trimpots - RVI and RV2, located on the 
main generator pc board. Set the 
FREQUENCY RANGE switch to the x100 
range and turn the FREQUENCY SET 
pot. to minimum (fully anti -clockwise). 
Adjust RV2 so that the display reads some- 
thing less than 100 Hz, say 75 Hz, or there- 
abouts. Now swing the FREQUENCY SET 
pot. to maximum (fully clockwise) and put 
the FREQUENCY RANGE switch on 
xI00k. Adjust RV1 so that the display reads 
something well over 1 MHz, such as '1100'. 

Looking at the square wave on pin 9 of 
SW3 (FUNCTION), with SQUARE se- 
lected, adjust RV4 to obtain an equal 
mark -to -space ratio, then adjust RV5 so 
that the waveform swings symmetrically 
about 0 V. 

Looking at the sinewave on pin 7 of 
SW3, adjust RV6 for the best looking sine 
curve (least distortion). If you have a dis- 
tortion analyser, hook its input to pin 7 of 
SW3 and adjust RV5 and RV6 for least 
distortion (you should be able to get it to 
2% or less). 

Hook the CRO to the FUNCTION out- 
put and see that the output controls all 
work correctly. Note that the output can- 
not be reduced to zero as R74 prevents 
grounding the input of the ETI-1520 out- 
put amplifier stage. Check the two pulse 
outputs and see that RV7 works as it 
should. If the pulse width suddenly de- 
creases as you wind RV7 clockwise, then 
pin I of IC4 (the 74122) should be 
grounded. Provision for this has been 
made on the pc board. 

Run through all the frequency ranges, 
checking the waveform outputs and con- 
trols. Take a close look at the peak of the 
triangle wave. If. on any range, you get a 
`step' on the 'down ramp' side of the 
peak, then change the corresponding fre- 
quency range capacitor (capacitors C6 to 
C11). This is caused by too high an inter- 
nal inductance in the component. You 
may get a low level 'spike' at the peak of 
the sine waveform, but it should be of 
little consequence. 

ERRATA PART 3 

There are some component numbering errors 
in the drawing showing the output control 
wiring in Part 3 of this series. Here are the 
corrections: 

Shown as Should be 
R63 R68 
R64 R69 
R65 R70 
R66 R71 
R67 R72 
R68 R73 
R70 330R R75 3k3 
SW8 SW5 
SW10 SW6 
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micmbeé 

Australia's leading 
personal 
Computer 
Now with 

Jaycar 
Dealer 

Support 

videbillhitor 
Screen - 12" 
Display area - 80 char. 
actor. by 24 lines - Input - RCA 
Bandwidth - 10Ha- 
20MHa 
Input sig. 0.6 to 2.0 
pp composite, sine neg. 
240V AC & 12V DC 
Weight 8.6 kg 

Cat VM2000 $199 
gFeec1 sEFeecl 

data 
cassette 

Micron adjustable azimuth - 
data compatible casiette 

$4950 

nni 

green soFee11 

video monitor 
KAGA DENSHI 

18MHz Bandwidth makes 
this the best quality 
monitor on the market. 
Due to bulk buying we've 
been able to slash $66 
off the price! 

Cat. XE-1190 

WAS $325 
SAVE $66 

'259 

D 

JAYCAR ELECTRONICS & 
No. 1 FOR COMPUTERS, 

Microbee features: 

16K and 32K. 
Non -Volatile CMOS RAM. 
Programmable RS232 Serial Port. 
Programmable 8 Bit I/O Port. 
Display 64 x 16 and 80 x 24 
screen format. 

6545 Programmable VDU Driver. 
Cassette Interface, 300 and 1200 
baud. 

.91010....xneir 

f 'J 

¡ a:' ` . ,J _. 
tea,'ta 

me. 

pricing information 
Cat. XE-5000 MicroBee 16K Plus 
Cat. XE-5050 MicroBee 16K IC 
Cat. XE-5100 
Cat. XE-5150 
Cat. XE-5200 
Cat. XE-5250 
Cat. XE-5255 
Cat. XE-5260 
Cat, XE-1205 

MicroBee 32K Plus 
MicroBee 32K IC 
MicroBec 64K Plus 
Single Disc System 
Add-on Disc 
Dual Disc Drives 
Printer Cable Interface 

$469.00 
$499.00 
$559.00 
$599.00 
$699.00 

$1099.00 
$559.00 

$1599.00 
$49.95 

MICROBEE 
KITS KITS KITS KITS KITS 

ETI 733 RTTY Convertor. Ref: ETI April 1983. This simple project allows you to hook up 
your MrcroBee to a HF receiver and print radio teletype messages on a monitor screen. 
Listen to world news for FREE!! 
Cat. KE-4654 ONLY 517.95 

ETI 649 MicroBee Light Pen. Ref: ETI August 1983. This simple, low cost device plugs 
into the Bee's 8 bit port. The "pen" gives you an entry into the world of light pens and 
interactive software. 
Cat. KE4656 SHORTFORM 519.50 
SPECIAL PROBE CASE TO SUIT las specified In ETI article) Cat. HB 6400 519.95 

ETI 668 MicroBee EPROM Programmer. Ref: ETI February 1983. This simple. low cost 
EPROM programmer just plugs into the Bee's I/O port and enables you to save programs in 
any of the 5 different common EPROMs available (2716, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 2764). 
Kit comes complete with 'Personality' plug and all IC sockets. 
Cat. KE4650 546.50 

Parallel Interface Kit for the MicroBee. Includes 15 pin 'O' plug - add S15.00 if Centronics 
plug required. 
Cat KE7017 515.00 
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ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 
SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS r 
80CP5 Matrix 
Printer 
Magnificent 80 Character/Second Matrix Printer? - WITH GRAPHICS CAPABILITY. 

INCREDIBLE PRICE BREAKTHROUGHII 
We DARE you to compare with other units selling for well over S90011 
WHERE ELSE will you buy an 80 column (142 compressed mode) printer for under S700? Check 
the specs below and you must agreell 

FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Printing method: Serial Impact dot matrix 
Printing format: Alpha numeric -7 x 8 in 8 x 9 dot matrix field 

Semi.graphic (character graphic) 7 x 8 dot matrix 
Bit image graphic - Vertical 8 dots parallel, horizontal 640 don serial/line 

Character size: 2.1mm (0.0831- W x 2.4mm 10.091, H/7 x 8 dot matrix 
Character set: 228 ASCII characters, Normal and italic alphanumeric fonts, symbols 

and seml'graphics 
Printing speed. 80 CPS, 640 dots/line per second 
Line feed time: Approximately 20C/inset: at 4.23mm (1/161 line feed 
Printing direction: Normal - Bidirectional, lope seeking 

Superscript and bit image graphics - Unidirectional, left to right 
Dot graphics density: Normal -- 640 dots/190.5mm (7.51 line horizontal, 

Compressed characters - 1.280 doto/19Ornm (7.5") line horizontal 
Line spacing: Normal -4.23mm (1/16'7 

Programmable In Increments of 0.35mm (1/771 and 0.118rnm (1/216") 
Columns/line: Normal size - 80 columns 

Double width - 40 columns 
Cempressed prmt - 142 columns 
Compressed/double width - 71 columns 
The alcove can be mixed in a line 

Paper feed: Ad)ustable sprocket feed and friction feed 
Paper type: Fanfold. Single sheet. Paper width - 101.6mm (4") to 254mm (101 
Number of copies: Original plus 3 copies by normal thickness paper 
MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Ribbon: Cartndge ribbon (exclusive use), black 
MTBF: 5 million lines (excluding print head life) 
Print head life: Approximately 30 million Characters (replaceable) 
INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS 
Interface: Standard Centronics parallel 
Data Transfer rate: 4,000 CPS max. 
Synchronization: By external supplied STROBE pulses 
Handshaking. By ACKNLG or BUSY signals 
Logic level. Input data and all Interface control signals are TTL level 
SUPPLIED WITH 48 PAGE MANUAL 

AND 13 DIFFERENT PRINTING MODES 
e.g. normal, condensed, enlarged, emphasised. underlined. italic. etc. And remember - GRAPHICS 
as we'll 

CALL IN NOW FOR A DEMO? 
GL YM2400 

BRILLIANT! 
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MICRO- 
PROFESSOR II 

OUTSTANDING! 
Low cost colour computer 
with APPLE compatibility¡ 

6 G0/0111' 
Normally $658 ------- 

WAS $499 Cat YC1300 

NOW SAVE $259 

MR Of MM SUPPLIED S1 
D ARE/ 

A. 
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Most Apple Soft II BASIC 
programs will run on the MPF II 

LOW COST, HIGH SPEED, HIGH FUNCTION COMMUNICATIONS MODEM? - DIRECT CONNECT. 
FUNCTION The UDM- 1200 allows you to connect your microcomputer or VDU to other micros, VDUs 
mainframes or public data bases suCh as The Australian Beginning. INFONET, I P Sharp, through your 
home telephone line. SIMPLICITY The UDM-1200 is extremely simple to use. Just plug it in and commu 
nicale. No need to keep attaching each time. Lets your micro communicate when you're not there. 
SPEEDS Selectable between 300500/1200 bits per second under manual or computer control. The UDM 
1200 handles all the common public network speeds. High speed 1200 bps Communications will cut out 
the tedium and give massive sayings on STD and connect time charges. Speeds Can be set manually or by 
your computer, Thus on a dirty line you can automatically switch to a lower speed. INDUSTRY STAND- 
ARDS Supponnd are the CCITT V21 and V23 using the RS232C interface. These are the standards used 
In Australia and Europe, so you can interface with 99% of all VDUs, micros, minis, data bases offered In 
Australia. The Bell 103/113, 106 and 202 standards are also supported so you can dial direct to the U.S.A. 
AUTO DIAL Under your Computer's control. This will save you time and eliminate mistakes when making 
Connections. It allows unattended operation by monitoring or security systems. AUTO ANSWER Less you 
access your computer remotely. You can easily set up your own private or public data base. PHONE The 
modem only des up your phone when you are actually communicating. It can be used normally at other 
times. TELECOM APPROVED Approval No. C83/37/1020. This means you are allowed to connect to 
the telephone network, SELF CHECK A loop back facility offers you the ability to test the modem by a 
flick of a switch. This N a simple way to Identify problem areas. INSTRUCTIONS Thn.UDM 1200 comes 
with a simple User Manual, which not only shows you how to set up and use the modem, but also provides 
e guide to application II sot public data bates. and Communication gateways open to you. WARRANTY 
A 12 month warranty is offered with each modern. 

KEY FEATURES 
DIRECT ATTACH AUTO ANSWER MODEM 
300 BPS FULL DUPLEX ICCITT V21) 
1200 BPS HALF DUPLEX (CCITT V23) 
75 BPS BACK CHANNEL (FULL V23) 
AUTO DIAL 
BELL FREQUENCIES INCLUDED r 
TELECOM APPROVED 
1 YEAR WARRANTY 
NO ADJUSTABLE CIRCUITRY 
DESIGNED IN AUSTRALIA 
MADE IN AUSTRALIA 

THIS IS NOT A 'TOY 

$ 

9 

..n. tete 

KyrM 

,r 
UNIVERSAL DATA r,ODE! 

xH.r l 
Jaycar has made a bulk purchase to bring them to you at the incredibly low price of 5399. Amazing value 
fora FULL DUPLEX unit Gt. YC1350 

)ayear Incorporating 
ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 

SYDNEY SHOWROOMS 
125 & 117 YORK STREET - PHONE: (021 264 6688 and 1021 267 1614 

TELEX: 72293 
CARL ING FORD 
Cnr. CARLINGFORO & PENNANT HILLS ROAD - PHONE: (02) 872 4444 

CONCORD 
115 - 117 PARRAMATTA ROAD - PHONE: 102) 745 3077 

HURSTVILLE 121 FOREST ROAD- PHONE: (02(5707000 

NUMBER 1 FOR KITS 
POST AND PACKING CHARGES 

56 - 59.99 (51.50) 510 - 524.99 (53.20) 
525 - S49.99 ($4.50) 550 - 599.99 156.60) 
5100 - 5198 158.00) Over 5199 15101 

"Free INSURANCE for Road & Registered Post over 5200" 
All heavy or bulky Items loner 20k9.) sent Comet Road Freight 512.00 anywhere 

in Australia. 
SHOP HOURS CARLINOFORD, CONCORD 8 HURSTVILLE 

Mon - Fr) earn - 5.30pmt Sat - 9am - 12pm: Thurs night 8.30pm 
SHOP HOURS SYDNEY 

Mon - Frl 8.30am - 6.30Pm. Sat - 8.30am - 12pm: Thurs night 8.3014n 

MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE: BOX K 39 HAYMARKET, SYDNEY 2000 

Mall Order 
By 

ILE 

BANKCARD 
Via Your Phone 
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Handheld 20 MHz digital 
frequency/period meter 
with liquid crystal display 
Geoff Nicholls 
Part 1 of this series described the general design and fea- 
tures of the project. Now comes the nitty-gritty -.putting it to- 
gether and getting it going. 

THE PROJECT is constructed on two 
printed -circuit boards designed to fit into 
the Unimes 2 case from Mayer Krieg. This 
case comes in two parts - a front and a 

rear. The main printed -circuit board, ETI- 
175a, carries the majority of the circuitry 
and mounts in the front part of the case 
with the liquid crystal display positioned 
so that it can be viewed through the 'win- 
dow'. The two 'top' corners of this board 
are trimmed at an angle so as to clear the 
moulded -in pillars at the inside top cor- 
ners of the case front. The rotary selector 
switch mounts on the ETI-175a board and 
I have marked a 'keyhole' which should 
be drilled to take the locating spigot of the 
Lorlin switch. This prevents the switch 
from twisting on the board when it is op- 
erated. A small 'I' mark on the board cop- 
per side indicates where lug 1 is to be 
lined up when assembling the switch to 
the board (this lug is not actually wired 
in). 

The liquid crystal display mounts on the 
copper side of the board and is soldered 
directly in place without a socket. 

The 1CM7224IPL counter/display driver 
chip, a 40 -pin device, mounts on the com- 
ponent side of the board. Owing to the re- 
stricted space and large number of inter- 
connections between the liquid crystal dis- 
play and the 1CM72241PL, I decided to 
use 16 -way ribbon cable to bring out the 
counter control signals and the decimal 
point connections to the liquid crystal dis- 
play. At the time, I hoped to use insula- 
tion displacement plugs at either end of a 

short length of ribbon cable with 16 -pin IC 
sockets either side of the counter chip to 
effect the connections easily. Murphy had 
other ideas and 1 found that the ID plug 
at the 'top' end of the board fouled the 
battery compartment when the two halves 
of the case were put together. Thus, it was 
necessary to solder in the ribbon cable at 
the liquid crystal display end of the board, 
as can be seen from the accompanying in- 
ternal photograph. I used an ID plug at 
the other end of the ribbon cable, and this 
goes into a 16 -pin IC socket, thus allowing 

if' 

Part 2 

Inside the lid. Showing general assembly of the main pc board and how it fits in the case. This picture 
was taken before the Input wiring was completed. Note the ribbon cable and ID connector linking system. 

access to the 1CM72241PL device by sim- 
ply unplugging the cable. I recommend 
you use a low -profile 40 -pin socket for the 
counter chip. Sockets for the other ICs are 
optional. 

A cardboard 'mask' with a hole for the 
display to be viewed through was used to 
'mask -down' the area of the case window. 
I painted it black and glued it in place. 

The second, and smaller pc board (ETI- 
175b) houses the crystal oscillator. This 
board mounts in the rear section of the 
Unimes case, right next to the battery 
compartment. 
Construction 
No matter whether you've purchased pc 
boards for this project or built your own, 
the first thing to do is carefully check each 

board, looking for incorrectly drilled 
holes, cracks in the copper tracks and cop- 
per 'bridges' between closely -spaced 
tracks. Fix any faults before proceeding. 
Check that each board fits into its position 
in the case halves. 

Mark out and drill the case first. Use 
the ETI-175a pc board as a template to 
mark out the position of the shaft hole for 
the rotary switch. The input BNC socket, 
freq/period toggle switch and level pot 
mounting hole positions can be marked 
out next. Note that level pot is a 'minia- 
ture' type with a 17 mm diameter body 
but a standard 6 mm diameter shaft: See 
that the freq/period switch body does not 
foul the adjacent case mounting pillar. 

The on/off switch is mounted in the side 
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PART LIST - ETI-175 
Resistors all 1/4 W, 5% 

R1 10M 
R2 10k 
R3 1k (optional) 
R4 1k2 
R5 1M (optional) 
R6 82k 
R7, 8, 9 10 1M 
RV1 1M/A min. tin. pot. 

Capacitors 
Cl, C7 22p ceramic 
C2 33p ceramic 
C3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 
11 100n 'bluechip' ceramic 
C8 47yú25 V RB electro. 
C12 150p ceramic 

Semiconductors 
ICI 74HCO2 
IC2 74HC160 
IC3, 5, 6 4518B 
IC4 45208 

SW2 
(C) 
Z 

SW1 

Cl 
22p Jr= 

100n 

16 -PIN OIL S1 
1C7 

r 
LINK 

1M 
LIN. 

IC6 

LINK 

^rod: 
w:w;w D2 gm- . 01 

IC7, IC8 4011B 
IC9 ICM7224IPL 
01 2N5484 
02 2N3644 

Miscellaneous 
LCD1 41/2 -digit liquid crystal 

display (eg: D.S.E. no. 
Z-4157 or similar) 

SW1 three -pole, four -position 
Lorlin rotary switch, or 
similar. 

SW2 4PDT min. toggle switch 
SW3 SPST min. toggle switch 

ETI-175a & bpc board; Scotchcal front panel; 
case - Unimes 2, part no. 90 61 011 with tilting 
bail, battery clips etc (see text); 16 -pin IDC DIP 
plug; 16 -pin IC socket; about 100 mm of 16 -way 
ribbon cable; 4 MHz HC18 U crystal; two knobs; 
BNC socket with earth lug; wire etc. 

Price estimate $65 - $70 

R6 
82k 

C6 
100n 

105 

UNK 

C12 
150p 

,, t 

INPUT 

TO SW1 (Z) 

TO SW 1 (Y) 

TO SWIM) 

wall of the base, at the left hand side, ad- 
jacent to the battery compartment (see in- 
ternal photograph). 

Take care when drilling, centre punch 
all holes and drill a small diameter pilot 
hole to start with. This way, you'll avoid 
expensive traumas with the case. 

Now you can tackle the pc boards. It's 
probably wiser to start with the smaller 
board (ETI-175b). The link should be sol- 
dered in first. Then you can assemble the 
components in any convenient order, but 
make sure you get the semiconductors 
correctly orientated. 

The ETI-175a board is a little trickier. 
Install the links first. If you've elected to 
use sockets for the ICs, these should be in- 
stalled next, followed by the resistors and 
capacitors. Make sure you get the pola- 
rised capacitors the right way round. 
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Display. View of the copper side of the main board showing how the liquid crystal display is mounted. The 

display comes with a clear film stuck to its face having arrows imprinted on it, the direction of the arrows 

indicating the pin 1 -pin 40 end of the object. Note also the hole for the locating spigot of SW2. 

Mount the rotary switch, positioning pin I 

above the marked position as explained 
earlier. Bend lug 1 in, toward the switch 
centre, then bend the other 11 lugs out- 
ward, carefully bending them as near to 
the base as possible and at right angles so 

they lay against the switch body. Wire 
them to the board with short lengths of 
tinned copper wire. If you're soldering the 
ICs in place, now's the time to do them. 

Install the ribbon cable link next. Take 
an 80 mm length of I6 -way cable and put 
an ID connector on one end. Strip and tin 
the wires at the other end then solder 
them in place at the LCD end of the 
board as shown on the overlay. Refer to 
the internal photographs, too. 

The liquid crystal display is installed last 

of all. It mounts on the copper side of the 
board and is soldered directly in place. To 
avoid possible 'solder bridge' shorts to 
tracks running between the pins of the dis- 
play, I found that an ordinary soft -lead 
pencil carefully rubbed onto the tracks 
passing between the LCD pins helped pre- 
vent solder bridges. Before soldering the 
LCD in place. insert it in the board and 
then hold the hoard in the lid while you 
position the display to sit flush against the 
cutout. 

With the two pc boards completed. 
check them both thoroughly, looking for 
dry joints. missed soldering and solder 
bridges between adjacent pads. 

Install the wires that run between the 
two boards and the flying leads to the ex- 
ternal components, then screw both 
boards into the case. Solder the tagstrip 
for the input components on the rear of 
the level pot., followed by the compo- 
nents. Then complete the wiring and 
you're ready to fire it up. 

Install the batteries and switch on. The 
display may read something random. Set it 

to read frequency and connect a known 
signal to the input. Set the level control to 
get a sensible display. On switching to 
period, the minus sign will be shown. 
Check that the display reads correctly and 
it's ready for use. 

Printed circuit artwork. We have not reproduced 

artwork for the two ETI-175 pc boards owing to 

lack of space. However, you can obtain a print, 

free of charge, by sending us a stamped, self- 

addressed envelope (A4 -size) and requesting "ETI- 

175 Artwork". Film transparencies can also be 

obtained - see Shoparound in this issue. 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

RI IOU 

ICI 
74VCO2 A 

hA 
R3 

OPTIONAL lit 
PULLUP 

5 

0V 
DIVIDE BY S 

T.0NCO2 

Waveforms - A: Upper trace - pin 10 IC7, 

COUNT INHIBIT. Middle trace - pin 4 IC7, 

STORE. Lower trace - pin 3 IC7, RESET. 

(Vertical -5 V/div.; Horizontal - 200 µsidiv.). 

wt,0¿!1 o-ima . 

Waveforms - B: Upper trace - pin 1 ICi, 
4 MHz oscilla or. Lower trace - pin 11 IC2, 

800 kHz output. (Vertical -2 V/div.; Horizontal - 200 ns/div. . 

ét1, 175 
41/2 -DIGIT FREQUENCY/PERIOD COUNTER 

o 20 kHz 200 us 

0 200 kHz 2 ms 

0 2 MHz 20 ms 

o 20 MHz 200ms 

INPUT LEVEL FRED/PERIOD 

Front panel. Full-size artwork for the project's front panel. 

PERFORMANCE ETI-175 

Sensitivity 

100 mV RMS, 5Hz-2MHz 

250 mV RMS, 10 MHz 

350 mV RMS, 20 MHz 

Power supply 

4 x AA cells (6 V nom.) 

Current drain 

7mA 
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Part 1 gave a block diagram and overview of 
the project design, so let's get down to the 
circuit details. 

DIVIDER STAGES 
1C3 divides the 800 kHz from the crystal oscil- 
lator section down to 8 kHz by cascading its 
dual BCD counters. 

IC4 is a dual binary counter connected to 
divide by 64 and thus produces 12.5 kHz. 

IC5 and IC6(a) are BCD counters cascaded 
to provide four decade -related frequencies 
that are used for range switching by rotary 
switch SW2B. 

COUNTER CONTROL 
The control section centres on a BCD 
counter, IC6(b) and a quad NAND gate IC7. 
The BCD counter is clocked by a frequency 
selected from the divider chain via the rotary 
switch. The outputs 04 and 01 from the 
counter are gated to derive the counter con- 
trol signals RESET, STORE and COUNT 
INHIBIT. The oscilloscope photo No. 1 shows 
the relation between these signals. 

Note that Q4 in a BCD counter is low for 
eight clock cycles and high for two cycles. 
Therefore the ICM7224 will count for eight 
cycles of the IC6(b) clock (pin 2), store the 
count in its output latch on the next cycle, 
then reset Its counter on the following cycle 
to complete one decade count of IC6(b). 

12 

RESET 

CM 
1224 

COUNT 

COUNT 
INPUT 

OSC V - 
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FREQUENCY 

Swl(4) 
PERIOD 

10 

FREQUENCY 
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HOW IT WORKS ETI-175 

1 

2.3.4 
422 
21-40 

. OR 

AB 1M 

R9 IM 

RIO IM 

BP S G 

FREQUENCY MODE 

To display frequency in decimal units, the 
clock for the divider chain is switched to 
8 kHz by SW1(c), while the Input signal from 
the preamp is directed to the COUNT INPUT 
of the ICM7224 by SW1(d). 

Now since the counter control section di- 
vides the incoming frequency by eight to con- 
trol the ICM7224 count gate, the effective gate 
times selected by SW2B are 1 ms, 10 ms, 
100 ms and 1 s to provide the four frequency 
ranges 20 MHz, 2 MHz, 200 kHz and 20 kHz 
respectively. 

SW1(a) selects SW2A to activate the deci- 
mal points required for each range. Note that 
no decimal point is displayed for the 20 kHz 
range. 

PERIOD MODE 

To display the period, the input signal and 
clock reference are interchanged, thus effec- 
tively displaying the inverse of frequency Le: 
the period. The same clock reference fre- 
quency cannot be used for both period and 
frequency, due to the divide by eight inherent 
In the counter control circuit. 

Thus the clock reference is changed from 
8 kHz to 12.5 kHz, and is directed to the count 
input of the ICM7224 by SW1(d). So if the 
input period is 100 ms and the 200 ms range 
is selected, then the ICM7224 will count 

8 x 100 ms x 12.5 kHz = 10 000 
which is displayed as 100.00. 

To get the same count on the 20 ms range, 
the input period must be 10 ms, but the count 
Is extended to 80 cycles. Similarly, the num- 
ber of periods counted on the 2.0 ms range is 
800 while 8000 cycles of the input period are 
counted on the 200 µs range. 

The minimum period that can be measured 
Is limited by the speed of the CMOS BCD 
dividers and is about 0.5 µs. Such small peri- 
ods are normally measured on the frequency 
range and calculated. 

SW1(b) turns on the minus sign annuncia- 
tor in the LCD display to signify the period 
mode, while SW1(a) selects SW2C to display 
the decimal points. 

OSCILLATOR DIVIDER 
The 4 MHz oscillator uses one gate from a 
74HCO2 (ICI), two other gates from this 
being used as buffers. A 74HC160 presetta- 
ble counter (IC5) is arranged to divide the 
4 MHz oscillator output by five to provide 
800 kHz for the counter. As a 74LS160 may 
be used here, an optional pullup resistor, 
R3, can be added to the output for it (pin 
11). 

THE ICM7224IPL 
This chip is made by Intersil Inc., of Cupertino 
California USA. It is imported by R & D 
Electronics and All Electronic Components of 
118 Lonsdale St, Melbourne 3000 act as their 
retail distributors. 
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.E1LVCTRONIC AGENCIVS 
NSW & ACT ONLY VIC.SA.QLD.TAS.WA.NT 

\1'áxlL3td\N4 $10 - 524.9 
99 

52.50 510 - 524.9999 $4.00 
v13ga 

e5 - 525 - 549.99 53.50 525 - 549.99 55.00 

Co", 
_+ s100 or more 55 50 $100 or more9 

56.00 
7: 0 welcome here 

If purchasing I or 2 programs only add $2 for P&P. Otherwise above rates apply. 

AU heave or bulky items lover 20 kg/ sent Come: Road Freight $12.00 anywhere in Australia. 

1 151 17 Parramatra Rd.. Concord 2137 
(Corner Parramatta Rd & Lloyd George Axel 
Telephone: 1021745 3077 (too lined 

117 York St.. Sydney. 

Phone 267 1614 

QUALITY BLANK 
COMPUTER C ASSETTFS 

19 10 19 20 or more I r 

XE3530 CIO 1.10 .99 .90 

XE3540 C20 1.20 1.08 .99 
XE3545 C30 1.40 1.26 1.15 

The quality tapes are supplied to us in boles 
`of 20. so to make it easier we've got a special 

price for 20. 

NEW MICROBEE SOFTWARE 
KF.PLERS LAWS. A simulation of planetary orbits. producing data for analysis by students of 
the laws of Periods. Ellipses and Areas. Year 11112 Physics. 

XE6900 514.95 
GRAPI I IC LIFE. Life is "played -on a two dimensional grid of squares. so that every square 

has eight neighbouring squares or cells. Each cell is either alive or dead and each cell lives or dies 

depending on its neighbour cells. A dead cell with three live neighbours will he brought to life in 

the next generation. A very intriguing experimenlors tool kit. 

XE6905 514.95 
MII.LIKAN^.S EXPERIMENT. In 1910 Millikan deduced the charge of an electron. Side A is 

a simulation in HIRES graphics of the experiment. Side B contains a tutorial on Millikan and his 

experiment and students must answer questions as they work through. Year 11/12 Physics. 

X E6910 514.95 
DISASSEMBLER by DREAMCARDS. Some may say "No( another Disassembler". But this 

one has a difference. It allows you lose' out where the data fields are so the computer is saving 

time not trying to disassemble data. A program you shouldn't he without. 

X E69I 5 515.00 
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11E7011 

CI IEAPIE by DREAMCAR DS. Two top quality programs for the price of one. The best 

Hangman we've seen yet on Side A and a superb version of Battleship on side B. Both have 

excellent graphics. 

XE6920 515.00 

CANNIBALS AND MISSIONARIES. The old logic problem game of transferring 3 

Cannibals and 3 Missionaries from one side of a river to the other in a boat that holds two. If 
there are more Cannibals than Missionaries on either side at any time the Cannibals revert to the 

favourite form of feeding. Excellent graphics. 

XE6925 514.95 
COMPOSER BEE. This is a very well w ritten program for music. This program allows you to 

compose, play. edit. transpose as well as being able to load and save your music. A program that 

has been a long time in the writing and well worth buying. 

XE6930 522.50 
WORD ADVENTURE. A program with very good graphics using little characters to entice the 

user to think what word is either a synonym. antonym or homonym of the word they are 

showing. Every time you get it wrong you are given more clues. After the clues run out you 

must face the dragon where you must spell the word he is holding correctly before you can 

proceed. 

XE6935 514.95 
PONTOON. A quality fast moving card game where up to six players can play against the 

computer who is banker. 

XE6940 514.95 

XE5000 Microbee I6K + 5469.00 XE5050 Microbee 16K IC 549.00 XE5100 Microbee 32K + 5559.011 XE5150 Microbee 32K IC 5599.00 XES200 Microbee 64K + 5699.00 

XE 1250 Micron Super 80 Printer 5499.00 XE 1260 Paper to suit - 2000 sheets 539.50 XE 1186 Micron Green Monitor 5199.50 XE 1190 Kaga Green Monitor 5259.00 X 1205 Printer 

Cable Interface 549.95 XE5400 Microbee Data Cassette 549.50 KE7014 Liflit Pen Kit for Microbee 51830 
6 _ 
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The Purpose of this 
Course 
There is a considerable, 
expanding and world-wide 
demand for people with a 
real knowledge of 
microprocessors and 
general computer 
technology. Such people 
are needed to design and 
evaluate systems and to 
assess and develop the 
enormous range of possible 
applications, both present 
and future, of 
microprocessors and to 
understand the installation 
and servicing of the main 
types of equipment of which 
they may form the most vital 
component. 
(A microcomputer has 
already been produced to 
replace the mechanical 
programmer on a domestic 
washing machine, for 
example ) 
This Course provides the 
necessary basic information 
to enable a student to really 
understand the functioning 
of microprocessors and 
their supporting circuitry. 

usually referred to as the 
"hardware". This IS backed 
up by showing how to 
program a microcomputer 
(or produce its "software") 
in the most fundamental 
form of computer language 
called "machine code". 
No previous knowledge of 
computers is necessary, 
though a little basic 
knowledge o! electronics 
plus digital and logic 
circuits will be found 
helpful. 
A special introductory short 
course is available to 
provide this back -ground 
information, if required by 
an individual student on the 
course without extra fee. 

Student -Tutor 
Contact 
A qualified Tutor is available 
to every Student throughout 
this Course in order to deal 
with any queries which may 
arise and to assess certain 
questionnaires which are 
issued to Students 
throughout the period of 
training. 
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Certificate 
Issued to all Students 
completing the Course 
successfully. Course covers 
main requirements of the 
City and Guilds Certificates 
in Computers. 

Practical !t 

Self 
Study '"° 

Course 

Learnhow Microprocessors - 

really`work 
. . . thé, practicalway, 

FREE COLOUR BROCHURE 
rPost coupon now: The Australian School of Electronics 

Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 108, Glen Iris, Victoria, 3146. 
I Offices at' 219 Balaclava Rd.. Caulfield North. 

Please send your brochure without any obligation to: 

I Name 

I=1 Address... . 

m ,w ..Postcode. 

How the Course is 
organised 
The basis for the practical 
work in the Course is the 
Microcomputer. 
This is supplied completely 
assembled and ready to 
use. 
The Course text is carefully 
arranged in sequence so 
that each new section 
follows logically from 
previous work. Hardware 
description and 
programming technique 
progress together, so that 
the Student is discouraged 
from treating them as 
distinctly separate subjects. 
Following each section of 
descriptive text, detailed 
instructions are given in 
order to use the 
Microcomputer to provide a 
practical demonstration of 
each new function or 
technique. This provides a 

very powerful way of 
learning precisely how the 
system operates, and 
enables any possible 
ambiguities in the Student's 
mind to be quickly resolved 
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Interfaced specifications 
interface. 
Standard Centronics parallel Optional 
RS -237C ISERIaLi 
Data transfer rate: 
A.000 CRS max 
Functional specifications 
Printing method: 
Serial Impact dot matrix 
Printing Format: 
alphanumeric - 7 x 8 in 8 x 9 dot matrix 
field Seml'gra nic Icnaracter graphic) - 
7 x 8 dot matrix Olt Image graphic - ver- tical 8 dots Parallel, horizontal 640 dots 
serial/line 
Character site: 
21mm10083 1W x 2 amm 1009 mil X 
clot matrix. 
Character set: 
228 aSCli characters: Normal and Italic 
alotianumerlc font. SvrnoOK and semi- 

Praphics intingy .peed: 
eo CPS. 640 don nine Per Second Printing Direction: 
Normal - 81OIfectlonal. logic leering 
Superscript and DR image graphics - 
unidirectUnidirectional, left to right 
Line /Ratio 
Normal - a 23mm 11 /6 I Pr ammaole 
In Increments of 0 sSmm 11/72 1 and 
0 1113m 11/216 I 

Columns/line: 
Normal size -SC columns. Double width - 00 Columns. Compressed print - 142 
Columns Compressed/double width - 71 
maa,rx The above Car to rre/0 h a Re 
Pape r 
Adjustable sorocket feed and friction 
8reo 
Paper type: 
Fanfold hole sheet Paper width - 
101.6mmi4 1 t 254mm 1101 

BRILLIANT NEW SUPER 80 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

II 

ADJUSTABLE SPROCKET FEED AND FRICTION FEED 
HUGE BULK IMPORT 

NOW UNDER 
$500 

Spare Ribbon for Super 80 
D1175 $12.50 
Super 80 Paper 
Box of 2K sheets 
D1160 $36.50 

VALUE PACKED AT 
D1174 $499.50 

Printer Cable 
Interface Kit 

to suit Microbee 
D1190 $49.95 

Just a few short months ago we 
were selling printers of compar- 
able quality and satisfaction for 
around 51000. With the release 
of the exciting new SUPER 80 
and our bulk purchase powers 
we are offering these for sale at 
just 

$499.50 

HURRY - LIMITED STOCKS! 
Operating under direct soft- 
ware control from any general 
purpose micro -computer, office 
Computer, etc, the Super 80 is 
capable of 13 different print 
types including emphasized (letter quality). Bit image 
graphic capabilities enable ex- 
tensive formating and repro- 
duction of high resolution 
graphic images. 

THE FANTASTIC MICROBEE 
IC HAS ARRIVED 

IIIIIlllll 
NEW 1111111111 3.3751ll mHz 

lg 

CLOCK SPEED 
T 

AVAILABLE IN 
16 

`teba.,l`Tifi l 

Kl or 32 N5 

4477 

i ` 
d':, 

, 

r4 q7 
;, tat -5,41,- r o 

- 
Bnumummuminuummuuuuulllll 

SCREEN FORMAT 64 x 16 OR 
80 x 24 WHILE NETWORKING 

EG. USED AS A TERMINAL 
wuuuulNuunuunuunnuul lull nuuu 

The all new MiCrObee IC has got to be the 
most value backed ROM based personai 
Computer available today New enhanced 
basic enables 64 x 16 or 80 0 24 screen for- 
mat while networking and the Clock Speed 
is now a zippy 3.315 MH2 and over $110 worth of software integrated in ROM I e 
the absolutely delightful Wordbee word. 

rlmnlunr.I 111111111111111111111114 

OVER 10,000 
.h MICROBEE SOLD 

_üulnunuulnuuummnumnu 
processor package or Editor Assembly 
plus all the Other exciting features that 
have made the Microbe. famous. 

D 1020 16 K $499.00 
D 1035 32 K 599.00 

EASY READING GUIDE 
TO CP /M 2.2 

FOR THE NOVICE AND 
EXPERIENCED 

PROGRAMMER ALIKE 
Devoted primarily to CP/M 
2.2 this manual is equally 
applicable to most other CP/M 
systems. Cortesi divides the 
boot In two sections. an 
absorbing, explanative, 
tutorial Covering Setup and 
Operating procedures and a 
comprehensive reference 
section. 

As a learning tool - 
IT'S INVALUABLE 

AS a Reference - 
IT WILL TAKE PRIDE OF PLACE 
NEXT TO ANY CP/M SYSTEM 

B9080.. ONLY $41.95 

PrA 
NOW 

WITH SCREEN 
INVERT FUNCTION 

AT NO EXTRA 
COST 

-7 
HIGH 

RESOLUTION OVER 
MONITOR 2000 

NO MORE HEADACH SySOLD 
AND BLURRED VISION 

One of the hassles of sitting there for countless hours operating 
your computer is eyestrain (anyone who has just spent 10 hours 
solid will agreel!) Well our fantastic new MICRON 12 High Res 
olution Green Phosphor Monitor has a'reverse' or invert screen 
function where by simply rotating the contrast control anti- 
clockwise the screen information and background are reversed. 
This is especially valuable in poor lighting conditions. 

MICRON 12 
Green Phosphor Monitor 
Features 12" screen 
Front controls. on.oll. 
Contrast reverse. bright. 
ness. Power 240V 
50Hz or 12V DC. Input 
RCA type. DC Output 
Jack 12V 1 1 Amp - 
power your Micro drect 
without a power pack. 
Bandwidth t 0Hz to 
20MHz the resultant 
definition is truly 
amazing for a low Cost 
monitor 

Guaranteed Dy 
A LT RO N IC Si 
Incredible Value. 

D1112.. $199.50 
SAVE 

LOAD AT 
<1200 BAUD 
7 EVERY 

,TIME 
A NIA 

See Review June EA, p.131. 

Adjustable Azimuth 
DATA CASSETTE 
At last a Data Cassette 

Recorder/Player you can 
afford. The Micron 0 1120 
is fully adjustable azimuth 
(absolutely essential In our 
opinion) and incorporates 
tailored audio frequency 

response audio stage 
together with low distortion. 

Now you can save and load 
software In your Micro 

with confidence. 

01140... C10 Data Cassette Tape.... $1.10 
01141... C20 Data Cassette Tape.... 51.20 

01120 Micron Data Cassette $49.50 
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LED audio peak 
programme display 

A `universal' audio peak signal display, this simple project is cheap 

and easy to build. It features a 10 -LED bargraph array and has 

thousands of applications as an add-on to a hi-fi system. 

THIS PROJECT can be installed in any 
audio system to provide a simple visual in- 

dication of signal level either at the output 
of the preamp or at the output of the 
power amp. It features a 10 -LED bar - 
graph -type display that shows the peak 
signal level over a 30 dB range with a sin- 
gle moving dot or a varying bar of light. 

There are a number of reasons for 
monitoring signal level in an audio ampli- 
fier system. Firstly, using a meter or other 
signal level monitor, you can set up a de- 

sired level and always return to the setting 
at a later time. Secondly, transients in 

programme material can easily exceed 
clipping levels in a preamp or power amp, 
causing distortion. A power amplifier 
driven heavily into clipping can deliver 
near -dc to a speaker, possibly causing 
damage. 

The design of this display is adapted 
from the ETI-458 LED Level Meter which 
is used in the Series 5000 preamplifier. 
The ETI-458 features a simultaneous peak 
and average display with a row of 20 
LEDs giving a 60 dB dynamic range. 
However, the design is more complicated 
than required for a general purpose level 
display and, as the pc board is quite large, 
it is difficult to install as an add-on to a hi- 
fi system, a mixer or such like. 

A VU meter (VU stands for volume 
unit) is the generally -used 'work horse' 
audio level meter. It measures the signal 
level and displays it in decibels (dB). 
However, it is slow to respond and indi- 
cates something between the average and 
the real peak of the signal voltage so that 
all but the most repetitive peaks will be 

hidden. The VU meter could be indicating 
that the signal level is -15 dB when the 

peak transients of the signal are actually 
overloading the amplifier. 
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4-6 

+3 
0 

-3 

+VE SUPPLY 

GND (0 V) 

LEFT CHANNEL DISPLAY 

SHIELDED CABLE 

TO RIGHT 
CHANNEL 
DISPLAY 

INSIDE REAR OF 
AMPLIFIER 

PREAMP 
OUT 

FROM 
PREAMP 

Figure 1. The peak programme display can be hooked up to the hi-fi system to monitor the output of 

the preamplifier. 

+6 
+3 

o 

-3 

+VE SUPPLY 

(OV) 

I 

50k 
TRIMPOT 

TO RIGHT 
CHANNEL 
DISPLAY 

0v 

R FROM POWER 
L AMP. OUTPUTS 

INSIDE REAR OF 
AMPLIFIER 

Figure 2. When monitoring the output of the power amplifier the display can be set to indicate the 

rated power output of the amplifier. 



pest proncramms dlzplay 

Another disadvantage of most VU 
meters is their limited dynamic range, 
being only about 20 dB, as it is a linear 
analogue meter and has a non-linear scale 
cramped at one end. 

The ETI-412 has a logarithmic scale 
from -21 dB to +6 dB. As the ear 
responds logarithmically you need a loga- 
rithmic response from a meter. A per- 
ceived doubling of loudness is actually a 

10 dB change in the sound level. 
There ale several places where this peak 

programme display can be connected in a 
hi-fi system but it is usually used to moni- 
tor the output of the preamplifier. It can 
then be set up so the point where the 
power amplifier commences clipping will 
be indicated at the top of the scale. 

If you know that. the headroom of the 
amplifier is, for example 3 dB, you can set 
it up so that the peak transients only go 
up to the +3 dB level on the display. If 
the volume is so loud that the level is 
peaking at +6 dB then you know that the 
amplifier is being driven into clipping. If 
you don't have a meter to indicate the 
peak signal level your ears will tell you 
that something is wrong as the distortion 
will be very obvious. 

If the amplifier is clipping for a signifi- 
cant proportion of the time the speakers 
may blow up. While it is simpler to just 
build a clipping indicator, it is also useful 
to know something of the dynamics of the 
signal. 

The display could also be used to moni- 
tor the output of the power amplifier. It 
could be set so that the 0 dB level on the 
display indicates the rated power output of 
the amplifier. 

The display will also be useful for set- 
ting signal levels when taping. The advan- 
tage of using a peak signal indicating 
meter when tape recording means you can 
avoid overloading the tape and the conse- 
quent distortion. 

The LED display has 3 dB between 
steps but all you need is a visual indication 
so a continuous scale is not necessary. 

When you are wiring up the circuit it 
can be set for either a bar or dot display. 
As the circuit is designed it does not have 
a switch, but you could add a switch to 
the circuit so that it is possible to switch 
from bar to dot mode. 

The peak rectifier system used in the 
ETI-458 LED Level Meter is used in this 
project. The output of the full wave recti- 
fier, IC1, is fed to a peak follower formed 
by IC2 and its associated components. 

The peak follower has a rapid attack/ 
slow decay characteristic so that it re- 
sponds quickly to any transients but 
decays slowly so the display `hangs on' 
enabling you to see it easily. 

The output from the peak follower goes 
to IC3, LM3915, which is the LED bar - 
graph driver. The output of IC3 drives the 
10 -LED display. This was supplied by Al- 
tronics and we chose it rather than using 
separate LEDs as it is easier to use and 
looks better. 

INSIDE REAR OF 
AMPLIFIER 

TAPE OUT 

TO LEFT 
CHANNEL 
DISPLAY 

TO RIGHT 
CHANNEL 
DISPLAY 

FROM 
SOURCE 
SWITCH 

Figure 3. The project can be used to monitor the 
signal level output to a tape recorder so that you 
can avoid tape overload. 

Bar/dot switch. If you Ilke, adding a switch as 
shown here permits switching between a bar mode 
display and a dot mode. The pole of a single -pole, 
single throw (SPST) switch is wired to pin 11 of 
IC3 and the two contacts to the pads marked 'bar' 
and 'dot' on the component overlay. 
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The George Brown 
Protronics 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Ph. (08) 212 3111 Telex AA88261 

George Brown & Co. 
VICTORIA 

Ph. (03) 419 3355 Telex AA35886 

George Brown & Co. 
SYDNEY 

Ph. (02) 519 5855 Telex AA21732 

ZIL 
rt 

r--F-FrTTz rr,r1-1 

G 
28001 PS 16 BIT CPU. 2.5 MHZ 5120 
ISOOIAPS 16 BIT CPU. 4 MHZ 70 51 

Z8002PS NON SEG CPU. 4 MHZ 51 15 
GOOD RANGE OF ZILOG SUPPORT LITERATURE AVAILABLE 8010S IM MHZ 60.17 
INCLUDING 

803OPSPS MCC CC 2.5 MHZ 4598 Do -p34 -A0 ZILOG GENERAL DATA BOOK S 8 TV 

I803OAPS ZSCC4 MHZ 5748 00-2013-A0 Z80 DATA TECHNICAL MANUAL S 900 
18036PS ZCIO 4 MHZ 30 80 03-0002-01 ZRO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FROG MANUAL SIR 37 

Z8036AP$ ZCIO 6 MHZ 56.10 03-0012.02 Z80 MI PROGRAMMING REF CARD 5I BO 

18038PS ZFIO INTERFACE 6 MHZ 56 43 03-0029-01 ZBO CPUTECHNICALIL MANUAL S 916 

I64008PS Z80 8 BIT CPU. 6 
UNIT 

7.80 033047-02 Z8 TECHNICAL MANUAL S1Sr 

Z8400APS ZOO 8 BIT C.P,U. 4 MHZ 3.87 03-3055-02 Moo PLZ/ASM ASSY LANG FROG MANUAL SIB 37 
MHZ 

Z8410APS Z80 DMA 2 PORT PLASTIC 4 MHZ 18 82 
Z8410PS Z80 DMA 2 PORT PLASTIC 2.5 MHZ 13.29 
Z8420APS P102 PORT PLASTIC 4 MHZ 3 75 

ZB420PS P102 PORT PLASTIC 2.5 MHZ 4 79 
Z8430APS Z80 CITC 4 CHAN CTR/TIMER 4 MHZ 514 I 
ZB430BPS Z80 CITC 4 CHAN CTR/TIMER 6 MHZ 10.27 
18430PS 180 CITC 4 CHAN CTR/TIMER 2.5 MHZ 4 79 ...no 
Z8440APS Z80 S10 2 CHAN 104 MHZ 10.80 
Z8440PS Z80 SlO 2 CHAN 10 2.5 MHZ 10. 

10.80 

80 111".Z844IAPS 

Z80S10/I2CHAN104MHZ 1080 
` Z8442APS Z80 SlO 2 CHAN 10 4 MHZ 

18442PS Z80 SlO 2 CHAN 102.5 MHZ 1080 
Z8470AP$ 280 DART 4 MHZ 9 08 

r1 Z8470PS Z80 DART 2.5 MHZ 9 O8 

Z8530PS Z80 SCC 2.5 MHZ 49 80 
5Z8563PS Z80 CIO 4 MHZ 3080 

Z8602QS Z8 2K XROM 64 PIN 8 MHZ 57 80 
Z8603RS 2 K XROM 8 MHZ 

28671 PS BASIC DEBUG 8 MHZ 25 8000 

Z8681 PS 18 ROMLESS 8 MHZ 

121 

18 35 
AND MANY MANY MORE ZILOG CHIPS ARE AVAILABLE! 

ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX 

CCD EVALUATION KIT, INCLUDING CCD111 

IMAGING SENSOR. 256 x 1 ELEMENTS, 
13 x 17 MICRONS. 10 MHZ DATA RATE. 

$161.75 
- 

ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX 

MOS ECL .. 
11C90 650 MHZ DIVIDE 
BY 10/11 PRESCALER 514.50 

3341PC 4 x 64 FIFO MEMORY (J 
S 7.20 

Zilog 

1p- 3357-1PC QUAD 80 BIT STATIC FAIRCHILD 
S.R. 4 MHZ S 8.95 / A Scnlumonper CpnwAy 

E & O.E. ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX 

174-180 Wright St. Adelaide. S.A. 5000 93 Sackville St. Collingwood. Vic. 3066. 
I)/ 

174 Parramatta Rd. Camperdown. 

ZILOG BOOKS 

'f 

N.S.W. 2050. 
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Electronics Group. 
Protronics 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Ph. (09) 362 1044 Telex AA93883 

(George Brown & Co. 
NEWCASTLE. 

..r/ Ph. (049) 69 6399 Telex AA28461 

George Brown & Co. 
A.C.T. 

Ph. (062) 80 4355 Telex AA62128 

I 1 \ 

//U" 
Bjl.0Or. 

f 
111V; .t> 

1j 

1 

TgE3/ 

fr 

FAIRCHILD 
A Scnwmne,ge, Comony 

75150TC DUAL DRIVER/ 75453ATC DUAL 30V 
RS232C TTL PERIPHERAL DRIVER... SI 00 
COMPAT S1.26 75491PC OUADMOS-LED 

75154PC QUAD LINE RCVR. SEGMENT DRIVER 
E.I.A./RS232C TTL 10 VOLT 50.86 
COMPAT Sí26 75492PC HEX MOS-LED 

75451ATC DUAL 30V DIGIT DRIVER 
PERIPHERAL DRIVER 5094 10 VOLT 5086 

75452ATC DUAL 30V DACO8CPC 8 BIT D/A 
PERIPHERAL DRIVER... $100 CONVERTER 5202 

ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX 

'BLUE MACS' RIBBON CONNECTORS - NO SOLDERING 
609-M145H 14 PIN DIP PLUG, GOLD CONTACTS $1.75 
609-M165H 16 PIN DIP PLUG, GOLD CONTACTS $1.88 
609-M245H 24 PIN DIP PLUG GOLD CONTACTS $3.22 
609-M407H 40 PIN DIP PLUG GOLD CONTACTS $4.80 i 
609-25P 25 WAY D CONNECTOR, PLUG $9.01 
609-25S 25 WAY D CONNECTOR, SOCKET $10.07 
609-36M 36 WAY "CENTRONICS" STYLE, MALE $15.07 
609.36F 36 WAY "CENTRONICS" STYLE, FEMALE $15.25 

ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX 

0%0 
QJp`N,Pya 

P 
coóF 

MINIMUM ORDER $20 
PRICES WHILST STOCKS LAST 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
PRICES + SALES TAX IF APPLICABLE - RATE 20% 

24 Teddington St. Victoria Park. WA. 6100 

0 

"E.d O.E. 

3 Elizabeth St. Tighes Hill. Newcastle. 23 Whyalla St. Fyshwick. A.C.T. 2609 
N.S.W. 2300 

1 
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band 

Diodes 

INPUT 
R1 100k 

2 
0-1 IC1 

Cl CA3130 

220n 

R2 
150k 

C2 
68p 

01 
1N914 

tantalum 

Construction 
As you can see from the overlay, the pc 

board layout is very simple. Before you 

get carried away with soldering, examine 
the board very carefully. Regardless of 
whether you made the pc board yourself 
or you purchased it, check to make sure 

that there are no small copper 'bridges' 
between closely spaced tracks (particularly 
between IC pins) and no tiny cracks in the 

tracks. Also make sure that all the holes 

are drilled correctly. 
'Those of you who want to use IC sock - 

electrolytic 

PINOUTS 

D2 
1N914 

C3 
68p 

ICs 

YOT OR NOTCH 
AT THIS END 

R6 
í00k 

R7 
47OR 

R8 
330 R 

LINK v BAR 

+ VE 

MODE 

o 

INPUT IC3 
LM3915 

REF. OUT 

REF. ADJ 

SUPPLY + 7-15 VOLTS 

17 

18 

1 

ets in this project can do so. 
You can start assembling the pc board 

by soldering the resistors in place. The 
three diodes can be soldered in position 
next, making sure that they are the right 
way around. If you are using IC sockets 
then solder' them on the board next, 
otherwise, solder the ICs in next. 

Then you can add the transistor BD139 
and the capacitors, but check that the 
three electrolytic capacitors are correctly 
orientated. 

The last thing to work out is which way 

The protect is quite simple. There are three 
stages: a full wave rectifier or 'absolute 
value generator', a 'peak hold' circuit and a 

logarithmic display driver. The full wave 
rectifier produces the absolute positive 
value of the incoming signal and the peak 

hold circuit 'pumps up' a capacitor to the 

peak level, this capacitor only being slowly 
discharged so that the peak of the incoming 
signal is 'held' on to. The input of the dis- 
play driver looks at the signal on the ca- 

pacitor and drives a 10 -LED array, each LED 

coming on in turn when the display driver's 
input is twice its previous value (le: at 3 dB 

intervals). 
The full wave rectifier comprises IC1, D1 

and surrounding components. The input 
signal is coupled to the Inverting Input of 

IC1 via C1 -R1. With a negative -going input 
signal, the stage acts as an inverting ampli- 
fier with a gain of a half determined by the 
ratio of R3 to R1. Thus, a positive -going 

HOW IT WORKS - ETI-412 

01 BD139 

41,t6dB 

+3 
o 

-3 -- 6 

49 
12 

15 

4, 18 

21 

LA1 
10 -LED ARRAY 

the LED bargraph goes and solder it in 
place. The longer leads are the anodes 
which connect to the single common track 
along the edge of the board. If you do 

happen to connect the bargraph back-to- 
front it is unlikely anything will be dam- 
aged when you power ít'up. 

Don't forget to wire up the link for ei- 
ther dot or bar display, depending on 

what you prefer. If you think that you 
might like to use either display then you 
can incorporate a switch into the circuit, 
as shown in the accompanying diagram. 

output signal appears at the cathode of D1, 
half the level of the input. 

When the Input signal is positive -going, 
ICI's output is driven hard against its nega- 
tive supply which is the 0 V rail here. Thus, 
the op -amp's output stage is turned off and, 
as it has a relatively high output impedance, 
and D1 Is reverse -biased, the Input signal 
will be just divided down by the potential 
divider formed by R1, R3 and R4. The volt- 
age across R4 will be half the Input voltage 
as R1 + R3 equals R4. . 

The signal across R4 Is coupled to the 
non -inverting input of IC2, the peak hold 
stage. IC2 has a gain of one (unity) and the 
signal at the cathode of D2 will rapidly 
charge C4 via R5, a low value resistor. 
When the signal level on the output of IC2 
falls below the voltage on C4, D2 will be re- 
verse -biased and C4 will slowly discharge 
via R6, 'holding' the signal level on C4 long 
enough for your eyes to see the appropriate 

display LED lit. 
The LM3915 display driver lights the 

LEDs at 3 d8 intervals, according 'to the 
level presented at its input, which is across 
C4. The sensitivity of IC3 is set so that the 
0 dB LED lights with 1 V peak at the input. 

A regulated supply of 5 V Is provided by 
a simple zener-referenced series regulator. 
This comprises 01, ZD1, C6 and R9. The 
supply Input can be anywhere between 
+7 V as a minimum and +15 V as a maxi- 
mum (otherwise dissipation In 01 becomes 
excessive). 

The LM3915 can be arranged to provide 
either a 'dot' display, where just a single 
LED Is turned on at a time, or a 'bar' dis- 
play, where all the LEDs up to the peak are 
turned on. This is done by linking pin 11 to 
the positive supply rail for BAR mode or to 
pin 9, with a 22k bias resistor (R19) going to 
the +5 V supply, for DOT mode operation. 
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PARTS LIST ETI-412 

Resistors all 1W, 5% 
R1, R6 100k 
R2, R4 150k 
R3 47k 
R5 10R 
R7 470R 
R8 330R 
R9 1k 
R10 22k 

Capacitors 
Cl 220n greencap 
C2, C3 68p ceramic 
C4 Ip16 V low -leakage (RBLL) 

electro 
C5 10011116 V single -ended 

electro 
C6 4µ7/16 V single -ended 

electro 
Semiconductors 

IC1, IC2 CA3130 
IC3 LM3915 
LA1 10 -LED array (Altronics 

Z-0180) 
Q1 BD139 
ZD1 5V6 

Miscellaneous 
ETI-412 pc board; tinned copper wire. 

. Estimated cost: 515-$18 

Testing it 
Test this project by attaching it to a +7 
-15 V power supply and applying a signal 
to the input. The input signal can be sup- 
plied by an audio signal generator or from 
the output of a low voltage transformer. 

If you are going to use a transformer for 
this, connect a 100k potentiometer to the 
output of the transformer with the wiper 
of the potentiometer connected to the 
input of the project. If the meter is work- 
ing properly the display on the LEDs 
should go up and down as you vary the 
level. 

If the meter does not work at this stage 
check that all the components have been 
placed correctly on the board and orien- 
tated the right way around. 

dB I.A_ 
L11 

+6 1 6D139 

+3 

0 

+VE 0 V 

SUPPLY 

R6 
G3: 100k 
LM3915 t 

k 1u- 
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MAINS 
INPUT 

TRANSFORMER 
E.G: 2840, 9 V C.T. 

ETI-412 

D INPUT GN' 

I 50k/C OR 100kiC 
POTENTIOMETER 

+VE 
0 V SUPPLY 

Test It out first. Before Installing this project in your hl -fi system make sure that it 
works first in the Illustrated test situation. 
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YOU'D BE 
POTTY TO 

BUY 
ELSEWHERE 

TEN TURN 
TRIMPOTS 

Make 
Circuit 

Design easy! 

411:1 Oó1MO 
T0 

PROTOBOARD 
Now circuit designing is as easy as 

putting a lead into a hole with this superb 
Protoboard. Designed to accept transis- 
tors. ICs, LSI packages, resistors Capa- 
citors. LEDs. tnmmers. relays etc. Base 
board has 290 holes and pack includes 
two clip -on extensions each of 50 holes 
390 holes in all and you can add on as 
many more as you require. 

'26° 
ea. 

Cat P-4614 

ONLY 

$A2 

URGENT PRODUCT 
SAFETY NOTICE 

Re: 31/2 Digit Digital Multi meter 
Cat 0-1455. 

It has been found that a small number of these 
muitimeters may be capable of developing an 
internal short Count when used to measure 
high voltages In some circumstances this could 
result in danger to the user. 

If you have purchased one Of these meters, 

A multi -turn pot as used en a large please return it to the point of purchase. where 

vanery of test gear, precision it will be sent to our Service Deranmenl for a 

equipment etc. Very well made rice modification to ensure its safety. 

10 turns from end to end. Refs um am um~iim~-saesesa- 
Cat R -1900-1k Cat R -1902-20k 

1 
Cat R-1901 -10k Cat R-1903 - 50k A. 

tt 
ÓK 

ON Reverse safely with a 

BACK UP SENSOR 

59 rear 
spots in your 

rear vision? Reverse 
park bythe't ouch' 

method? Fit a 

back-up sensor 8 
forget the dings 

Very simple to ht 
Cat A-8520 

4 sector 
control 
module 

Protect your home and 
valuables with this alarm 

control unit Virtually identical in op. and 
circuitry to one of the advanced alarm 
control units you pay $555 more for. 

Cat 1-5056. 

950 

\1,1 (D\ 

\(F's\6 

4 
WAY 
POWER 
BOARD 

Get rid of that ugly piggy- 
back double adaptor with 

this superb new -look 
powerboard. 4 outlets. 

Cat 85612 

ONLY $1 299 

TOP VALUE 
ON 240V 

3 PIN 
PLUG 

The standard Australian 3 - 

pin AC plug- it has locking 
collar to hold cable tight and 
push fit cover to main body. 
Cat P-5400 

ONLY S 1 30 

DOUBLE 
POWER 
POINT 
Replace your old single out- 
lets with a double! Attractive 

modern styling and very 
convenient Cat P-5560 

$ 660 

ARCHITRAVE 
SWITCH 

Update your old, worn out 
units With this smart. 

modern architrave switch. 
Positive action switching. 

Cat P-5570 

ONLY 
S 3 50 

-',-71 . 

HITACHI 20 MHz 
DUAL TRACE CRO 

DICK SMITH PRICE! 
If you want a good CRO, do not buy this one. It is definitely not good. it's great! 

Quality Hitachi brand offenng huge 20 MHz bandwidth, dual traces antra high 

sensitivity... it's got the lotf Just look at some of the specs and you'll agree. And 
look at our low, low price, 
It's even lower for tax free purchasers! 

Some of the features include. 
Extra high bandwidth Extra high sensitiv- 

ity TV Sync -separator circuit allows stable 
TV signal observation 5 display modes 
One touch waveform shifting and more. 
Cat 01243 
Specifications: 
Vertical Sensitivity: 5mV/dw, to 5V/div Bandwidth: DC to 20 MHz 

Input R h C: Appros 1 M in parallel with 25pF Sweep time 0.2uS to 

0.25/div in 19 calibrated steps. 

WHY RISK BUYING 
AN UNKNOWN BRAND? 

`699 
240V 

Cannon 
Plug 8 
Socket 

Mains rated! Don't 
take chances with 

mains! If you haven't 
got room for normal 
3 pin plugs/sockets. 

these genuine Cannon Line Plug Cat P-1627 á 6.95 
brand fittings are the penal socket 
only safe way to go! Cat P-1630 5.95 .......... 

FIVE YEAR 
Guarantee! 

Yes- we offer an exclusive 5 year guarantee on all 
transistors with a 'DS' reef (eg. DS548). Were so 
confident of the quality of these components we 
make this guarantee. We will replace any DS brand 
transistor free of charge if n fails in 5 years from the 
date of purchase while being used in normal service. 

Look at the amazing prices of these Silicon semi sl 

Yotje 
the beneft.i p 

Type Description Cat No 1 -9 10 up 

D5547 NPN 2.1300 140 12c 

05548 NPN 2-1308 14c 12C 

05549 NPN Z-1319 140 12c 

8C549C NPN lownoise 2-1329 34c 30C 

HORN SPEAKER 
Ideal for all PA or outside work! Rugged. weatherproof 
horn has an impedance of 8 ohms and a power rating of 5 
watts. Cat C-2705 ONLY $10" f 
JPN'jNG P 

x 

ON DICK SGIiIITH 
QUALITY LEDS 

Need some LEO's for your project*? Don't go past 
these for value) 

Type Cat No 1-9 10 up 
Flashing Z-4000 45C 35C 

Red Z-4030 20C 

Green 2-4032 30C 

Hi Late Z 4075 95< 

t« 

I 
18C 

25C 

90C 

.e .- 



NOW A FULLY BUIL UNIT 
WITH ALL SENSORS! L 
READY TO 

IN 

D 
H ICK SMITH 

COMPUTER 
MONITOR 

it's ready built and ready to 

i What a bargain! Not a kit - 
costs less than most kit car 

it actually tall) - and you're 
go.11 And !All you have to do Is install It and 

car's 

the 

computers instructions supplied) 
Y 

sensors 
startfull 

easy, by analysing 

ready to your driving habits. 

performance 
and Y 

reassembled 
computer 

¡ FEATURES 
vehicle 

Fully In any petrol c r to ed self-contained 
and P 

¡ ready for mounting included 
All sensors required and 

s 
sensors included 

and 
¡ hardware 

Comprehensive 
for computer 50 page 

Com anual. cars you can have a 

¡ instruction 
manual. 

a for 
11 Just a the new m computer in your car. And it won't 

1 cot nsi 
can l. Just think- it could pay 

kilometres. You'll be amazed 

11 

itcself 
you an arm You'll be ma 

1 itself in lust a few 
computer can tell you about 

Li» 
at what the -_,,----$ 

o e 
e acop DICK ) ?NC 

f. 
Qn^pit s 

o.>1 003_,9° 

.1:".?, 

AUST'N ss.7; 
SEMICONDUCTOR 

H'BOOK 

-- 

SMITH 

For the first time in Australia, 
all the information you need to 
know about semiconductors 

is gathered together between 
two covers. Which component é to use - what are its ratings - 
what are pin connectors-and 

more. 
Cat 8-4200 

e d P1O e5S on2t1 
5,95 

) 

o OG]CCCCCLsCI"""" oCCCCCCC Hfº C7ÓCCCCCCL 
1OJL91eJ 

! 

4® 
salaaq, Ivoag 

i 

YOU CAN fuel 
* Immediate (instantaneous) 

consumption lion * Average consumption 
* Total consumption 
* Average speed 

* elapsed driving time it 
* Elapsed * Current time 
* Road ice 

Cat Y-3000 

1;tOa ,.N4 0pPLK,ti1 ,,I 
PsfS 90 

0 
vslu 

DICK'S TOP 
\SELLING PRO - 

QUALITY 
METER 

The 
Dick 

Smith 
0-1140 

10010 VOLT. 
A test bench in one small package! Ves. you 
get an ultra sensitive multimeter featuring fuse 
and diode protection. an inbuilt transistor 
oscillator to allow you to measure capacitance 
in TWO ranges: a transistor checker for meas. 
uring gain and leakage on both NPN 6 PNP 
types as well as checking diodes. What more 
could you ask fort W if S t 4 i n0 
Cat 0-1140 /1 +-7/ 

ANY 01r LOOK AT 7 
¡IADa DICK'S 

PRICES FOR 
QUALITY METERS 

PIEZO 
TRANSDUCER 

Great for miniature audio alarms. Cm be driven by 
Transistor, C-MOS or TTL giving a piercing note 
around 80dB @ 30cm. Very low power needed - 
operates from around 3V to 30V peak to peak. 
Cat L-7022 

and only 99c 
Hand Held Computer 
Casio quality - Dick Smith price! \V 
A brand new hand-held computer from one of the world's leading 
manufacturers. The Casio P8100 - learn as you go computer with VLSI 
CPU- equivalent 10150,000 transistors With544 program steps and94 
data memories (expandable). 5 x7 LCD dot mains 12 digit display and 
standard ASCII keyboard, the P8100 offers you unbelievable computing 
power- wherever you gol Cat X-5110 
Includes beginner's manual at no extra charge! 

NEW MODEL ONLY $ 7 995 
1 K RAM PACK Expands the PB100's memory to 
1 K. programming to 1.568 steps. A must for the senous user. Cat X-5112 

S40 

a t}C'3FCb8CCá7Yi 

weFróffilt héra 

X 

DSE/A597/PAI 

ONLY 
$í995 

Moving 
Iron 

0- 20V (AC 6 DC) 
Rugged and accurate AC/ 

DC meters. ideal for 
power supplies etc. Oval 

style meter. 
Cat 0-2080 

ONLY 
$815 

vu 
-20 - +3 VU 
(1000 ohms) (0dB 
lmlNlme 600 a 
Full scale accurracy 
of better than 2% 
Cat 0.2050 

Level 
Meters 
Ideal for use with 
audio/tuner protect 
Elegant styling. 
Signal Strength 
Cat 0-2100 
Centre Zero (Tuning) 
Cat 0-2095 

$555 
ea 

. si 



NSW 

ACT 

VIC 

QLD 

SA 

A 

STORE LOCATIONS 
Panamatta Rd 6 Melton St AUBURN 648 0558 
155 Terrace Level BANKSTOWN SQ 707 4888 
613 Princess Hwy BLAKEHURST 546 7744 
Oxford and Adelaide Sts BONDI JCT. 387 1444 

531 Pittwater Rd BROOKVALE 93 0441 

147 Hume Hwy CHULLORA 642 8922 

162 Pacific Hwy GORE HILL 439 5311 

315 Mann St GOSFORD 25 0235 
4 Florence St HORNSBY 4776633 
Elizabeth Dr 6 Bathurst St LIVERPOOL 600 9888 
Lane Cove 6 Waterloo Rds NORTH RYDE 88 3855 

George 6 Smith Sts PARRAMATTA 689 2188 
The Gateway, High 6 Henry Sts PENRITH 32 3400 
818 George St RAILWAY SQ. 211 3717 
6 Bridge St SYDNEY 27 5051 
125 York St SYDNEY 261 9111 
Tamworth Arc 6 Kable Ave TAMWORTH 66 1961 
173 Maitland Rd TIGHES HILL 61 1896 

263 Kiera St WOLLONGONG 28 3800 
96 Gladstone St FYSHWICK 80 4944 
260 Sydney Rd. COBURG 383 4455 
Nepean Hwy 6 Ross Smith Ave FRANKSTON 783 9144 
205 Melbourne Rd. GEELONG 78 6766 
399 Lonsdale St MELBOURNE 67 9834 
Bridge Rd 6 The Boulevarde RICHMOND 4281614 
Springvale 6 Dandenong Rds. SPRINGVALE 547 0522 
293 Adelaide St BRISBANE 229 9371 
166 Logan Rd BURANDA 391 6233 
Gympie 6 Hamilton Rds CHERMSIDE 359 6255 

Bowen 6 Ruthven Sts TOOWOOMBA 38 4300 
Ingham Rd 6 Cowley St West End TOWNSVILLE 72 5722 
Wright 6 Market Sts ADELAIDE 212 1962 
Main South 6 Flagstaff Rds DARLINGTON 298 8977 
Main North Rd 6 Darlington St ENFIELD 260 6088 

Wharf St 6 Albany Hwy CANNINGTON 451 8666 
William St 6 Robinson Ave PERTH 328 6944 
Centreway Arc, Hay St PERTH 321 4351 

TAS 25 Barrack St HOBART 31 0800 

STORE 
HOURS 

All Dick Smith Stores are 

open for trading during the 

normal trading hours for their 

particular area (either 9-5.30 

or 8.30-5). Many stores are 

also open for late right tradng 

Please rilg the sine corralled 

for their particular hours. 

welcome noire 

Terms available to 
approved applicants 

through... 

\ 
100/0"07°,"" 

OR SHOP FROM 

MAJOR RESELLERS 
Aiken.. Old: Maarlm's Mohr Centre. 55 Main St. 91 1208 8.111n. NSW: A Cummings 6Co 

91.93 Aver S1. 862285 B,eken MINNOW: Nobbrs b Electron.. 37 Dude St 884098 Cairns 

OLD: Elernomr World. Shop 27 N -Mart. Westcou,t Plata MMus,* Rd. 51 8555 Cairns OLD: 

Thompson Instrument Services. 79-81 McLeod St. 51 2404 Camph alltown NSW: F,shen "Chip" 

Shop Shop 3. 274-276 Dunn S1 271475 Colts Mathew NSW: Colts Harbour Electron.. 3 Colts 

Rata, Pan Ave 52 5684 Darwin N.T.: germane.. 24.26 Cwanegh Sr 81 3491 °mills urn 

NSW: Clem Eiecnonres, 220 Cressy St. 81 3672 Ent Maitland NSW:East Madland Electron.. Co 

99 High Sr. 337327 (shwa VIC: Webste. Electron.. 220 Packenhan St G...ldr on WA 

KB ESrtrmas 6 Marne. 361 Moen Terrace. 21 2176 Gladstone OLD: Purdy Elec none. Shop 2, Cm 

Herbert 6 Auckland Sts 72 4321 Owlet/ NSW: lom000w o Electron. 6 Hr Fr. 68 Mourn St 

24 7246 Kingston TAS: Kingston Electronics. Channel Court. 296802 Launceston US: 

Advanced 6ecuomcs, Sa The Quadrant 31 7075 lesmor.NSW: Deu0Elecnon... 3. 6-18 Carrington 

St 21 4137 Medal, OLD: Stevens Decr,mscs. 42 Victory St. 51 1723 Meryboroogh OLD. 

Keller Elecuomcs. 218 Adaaae SI. 21 4559 Mt. G.nbier SA Hutahesson's Comm. 5 Eluabem St 

256404 Mrldura VIC: McWduant Electroncs, 411Lemon Ave, 236410 Mar well VIC: Morwel 

Vernon., 128 George St 34 6133 Ntimbau, OLD: Na.nbow Electronics. Shop 4. Iowan House. Ann 

St 41 1604 Orange NSW: M6W Electron.. 173 Summer St 62 6491 Pnrith NSW: Aeon. 

Electra... Shop 12. 541 Hqh St 21 2409 Port M.cgu.ti NSW: Han of Electron.. 73 Nor tin St 

83 7440 Rockhampton OLD: Purdy Electrons. 15 East St 21 058 Sheep/nun VIC: G V 

Electron. Centre. 189b Caro 51 21 8866 Southport OLD: Amatews Paradise. 121 Nerang St 

32 2644 Town Dinka OLD: Hunt's Electron.. 18 Ned 5t 32 9677 Townsville OLD: Trued 

1V, 49 Fulham Rd Vincent VAata. 791421 WaageNSW: Wawa Whatsaie ElehVon,., 82For stet Si 

Wodonga VIC: AhM ft«tronws. 784 Hqh St 24 4588 W hyaR. SA Manor Enteep,nes. Shop 2 

Forsythe St 45 4764 

SPEEDY PHONE/BANKCARD 
ORDER SERVICE 
Just phone your order and Bankcard 

details - il's so simple! 

(02) 888 2105 
ORDER ONLY ON THIS NUMBER 

ENQUIRIES (02) 888 3200 

HEAD OFFICE AND MAIL ORDER CENTER: 
P.O. Box 321, NORTH RYDE, NSW 2113. 
TEL. (02) 888 3200 

POST b PACKING CHARGES 
ORDER VALUE CHARGE ORDER VALUE CHARGE 

S5 00-59 99 S2 00 S50 00499 99 S5 00 

510 00.524 99 S3 00 SI00 00 a mote 06 50 

525 00-549 99 S4 00 
Chu9n se for goods sent by pon in Aupiake ring - not annul oversees a road HOT 

Dear Customers. 
Quite often. the products we advertise are so popular they tun out mho a few days. Or unturseen 

circumstances might hold up shipments so that adeenned hoes are not in the stores by the true 

the advert appears And very occasonaly, an eta night ship though uue checks and appear in the 

advert after all ware human tool) Please don't blame the store manager of staff they cannot 

solve a dock strike on the other sae of the wodd or fie an ello, that s appeared in pmt It yodre 

about to dine across (own to pick up an advemsed line why not play it safe and give the stone a 

call fast lust in case 

Thanks Dick Smith and Stall 

THE COMFORT OF YOUR ARMCHAIR 
with our lightning fast 

fully computerised 
new mail order 

system. 

Yes! Our mail order service has 'gone computer' offering you 
even faster, more efficient service than ever before - and (we 
believe!) much better than anyone else can offer. 
Whether you choose to shop by mail, by our phone-in Bankcard 
order line (see above) or even by telex (no. 20036) you'll find it 
receives the personal attention that only our friendly, expert 
staff can give - plus the incredible speed and accuracy of our 
computer. 
When you place your next order you'll find a special note 
enclosed telling you all about our amazing new system. 
We think you'll agree ... it's pretty special, 

. .. ,::c: ::>;:. :::.: -:.<:,;::#:` ;x;::;; :: x :::.':::.:. -..::: :..s: :$:j%;:;i;'x.'±tir::Y.::::::: ..:.:.: . _. 
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SHOPAROUND 

ETI-690 Little Big 
Board computer 
Now here's a kit that's got lots of 
support! Developed by Pulsar 
Electronics from Melbourne, who 
are wholesaling the pc boards, 
boot EPROM and documenta- 
tion (plus complete kits), it's an 
ideal 'starters' CP/M system. No 
need to extol its virtues here, any 
of the following suppliers will do 
it for us! At press time, Little 
Big Board kits were obtainable 
from: Avtek Electronics in Syd- 
ney (02)267-8777, Promark Elec- 
tronics in Sydney (02)439-6477 
and Sheridan Electronics in Syd- 
ney (02)699-5922. In Canberra, 
Steve's Communications (062)80- 
4339. Victorian constructors 
should try Ellistronics in Mel- 
bourne (03)561-5844, Magraths 
in the city (03)347-1122, Rod Ir- 
ving Electronics in the city and 
Northcote (03)489-8131 and 
Stewart Electronics city south 
(03)543-3733. Out west, there's 
Altronics in Perth (008)99-9007 
(call from anywhere for a local 
call fee) or (09)381-7233. In 
Queensland, try Rover Engineer- 
ing (071)43-5918 or Baltec Sys- 
tems (07)369-5900. 

As the board artword is copy- 
right to Pulsar, we aren't repro- 
ducing the artwork. However, as 
stated earlier, boards and the 
boot EPROM, with full docu- 
mentation, are available if you 
want to supply the rest yourself. 

Now here's the good bit. In 
the event that you cannot get 
your Little Big Board to work 
satisfactorily (but after having 
checked everything thoroughly), 
Pulsar offers a 'fixit' service. You 
just pack your Little Big Board 
in a padded bag or post office 
cardboard carton, enclose $50 
and Pulsar will return it in work- 
ing order. However, they have to 
charge for dead chips or compo- 
nents incorrectly soldered in 
place. Refer to the article. 

ETI-671 Microbee 
parallel printer 
interface 
Now that the printer war is well 
and truly under way, you can 
take advantage of it with our 
simple little interface. Parallel 
input printers are the cheapest, 
serial types have an internal 
RS232 interface which bumps the 
price up. 

This project will be available 
through Altronics in Perth and 
Avtek in Sydney, Rod Irving 
Electronics in Melbourne and 

Jaycar/Electronic Agencies in 
Sydney. You might also try All 
Electronic Components in Mel- 
bourne and Tomorrows Electron- 
ics in Gosford. 

The printer we chose to use 
with out Microbee and interface 
is the Multitech MPF-11 printer, 
a 40 -column dot matrix machine 
with graphics capability. At $234 
retail, it must be the cheapest 
way to get hard copy from any 
'proper' printer available at the 
moment. It is distributed by 
Emona Enterprises, Suite 204/661 
George St, Sydney 2000 NSW. 
(02)212-4815. They have distribu- 
tors in all states. 

However, the ETI-671 will in- 
terface to 80 -column printers 
don't forget, and the handshake 
signal is there, too. 

Ready-made pc boards for this 
project should be available from 
the above suppliers as well as the 
suppliers listed in this column in 
the September issue. 

If you're making your own pc 
board, a same -size film positive 
or negative of the artwork can be 
obtained from us for $1.00, post 
paid. Make out your cheque or 
money order to 'ETI Artwork 
Sales' and send your order to 
ETI-671 Artwork, ET1 Maga- 
zine. P.O. Box 227, Waterloo 
2017 NSW. Make sure you ask 
for a positive or a negative, ac- 
cording to what you want. 

ETI-672 Microbee- 
teletype interface 
The cheap way to get hard copy 
from your Microbee. Teletype 
machines can be had for prices 
well under $100 and they make 
quite an acceptable substitute for 
a 'real' printer. 

This project will be carried by 
the same suppliers as those listed 
for the ET1-671. so far as we are 
aware. The same advice applies 
for pc hoards. 

For those making their own pc 
boards, same -size positive or 
negative film can be obtained for 
$1.00 from ET1-672 Artwork, 
ETI Magazine, P.O. Box 227, 
Waterloo NSW 2017. 

ETI-412 LED audio 
peak programme 
display 
An excellent add-on for a hi-fi 
system, sound mixer. P.A. sys- 
tem, etc. The 10 -LED array used 
is imported and sold by Altronics 
in Perth. It's certainly neater and 
easier to use than a bunch of ten 
individual LEDs. We understand 

kits will be available from Altron- 
ics, Avtek in Sydney and Rod Ir- 
ving Electronics in Melbourne. 
You might also try All Electronic 
Components in Melbourne and 
Jaycar/Electronic Agencies in 
Sydney. 

Printed circuit boards will be 
available from the suppliers listed 
on this page in the September 
issue. If you're making your own 
board, same -size film positive or 
negative of the artwork is avail- 
able for $2.00 from ETI-412 Art- 
work, ET1 Magazine. P.O. Box 
227, Waterloo NSW 2017. Make 
out your cheque or money order 
to 'ETI Artwork Sales' and en- 
sure you ask for a positive or 
negative according to the type of 
photoresist you're using. 

ETI-166 Function/ 
pulse generator 
The final part, and your instru- 
ment's ready for use. We under- 
stand kits will be available from 
Rod Irving Electronics in Mel- 
bourne, Altronics in Perth and 
Jaycar/Electronic Agencies in 
Sydney. You might also try All 
Electronic Components in 
Melbourne. 

Ready-made pc boards should 
be available from the above sup- 
pliers as well as those listed in 
Shoparound last month. The 
same goes for front panel Scotch- 
cals. For those hardy constructors 
wanting to make their own (dou- 
ble -sided) ETI-166a boards, 
same -size film positive or nega- 
tive artwork for both sides of the 
board can be obtained for $10.00 
post paid from ETI-166a Art- 
work Sales, P.O. Box 21. Water- 
loo NSW 2017. The front panel 
artwork can be obtained from us 
for $9.00. Make sure you clearly 
ask for the ETI-166a, not just 
ETI-166, to avoid confusion with 
the previous boards. Ensure, 
also, that you specify positive or 
negative film, according to the 
type of photoresist you're using. 

ETI-175 20 MHz 
handheld frequency 
meter 
Every toolkit and workbench 
should sport one of these (or 
more!). At press time, Altronics 
in Perth, Rod Irving Electronics 
and All Electronic Components in 
Melbourne were kitting up for 
this project. 

The ICM7224IPL counter/dis- 
play driver IC used in the project 
is imported and distributed by 

R & D Electronics. All Electronic 
Components in Melbourne are 
their retail distributors so, for 
constructors assembling this proj- 
ect for themselves, they will be 
able to supply this IC over the 
counter (or by mail order). The 
41/2 -digit display is available from 
a number of sources. Dick Smith 
Electronics also stock one 
(LCD4.5). cat. no. Z-4175. 

Printed circuit boards will be 
available through the suppliers 
listed in this column last month. 
Same -size film positive or nega- 
tive of the artwork, for those 
making boards for themselves, 
can be obtained from us for 
$4.00, post paid. Front panel art- 
work is also available for $1.50. 
Make cheques or money orders 
payable to 'ETI Artwork Sales', 
and send your order to ETI-175 
Artwork, ET1 Magazine, P.O. 
Box 227, Waterloo NSW 2017. 
Please make sure you specify 
positive or negative film, accord- 
ing to what you want. 

Component shortages 
With the pickup in the US econ- 
omy. the American electronics 
industry is ordering up compo- 
nents like there's no tomorrow, 
particularly semiconductors. 
Manufacturers' and distributors' 
current inventories have been 
rapidly depleted in recent times 
and lead times for delivery have 
blown out from days to some- 
thing like 13 weeks at the short- 
est and 52-74 weeks at the long- 
est. Components particularly af- 
fected are 4000 Series CMOS, 
high speed (HC) CMOS, 74LS 
TIT and popular resistor values 
(we hear 10k and IOOk resistors 
will he worth their weight in gold 
shortly). 

A spokesman from the Dick 
Smith organisation said they're 
suspending production on certain 
projects and deleting others from 
their inventory. Jaycar's page -8 
advertisement in the last issue 
gave warning of this trend, saying 
lead times were then quoted as 
four to six months, but they've 
lengthened since then and are 
likely to remain at the times 
quoted above for the next year at 
least. 

The upshot is this - prices will 
inevitably rise (we've had it too 
good for the past few years) and 
shortages will definitely occur. 

Our advice? Forget gold fu- 
tures - semiconductor futures 
will be the big profit earner in 
the months to come. Buy! Buy! 
Buy! 
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WE are a No.1 Kit Supplier 
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As designed by ETI 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency response: 

Distortion: 

S/N noise: 

High-level input: 15Hz-130 kHz, +0, -1 db Low-level input -conform3k. 
to RIAA equalisation, A0.2 dB 
1kHz <0.003% on all Inputs (limit of resolution on measuring equipment 
due to noise limitation). 
High-level input, master full, with respect to 300 mV input signal at full 
output (1.2V): >92 dB flat >100 dB A -weighted. 
MM input, master full. with respect to full output (1.2V) at 5 mV input. 50 
ohm source resistance connected: >86 dB flat >92dB A -weighted. 
MC input, master full, with respect to full output (1.2V) and 200 NV input 
signal: > 71 dB flat >75 dB A -weighted. 

POWER AMPLIFIER 
Please note that the "Superb Quality" Heatsink for the power amp was designed and developed by Rod Irving Electronics and is being sup- 
plied to other kit suppliers. This product cost $1,200 to develop so that your amplifier kit would have a professional finish as well as sound. 

We also have a new range of rack mounting boxes which will be released soon. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Power output: 100W RMS into 8 ohms( ± 55 V supply). 
Frequency response: 8 Hz to 20 kHz. + 0 -0.4 dB 2.I1Hz to 65 kHz. 40-3 dB. NOTE: These 

figures are determined solely by passive filters. 
Input sensitivity: IV RMS for 100w output. 
Hum: - 100dB below lull output (flat). 
Noise: -116 dB below full output (flat, 20 kHz bandwidth). 
2nd harmonic distortion: <0.001% at 1 kHz (0.0007% on prototypes) at 100 W output using a A 56 

V supply rated at 4 A continuous. <0.003% at 10 kHz and 100 W. 

3rd harmonic distortion: <0.0003% for all frequencies less than 10 kHz and all powers below 
clipping. 

Total harmonic distortion: Determined by 2nd harmonic distortion (see above). 
Intermodulation distortion: <.0.003% at 100 W.(50 Hz and 7 kHz mixed 4:1). 

Stability: Unconditional 
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Price Slashed.52,943. $289 

THIRD OCTAVE GRAPHIC EQUALIZER SPECIFICATIONS E.T.I 
Bands: 
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2 turntable inputs weal Cross -lade and indtadual output controls master 
equaliser to, bans. Ind/tinge and treble vahable headphone Output etc. etC. 

Complete with arry,rg Case 

SPECPEICATIONS: rADERLCONTROLLERS 
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28 Bands from 31.5 Hz to 18 kHz 
<0.008 mV. sliders at 0, gain at 0 (-102 dB), 

0.007% at 300 mV signal, sliders at 0, gain al 0; 
max. 0.01%. sliders at minimum. 
12 Hz -105 kHz. +0, -1 dB, all controls flat. 
14 dB 

1 unit $199 

2 units $379 

EXTRA FEATURES OF OUR KITS 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

KIT PRICE 5299 P&P $8.00 
1% Metal Print %%GNPS are used wine po551de 
Prewand Calls are 51.000,ed 

Aluminium case as pet the Onginal arn[k 
NI components are lop 0uanty 
Over 200 8115 now solo 
We nave Wilt this dal aro so krow what needs to go Into 

every kit 

SUPER FINISH Front panel 5w0000 web every or al ro 
Calva cost to ya 
wt are so confident á th5 kit that we can now oler it 
assemble] aro tested so that people who do rot haw 
lh lone Can ~recut. tie Soul that this allaMet 

RAS al The a done on a evader basis denvery app0x 
Iwo weeks after placement 

only 5425 
Alf parts araaaofe separately for boto kiss 

PREAM PLIFER 

KIT PRICE 5259 P&P $8.00 
t% Metal Film Resistors are Spooned 
14 IlMIMS of Lew Capacitance Sheded are Supped 
la bit tetra In case d mistakes) 
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others 500005 
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ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
2 BRANCHES: 425 High St. Northcote, Ph.: (03) 489 8131 

48-50 A'Beckett St. Melb. Ph.: (03) 347 9251 
Mail orders: P.O. Box 235 Northcote, Vic. 3070 



IDEAS FOR EXPERIMENTERS 

These pages are intended primarily as a source of ideas. As far as reasonably possible all material has been 
checked for feasibility, component availability etc, but the circuits have not necessarily been built and 

tested in our laboratory. Because of the nature of the information in this section we cannot enter into any 
correspondence about any of the circuits, nor can we produce constructional details. 

240 Vac 

D 

INPUT 

METAL 
POLYESTER 

R1 1µ 
22k TANT 

+12 V Frequency operated switch 
100n 
TANT 

0V 

01 
BC337, 

BD139 etc 

This circuit was designed by A. 
Macdonald of Croydon Victo- 
ria. It will turn on a relay (or a 
triac, SCR etc) when a given 
input frequency is reached. 

Using the components shown 
in the circuit, the switching 
frequency is 480-500 Hz where 

1.27 
Vc, x RI x CI 

f switching 
- 

The IC can interface directly 
with proximity switches and 
can be used for overspeed pro- 

tection of any rotation device. 
The input may be either a sine, 
square or triangle wave. 

The circuit uses the LM2917 
frequency/voltage converter in 
a switch mode so that when the 
input frequency exceeds a 
specified amount, its output 
will go high. This causes the 
transistor to switch on, turning 
on the relay and switching the 
contacts. 

The 22k resistor R1 may be 
varied to change the frequency 
at which the device switches. 

17- VRELAY I 17 
R = RRELIIY = RRELAY 

VRELAY VRELAY 

Turn indicators for 
a push-bike 

Alec Phillips of Myrtleford 
Victoria found that it is quite 
dangerous when he is riding his 
push-bike at night. especially 
when he is approaching or wait- 
ing at an intersection in a tow n. 

The indicator unit is powered 
by four AA Nickel Cadmium bat- 
teries, which are mounted, with 
most of the components, in a 
small jiffy box under the seat. Si. 
S2, D2, D3, the LED and IOOR 
resistor are mounted on a small 
panel on the handlebars. 

The purpose of S2 is solely as 
an added bonus to power the head 
and tail lights when stopped at 
intersections or when climbing a 
steep hill at low speed. 

The main circuit is very sim- 
ple. DI is to prevent any short 
circuit in the charge socket by 
the plug. DI is also necessary in 
case of reverse polarity. The LED 
shows that the indicators are on. 
D2 and D3 drive the LED from 
either the left or right-hand side. 

DPDT 
CENTRE 
OFF 

LEFT 4 AA 

CHARGE T «tJ SOCKET 

TURN INDICATORS 
3.75 V 250 mA 

SI is a DPDT 'centre off' mini 
toggle, Q2 is a TT8O1 because it 
drives the indicators direct. 

The 3.75 V, 250 mA lamps 
were obtained from the local cy- 
cle shop. These low voltage 
globes are used because the 
terminal voltage of the batteries 

Is 4.S V. less a 0.6 \' loss in Q2. 
leaving approximately 4.2 V on a 
:3.75 V globe. This gives a bright 
flashing indicator. 
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$3.95* 

HERE IT IS! 
Over 20 of our top -popularity projects from recent years' ETIs 
plus several projects from a few years back that have enjoyed 
renewed interest. All assembled in one big volume - there's 
something to suit every electronics enthusiast's interest, from 
the ETI-250 Simple House Alarm to the ETI-1500 Discrimi- 
nating Metal Detector, from the ETI-325 Auto -probe to the 
ETI-562 Geiger Counter, from the ETI-724 Microwave Oven 
Leak Detector to the ETI-565 Laser. TWENTY projects, in all - 
PLUS: 'An Introduction to Lasers', 'pH - the Acid Test' and 
'Experimenting With Ultrasonics'. Top Projects Vol. 7 also 
contains a Shoparound guide on where to obtain pc boards, 
front panels, kits and components for the projects between its 
covers. 

At all newsagents and selected specialist outlets, or by mail 
order direct to ETI Magazine, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo NSW 
2017. Please add $1 for post and handling. 

DRILLS FOR 
f/ PROFESSIONALS 

i VALUE QUALITY RELIABILITY 
wko - / Use these products and improve efficiency' 

PISTOL DRILL l IN STAND 

12V DC 000-62-402 Pistol Drill -539.22 incl. S/Tax. 
Single speed unit deal for production line board 
assy. and repairs also modelling and 
prototypes -7000 RPM. 
000-64-493. Dril Stand -539.22 inc. S/Tax 

2 SPEED PISTOL DRILL 

12V DC 

000-62.251-2 SPEED Pistol Drill 547.00 incl. 
S/Tax. 
850 and 7000 RPM. Torque plus for the heavier 
lobs. SUPERB VALUE. 

Power supply to suit above -000-62-608 12V. 
1A. 517.40 incl. Tax. 
Workshop Kit -Case, Pistol Dnll, Stand, Orbital 
Sander, Jigsaw, Flexible Shaft and 
extras -5200.00 incl. S/Tax. 

MD1 
General 
Purpose 

6 Speed 
850 to 3100 

RPM 

C 

Compact Bench Drills for 
volume operations. Fast, 
reliable. Value pus for 
production. 5198.00 incl. 
Vice. S/Tax extra. 

240V AC 

MD1H 
Printed 
Circuit 
Board 

2 Speed 
8000 & 12,000 

RPM 

Send Sell Addressed Eerorooe rol luir once and accessory esr 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

BANKCARD NO 
OR CHEQUE 

mini vol 
AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
134A AYR STREET, 
DONCASTER. VIC. 7108 
Tel 850 9807 

xPIRY 
ATE VALUE SIGNED 

Post & Pack 
To 525+53.50 

To $100+55.00 
To 5150+57.00 

To 5400+510.00 
Over 5400+514.00 
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IS FINISH A PROBLEM? 
Trim and Rework whilst Assembling? 

Special shapes? Prototype construction? 
Product need that little touch? 

WE HAVE THE ANSWERS 

Angle Grinder 

12V DC 

000-62-108 JIGSAW -539.22 inc. S/Tax. Cuts 
anywhere-1mm radius corners. Wood, plastic, 
fibreglass, aluminium, PCB's -to '/í thick. A 
MUSTI 
000-62-117 Coarse, 000-62-144 Fine 
Blades -52.49 Sot of 10. 

000 -63 -605 -ANGLE GRINDER 547.70 Inc. 
S/Tax. REAL BITE- Dresses boards and parts 
easily and quickly. Essential for production 
line -speeds up assembly operations. 

Engrave Names and Numbers -Fine finishing 
18000 RPM. 
12V power supply. 000-62-608 517.40 Incl. 
S/Tax. 

0 
Wood Metal 

000-63-669 000-63-678 
54.16 58.16 

Fit these blades to your Angle Gnnder-Use It in 
the Drill Stand -dock those connectors, strips, 
sockets, etc. 

Gravid 

12V DC 

Send Ser, Aedressed Enrelooe for rue once and accessory Iry 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

..oni 9Tpal 
Post & Pack 

BANKCARD NO 
OR CHEQUE 

PATTY 

AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
174A AYR STREET, 
DONCASTER. VIC. 3108 
TN. 850 9887 

VALUE SIGNED 

To 525+5350 
To 5100+55.00 
To 5150+57.00 

To 5400+510.00 
Over 5400+514.00 



IDEA OF THE MONTH 

Simple negative/positive probe 4 - 4 
Paul Redfern, Hamersley WA (age 13 years) 

This very simple probe appears 
to be an obvious circuit, but it 
hasn't been done here before. 

There are only two compo- 
nents in this circuit, a meter 
(650 ohms/250 A, full scale) 

and a variable resistor (50k). 
To determine whether the 

reading is positive or negative 
attach the two clips to the 
power supply of the circuit you 
want to test. Centre the meter 

by adjusting the variable resis- 
tor, then touch the part of the 
circuit you want to measure. 

If the voltage is positive the 
meter will swing towards the 
positive side, and vice versa. 

PROBE 

CLIP TO +9 V 

METER 

CLIP 100V r 

10k 

TO SUPPLY RAIL 
VIA SILICON 1M 

POWER DIODE 

t 
T 

BACKUP 
0, BATTERY 

01- BC548 

Battery watchdog 
In most equipment where there is 
a battery back-up, there is no 
indication of the condition of the 
battery. 

01 

470R 

FLASHING 
LEO 

C106D 

LOAD 

100u 
16V 

Sv1 
1W 

The battery may lie around 
forgotten until it is eventually 
required, but then you find that it 
is no longer serviceable and may 
even have leaked corrosive acid 
damaging components and the pc 
board. 

C.W. Catherwood of Lis - 
more NSW has designed a simple 
circuit which indicates a dying 
battery in a battery back up 
system. It only uses a few com- 
ponents and the small pc board 
can be easily incorporated into 
most equipment. 

Q1 and the 10k preset poten- 
tiometer form an adjustable volt- 
age divider. It is controlled by the 
base current of Ql via the 1M 
resistor and the value set on the 

10k potentiometer. 
The voltage on the divider 

feeds the gate of the SCR, 
switching it on. The SCR then 
conducts through the flashing 
LED, indicating an unserviceable 
battery. 

The zener diode maintains the 
five volts required by the flashing 
LED. The electrolytic capacitor 
across the series dropping re- 
sistor forms an RC network which 
determines the flashrate. 

The voltage of the battery 
which is to be tested can be 
determined by adjusting the 10k 
potentiometer. This could be done 
by using an adjustable power 
supply in place of the battery. 

'IDEA OF THE MONTH' CONTEST 

COUPON 

Cut and send to: Scope/ETI 'Idea of the Month' 
Contest, ETI Magazine, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo 
NSW 2017. 

"I agree to the above terms and grant Electronics Today 
International all rights to publish my idea in ETI Magazine or 
other publications produced by it. I declare that the attached 
idea is my own original material. that it has not previously 
been published and that its publication does not violate any 
other copyright. " 
- Breach of copyright is now a criminal offence. 

Title of idea 

Signature 

Name 

Date 

Address 

Postcode 

r 

4100111111 

d1 

Y- 

Scope Panavise 
Multi -Purpose 
Work Centre. 

Scope Laboratories, which manufactures and distributes 
soldering irons and accessory tools. is sponsoring this con- 
test with a prize given away every month for the best item 
submitted for publication in the 'Ideas for Experimenters col- 
umn - one of the most consistently popular features in ETI 
Magazine. Each month. we will be giving away a Scope 
Panavise Multi -Purpose Work Centre. Model 376 300 312. 
comprising a self -centering head 1376). standard base (300) 
and tray base mount (312). all worth about S90! Selections 
will be made at the sole discretion of the editorial staff of ETI 
Magazine. Apart from the prize. each winner will be paid S10 
for the item published You must submit original ideas of cir- 
cuits which have not previously been published. You may 
send as many entries as you wish. 

RULES 

This contest is open to all persons normally resident in Aust- 
ralia. with the exception of members of the staff of Scope 
Laboratories. The Federal Publishing Company Ply Limited. 
ESN. The Litho Centre and or associated companies 

Closing date for each issue is the last day of the month. 
Entries received within seven days of that date will be 
accepted if postmarked prior to and including the date of the 
last day of the month. 

The winning entry will be Judged by the Editor of ETI 
Magazine. whose decision will be final. No correspondence 
can be entered into regarding the decision. 

The winner will be advised by telegram the same day the 
result is declared. The name of the winner, together with the 
winning idea. will be published in the next possible issue. 

Contestants must enter their names and addresses where 
indicated on each entry form. Photostats or clearly written 
copies will be accepted but if sending copies you must cut 
out and include with each entry the month and page number 
from the bottom of the page of the contest. In other words. 
you can send in multiple entries but you will need extra 
copies of the magazine so that you send an original page 
number with each entry. 

This contest is invalid in states where local laws prohibit 
entries 

Entrants must sign the declaration on the coupon that 
they have read the above rules and agree to abide by their 
Conditions. 
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NEW MOBILE UHF CB 
FITS DIN -SIZE CAR 
RADIO DASH APERTURE 

The new Sawtron 990 UHF CB transceiver is small enough 
to fit the smallest DIN -size car radio dash aperture yet 
features a front -mounted speaker, making it ideal for 

mounting in some of today's compact vehicles. 

Like the model 880 it replaces, 
the 990 features a removeable 
control head allowing the trans- 
ceiver section to be mounted re- 
motely if desired. 

We had the opportunity to 
evaluate the 990 recently and it 
proved a top performer. The re- 
ceiver sensitivity measured 
0.26 µV for 12 dB SINAD and 
the transmitter delivered the full 
power output. With the squelch 
on, it draws just 600 mA and 
around 800 mA when receiving 
a signal with the audio set at a 

comfortable listening level. At 
maximum audio output (2 W), it 
draws 1.5 A. On transmit, it 
draws 2.8 A. 

The Sawtron 990 has a number 
of unusual design features that 
make it stand out from the others 
on the market, apart from its 
unique mechanical design. First- 
ly, it employs a non -mixing 
direct output phase -locked loop 
system for frequency generation. 
This has no frequency multiplier 
chain and is claimed to generate 
less noise and out -of -band spurii 
than other systems. 

Secondly, an EPROM is used 
for setting channel frequencies, 
repeater offsets etc. Should 

D.O.C. allocate different fre- 
quencies or repeater offsets for 
the CBRS in the future, the cost 
of making the changes is quite 
cheap and quick to implement. 

The receiver is a double - 
conversion superhet employing 
two monolithic crystal filters and 
two ceramic filters to ensure ex- 
cellent selectivity, adjacent 
channel and image frequency 
rejection. 

The transmitter uses an RF 
power amplifier IC rated to with- 
stand extreme VSWR condi- 
tions, reducing the possibility of 
expensive 'blowups' if you lose 
your antenna, etc. 

The control head incorporates 
rotary controls for volume, 
squelch and channel selection, 
plus 'soft touch' push -switches 
for power on/off, tone, repeater 
and tens/units selection for the 
`selecall" function. LED indica- 
tors are used to show you the 
status of operation (Tx/Rx, 
channel no. etc). Note that the 
microphone socket is located on 
the right hand side of the panel! 

The selecall system is option- 
al. This uses a three -tone encod- 
ing system that allows you to 
have up to 81 transceivers in a 

network, each with their own 
call tones, which can be individu- 
ally called by any other trans- 
ceiver within the system and 
which automatically acknowl- 
edges receipt of the call. The last 
two tones can be operator se- 
lected on the transceiver. 

The Sawtron 990 is ruggedly 
built, employing a diecast alu- 
minium chassis and control 
head, able to withstand the 
rigours of the roughest mobile 
environment much better than 
plastic -cased transceivers. 

On the air, the 990 proved a 

good 'talker' and 'listener'. We 
were able to obtain mobile -to - 
base communications from well- 
known bad spots in the Hunter 
Valley and good mobile -to -mo- 
bile contact as well. The audio 
on transmit was reported as 
smooth and very clear. The 990's 
receiver provides very good re- 
ception, `hanging on' tenaciously 
to quite noisy signals and still 
giving good clear sound from the 
front -mounted loudspeaker. 

If you're in the market for a 

top -performing UHF transceiv- 
er. the Sawtron 990 is worth very 
close scrutiny for either base or 
mobile applications. The import- 
ers indicate that commercial 
versions will be available short- 
ly. Contact lmark Pty Ltd, 167 
Roden St, West Melbourne 3003 
Vic. (03)329-5433. 

IFR's MICROPROCESSOR SERVICE MONITOR 
The American IFR company's 
latest communication ser- 

vice monitor to be released in 
Australia, the microprocessor - 
controlled, digitally synthesised 
FM/AM-1500, integrates the 
functions of several different 
pieces of test equipment into a 

single, compact, portable unit. 
The FM/AM-1500 has a key- 

board entry system and LCD 
display for programmed fre- 
quency readout, processor - 
controlled memory functions 
and a cathode-ray tube capable 
of alphanumeric or waveform 
displays. 
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SATELLITE 
TRACKING 
SOFTWARE 
A new book on software for 

tracking a variety of satel- 
lites is obtainable from the 
British amateur satellite group, 
AMSAT-UK. 

The new handbook, called 
Satellite Tracking Software for 
the Radio Amateur, has been 
written by John Branegan, 
GM41HJ. 

The programs are written in a 

variant of MicroSoft BASIC 
and can be run on a ZX81 
directly or adapted to other 
machines. 

Programs in the book cover 
geostationary, circular and ellip- 
tical orbits which suit all cur- 
rently operational amateur sat- 
ellites, Soviet Meteor weather 
satellites, American NOAA 
weather satellites and almost 
anything liable to come along in 
the future. 

Further details are obtainable 
from AMSAT-UK, c% R.I.C., 
Broadbent, 94 Herrongate 
Road, Wanstead Park, Lon- 
don, England E12 5EQ. 

The unit features a full -scan 
1-1000 MHz spectrum analyser 
which includes a minimum scan 
position of 1 KHz per division 
with a 300 Hz bandwidth. 

Standard features of the FM/ 
AM -1500 include AM and FM 
signal generators, digitally 
coded squelch, a 2 uV receiver 
for AM, FM and SSB, a track- 
ing generator with full scan to 
1000 MHz, a sweep generator, a 
cable -fault locator, two pro- 
grammable audio tone gener- 
ators, and audio and RF fre- 
quency error meters. 

For further information, con- 
tact Vicom International, 57 
City Road, South Melbourne 
Vic. 3205. (03)62-6931. 
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HIGH -GAIN, LOW -DRAG 
UHF MOBILE WHIPS 

hree mobile whips to cover Three 
400 MHz to 510 MHz 

range are available from 
Benelec, featuring an epoxy 
coating that provides solidly 
bonded windings, low air drag, 
low inertia sway and a gloss 
finish. 

The Model 2-625 is colour - 
coded black and covers 
400-450 MHz, Model 2-626 is 
colour -coded red and covers 
450-470 MHz while the Model 

2-627 covers 470-510 MHz and 
is colour -coded blue. 

Each antenna comes with a 

standard 8 mm 24 tpi female 
base ferrule that fits standard 
UHF antenna mounts. 

Further details on these and 
other antennas in Benelec's ex- 
tensive range can be obtained 
from Benelec, P.O. Box 21, 
Bondi Beach NSW 2026. 
(02)665-8211. 

HANDS -FREE TRANSCEIVER 
WITH NOISE -CANCELLING MIC 

Eyen when operating where a 
high level of background 

noise is experienced, such as 
encountered in many industrial 
applications, the latest version 
of Standard's C-900 Talkman 
transceiver allows the operator's 
voice to come across clearly. 

The new Talkman has built- 
in a unique noise -cancelling 
microphone which picks up the 
operator's voice while attenuat- 
ing background noise. 

Besides allowing clear com- 
munication, this system also 
prevents transmitter lock -up 
which would normally render 
the voice -operated transceiver 
unusable when background 
noise is present. 

Claimed to be unique, in 
currently being the only unit of 
its type and price available in 
Australia with a noise cancelling 

microphone, the new Talkman 
is said to be ideally suited for 
many hundreds of communi- 
cations applications. 

For further information on 
the Talkman C-900 Headset 
communicator, contact GFS 
Electronic Imports, 15 
McKeon Road, Mitcham Vic. 
3132. (03)873-3939. 

LICENCE FEES TO RISE r 

The Federal Minister for Com- 
munications. Mr Michael 

Duffy. has announced a general 
rise in licence fees for radiocom- 
munication stations in all 
services. 

Radio amateur licence fees 
will rise from $18 to $19 per year. 
while citizens' band licence fees 
will rise from $9 to $11. Land 
mobile fees will not rise but the 
associated base station fees will. 
Licence fees for both amateur 
and CB repeaters will rise from 
$20 to $25 per year. 

Mr Duffy said that in former 
years fees were levied on a cost 
recovery basis. But as part of the 
overall 1983-84 Budget strategy. 
the Government had made a 

decision to exercise its option 
under the Radiocommunications 
Licence Fees Act 1982 and in- 
clude a royalty component in the 
fee structure. 

Mr Duffy said about $21.5 mil- 
lion would be collected in licence 
fees in 1983-84, about $4 million 
of this being the royalty 
component. 
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DOWNCONVERTER KIT 
New from GFS Electronic Im- 

ports is a 2.3 GHz downcon- 
verter kit, the Model RX-2300. 

It is designed for easy assem- 
bling and may be tuned to any 
50 MHz band between 1.69 and 
2.7 GHz. Services included 
within this range are weather 
satellites and NASA's S -Band 
Space Shuttle video and audio 
link, as well as a NASA beacon 
on the moon. The IF frequency 
is user -selectable between 54 
and 220 MHz. 

Because use is made of a low - 
noise microwave transistor, the 
RF amplifier stage of the RX- 
2300 exhibits an extremely good 
sensitivity. 

All components arc supplied 
with the kit, including an instruc- 
tion manual. diecast metal case 
and BNC connectors. The price 
of the kit is $89, plus $5 postage. 

For further information, con- 
tact GFS Electronic Imports, 17 

KcKeon Road, Mitcham Vic. 
3232. (03)873-3939. 

PHONE PATCH - IT'S ON! 
Telecom has widened the range of circumstances where 
radio phone patch connections will be made to the tele- 
phone network. 

Announcing this mid -September, Telecom emphasised that 
the radio phone patch services would be confined to specified 
user groups - mostly those with mobile radio services. The 
services could not be resold. 

Telecom will continue to be the provider of the Public Mobile 
Telephone Service through the rapid expansion of its high 
technology, cellular radio now operating in Melbourne and Syd- 
ney and soon to be introduced in other capital cities and re- 
gional centres. 

There is a growing need for radio phone patch facilities 
among the following specified user groups: 

Emergency Services operating mobile radio. 
Amateur Radio Operators. 
CB Radio Operators. 
Common interest groups operating mobile radio. 
There are a number of examples, such as farmers who wish 

to make phone calls from their tractors via radio back to their 
home telephone, and country taxi services which want to be 

able to contact emergency services direct from their vehicles. 
Australian amateur radio operators will be able to enjoy the 

phone patch arrangements available in some overseas 
countries. 

Details of the new policy have been available from 19 Sep- 
tember and copies may be obtained from Telecom's Melbourne 
headquarters (03)606-7616. 

Existing permits will be updated to the new conditions and 
new applications will be accepted from 1 November, 1983. The 
phone patch equipment must be approved, and wired in place 
by Telecom. 
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PRECISION 
MICROWAVE 
COMPONENTS 

IVIicrowave system designers 
have several new precis- 

ion coaxial components avail- 
able from Hewlett-Packard: a 
programmable 90 dB step at- 
tenuator, fixed attenuators, at- 
tenuators from 3 to 40 dB, and a 
coaxial -switch element for 
matrix switches. 

The HP 33323K is a coaxial 
step attenuator with 10 dB steps 
to 90 dB over the dc to the 26.5 
GHz band. Key features include 
accuracy (± 2.8 dB at 90 dB and 
26.5 GHz) as well as low SWR 
(less than 1.8 at 26.5 GHz), 
combined with compact size 
and rugged design. Switching 
coils of the HP 33323K operate 
momentarily at 24 Vdc for 10 
ms and have magnetic latching. 

Three models of fixed attenu- 
ators provide coverage from do 
to 26.5 GHz. The HP 33340A 

operates from do to 12 GHz, the 
HP 33340B from do to 18 GHz, 
and the HP 33340C from do to 
26.5 GHz. Each model is avail- 
able with fixed values of 3, 6, 10, 
20 or 30 dB. The A/B suffix 
models use SMA connectors, 
while the HP 33340C relies on 
the high-performance APC-3.5 
connector. The environmental 
performance includes -40 to 
+75°C operating temperatures. 

In designing the complex 
matrices for signal switching, 
the HP 33311B-004 coaxial 
switch provides a cross -bar 
switching action well -suited for 

microwave signals. It connects 
both crossing lines with low 
insertion loss or passes both 
signals through the intersection 
with at lest 90 dB of isolation, do 
to 18 GHz. By combining these 
switches with the common 
SPDT type, larger matrices may 
be configured. For example, a 
3 x 4 matrix requires six HP 
33311B-004 switches and five 
of the SPDT type. 

For further details, contact 
Hewlett-Packard Australia, 
31-41 Joseph Street, 
Blackburn Vic. 3130. (03) 
890-6351. 

SCALAR'S 
RUGGED 
LIGHT STICK 

Designed for use in the min - 
ing industry, Scalar Indus- 

tries' new LS6/LS10 light stick 
features lightweight yet rugged 
construction which makes it 
ideal for vehicle roofrack 
mounting. 

A special feature of the 
ground -insulated LS6/LS10 is 
the use of high -intensity LEDs, 
which provide a very long oper- 
ational life span. 

The LED lens cover is made 
of resilient polycarbonate tub- 
ing, and the unit's whip rod is 
parallel 9 mm glass -fibre, 
mounted into a black anodised 
ferrule. 

For further information, con- 
tact Soalor Industries, 20 
Shelley Avenue, Kilsyth Vic. 
3137. (03)725-9677. 

Whatever your needs! 
FARMIN 
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©IRI RODEN STREET. WEST MELBOURNE. VIC 3003 
PHONE: 1071 320 5433 TELEX: AA37753'MARRO 

PTY. LTD. 

PROM THE PUELISHERS OF 
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL 

Eli 

CIRCUITS 

No4 
$2 asa 

contains a wide range of circuits, ideas and 
data for the electronics enthusiast, arranged 
in 15 categories, including: Alarms. Audio. 
Computers, Games. Triggering & Switching. 
Techniques, RF and Test & Measurement. 

$2.95 
Available from newsagents. selected electronic 
suppliers or direct from ETI Magazine. 
P.O. Box 227. Waterloo NSW 2017. Please 
add $1.00 for post and handling if buying 
by mail. 
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POWER 
SONIC 

AUSTRALIA 

n.+LORnOndED U. N S W I 

A complete range 

of rechargeable batteries. 

ARIRMIMI 

' IRA» 

. 411%, 

Sealed Gell cell & Nickel - 
Cadmium with capacities 
ranging from 110 MA/H 
to 40 A/H. 

r.2 

Special packs made to 
your specifications at very 
competitive prices. 

POWER,, rsON/c 
IMCOMnOR.I[D M N S W I 

102 May St. 

St. Peters 2004 

Ph (02) 519 8890 
519 6894 

L.E. CHAPMAN 
122 Pitt Rd, North Curl Curl, NSW 

2099 Ph (02) 93 1848 
All mail orders: Box 156 P.O. 

DEE WHY 2099 

SUPER $22 
SPECIAL P&P$1.40 

FM STERO TUNER KITS 
WORLD FAMOUS MAKE 
Set of 3 modules includes: 

FM 
TUN., ER DECODER 

I.F. 
1 DETECTOR .. 

Circuit diagram supplied, send 
stamped addressed envelope for 
Electronics Australia review of the 
system 
SPEAKERS: Magnavox 10 inch 
Mid range, 20 Watts, RMS, 150 
ohm $8 each 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
30 Watts each size 19 x 11 x 61/4 

$58 pair 
P&P: NSW $7; SA, VIC $11; 

TAS, VVA, NT $14 
RECORD PLAYER 

Belt drive, cueing device, speed 
control, ceramic cartridge 12 volt 

$27.50 
P&P: NSW $3.50; SA, VIC $4; WA, 

TAS, NT $6.50 
Transistors AD 161 - 162 $1 pair 
100 Mixed Capacitors - Fresh 
stock All handy values - $2 
100 Mixed Resistors - Handy 
values - $2 

DUAL V.U. METERS 

$3 
V.U. BALANCE METERS 

$3 
CLOCK MODULES 

Circuit diagram 
included and touch 

1 micro switches _. I( -R 
supplied to suit. ; -. ó ; 

$5.50 

ELECTRONIC 

HOBBYIST! 

Do You Live In ... 

Ringwood 

Lilydale 

goronia 

Wantirna 

Bayswater 

Croydon 

Mooroolbark 

etc ... 

We can supply your components 
at city prices 

If you live in the 
Eastern Suburbs then 

why not call in and 
check out our 

comprehensive range 
of kits, components, 

etc. 

Resellers of Dick Smith, 
Alitronics, Ellistronics and 

many others. 

Ian J. Truscott 
Electronics 

Cnr Eastlield & Bayswater Roads, 
South Croydon, Vic. 

Telephone (03) 723-3860 
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ALL ONE PRICE 

$1.95 
10 up $1.80 

Resist- 
ance 
100 R 

200 R 
500 R 

1K 
2K 

Resist - 
Cat ante 

R 2410 SK 
R 2415 10K 
R 2417 20 K 

R 2419 50 K 

R 2421 100 K 

BANKCARD HOLDERS - 
PHONE YOUR ORDERS 

TOLL FREE! 
AUSTWIDE 

ALTRONICS e cir3,41 0 

NEXT DAY DELIVERY 

VIA 

JETSERVICE 
ICAPITAL CITY & SUBURBAN AREAS) 

A SINGLE BOARD CP/M COMPUTER 

"THE LITTLE BIG BOARD" 
64K on board RAM, Z80A based running at 
4mHz (Top speed) Floppy disk controller, Real 
time clock. 
That's right! A fully configured Z80 computer running at 
maximum capacity, on a single PCB. On board disk 
controller drives up to four double sided, double density 
drives either 8" or 5". 2 by RS232 I/O Ports, both may be 
software configured, use one for a terminal the other for a 

printer or modem etc. Battery, backed real time clock 
software accessible for automatic dating of documents, 
timing during games. Fully STD buss compatible - choose 
from thousands of ready available play in card options. 
Bootstrap Monitor On board - boots to CP/M. Choose 
from the world's largest range of software. 
ALTRONIC KIT FEATURES 

Two versions of the bootstrap monitor supplied. One set 
for 1200 baud operation enables connection to 
MICROBEE 16 & 32K IC'S utilizing their terminal emulation 
facilities. The other set for 9600 baud operation. 
Complete set of IC sockets. 
Double sided plated through PCB - solder masked and 
pretinned. 
56 Pin STD connector. 
2 x DB25P's and ribbon cable for peripheral connections. 
Ouality components used throughout Including solder 
and full documentation. 
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CP/M 1 ;>',,é 
Diskettes 
8" 9600 Baud 
K9691 $150 
5" 9600 Baud 
K9693 
8" 1200 Baud 
K9692 
5" 1200 Baud 

$150 

$150 

so" 
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' r'' 
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45 

K9694 $150 

2 0140 
Z 0141 
2 0143 
Z 0150 
Z 0151 
Z 0152 
Z 0154 
Z 0159 

Z 0160 
Z 0162 
Z 0164 
Z 1072 

LEDS 
Led 3mm Red 
Led 3mm Green 
Led 3mm Yellow 
Led 5mm Red 
Led 5mm Green 
Led 5mm Yellow 
Led 5mm Orange 
Led 5mm Flashing 

F R L4403 
Led Rectangular Red 
Led Rectangular Green 
Led Rectangular Yellow 
Led Infra Red CQY89A 

.14 

.20 
.22 
.14 
.20 
.22 
.25 

.49 

.22 

.25 

.25 

.55 

.10 

.18 

.20 

.10 

.18 

.20 
.22 

.45 

.19 

.22 

.22 

.52 

MULTI -TURN TRIMMERS 
INDUSTRY PREFERRED TYPE 

B3. .11W1 
3 

+ 

Resist 
Cat ante 

R 2423 
R 2425 
R 2427 
R 2429 
R2431 

200 K 

500 K 

1M 
2M 

Cat 
R 2433 
R 2435 
R 2437 
R2439 

TECHNICIAN'S UTILITY 
PARTS CASE 

H 0449 
Now 

$6.50 

Lightweight and durable this Parts Case is a 

MUST! 
Featuring:- Clear lid (tell contents at a 

glance); Positive action snap lock; 30 
partition combinations. 

KEY OPERATED SWITCH 

19.5mm 
mounting hole 

required. Supplied 
with two keys. Hund- 

reds of applications for 
security type applications. 

S 2500 $6.95 

NOW ONLY $5 EACH. 

MOLEX PIN SOCKETS 
For use with single pins up to .5mm diam. 

Make your 
( a%1 yj ,L1tv,yy ftr. own sockets 

Ñ'M'7'If1 J''ii7-liHI, *1.01 for IC's, displays, 
LSI's etc. 

P0700 Pack Of 100' 
P0701 Pack of 1000 

Supplied on "Break off header 
ore -spaced .1 Inch. 

2.00 
16.50 

GET A TRADE PACK FOR YOUR WORKSHOP NOW. 

INTERLOCKING PARTS DRAWER 
Unique side and top/bottom keying system 

allows you to use Just a few or build a whole 
wall of drawers as your parts.expans:on 

dictates. Quality designed drawer slides will 
not "stick" or seize. Slide handle also takes 

(dent. cards. Single or double drawers available. 

H 0435 Single Way $2.20 

H 0436 Double Drawe s $2 20 

I111±M 
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FUSE HOLDER 
3AG 
32 x 6.3mm Fuse R - t 

S 6000.. 
NOW 60c 

SATURDAY 
ARVO KITS 

(SEE ET) AUGUST 1983) 

RADIO MIC 
K1106 $6.50 
ALIEN INVADERS 
K1123 $13.95 
SOUND BENDER 
K1492 $29.50 
K4232COURTESY 

LIGHT EXTENDER $3.95 
SOUND EFFECTS PACK 
K1607 $17.50 

(CONTAINS PARTS FOR ALL 5 PROJECTS) 

FOR DESPATCH P&P CHARGES AND ADDRESS DETAILS PLEASE REFER TO OUR AD. ON PAGE 15 
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Here's a great opportunity to get into listening in 
on the exciting "world beyond shortwaves". You 
could win this top -line J.I.L. Model SX-200 Scan- 
ner worth nearly $600. All you have to do is 
answer the five questions below and tell us in 25 
words or less what features of the SX-200 most 
attract you. 

The SX-200 has been generously donated by 
G.F.S. Electronic Imports of Melbourne as a prize 
in this contest, which is jointly sponsored by ETI 
and G.F.S. Electronic Imports. 

The J.I.L. Model SX-200 is a popular scanner having many features. 
Covering a frequency range of 26-88, 108-180 and 380-514 MHz, it 

uses a keyboard providing a selection of over 33 000 channels. Up to 
16 frequencies may be placed in a non-volatile memory. Scanning can 
be carried out over a specific frequency range by programming upper 
and lower frequency limits. 

Unique squelch circuitry is employed, having three modes, allowing 
the receiver to (a) stop scanning with open audio on carrier only, (b) to 
stop on carrier with closed audio until modulation is applied to the carri- 
er, or (c) not stop at all until carrier and modulation are detected. 

A front panel -mounted firie-tuning control ensures that all Australian - 
allocated two-way radio frequencies are covered. AM or FM reception is 
possible on all brands. Direct operation from 240 Vac or 12 Vdc is pro- 
vided for. 

ETI staff have used this scanner and found it very sensitive, free from 
spurii and easy to use. It has the greatest frequency coverage of any 
scanners we have seen. 

RULES 
This contest is open to all persons normally resident In Australia with the exception 
of members of the staff of G.F.S. Electronic Imports, Federal Publishing Company, 
Gordon 8 Gotch Pty Ltd and or associated companies. 

Entries should be addressed to ETI/G.F.S. SX-200 Scanner Contest, ETI Maga- 
zine, P.O. Box 21, Waterloo, NSW 2017. 

Closing date for the contest is November 30, 1983. Entries received within seven 
days of that date will be accepted i1 postmarked prior to and including November 30, 
1983. 

The contest will be judged by the Editor and Managing Editor of ETI whose deci- 
sion will be final. No correspondence can be entered into regarding their decision. 

In the event of one or more tied results occurring in the multi -choice questions 
amongst entrants, the finalists' entries will be judged on the written answer to the 
last question. 

The winner will be advised by telegram the same day the result is declared. The 
name of the winner, together with the winning answers, will be published in the next 
possible issue of ETI. 

Contestants must enter their names and addresses where indicated on each 
entry form. Photostats or clearly written copies will be accepted, but if sending 
copies you must cut out and include with each entry the month and page number 
from the bottom of the right hand page of the contest. In other words you Can send 
In multiple entries but you will need extra copies of the magazine so that you send 
an original page number with each entry. 

This contest is invalid in States where local laws prohibit entnes. 
Entrants must sign the declaration accompanying this contest that they have read 

the above rules and agree to abide by their conditions. 
NOTE: Please read contest rules carefully, especially if sending in multiple en- 
tries. 

You may enter as many times as you wish but you must use a separate entry 
form for each entry and include the month and page number cut from the bottom 
right hand page of the contest. You must put your name and address where indi- 
cated on each entry form. 

ENTRY FORM 
The world's first radio patent was applied for in Britain in 
1896. Who made the application? 
Heinrich Hertz 
Maxwell Newton 
Guglielmo Marconi 
Andre Poppov 
Roger Harrison 

In what month was 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 

the application made? 

In July 1897, the British Wireless Telegraph and Signal 
Co was formed, concentrating on installing radio in 
ships. The first was installed in: 
The Florida 
The Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse 
The Titanic 
Australia II 

Brittania 
The transistor was invented in 1948 by a team of three 
scientists. They were: 
Wright, Shottky and Ohl 
Martin, Barton and Fargo 
Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain O 
Thomson, Korn, Creed 

In what year was Australia's Wireless Telegraphy Act 
passed into law? 
1901 0 
1905 
1919 0 
1915 0 
Tell us, in 25 words, or less what features of the SX- 
200 scanner most attract you. 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 
I have read the Contest Rules and agree to abide by 
their conditions. 

Signed 

Date 

CONTEST CLOSES NOVEMBER 30, 1983. Any entries 
reaching us after that date must be postmarked no later 
than November 30, 1983. 
SEND ENTRIES TO: ETI/G.F.S. SX-200 Scanner Con- 
test, ETI Magazine, P.O. Box 21, Waterloo, NSW 
2017. 

db 
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FERGUSON 
TRANSFORMERS 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD MOUNTING TRANSFORMERS 

P19/5VA $795 P124/51/A 57 95 PL18/1290510 50 

P112/5VA 5795 PL30/5V5 5795 PL24/12VA 510 50 
P115/5VA S7 95 P140/5VA 57 95 P130/120Á 510 50 
P118/5VA 57 95 P1161/5VA 510 50 

LOW PROFILE CHASSIS MOUNTING TRANSFORMERS 

P112/20451475 PL12/60VA 519 50 P124/400A51650 
P115/20VA 514 75 R15/6000 519 50 PL30/40VA 516 50 

P118/200A 514 75 P118/60VA 521 50 P140/4011A 516 50 

P124/200A 514 75 P124/600A 521 50 P130 -9/400A 
P130/20VA 514 75 P112/40VA 516 50 523 50 

P140/200A51475 P115/40VA 516 50 P130/600A521 50 

PL1.518/20VA PL18/40VA 516 50 P130-9/604 
523 50 525 50 

CONVENTIONAL CHASSIS MOUNTING TRANSFORMERS 

PF3577 533 90 PF3993 52390 PF4362 55790 
PF3783 579 50 PF4244 546 50 PF4363 551 90 

PF3787 521 50 PF4354 549 50 PF4405 544 50 

P73788 543 50 PF4361/1 549 50 

BELL TRANSFORMERS 

PP84/100051550 PP68/1000 515 50 PP812/50051550 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

MT552 528 50 OP590 546 50 OP592 536 90 

D.C. POWER SUPPLIES 

PPA30C 512 90 PPA6DC 51290 PPA90C 51290 
PPA4.5DC 51290 PPA7.50C 512 90 

BUILD YOUR OWN 
SPEAKERS WITH PHILIPS 

Part No. Price 
' ADO 1610 T8 $16.95 

ADO 2160 SQ8 $49.50 
AD70601 W8/620 $28.50 
AD 12250 W8 $83.00 

P.C. EDGE CONNECTORS 

S100 gold plated wire wrap 
5100 solder tad 
D2 Motorola bus 
43 86 solder tad 
43 86 gold plated wire wrap 

$8.50 
S7.90 

$8.50 
$11.50 

10 TURN POTENTIOMETERS 
Stock resist aili:P. values, 

SOR 100R 200R 
SOOR 1K 2K 5K 
10K 20K 50K 
100k 

Speltrol model 534 + shah $12.50 
Price 1 9 
10 + values may be mixed $11.50 

DIP PLUGS 

Ideal for use with flat 
ribbon cable or to 
mount components on 
14 pin S150 
17 tut, S1 90 

. 

24 pin S2 90 
40 pins S5 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR 

MICROCOMPUTERS 

Good regulation electrostatic shield 

R10 SV8QD10Ax15VQ21A $36.50 
RI R20 8V e. 20A 15V hi IA 

15V I. 3A . $43.50 

20 TURN 
CERMET 
TRIM POT 

1307 
LOOS 

7318 
. 

2 

SPECTROL 43P 

ACTUAL SIZE 
STOCK RESISTANCE VALUES 

tOR 20R SOR 1008 200R 500R. 1K. 
2K 5K 10K 20K 50K. 100K. 200K. 
500K. 1M 2M 
1 9 $180 
10 99 $1 60 
100 S1 30 

Values may be mixed 

Hexadecimal Keypad 
$42.50 

a . 

19 key pad in 
dudes 1.10 keys 
ABL.DEF and 2 

optional keys and 
a shift key 

Ideal for dream 
project 

MULTIpIALf 

} 

Dials to suit 10 T Pots 
Model 21 1 8' dia 
Model 16 9" dia 
Model 18 I" x 1 75' dia 

$24.50 
$19.50 
$27.50 

RI IRON DIGITAL MUL ' S 

1.999 

1.999 

. . 

a ^ 
016010 specifications 

1-4 I 5+ 
$59.95 1554.95 

Q17040 specifications 

1-4 I 5+ 
589.95 1584.95 

28 Ranges 
Push Button Operation 
Auto Polarity 
Low Battery Indicator 
Full Overload Protection 
Finger Guards on Probes and 
Shrouded Plugs for Safety 
Accuracy: 1 year 18°C to 28°C 
(+ % of reading + No. of 
Digits) 200 hour battery life 

4r I .. a. tT Hx 

2wa1lr a x I 
IT^at^ 

lat rstIt.t 1atral ;U.1 
-r-r. -t-r------- 

Yetf r ! rs.t : = 1 M , 1.1 113' 10'p57r' 

V: i 

. `4-T3 
r; 1 1s.s' 1.s 

r--4Lr-T-112----011-' 
9.9. 

a. , a a C aarTíx " , ^tvr 
T77u.r s u u.1 usr@r-u.1 

-s^9' ~WI 
'I -1r ' 1 r I 

>y r 1 '13.1 
1.1 ilstt i0 `115.11 

1.1 

i . ,04 rs 1 ri 

f. TEXTOOL 
ZIP' DIP 11 SOCKETS *,r? 

I. L._. _ 
I 

i j- 

16 Pin Zip Dip 11 
24 Pin Zip Dip 1 1 

40 Pin Zip Dip 1 1 

111Ilt 
S11 50 

12 50 
17 50 'l.t. tii..nt..et Prisuri. 

DIP SWITCHES SPST 
P N No id Som. Puce 

903 3 S160 
4 1 70 
5 1 90 
6 7 30 
7 7 40 
8 750 
9 7 70 

10 300 

504 
SD5 
SOG 
SD? 
SC/8 
ST/9 
Sntp 

DIP SWITCHES SPST 

PART NO 

nE 9P 
OF 95 
DF 9r: 
DA 15P 
DA 155 
DA 151: 
DR 75P 
n8 75S 
DB 75C 
DB 75(:2B 
D8 75C7(i 
DC 37P 
DC 37S 
DC 37C 
n H S 

Please debit my Bankcard. 
co É Bankcard No. 

Expiry Date 
Name . 

; Signature ... 

RS232 & "V TYPE CONNECTORS 

DESCRIPTION 1 9 10 25 25+ 
9 PIN MALE 53 50 53 50 53 10 
9 PIN F MALE 4 50 4 20 3 90 
9 PIN COVER -. .. ? 20 7 10 1 90 

1 S PIN MALE 
'r rt ''} 4 50 4 20 3 90 

15 PIN F MALE 
*h... 

5 10 4 90 4 70 
15 PIN COVER 230 210 200 
2".PINMALE 590 560 510 
?5 PIN F MALE ; 1'1`=""'11 't 6 90 6 60 6 10 
11tí Grey Hoed t.....kr4-.J 2 40 2 20 2 00 

2 In Black Hood 2 80 2 70 2 50 
7 pi ('limy Hood 2 70 2 50 7 40 
37 PIN MALE 7 90 7 50 7 10 
37 PIN F MALE 1090 990 9 10 
37 PIN COVER 4 90 4 50 4 10 
H.u.lwdre. set 12 Pairs) 7 10 i 90 1 80 

cermet single 
TURN TRIM POT 
Spectrol model 63P 

ACTUAL SIZE 

STOCK VALUES 
10R 20R 50R. 100R. 200R. 500R. 1K. 

21MK 5K2M 10K 20K 50K 200K. 500K. 

1 9 
10 99 
100 

$1 20 
$1 00 
$0 90 

Values may be mixed. 

HEA11INKS 
High Thermal Capacity Black Anodised 

I00 BOO 

1.4 5 9 10-49 50-99 499 Ilia 
I 2 E 2 2 S 

1151 -38mm 
1 85 1 75 

MS2 -75mm 
300 290 

H53 -150mm 
580 S40 

M54 -225mm 
810 760 

1195 -300mm 
890 840 

Unanodised 
MS11 - 38mm 

1 40 1 20 
MS12 - 75mm 

250 220 
413 - 150mm 

4 90 4 50 

150 

2 50 

4 90 

710 

190 

100 

190 

4 00 

1 35 

2 00 

3 80 

5 90 

6 50 

0 90 

1 60 

3 20 

1 00 

2 00 

2 90 

4 50 

4 90 

0 80 

1 25 

245 

0 90 

1 50 

2 70 

4 30 

4 60 

070 

120 

240 

BLANK 
CASSETTES 
T.D.K. 
TDK ADC60 I tot $3.99 10 for 528.60 
TDK DC60 1 for 52.30 10 for 519.99 
TDK ODC60 1 for 5385 10 for 534 10 
TDK SAC60 1 for $3.85 10 for 534 10 
TDK SAXC60 1 for 56.30 10 for 550 60 
TDK DC90 1 for 52 60 10 for 522.10 
TDK ADC 90 1 for 53.85 10 801 533 00 
70K SAC90 1 for $4.65 10 for 542.90 
TOK ODC90 1 for 55 20 10 for 55950 
TDK SAXC90 1 for 5599 10 for 559.99 
TDK DC120 1 for 54.99 10 for $40.70 
TDK ADCI20 1 for 55.99 10 for 553.00 

Post & Pack $2.50 small kits, heavier kits add extra postage. 
Prices subject to change without notice. Send 60c and SAE for free price list and 
inclusion on all future mailing lists. 
MAIL ORDERS: PO Box 235, Northcote, Vic 3070. Min P & P $1.00. 
Ph: (03) 489 8131. ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCEPTED 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 HIGH STREET, NORTHCOTE 3070, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. Ph (03) 489 8131 Tetex Noa 38897 
48-50 A'BECKETT STREET, MELBOURNE (03) 347-9251 



VHF LISTENERS' GUIDE 
Part 1 26-88 MHz 

We present here a computer -sorted listing of frequency 
channels and the services that occupy them for hobbyists 
and services interested in monitoring communications 
activity on the very high frequency bands. This, the first 
portion of our list, covers the frequency band from 26 MHz, 

I at the 'top end' of the shortwave band, to 88 MHz, where 
h the FM broadcast band starts. It has been compiled from a 

I 

variety of sources, generally publicly available, and 
cross-checked where possible. It is the first such 
comprehensive listing of this sort published in Australia. 
However, we make no claims regarding its completeness. 

The listing is presented state by state, with the channels 
listed in ascending frequency. Where known, the 
modulation mode - frequency modulation (FM) or 
amplitude modulation (AM) - has been indicated. In 
general, these days, FM is the predominant mode about 
30 MHz. Brief details of the services using particular 
channels are given. Note that some channels are shared, 
but the services may be geographically separated. Those 
channels which are common nationally, including beacons, 
satellites etc, are listed separately. Beacons identifying in 
morse have the modulation mode indicated as CW. 

We publish this listing as a public service. Such a list 
could readily be compiled by most individuals but we have 
used our resources to research the data and compile and 
sort the listing using a computer, saving you the trouble 
and months of effort involved. 

This section of the spectrum is used by many emergency 
and disaster services, particularly bushfire brigades. As the 
peak bushfire risk period is approaching, 'keeping an ear' 
on the appropriate channels in your area may give you 
timely warning of events and developments important to 
you, certainly well in advance of news announcements on 
TV or the broadcast bands. 

For those interested in 'anomalous' or enhanced 
propagation at VHF, then listening to services on certain 
channels in strategic areas can give warning of developing 

I propagation conditions -a favourite pastime of the VHF 
amateur after long distance (or DX) contacts. Strategically 
located beacons in other countries have been included for 
this purpose. 

NATIONAL 
26.965 NATIONAL IF CB BAND CH. 

26.975 NATIONAL CH.2 

26.985 NATIONAL CH.3 

27.005 NATIONAL CH.4 

27.015 NATIONAL CNN 

27.025 NATIONAL CH.6 

27.035 NATIONAL CH.7 

27.055 NATIONAL CH.B 

27.065 NATIONAL CH.9 

27.075 NATIONAL CH.10 

27.085 NATIONAL CH.11 

27.105 NATIONAL CH.12. 

27.115 NATIONAL C1.13 

27.125 NATIONAL CH.14 

27.135 NATIONAL CH.15 

27.155 NATIONAL CH.16 

27.165 NATIONAL CH.I7 

27.175 NATIONAL CRIB 

27.185 NATIONAL CH.I9 

27.205 NATIONAL CH.20 

27.215 NATIONAL CH.21 

27.225 NATIONAL CH.22 

27.235 NATIONAL CH.24 

27.245 NATIONAL CH.25 

27.255 NATIONAL CH.23 

27.265 NATIONAL CH.26 

27.275 NATIONAL C4.27 

27.285 NATIONAL CN.28 

27.295 NATIONAL CH.29 

27.305 NATIONAL CH.30 

27.315 NATIONAL CH.31 

27.325 NATIONAL CH.32 

27.335 NATIONAL CH.33 

27.345 NATIONAL CH.34 

27.355 NATIONAL CH.35 

27.365 NATIONAL CH.36 

27.375 NATIONAL CH.37 

27.385 NATIONAL CH.38 

27.395 NATIONAL CH.39 

27.405 NATIONAL CH.40 

27.720 AM NATIONAL MARINE 

27.860 AM NATIONAL MARITIME CALL/WORK 

27.880 AM NATIONAL MARITIME DISTRESS 

27.900 AM NATIONAL MARITIME SNIP/SHORE 

27.910 AM NATIONAL MARINE 

27.940 AM NATIONAI. MARITIME INTERSIIIP 

28.230 CW NZ MT. CLIMIE ZL2MHF AMATEUR BEACON 

28.266 CM STH AFRICA SALISBURY ZS2JV AMATEUR BEACON 

28.280 CW VENEZUALA CARACAS YVSAYV AMATEUR BEACON 

28.290 CO HONG KONG VS6HK AMATEUR BEACON 

28.315 CW STH AFRICA JOHANNESBURG 2S6DN AMATEUR BEACON 

28.888 CO USA HOLLYWOOD A6IRT AMATEUR BEACON 

29.510 FM NATIONUI. I IOSAT OSCAR 9 SATELLITE 

29.600 FM NATIONAI. 10 M SIMPLP.X AMATEUR RADIO 

46.250 AM NATIONAL C11.0 VISION CARRIER 

50.005 CO HAWAII HONOLULU W6HTH/KH6 ATTENDED AMATEUR BEACON 

50.005 CW STH AFRICA NATAL ZSSVHF AMATEUR BEACON 

50.005 CO SOLOMON IS HONIARA H44HIR AMATEUR BEACON 

50.008 CO JAPAN MIE AMATEUR BEACON 

50.035 CM STN AFRICA GIBRALTAR ZD2VHF AMATEUR BEACON 

50.040 CO STM AFRICA Z56VHF AMATEUR BEACON 

50.040 CO USA SAN DIEGO WA6MIIZ AMATEUR BEACON 

90.050 CO USA SAN FRANCISCO K6FV ATTENDED AMATEUR BEACON 

50.055 CA STH AFRICA 2S6XJ AMATEUR BEACON 

50.065 CW HAWAII PEARL HARBOUR KI16EOI AMATEUR BEACON 

50.075 CO HONG KONG VS6SIX AMATEUR BEACON 

50.085 CO USA LOS ANGELES WA6BJA AMATEUR BEACON 

50.100 CO STH AFRICA 2S6HVB ATTENDED AMATEUR BEACON 

50.103 CW TAHITI F08DR ATTENDED AMATEUR BEACON 

50.103 CW US SAMOA AH8A AMATEUR BEACON 

50.105 CM ANTARCTICA MCMURDO KC4AAD AMATEUR BEACON (CHECK ACTIVITY) 

50.110 CO JAPAN MINAMI JDIYAA JARL BEACON 

50.110 CO SAIPAN XMOAB ATTENDED AMATEUR BEACON 
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50.144 

51.020 

CA 

CA 

PONAPE 

N2 AUCKLAND 

KC6IN ATTENDED AMATEUR BEACON 

ZLIKHF ATTENDED AMATEUR BEACON (ZLIADE) 

51.750 FM NATIONAL CH.O SOUND CARRIER 

51.999 CA SAMOA PORT VILA VTBPV AMATEUR BEACON 

(CHECK ACTIVITY) 

52.013 CW PNG PORT MORESBY P29511 AMATEUR BEACON 

52.100 CA ANTARCTICA MACOUARIE IS VKOAP AMATEUR BEACON 

52.100 CN ANTARCTICA CASEY BASE VKOBC AMATEUR BEACON (CHECK ACTIVITY) 

52.250 CA NZ PALMERSTON NORTH 2L2VHP AMATEUR ATTENDED BEACON 

52.500 CN JAPAN NAGOYA JA2IGY JARL BEACON 

52.510 CN N2 ITT CLIMIE 2L2MHF AMATEUR BEACON (2L2ACT TRURTEE1 

52.525 FM NATIONAL 6 M SIMPLFX AMATEUR RADIO 

57.250 AM NATIONAL CH.I VISION CARRIER 

62.750 FM NATIONAL CH.1 SOUND CARRIER 

64.250 AM NATIONAL CH.2 VISION CARRIER 

69.750 FM NATIONAL CH.2 SOUND CARRIER 

69.750 FM NATIONAL TV CH.2 SOUND 

06.250 AM NATIONAL CH.3 VISION CARRIER 

ACT 
71.540 

76.670 

77.540 

ACT 

ACT 

ACT 

NSW 

FIRE BRIGADE 

AMBULANCE 

BUSH FIRE 

28.262 CN NSA SYDNEY VK2RSY AMATEUR BEACON 

28.335 AM NSA SYDNEY VK2WI SUNDAY MORNING BROADCASTS 

52.420 CW NSN SYDNEY VK2RSY AMATEUR BEACON 

52.425 CW NSW GUNNEDAH VK2RGB AMATEUR BEACON 

70.675 NSw NEWCASTLE FIRE 

70.737 NSW NEWCASTLE TAXI 

72.562 NSW ALBURY ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 

72.650 NSW SPRINGWOOD MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 4 BUSHFIRE (VL2EN) 

72.800 FM NSA TAMWORTH CITY COUNCIL 

72.890 NSA BLUE MIS BUSHFIRE 

72.980 NSW SYDNEY FORESTRY COMM. 

73.040 NSw SYDNEY FORESTRY COMM. 

73.100 NSA ALBURY ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 

73.100 NSA SYDNEY FORESTRY COMM. 

73.160 NSA SYDNEY FORESTRY COMM. 

73.327 NSW NEWCASTLE POLICE 

73.575 NSA NEWCASTLE CRANE SERVICES 

73.850 NSW ALBURY CITY COUNCIL 

73.880 NSA TAMWORTH TAXIS 

73.987 NSA CENTRAL WEST EVANS SHIRE 

74.042 NSA SYDNEY 213E SEGA 

74.237 NSw CENTRAL WEST ORANGE CITY COUNCIL 

74.270 NSW CENTRAL WEST GABONNE SHIRE 

75.470 NSA CENTRAL WEST WELLINGTON SPIRE 

75.590 NSA AOLLONDILLY BUSHFIRE BRIGADE 

75.590 NSW TAMWORTH BOOLAROO SHIRE COUNCIL 

75.862 NSA SYDNEY TAXI TRUCKS 

75.920 NSA TAMAORTH ASHFORD SHIRE COUNCIL 

76.040 FM NSW FIRE 

76.085 FM NSW AMBULANCE CH.3 

76.115 FM NSA AMBULANCE CH.4 

76.145 FM NSA AMBULANCE CH.5 

76.370 FM NSA AMBULANCE CH.7 

76.550 FM NSA SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.580 NSW SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.610 NSA SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.625 NSA AMBULANCE 

76.640 NSA SYDNEY AMBULANCE 
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76.670 NSW SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.670 NSW TAHWORTH AMBULANCE 

76.670 NSW ALBURY AMBULANCE 

76.670 NSW CENTRAL WEST AMBULANCE 

76.670 FM NSA TAMWORTH AMBULANCE 

76.670 NSA NEWCASTLE AMBULANCE 

76.685 FM NSA SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.690 NSA SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.700 FM NSW AMBULANCE CH.2 

76.715 NSW NEWCASTLE AMBULANCE 

76.730 NSA SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.760 NSW SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.790 FM NSA AMBULANCE CH.6 

76.820 NSW SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.820 FM NSW TAMAORTH EAST/WEST 

76.820 NSW TAMWORTH EAST -WEST AIRLINES 

76.850 NSA SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.880 NSW SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.895 NSW AMBULANCE 

76.910 NSW SYDNEY AMBULANCE 

76.940 FM NSW AMBULANCE CH.8 

77.000 FM NSA AMBULANCE CH.9 

77.000 NSA NEWCASTLE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 

77.080 NSW CENTRAL WEST ELECTRICITY COMM. 

77.090 NSW CENTRAL WEST ELECTRICITY COMM. 

77.120 NSW CENTRAL. WEST ELECTRICITY COMM. 

77.210 FM NSW AMBULANCE CH.0 

77.240 NSW CENTRAL WEST YOUNG SHIRE 

77.390 NSA NEWCASTLE WATER SUPPLY 

77.420 NSA TAMWORTH NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY 

77.540 NSA NEWCASTLE WATER SUPPLY 

77.660 NSW CENTRAL WEST YOUNG TAXIS 

78.040 NSW SYDNEY PIRE BRIGADE 

78.055 NSA SYDNEY FIRE 

78.055 NSA NEWCASTLE FIRE 

78.055 NSW GOSFORD PUBLIC WORKS (VL2BF) 

78.065 NSW SYDNEY FIRE 

78.070 NSW SYDNEY FIRE 

78.070 NSW GOULBURN FIRE 

78.100 NSA SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE 

78.100 NSW NEWCASTLE FIRE 

78.120 NSW SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE 

78.125 NSF SYDNEY PIRE 

78.130 NSW SYDNEY FIRE 

78.150 NSA SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE 

78.160 NSA BLUE RATS PUBLIC WORKS (VL2BF) 

78.160 NSW TAMAORTH FIRE 

78.160 NSW SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE 

78.175 NSA SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE (30 KH2 SPACING) 

78.190 NSA SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE 

78.220 NSW SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE 

78.250 NSW SYDNEY PIRE BRIGADE 

78.280 NSA SYDNEY FIRE BRIGADE 

78.750 FM NSA SYDNEY FIRE 

78.825 NSW CAMPBELLTOWN MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 6 BUSHFIRE (VL2HA) 

80.040 NSW TAMWORTH CITY COUNCIL 

80.160 NSA WATER BOARD RANGERS FIRE CONTROL 

80.760 FM NSW TAMWORTH CITY COUNCIL 

82.110 NSA CENTRAL WEST ELECTRICITY COMM. 

82.140 NSW CENTRAL WEST ELECTRICITY COMM. 

82.170 NSW CENTRAL WEST ELECTRICITY COMM. 

82.980 NSw SYDNEY DAILY MIRROR 

83.100 NSA NEWCASTLE BLIP LOCOS 

83.760 NSA ALBURY POLICE 

83.880 NSW TAMAORTH POLICE 

83.940 FM NSW SYDNEY POLICE 

84.000 NSW NEWCASTLE POLICE 

84.000 NSW TAMAORTH POLICE 



84.480 

84.480 

QLD 

NSW SYDNEY 

NSW ALBURY 

V.P.A. 

BORDER RESCUE 

28.270 

52.440 

73.670 

CW 

CM 

OLD TOWNSVILLE 

OLD TOWNSVILLE 

OLD MACKAY 

VK4RTC AMATEUR BEACON 

VE4RTL MT STUART AMATEUR BEACON 

(VK42BJ TRUSTEE) 

PIONEER SHIRE COUNCIL 

74.000 F71 OLD FIRE BRIGADE 

74.060 OLD BRISBANE FIRE 

74.090 OLD FIRE 

74.120 OLD FIRE 

74.137 OLD BRISBANE SOUTH COAST FIRE 

76.127 FM OLD BRISBANE BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

76.130 FM OLD BRISBANE BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

76.367 FM OLD BRISBANE BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

76.370 FM OLD BRISBANE BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

76.457 FM OLD BRISBANE BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

76.460 FM OLD BRISBANE BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 

77.330 OLD POLICE 

77.375 OLD POLICE 

77.390 OLD POLICE 

77.420 OLD COUNTRY POLICE 

77.450 OLD POLICE 

77.480 OLD POLICE 

77.495 OLD POLICE 

77.510 OLD POLICE 

77.540 OLD POLICE 

77.570 OLD POLICE 

78.250 OLD BRISBANE TOM TRUCKS 

78.675 OLD BRISBANE LOGAN SHIRE 

78.825 OLD BRISBANE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

79.045 OLD MACKAY ELECTRICAL BOARD MAIN ROADS 

79.075 OLD BRISBANE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

79.087 OLD BRISBANE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

79.120 OLD MACKAY ELECTRICAL BOARD MAIN ROADS 

79.150 OLD MACKAY ELECTRICAL BOARD MAIN ROADS 

79.405 OLD MACKAY NERO SHIRE COUNCIL 

79.435 OLD MACKAY SARINA SHIRE COUNCIL 

79.750 FM OLD BRISBANE O.A.T.B. 

79.810 OLD BRISBANE O.A.T.B. 

79.835 OLD BRISBANE AMBULANCE 

79.840 FM OLD BRISBANE O.A.T.B. 

79.870 OLD BRISBANE 0A.T.B. 

79.875 OLD BRISBANE AMBULANCE 

79.960 FM OLD BRISBANE O.A.T.B. 

81.362 OLD BRISBANE TAXIS 

82.975 OLD BRISBANE 

82.980 OLD MACKAY 

82.985 OLD ROCKHAMPTON AMBULANCE 

83.815 OLD BRISBANE TAXIS 

83.850 OLD BRISBANE TAXIS 

84.600 OLD BRISBANE TAXIS 

84.775 OLD BRISBANE TAXIS 

SA -NT 
28.260 CH 

52.200 CW 

52.150 CM 

SA ADELAIDE 

NT DARWIN 

SA YORK PENINSULA 

53.000 CM SA ADELAIDE 

72.920 SA 

V%SWI AMATEUR BEACON 

VKBVF AMATEUR BEACON (VK80B TRUSTEE) 

VKSKK AMATEUR BEACON 

(CHE.C% ACTIVITY) 

VKSVF AMATEUR BEACON (MAY CHANGE) 

POLICE 

73.040 SA AMBULANCE 

73.100 SA POLICE 

73.160 SA POLICE 

73.160 SA AMBULANCE 

73.190 

73.250 

SA 

SA 

AMBULANCE 

AMBULANCE 

75.430 SA TAXIS 

75.740 SA ROYAL AUTO. ASSOC. 

75.750 SA ROYAL AUTO. ASSOC. 

75.800 SA ROYAL AUTO. ASSOC. 

77.060 SA TAXIS 

77.090 SA MARINE 6 HARBOURS DEPT 

77.930 SA OLENELG SAILING CLUB 

80.190 SA TAXIS 

80.400 SA TAXIS 

80.460 SA TAXIS 

00.510 SA TAXIS 

80.525 SA STATE ENERGY COMM. 

80.530 SA TAXIS 

82.675 SA FORESTRY SERVICE 

TAS 
52.370 CW 

52.400 CM 

52.470 CW 

70.940 

71.480 

TAS HOBART 

TAS ULVERSTONE 

TAS LAUNCESTON 

TAS LAUNCESTON 

TAS LAUNCESTON 

VK7RST AMATEUR BEACON 

VK7RNT AMATEUR BEACON (VK7ZIE TRUSTEE) 

VK7RNT AMATEUR BEACON 

TAXI 

TAXI 

72.440 TAS ULVERSTONE TAXI 

73.310 TAS HYDRO -ELECTRIC Comm. 

73.520 TAS HYDRO -ELECTRIC COMM. 

73.640 TAS HYDRO -ELECTRIC COMM. 

73.760 TAS HYDRO -ELECTRIC COMM. 

73.790 TAS HYDRO -ELECTRIC COMM. 

73.940 TAS TAXIS 

74.120 TAS MONSON 

74.210 TAS BURNIE TAXI 

75.615 TAS TAXIS 

76.390 TAS STATE EMERGENCY SERVICES (SES) 

76.400 TAS NORTH WOODCHIPS 

76.430 TAS AUSTRALIAN NEWSPRINT 

76.460 TAS A.N.M. MAYDENE 

76.640 TAS DEVONPORT POLICE 

76.670 TAS LAUNCESTON POLICE 

76.700 TAS BURNIE POLICE 

76.770 TAS FIRE CONTROL 

76.790 TAS RURAL FIRE BRIGADE - STATE DISASTER 

76.820 TAS BELL RAY MUTUAL AID GROUP 

76.820 TAS PIRE 

76.850 TAS FIRE 

76.940 TAS FIRE (FORESTRY COMM.) 

76.970 TAS PIRE (FORESTRY COMM.) 

77.000 TAS FORESTRY NAT PARKS LANDS FISHERIES 

77.120 TAS WILDLIFE. PARKS 

77.210 TAS URBAN FIRE BRIGADES 

77.240 TAS HAZEL BRASH 

77.360 TAS LAUNCESTON AMBULANCE 

77.370 TAS LAUNCESTON FIRE 

77.540 TAS MAIN ROADS 

77.630 TAS AMBULANCE 

77.840 TAS AMBULANCE 

78.070 TAS LAUNCESTON TAXI 

78.100 TAS DEVONPORT TAXI 

78.580 TAS TRANSPORT COMM. 

80.040 TAS NW. COAST TELECOM 

80.280 TAS LAUNCESTON TELECOM 

VIC 
28.265 CW VIC MT BAINBRIDGE VK3RWI AMATEUR BEACON (MAY CHANGE) 

40.680 VIC GIPPSLAND A.P.M. VOICE PAGING 
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52.330 Cw VIC MT ANAKIE VK3RGG AMATEUR BEACON 

(VK3AWY TRUSTEE) 

52.436 CW VIC MT BAINBRIDGE VK3RMV AMATEUR BEACON 

(VX3OT TRUSTEE) 

70.040 VIC BALLARAT TAXI 

71.162 VIC GIPPSLAND OIL RIGS HELICOPTER 

71.240 VIC GIPPSLAND FORESTRY COMM. 

71.330 VIC GENERAL FORESTRY COMM. 

71.330 VIC GIPPSLAND FORESTRY COMM. 

71.330 VIC BENDIGO FORESTRY COMB. (INC FIRE TOWER) 

71.345 VIC CENTRAL FORESTRY COMM. 

71.345 VIC GIPPSLAND FORESTRY COMM. 

71.360 VIC EAST/WEST FORESTRY COMM. 

71.375 VIC EAST/NEST FORESTRY COMM. 

71.390 VIC NORTH FORESTRY COMM. 

71.390 VIC GIPPSLAND FORESTRY COMM. 

71.420 VIC GIPPSLAND FOSTER BUSINESS (SHARED) 

71.510 VIC GIPPSLAND ESSO LONGFORL 

71.540 AM VIC BAYLEY TARRAGON 

71.615 VIC GIPPSLAND NATIONAL PARKS 

71.660 VIC NATIONAL PARKS SERVICE 

71.670 VIC BENDIGO AMBULANCE 

72.140 AM VIC ATLAS TAXIS 

72.140 VIC CHETWYND TAXI TRUCKS 

72.240 VIC D. ROBINSON 

72.410 VIC REGAL TAXIS 

72.500 VIC STATE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

72.590 VIC STATE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

72.600 VIC STATE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

72.650 VIC STATE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

72.710 VIC STATE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

72.740 VIC REGAL TAXIS 

72.860 VIC COUNTRY AMBULANCE OLD FRED 

73.040 FM VIC H.6 R. TOWING 

73.040 VIC HEINE BROS 

73.040 VIC MELBOURNE HIRE CARS 

73.100 VIC AUSTRALIAN PAPER MILLS 

73.130 PM VIC MELBOURNE PHILIPS 

73.160 VIC GIPPSLAND WALTER WRIGHT 

73.160 VIC YELLOW CAB SERVICES 

73.190 VIC K.BRIGHT 

73.190 FM VIC NESTLES 

73.370 VIC YCNTIIAGGI HOSPITAL 

73.460 VIC ARROW TAXIS CH.I 

73.470 VIC ARROW TAXIS CH.2 

73.640 VIC H.H.GREEN 

73.700 VIC MELBOURNE MELBOURNE CITY COUNCIL 

73.730 VIC GIPPSLAND SIDES DRILLING 

73.730 AM VIC SORRENTO TAXIS 

73.730 VIC GIPPSIAND NORWELL BUSINESS (SHARED) 

73.880 FM VIC ALBION REID 

74.000 VIC AMBULANCE 

74.000 VIC MUNICIPAL COUNCILS (VARIOUS) 

74.030 VIC HOLT 6 HANNAN 

74.060 VIC GIPPSLAND HOUSING MINISTRY 

74.420 VIC RBI MOTORS 

74.420 VIC GIPPSLAND LANDS DEPARTMENT 

74.420 VIC VICRAIL 

74.540 VIC ORBOST TAXIS 

74.540 FM VIC ALBION REID 

74.570 PM VIC EARTHLIFT 

74.570 FM VIC SILVERS 

75.440 VIC DARBYSHIRE 

75.470 FM VIC DIAMOND VALLEY BRIGADE 

75.470 VIC COOTES A STAFF 

75.500 VIC ALSTERGREN (3PP) 

75.500 FM VIC P L O 

75.500 FM VIC BARKER AND TAYLOR 

75.500 FM VIC SERURA SERVICES 
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75.560 VIC CAMEO TON TRUCKS 

75.560 VIC ELDRIDGE ELECTRONICS 

75.590 VIC MORNINGTON TAXI TRUCKS (VH3IJ) 

75.680 VIC MI4 INVESTIGATIONS 

75.680 VIC CAMEO TRANSPORT 

75.680 FM VIC LILYDALE.PANELS 

75.800 VIC BALLARAT STATE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

75.860 VIC STATE ELECTRICITY COMM. 

75.950 VIC CONCRETE PLANT 

76.040 VIC HAWTHORN TAXI TRUCKS (3HF) 

76.070 VIC RESTERS 

76.070 FM VIC DE PLEDGE (3XY) 

76.130 VIC GEELONG PRE -MIX CONCRETE 

76.190 VIC WORMALDS 

76.250 VIC NORTH AMBULANCE - VIC CIVIL CH.3 

76.280 FM VIC MCRNINGTON WRECKERS 

76.310 VIC GEELONG GEELONG FIRE COUNCIL 

76.340 FM VIC INSURANCE LOSS ADJUSTORS (3NG) 

76.370 VIC T.N.T. 

76.430 VIC ROSANNA AMBULANCE - VIC CIVIL CH.I 

76.460 VIC A.N.Y.. 

76.490 VIC SOUTH AMBULANCE - VIC CIVIL CH.2 

76.520 VIC WERRIBEE CITY COUNCIL 

76.550 FM VIC COUNTRY AMBULANCE NEW 

76.580 VIC NORTHERN RADIO TAXIS 

76.580 VIC GIPPSLAND HORNELL TAXI 

76.640 VIC SHERBROOKE SHIRE 

76.640 VIC SHERBROOKE SHIRE COUNCIL 

76.670 VIC COUNTRY VL3WX 

76.670 VIC BALLARAT BALLARAT AMBULANCE 

76.670 FM VIC COUNTRY AMBULANCE 

76.670 VIC GEELONG AMBULANCE 

76.670 VIC LATROBE VALLEY GIPPSLAND AMBULANCE 

76.670 VIC BALLARAT AMBULANCE 

76.675 VIC AMBULANCE. 

76.685 VIC AMBULANCE 

76.700 VIC AMBULANCE 

76.700 VIC MAYNF. NICKLESS 

76.715 VIC AY.OULANCE 

76.730 VIC AMBULANCE SERVICE PENINSULA (VL3PY) 

76.760 VIC AMBULANCE 

76.760 AM VIC AMBASSADOR TOW TRUCKS 

76.775 VIC AMBULANCE 

76.790 VIC AMBULANCE 

76.805 VIC AMBULANCE 

76.880 VIC TAURUS CONSTRUCTIONS 

77.000 FM VIC ANDERSON NORMAN 

77.000 FM VIC COLONY INTERIORS (3E1) 

77.000 VIC NO6IE 6 (HALES 

77.060 VIC RAPID TRANSPORT 

77.120 VIC UNITED TONING 

77.120 VIC DURAL LEEDS 

77.180 VIC FRANKSTON TAXIS 

77.240 VIC GIPPSIAND STATE. ELECTRICITY COMM. LOCOS 

77.240 VIC VIC-RAIL 

77.360 VIC BREAD/CAKE DELIVERIES 

77.360 FM VIC AUSTRAL BAKERIES 

77.420 VIC M.M.O.w. CH.4 

77.425 VIC TOW TRUCKS 

77.450 VIC M.M.8.W. CH.5 

77.540 AM VIC ANODISERS OF AUSTRALIA (3T5) 

77.540 FM VIC C.I.C. AUSTRALIA (3NJ) 

77.540 AM VIC ALL HOUR REFRIGERATION 13X1) 

77.600 VIC MELBOURNE TOW TRUCKS 

77.650 VIC EMBASSY TAXIS 

77.660 AM VIC EMBASSSY TAXIS 

77.690 VIC MCKEE. A FORD 

77.712 VIC EMBASSY TAXIS 

77.720 AM VIC EMBASSY TAXIS 



77.750 FM VIC W.A. CURRIE 6 CO 

77.780 VIC DOwNARDS 

77.840 VIC ASSOC TAXI SERVICE CH. 1. 

77.900 VIC WEST SUBURBAN TAXIS 

77.960 VIC AWON TOW TRUCKS (352) 

77.960 VIC METROPOLITAN CAR RADIO 

77.960 VIC RINDOLI SPAGHETTI 

77.960 VIC P.O.WALLACE 

77.990 VIC ASSOC TAXI SERVICE CH. 2. 

78.070 VIC GIPPSLAND TELECOM MT. TASSIE 32m 

78.700 VIC P.M.G. MOBILE. RX 

79.090 VIC BRICK TRANSPORTS 

00.100 VIC GIPPSLAND SALE. TAXIS 

80.130 VIC SOUTHERN TYRE SERVICE 

80.340 VIC GIPPSLAND SKYFARMERS LEONGATHA 

80.430 VIC MILDURA APPLIANCES 

80.520 VIC TAURUS CONSTRUCTIONS (VH3CGI) 

80.580 VIC GIPPSLAND 8155/GIRDIES BUSINESS (SHARED) 

80.580 FM VIC UNIVERSAL RADIO TAXIS 

80.670 VIC GIPPSLAND COWES ESTATE AGENT 

80.820 VIC GAS A FUEL 

80.825 VIC RENDIDO CITY COUNCIL 

80.840 VIC GIPPSLAND BASS/GIRDIES BUSINESS (SHARED) 

80.910 FM VIC G.E.PORTES 

80.940 VIC GEELONG RADIO CABS 

80.970 VIC GIPPSLAND STATE RIVERS HEYFIELD 

81.000 FM VIC ARNOLDS TRANSPORT (38R) 

81.000 VIC BRANDON REFRIGERATION (3CG) 

81.000 VIC GREEN MCCANDLISH 

81.000 VIC MRINSES TRANSPORT 

81.060 FM VIC ASTORIA TAXIS 

81.160 VIC TOW TRUCKS 

81.188 VIC DEPT OF COMM. DEMO CHANNELS 

81.300 VIC RYECROFT 

81.300 VIC BAYSIDE MOTORS (318) 

81.330 VIC GIPPSLAND GAS A FUEL CORD 

81.420 VIC PRIDGIDAIRE (3UY) 

81.420 VIC GIPPSLAND BAIRNSDALE TAXI 

81.420 AM VIC BLUE TAXI TRUCKS (301) 

81.420 FM VIC ARARAT TAXIS 

81.540 AM VIC S.NORTON 

81.600 VIC GIPPSLAND GAS 6 FUEL CORP 

81.660 VIC GIPPSLAND ELECTRICIAN TRARALGAR 

81.660 VIC J.CHILVER (LEONGATHA) 

81.780 AM VIC ALWYN TAXIS 

81.840 VIC UNITED TAXIS 

81.840 FM VIC INTRAXIC. TOW TRUCKS 

81.840 VIC AUSSIE TRANSPORT (381) 

81.960 FM VIC LEAMON P.A. PTY LTD (3LM) 

81.960 FM VIC DROMANA TAXIS 

81.960 VIC TOW TRUCKS 

81.960 FM VIC ACTION WASTE DISPOSAL 

81.960 VIC Aw PANELS 

82.110 FM VIC HARTING TAXIS (3LX) 

82.110 FM VIC LAMB A BELL (3PM) 

82.200 VIC STATION 3U2 

82.200 VIC OLIVER J.NILSF.N L CO 

82.260 VIC BALLARAT NESS 

82.440 VIC GILBARCO 

82.500 VIC GIPPSLAND KORUMBURRA TAXI 

82.500 VIC BELGRAVE HEATING (3KC) 

82.530 AM VIC AALCOMA CARDEN SUPPLIES (3FC) 

82.530 VIC ANDREW ANTENNA 

82.530 VIC w.DOLL (3Y2) 

82.530 FM VIC BELGRAVE HEATING (3KC) 

82.530 VIC SELECT TYRE SERVICES (ISR) 

82.560 VIC GEELONG w.T. 4 S.T. 

82.620 VIC LEIGHTON 

82.680 VIC PENINSULA MIXED CONCRETE (3DC) 

82.950 PM VIC SEAFORD PETROLEM 

82.950 VIC CRANBOURNE PENINSULA MIXED CONCRETE (3CHE) 

83.010 VIC TV REPAIR 3 BR 

83.160 VIC MALLETS 

83.280 VIC A.A.REEVES 

83.340 VIC LUXURY CABS 

83.340 AM VIC CRIB POINT TAXIS 

83.370 FM VIC CREIGHTON BLINDS 

83.370 VIC COIN SLOT MACHINES 

83.400 VIC GIPPSLAND TELECOM MT. TASSIE 32m 

83.520 FM VIC J.LEGGE 

83.580 VIC HADLEY 

83.700 VIC GIPPSLAND STATE RIVERS & ASTER SUPPLY 

83.700 VIC YELLOW EXPRESS COURIER 

83.760 FM VIC TWO BAYS GARDEN SUPPLIES 

83.790 FM VIC RALWYN PLUMBING 

84.240 VIC P.M.G. MOBILE RX 

84.300 VIC GAS & FUEL 

84.330 VIC MEDICAL SERVICES 

84.480 VIC KODONGA BORDER RESCUE 

84.480 VIC GEELONG BORDER RESCUE 

84.540 FM VIC MANNOR MESSENGERS 

84.600 VIC ALTON PAGE TOW TRUCKS 

84.690 VIC GO AHEAD SECURITY 

04.720 VIC NORTHERN SUBURBAN TAXIS CH 2 

84.840 VIC WANGARATTA MOBIL OIL 

84.840 VIC MOBIL 

84.840 VIC GIPPSLAND MORWELL BUSINESS (SHARED) 

84.840 VIC HEALESVILLE TAXIS 

84.840 VIC PIVOT TAXIS 

84.870 VIC BLACK CABS 

84.900 VIC NORTHERN SUBURBAN TAXIS CH 1 

85.100 FM VIC A.C.S. 

A 
28.264 CW WA PERTH VK6RTV AMATEUR BEACON 

28.266 CW WA ALBANY VK6RTW AMATEUR BEACON 

52.300 CW WA PERTH VK6RTV AMATEUR BEACON 

52.320 CW WA CARNARVON VK6RIT AMATEUR BEACON (VK60X TRUSTEE) 

52.350 CW WA KALGOORLIE VK6RTY AMATEUR BEACON (MAY CHANGE) 

52.800 CW WA ALBANY VU/ITN AMATEUR BEACON (MAY CHANGE) 

70.260 WA KALGOORLIE POLICE 

73.520 WA STATE ENERGY COMM. 

74.420 WA ROYAL AUTO CLUB 

74.480 WA ROYAL AUTO CLUB 

76.460 WA ALBANY FIRE (AND OTHER SUBURBAN) 

77.090 WA NORTH PERTH FIRE BRIGADE 

77.120 WA NORTH PERTH FIRE BRIGADE 

78.970 WA LOCUM 

79.080 WA POLICE 

79.140 WA MORRIDIN POLICE 

79.210 WA BUNBURY POLICE 

79.230 WA POLICE 

79.290 WA ALBANY POLICE 

79.600 WA PERTH AMBULANCE 

79.625 WA PERTH AMBULANCE 

79.630 WA PERTH AMBULANCE 

80.035 WA AMBULANCE 

80.085 WA SUNBURY AMBULANCE 

80.550 WA ALBANY AMBULANCE 

80.820 WA TOW TRUCKS 

80.850 WA NORTH PERTH FIRE BRIGADE 

92.860 WA TOW TRUCKS 

84.300 WA PLUMDERS 
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WIRE WRAP and PROTOTYPING 
S100 BOARDS APPLE° BOARDS 

BLANK BOARD H19120 
For use In all popular 5100 Computers (5.3'x10'). 
Holes on .100' grid. 
No etched circuitry except contact fingers. 
Allows maximum flexibility in layout. 
Fibreglass PCB 
1119120 

HORIZONTAL BUSSES H19125 
For use In all popular 5100 Computers (5.3"x10'). 
Horizontal power and ground busses. 
Accommodates DIP packages (.3', .4', .6' and .9" centres) 
Two hole pads on wiring side allow tack soldering of sockets to board. 
Area for heat sink and voltage regulator. , 
Two rows of pads along top of board for I/O connectors. 
Holes on .100' grid. 
Fibreglass PCB 
H19125 

VERTICAL BUSSES H19130 
For use in all popular S100 Computers (5.3'x10"). 
Vertical power and ground busses. 
Accommodates DIP packages (.3', .4', .6' and .9' centres). 
Two hole pads on wiring side allow tack soldering of sockets to board. 
Area for voltage regulator and heat sink. 
Two rows of pads along top of board for I/O connectors. 

PRICE 

S29.50 

BLANK BOARD H19150 
Holes on .100' grid. lu 11111010ln 

No etched circuitry except contact fingers allows maximum flexibility in layout. 
Additional 40 -pin connector for I/O. 
Fibreglass PCB PRICE 

H19150 S29.50 

PAD PER HOLE H19160 
Individual pads surround each hole, allowing maximum flexibility in circuitry layout. 
Additional 40 -pin connector for I/O. 
Fibreglass PCB PRICE 

H19160 539.50 

HORIZONTAL BUSSES H19155 
Horizontal power and ground busses. 
Accommodates DIP packages (.3', .4', .6' and .9' centres). 
Two holes on wiring wide allow tack soldering of sockets to boards. 
Holes on .100" grid. 
Additional 40 -pin connector for I/O. 
Fibreglass PCB 

PRICE H19155 
S39.50 

PRICE 

H19130 539.50 

PAD PER HOLE H19135 
For use in all popular S100 Computers (5.3'x10'). 
Individual pads surround each hole (.100 grid), allowing maximum flexibility In 
circuitry layout. 
Area provided for voltage regulator and heat sink. 
Fibreglass PCB PRICE 

H19135 S39.50 

SPOOLS. 30 AWG KYNAR WIRE 

w19400 
W19405 
W19410 

90, W194i3 
W19420 
W19425 
W19430 
W19435 
W19460 
W19465 
W19470 
W19475 
W19480 
W19485 
W29490 
W19495 

SOFT Spool WW Wee Blue 
SOFT Spool WW Wire Red 
SOFT Spool WW Wire Yellow 
SOFT Spool WW Wire Black 
100FT Spool WW Wire Blue 
100FT Spool WW Wire Red 
100FT Spool WW Wire Yenow 
100FT Spool WW Woe Bieck 
500FT Spool WW Wee Blue 
SOOFT Spool WW Wire Red 
SOOFT Spool WW Wire Yellow 
500FT Spool WW Wee Black 
1K Spool WW Wire Blue 
1K Spool WW Wire Red 
1K Spool WW Wlre Yellow 
1K Spool WW Woe Black 

WIRE KITS 

PRICE 
1-9 10+ 

4.95 3.95 
4.95 3.95 
4.95 3.95 
4.95 3.95 
6.95 5.95 
6.95 5.95 
6.95 5.95 
6.95 5.95 

16.95 14.95 
16.95 14.95 
16.95 14.95 
16.95 14.95 
24.50 21.50 
24.50 21.50 
24.50 21.50 
24.50 21.50 

These kits offer an excellent initial assortment of the most popular sizes of 
precut wire. 
They Suit the needs of anyone from the beginner to the serious wire wrapper. 
Available in a rainbow assortment (each length same color). 

Kit #1 W19390 Kit #2 W19395 
NO, WIRES 

200 
LENGTH 

3" 
250 I 31h' 

NO. WIRES 
250 

LENGTH 
21/2" 

500 3' 
100 4' 500 3W 
100 I 41/2' 500 4' 
100 I 5' 250 41/2' 

100 1 6' 250 5' 
100 1 

W19390 S19.95 ioo 6' 

W19395 S47.50 
100 61/2' 

100 7' 

Available from: ..°` 49,ac :- 

Rod Irving Electronics Pty. Ltd. a 
w4i.o.,á 

425 High St., Northcote, Vic. (03) 489 7099 ns.+9 4- 9 / Qe / / .' 

BARE PREDRILLED FIBREGLASS BOARD 

CAT No. SIZE PRICE 
H19100 4.5'x8.5' 59.95 
H19105 4.5'x17' 518.95 
H19110 8.5'x17' 537.50 

SOCKET WRAP E 

PRICE 

S39.50 

Socket wrap (wafer) Is slipped over IC socket pins or wire wrap posts. To help 
identify pins when wire wrapping. 

519154 
519156 
X19156 
519160 
N19162 
51916e 
X19166 
519170 

IC PINS 
11 

16 
19 

70 
22 
24 
28 
al 

Ou4r,tay 
PER ACK 

1 

1 

PeW Per 
PACK 

33.95 
$3.95 
53.95 
13 95 
53.95 
03.95 
53.95 
53.95 

MIRE SDP WIRE 
#30 AWG Kynar Insulated precut wire Is available in graduated lengths of 112' 

(2.5'-10.0' long). Choice of colors for convenience. 
Wire is packaged in 1' plastic tubes with color -coded caps for Quantity designation. 

W19071 
W19072 
#19013 
*19074 
*19076 
*mote 
P/19032 
*19036 
#i9001 
*19002 
wí9003 
#19001 
*19006 
*19001 
W19012 
619016 

#19011 
W19042 
W19013 
9419044 
9419046 

2 5' PRECUT *OE RIO 
30' NEW 1111E RED 

35' ROCK WIRE 610 
40' m(001 19011 RED 

SO' PRECUT WW1 RED 

60' PRECUT WIPE RED 

6 0' PPE all 9401E RED 

100' PRECUT roll RED 

2 5' PRECUT WOK 61 UE 

30' PRECUT Mk BLUE 

3 5' PRECUT *RE BLUE 
40' PRECUT WRE Bl1 
50' PRE0116*1 BLUE 
60' PRECUT WOE KU( 
e 0' PRECUT Val BEIX 

100' PRECUT *IRE BLUE 

2 5' PRIMA Mk 91900* 
30' MEGA 1901E 95100* 
3 5' PEOCUI Me 9111019 
40' PRECUT *ARE YELLOW 

5 0' PRE 01T YAK YEll0* 

5295 W'19049 60',11 CS, WR1YELLOW 5375 919016 100' PRIMP We0 MCP 1595 
1295 1919052 20',1ECUr*R1YEll0W 1195 w19223 

43 05: 

S/95 
17 25 1119056 100' PRECUT *ME YQ105' 15 95 1419224 10' P9EQfT WW1 R'.O 1195 
1375 Wt9061 25'PRECAwrYWCK 1295 '*19203 35'PRECA#REBtUE 1795 
53 75 

#19062 30' PRIMP eel BLACK 12 95 W1920, 10' man *RE 909E 1795 
1495 

#19063 35'PRfQltweUBLKl 1375 *19213 35'PRECAe'REYELLOW 17.95 
f595 

W190N 40'PRECA#SRFILWGI fJ25 
W197N 40'PREMwREY[LL0W 1795 *19066 á0' PRECUT WRE Bl9LK 13 SO 

f2º5 #19062 60'PRELVIwRE104[1 1375 *19763 35' PRECUT WrOBUPI 9795 
12 95 w19072 e O' ,1ECUI WRE BLACK 14 95 1819264 3 5' SUQfT 94#! BIWCIt . rº5 

2 

1313255 

1310 
1375 
1495 
1595 

1295 
1295 
1325 
1325 
1350 

Wire length is Overall length of wire, including 1" 
exposed wire lead for wrapping. 

14 

Also at: 
Ritronics Wholesale Pty. Ltd. 
48-50 a'Beckett St., Melbourne 3000 (03) 347 9251 
Mail orders to P.O. Box 235 Northcote 3070 Vic. 
Minimum P&P $3.00 

welcome here 

1 

l a 
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Dear Mr Nicholls, 

I refer to your `power down' mains appli- 
ance timer project, ETI-265, published in 
ETI July 83. The following observations 
may interest you. 
1. The relay supply is taken from the 
regulated source although there seems to 
be no reason why the 18 V side cannot be 
used to separate heavy current switching 
from the electronics. 
2. LED1, being a diode, will isolate the 
base of Q1 when not conducting. Add a 
resistor between the base and emitter or 
shift LEDI to assure QI is off when it is 
supposed to be. 
3. The addition of another pushbutton 
switch connected across C4 will allow the 
appliance to he manually switched off if 
required. 
4. The value of R2 is a lot higher than 
necessary. It is in circuit for a very short 
time and a value this high may subject pin 
I of IC2 to noise. Use 2k2 to reduce the 
variety of the inventory. 
5. Label 9 missed off pin of lC2c. 
6. Some ICs have inputs which the manu- 
facturer recommends should not be at a 
voltage more than a bit over V,. Is the 
4093 like this? It does seem to matter be- 
cause if the device is on while the mains is 
switched off, the voltage across CI and C2 
will rapidly fall while the voltage across 
C3 may even be near its maximum and be 
isolated from discharge by a high imped- 
ance (up to 3M?). 
7. Many people would like the time to be 
adjustable eg. 10% to 100% of nominal so 
that a 30 minute timer would have an ad- 
justment from three to 30 minutes etc. 
8. Having a 'danger' label on the pc board 
is a good idea. 
9. It is a pity that the transformer has red 
and black wires. 

10. The two active wires should be 
labelled brown. 
II. Although I have found split bobbin 
ransformers very reliable. some people 
nay prefer that a plastic base not he used. 

A plastic base does not provide a low 
resistance path to earth, therefore faults 
making the exposed metal live would not 
blow a fuse. Consider earthing the 
transformer. 
12. Good to provide on the pc board the 
facility to strap to various divider outputs. 
13. If you took the relay supply from the 
unregulated side you could make the regu- 
lated supply 5 V which allows TTL com- 
patibility and makes C3 cheaper. 
14. I don't agree that the supplier should 
not supply R1. The supplier should not 
risk goodwill for the sake of one resistor 
which he can include in the price. 
15. I have not read the circuit operation 
description in detail but "th of that, 1/4 of 
that, etc" is not as clear an explanation as 
is needed. 
16. C4 is a good idea. 
17. EA has advertised a similar design for 
next month (August - Ed), so it will be 
interesting to see what they offer. 

Hoping all this interests you. 
G. Cutter 

Bentleigh, Vic. 

Taking your points in order. 
1. It is not advisable to operate relay coils 
on voltages much greater than the manufac- 
turer's rating, due to the possibility of failure 
by overheating. 

For example, the data for the Fujitsu 
FBR611 DO12 relay, which is the general 
type used in the project, shows that using an 
operating voltage of 18 V will derate the 
maximum safe ambient temperature to 
35° C; this temperature is likely to be ex- 
ceeded in many situations. In any case, the 
relay only draws 40 mA. 
2. A base -emitter resistor is not required in 
this circuit. the maximum junction tempera- 
ture attained by 01 Is only a few degrees 
above ambient. At such junction tempera- 
tures the leakage current 'CEO is insignifi- 
cant. 

3. The extra switch you suggest may be 
added if you wish, however, the same result 
may be obtained by switching off at the 
power point. The project was conceived as a 
fixed interval timer, and most applications 
would not require a cancel function. 
4. Values of 100k for resistors in CMOS cir- 
cuits are typical, if not low. Your comment 
would apply to TTL circuitry. The 4093 IC 
has particularly good noise immunity any- 
way, since it has hysteresis. 
5. The case of the missing label. Shock! 
Horror! An investigation was launched as 
soon as we heard of the mysterious disap- 
pearance of the label on pin 9. Although the 
house detective failed to locate it, he sur- 
mised that it fell off the layout sheet and was 
secreted out of the office on the sole of 
some unsuspecting dupe. To avoid such in- 
cidents in the future we have instituted a 
programme with trained sole inspectors on 
every door. 
6. CMOS devices are fabricated with input 
protection circuits to reduce the chance of 
static electricity damaging the thin gate insu- 
lation. The protection usually takes the form 
of a series resistor of about 200-400 ohms 
from the input pin to a pair of clamp diodes. 
One diode goes to the V« rail, the other 
goes to the Vdd rail. The diodes have an 
energy rating sufficient to discharge typical 
static safely, however, their continuous cur- 
rent rating is only about 10 mA. 

Looking at the 'power down' circuit, it may 
seem that C3 could cause excessive current 
to flow through the protection diode associ- 
ated with pin 12 of the 4093, if the mains is 
disconnected while the relay is energized. A 
number of factors act to reduce this current 
to safe levels in the published circuit. 

Firstly, the maximum voltage across C3 is 
only 8 V. Secondly, the maximum recom- 
mended capacitance for C3 is 100u. Most 
importantly, however, is the presence of Cl, 
the power supply filter capacitor, which al- 
lows the supply rail to decay slowly. 

Circuit. 
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Take these factors into account and use a 

value of 200 ohms for the input resistor of 
the CMOS gate and a value of 285 ohms for 
the relay coil (as per Fujitsu data). This re- 

sults, after solving the differential equations, 
in a maximum current flow of less than 
2 mA. 
7. The project was not intended to have a 

wide range adjustment control, which is why 
the trimpot was specified. ETI has published 
other timers that cover this area. 
8. A bouquet at last! 
9. Sorry, they are made that way. 
10. All right, all active wires should be 

strictly labelled brown. 
11. The suggested construction method 
uses insulating washers or bolts to mount 
the transformer, thus eliminating the prob- 
lems of any exposed live metal. 
12. OK, but why do you ask question 15? 

13. For starters, there are no TTL equiv- 
alents for either CMOS device. The nearest 
is the 74132, a quad Schmitt NAND gate, 
but it has different pinouts to the 4093. In 

any case, C3 would not be cheaper since 
the use of TTL would limit the, feedback 
resistance in the Schmitt oscillator to a much 
lower value than I have used. This would re- 

sult in an increase in cost for the larger 
value of C3 required. 
14. It would be reasonable not to expect a 

kit supplier to include R1 since its value is 

determined by the timing interval you 
choose, and there are eleven different 
values for R1 according to what you want. 
Anyway, the article says "may not supply", 
not "should not supply". 

15. The explanation seems clear enough to 
most people. If you have a maximum timing 
interval of 30 minutes, then fitting the binary 
period switch will give you the following in- 

tervals: 30 mins, 15 mins, 71/2 mins, 33/4 

mins. 
16. C4 is essential to avoid initiating a tim- 
ing interval on power up. 
17. Our competitor's device has a different 
application to the power down. 

Geoff' Nicholls 
Project Engineer 

Dear Sir, 
We write in reference to an advertise- 

ment placed by Bertas International Pty 
Ltd in the June 1983 issue of ETI, 
regarding the Colour Genie home computer. 

We are the Hong Kong manufacturers of 
the Colour Genie home computer and we 
take exception to the said advertisement. 

EACA International Ltd has never en- 
tered into any agreement, verbal or other- 
wise, with Bertas International Pty Ltd, 
regarding the distribution of Colour Genies 
in Australia. 

EACA international Ltd wishes to advise 
your readers that we are not associated with 
Bertas International Pty Ltd in any man- 
ner whatsoever and that Bertas Inter- 
national Pty Ltd is not our appointed 
distributor of representative in Australia. 

Mark Sim 
General Manager 

EACA International Ltd 
Hong Kong 

ts WWII 
Ti / 

RP" 

Dear Sir, 
Your telegram, expressing congratulations 
for winning the 'idea of the Month' award 
for August 1983, was a great surprise. 

1 was delighted with the prize. The 
Scope Panavise multi -purpose work centre 
proves to be a valuable tool and is a great 
help in constructing my projects. 

I, and undoubtedly many of your read- 
ers, appreciate your efforts for conducting 
the contest. 

Patricia Vandermost 
East Brighton, Vic. 
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ETI CIRCUITS 
No. 4 

contains a wide range of circuits, ideas and 
data for the electronics enthusiast, arranged 
in 15 categories, including: Alarms, Audio, 
Computers, Games, Triggering & Switching, 
Techniques, RF and Test & Measurement. 

$2.95 
Available from newsagents, selected electronic 
suppliers or direct from ETI Magazine, 
P.O. Box 227, Waterloo NSW 2017. Please 
add $1.00 for post and. handling if buying 
by mail. 
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MINI -MART 
Where readers can advertise - 

For Sale/Wanted/Swap/Join 
We'll publish up to 24 words (maximum) free of 

charge for you, your club or your association. Copy 
must be with us by the 1st of the month preceding 
the month of issue. Please - please - print or 
type advertisements clearly, otherwise it may not 
turn out as you intended! Every effort will be made 
to publish all advertisements received; however. no 
responsibility for so doing is accepted or implied. 
Private advertisements only will be accepted. We 
reserve the right o refuse advertisements consid- 
ered unsuitable. 

Conditions: Your name and address plus phone 
number (if required) must be included with the 24 
words. Reasonable abbreviations, such as 
25 W RMS or 240 Vac, count as one word. Adver- 
tisements must relate to electronics, audio, com- 
munications, computing, etc - general advertise- 
ments cannot be accepted. 
Send your advertisement to: 

ETI MInr-Mart, 
P.O. Box 227, 
Waterloo NSW 2017. 

AUDIO 

FOR SALE: PAIR of Trlmax valve amplifiers. 
Superb state-of-the-art valve sound with latest 
technology preamplifier, perfectly matched, 
$500. (099)27-1462. 

FOR SALE: EMINENT organ, full pedalboard. 
Everything an organist wants, Incl. rhythm, 
string ensemble, arpegios, etc, books, circuits 
and delivery, $4500. M. Woolridge (08)264-8207 
ah. 

WANTED: MARUNI DISCO Centre DM1600, 
Phone Ron (08)386-1554. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR SALE: SANYO 18 -channel AM transceiver, 
560. Coax 4 m and whip antenna, 55. Ric 
(03)363-7476 after 5 pm. 

FOR SALE: AMATEUR transceiver, National 
RJX-1011, 10-160 m bands, AM-CW-SSB. 
180 W max. output on SSB, in perfect order 
5400. Andrew (02)449-5870 ah. 

FOR SALE: TRANSCEIVER Yaesu FT200 with 
ac power supply, excellent condition, 5300. 
(02)887-2371 ah. 

COMPUTERS 

ACT VIC-20 BIMONTHLY NEWSLETTER: Many 
Interesting articles and programs. October 
Issue $1.50. Bimonthly $8 per year. Write to 
Chris Groenhout, 25 Kerferd St, Watson ACT 
2602. 

FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model III, 48K RAM, two 
disk drives and software, 51995. Phone David 
(003)44-8843 after 9 pm EST. 

FOR SALE: SUPER 80 Disassembler, Cassette 
59. Sprocket fanfold paper 243 x 280 mm, 2000 
pages, 519. Siemens M100 Teleprinter, 585. R. 
Vowels, 93 Park Drive, Parkville Vic. 3052. 

DISC DRIVES: Dual 8" Remex 4001, double si- 
ded/double density. As new with power supply 
and professional style heavy duty aluminium 
case, $900 neg. C. Stockdale, Morwell (051) 
34-7836 ah. 

FOR SALE: SYNERTEK SYM-1 6502 microproc- 
essor with 4K RAM. System In case with power 
supply, extra literature Included. $180 ono. 
(08)277-7659 eh. 

FOR SALE: EXIDY FDS floppy' disk system for 
Sorcerer plus software, in new condition, 5550. 
Alan (07)282-1493. 

FOR SALE: VIC-20, two games, joystick, two 
manuals. Datasette available. Excellent condi- 
tion, 5420 ono (not with datasette). A. Leung, 
132 Broome St, Maroubra NSW 2035. (02) 
661-5554. 

SELL: DIABLO 6120 daisywheel printer with 
keyboard. Excellent condition. Used only at 
weekends, $1800. Adrian (02)349-3984. 

FOR SALE: PB-100 PERSONAL computer. 
Very compact and versatile. VGC. Bought for 
599, sell for $75. Write to Chris Groenhout, 25 
Kerferd St, Watson ACT 2602. 

APPLE GAMES to swap, many good games in 
stock, over 30 available. Good titles such as 
Sneakers, Flight Simulator, Wizard, Alien Rain 
and Apple Panic etc. (02)412-2352. 

FOR SALE: NEW AMERICAN video terminal 
with technical and operator's manuals, separ- 
ate keyboard, 5450 including delivery. J. 
Solomon, 16 Lennox St, Glenbrook NSW 2773. 

MICROBEE USERS GROUP of SA: GPO Box 
767, Adelaide SA 5001. Contact Brian Uren 
(Secretary) on (08)260-5038, 6-8 pm for details 
of membership, meetings and newsletters. 

WANTED: Central Data 2650 DOS manual plus 
hard copy of program listing. Dennis Collins, 88 
Warden St, Christchurch New Zealand. 

FOR SALE: VDU CARD SCVT/100 64 char by 16 
line, $80 neg. D. Hock, Churchill (051)22-1157 
ah. 

MICROBEE OWNERS: TRS-80 tape loader pro- 
gram for BASIC and system tapes. No ha dware 
mods required. 57.50. J. Buxton (03)435-0885. 

FOR SALE: SYSTEM 80, 64K RAM, modification 
to CPU board, uses 4164s and one extra IC. For 
information contact R. Loveday, 17 Drake St, 
Hill End, Old. 4101. 

FOR SALE: DICK SMITH System 80 computer, 
Blue Label, 16K. As new, only four months old. 
Includes handbooks and software library, $350 
ono. Brian VK4ST (071)91-1172. 

CPM USERS GROUP: disks up to No. 90 Inc. 
businessmaster II software. cat 58, disks 59 Inc. 
post, various formats available. R. B. Archer, 
P.O. Box 696, Ringwood Vic. 3134. 

SELL: iTOH 8300P printer, centronics interface, 
125 cps. As new with user and maintenance 
manuals, spare ribbons, 5300. (03)726-6455 bh 
or (03)818-7898 ah. 

FOR SALE: DICK SMITH Super -80 computer, no 
longer needed. Expanded to 48K RAM, EPROM 
BASIC, power transformer, no case, technical, 
BASIC handbook, $250 ono. Mike (08)250-4058. 

FOR SALE: SUPER -80 48K RAM EPROM 
BASIC, tape BASIC S100 expansion, editor as- 
sembled. Full manuals, Including case and 
power supply, 5295. (03)783-5773 ah. 

SELL: NCR 270 computer teller terminal with 
cassette drive, golfball printer, in working 
order. Cost over 510 000, sell for $200. N. TO - 
brook, P.O. Box 63, Daw Park SA. 

FOR SALE: BURROUGHS L3000 computer com- 
plete with printer, fixed disk, paper tape reader 
and punch. All in good working condition, $500 
ono. Neville (085)82-1021 ah. 

FOR SALE: JOYSTICK for BBC computer, fully 
proportional. Supports BBC arcade games. 
Value at $37 inc. p & p. Write to James 
Freeman, 6 Greystanes PI, Hobart Tas. 7005. 

WANTED: DGZ80 S100 CPU card, with DGOS, 
in working order. Tony, 14 Wulagi Cres, Wulagi 
NT 5793. (089)27-5539. 

SELL: SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 16K, BASIC, 
manuals, power pack, printer, games tapes, 
$450 ono. Tony Andrews, International House, 
Uni of NSW, Kensington NSW 2033. 

FOR SALE: SUPER 80 disassembler, serial 
baudot or ASCII. Cassette $9. R. Vowels, 93 
Park Dr, Parkville Vic. 3052. 

FOR SALE: 16K ZX81 with power supply, much 
software (tapes, books), excellent condition. 
Must sell, $150 ono. Ron (02)622-5825 ah. 

FOR SALE: 48K SYSTEM 80MKII, green 
screen, printer, one disc drive. Used six 
months, half price at $1100. (02)440-8428. 

FOR SALE: COLOUR TV game. Ten games, 
joystick controls, volume control, $20. 
(03)277-6987. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WANTED TO BUY: Complete set or single 
copies of Australian Radio Service manuals, 
1-15, old Radio books, etc. A. Goodwin, Bagdad 
South Tas. 7407. 

WANTED: WIRELESS WORLD January 1982 
Issue in good clean condition for collection. J. 
Lavender, 3 Raw Place, Farrer ACT 2607. 
(062)86-4029. 

WANTED: ANY BOOKS containing circuit 
diagrams or information on radios made 
before 1949. (02)524-8082. 

MANUALS WANTED: CBS710, B&K1503/1602, 
Taylor 45D, Haltronics 201B, Khan SP58-1A, 
AWA Voltohmyst, AWA 1A57321, MAGNA - 
TECH 34B, PULTEC EOP-1A/MEQ5. GMT 303. 
R. Hibberd, P.O. Box 318, Willoughby NSW 
2068. (02)406-5782. 
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Is that a rum bottle In your trousers, 
or are you Just pleased to see me? 

) , B.1C.1Rl, 
I31C.1R1)I 

13\C \RD 
\Itl)1 

How the Computer Industry works 

The Managing Director says to the 
Product Manager, "We need 
a-nother/new product." The Product 
Manager speaks to the Engineering 
Manager, saying "Come up with a 

a-nother/new product." The 
Engineering Manager then speaks to 
the Engineering staff, saying, "We're 
gonna create a-nother/new product." 
In return, the Engineering staff says 
to the Engineering Manager, "Who's 
gonna do the software; what are we 
gonna call it?" The Engineering 
Manager then speaks to the 
Marketing Manager, saying, "We're 
creating a-nother/new product and 
you've gotta come up with a name for 
the software and hardware." The 
Engineering Manager then speaks to 
the Software Development Manager, 
saying, "We're creating a-nother/new 
product and you've gotta do the 
software." The Software Manager 
asks, "What are we gonna call it?" 
and the Engineering Manager replies, 
saying, "I've already spoken to the 
Marketing Manager." 

Next week's board meeting sets the 
deadline date and the release date 

and the Managing Director's secretary 
books the Hilton for the Press 
Release. 

The Engineering staff designs and 
builds this wonderful computer and 
terminal employing the latest in 
future technology that will output to 
any form of hard copy or terminal 
and also includes a three-dimensional 
display that can be viewed from any 
angle. Not only that, they designed it 
so that anybody can work with it and 
as many as 300 people at the one 
time can use it. This terminal is so 
marvellous that it will tell you what to 
do and how to do it - whatever you 
want. Then, should anything go 
wrong, it will find out what and 
where and tell you all about it. The 
Marketing Manager went into 
paroxysms of panegyric prose. 

Not to be outdone, the Software 
Development Staff endowed this 
machine with an infinite -knowledge 
retrieval system and a programming 
language that learned what you were 
trying to say as it went along. The 
Marketing Manager's panoply of 
panegyric paroxysms became almost 

palpable. Came the great day of the 
Press Release. 

The 'Marketing Manager introduced 
the assembled throng to the 
Managing Director, the Engineering 
Manager, the ... well, you all know 
how it goes. Then he introduced this 
wondrous assembly of software and 
hardware. 

"Gentlemen," he said. 
"I present the Programmed 

Retrieval of Information for 
Communicating Knowledge System. 

"This truly universally applicable 
product will solve all programming 
and education problems because it 
comes with our Creative Response 
Authoring Program, especially 
created for this product. 

"This product is universally - 
applicable because we have designed 
and produced the Synergistic 
Holographic Interactive Terminal 
incorporating our Built-in Universal 
Media System featuring the 
Programmable Interactive Software 
System for On -board Fault Finding!" 

At which stage the MD produced a 

gun and shot the MM. 
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Is BD IN YOUR 
ALP ABET? 

a 
a 

i - , 

If you're into computers, you'll 
know that BCD stands for Binary 
Coded Decimal. What you may not 
know is that it could lead you into a 
career as an Electronics Technician in 
Australia's AirForce. 

The F18 Hornet has more computer 
power than many large office 
installations. And we need technically 
minded young men and women to 
keep it flying. 

If you have successfully completed 
at least year 10 with passes in English, 
Maths and Science, you may just turn 
an interest in electronics into a full time 
career. 

JOIN AUSTRALIAS AIR FORCE. 
If you're an Australian citizen (or eligible to become one), 

aged 17-34, telephone your nearest Air Force Careers Adviser on: 
Sydney (02) 212 1011, Newcastle (049) 25 476, Wollongong (042) 28 6492, 
Parramatta (02) 635 1511, Canberra (062) 82 2333, Melbourne (03) 613731, 
Geelong (052) 21 1588, Brisbane (07) 226 2626, Townsville (077) 72 4566, 
Adelaide (08) 212 1455, Perth (09) 325 6222, Hobart (002) 34 7077, or 
write to Box XYZ in your capital city. 
~horned by DV.. Gen. Recn.ceg Dept. of Defence RGIEfPCpj 



The range of Hi -Fi equipment 
youthou? was beyoñd your 

meatis is now Within yóur spE 

......1 r.mgué controls. Vrn,reo 

AMP$ 
The Yamaha separate amplifier series is designed specificab ly for the truly sound -conscious audiophile who will accept nothing bur the ultimate in reproduction purity and prec}sie Yamaha separate amps also ofler aslensi If, permitting you to Choose an 

that is perlect 1 

These ere. 

INTEGRATED AMPS 
TUNERS 
CASSETTE DECKS 
TURNTABLES 
RECEIVERS 
SEPARATE AMPS 
SPEAKERS 
CARTRIDGES 
HEADPHONES 
SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

A Hundred Years of Musical Experience 
. q 

Í 

Please send me the latest 
Yamaha Hi -Fi catalogue. 

Name 
Address 

1 

Postcode 

I I I I I rvi 
Yamaha Hi -Fi Division, Rose Music Pty. Ltd., 

17-33 Market St., South Melbourne. Victoria. 3205. 
MCR/RM 3861E /R 


